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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line.



With the support of a Planning Grant in 2014, UT  
Southwestern (UTSW) undertook an effort to identify best 
practices in nursing at leading academic medical centers and 
schools of nursing throughout the United States. An internal 
task force composed of nursing, medical, and administrative 
leadership created a plan to foster a culture of nursing  
excellence at all sites of patient care at UT Southwestern.  
Out of that collaboration, four goals were identified as  
priorities for nurse excellence in the organization – the first 
being to “recruit and retain the best nursing school  
graduates.”

At the time, UTSW already had a nurse internship, but 
leadership realized that a more comprehensive program 
would be needed to reach the levels of excellence we 
expected of ourselves. In 2016, the UTSW Nurse Residency 
Program officially launched, and we immediately saw the 
benefits. Our next priority was to ensure the residency  
provided the nurse residents, and our organization, the  
highest quality experience possible. The ANCC Practice  
Transition Accreditation Program™ designation was chosen 
as the standard of excellence by which we would measure  
our efforts.

The participation of nursing staff has been crucial in the  
continual development of our program. They play a pivotal role in 
modeling best practice for our residents, as well as nurturing an 
environment of excellence, teamwork, compassion, and 
innovation.UT Southwestern’s Nurse Executive Board, Shared Governance Coordinating Council, and Unit-
Based Councils are fully invested in preparing nurse residents for long and successful careers in nursing, and 
frequently discuss the progress and outcomes of the program. 

Since its launch in 2016, we have had 253 new nurse residents participate in the program and we continue 
to work with our Department of Clinical Education & Professional Practice to develop opportunities for nurse 
residents to thrive in an environment of high-quality, patient-centered care. We appreciate the opportunity to 
share our story with you and hope you see why we are so proud of the work we have done.

Sincerely,

WELCOME TO OUR PRACTICE TRANSITION ACCREDITATION PROGRAM™ DOCUMENT.

A message from our Chief Nursing Executive

Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line.

Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, RN
Health System Chief Nurse Executive 
UT Southwestern Medical Center
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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

PO 1: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 

PO 1: Submit an executive summary of the program, including the 
description of the system organizations or practice settings, program 
length, scope of the program, and the number of residents/fellows 
accepted annually. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OVERVIEW 

The UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW), located in Dallas, Texas, is one of the 
country's leading academic medical centers.  As such, UTSW is dedicated to medical 
education and training, research, and quality patient care. A component of the 
University of Texas System, UTSW is governed by the UT Board of Regents and led by 
President Dr. Daniel K. Podolsky. The office of the President is responsible for 
overseeing the institution’s strategic priorities; it’s academic, clinical, and administrative 
operations; its interactions with the Dallas community, the UT System Board of 
Regents, and the Texas State Legislature. UTSW integrates pioneering biomedical 
research with exceptional clinical care and education. The institution's faculty has 
received six Nobel Prizes and includes 22 members of the National Academy of 
Sciences, 17 members of the National Academy of Medicine, and 15 Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute Investigators. In May 2016, UTSW achieved Magnet Designation® from 
the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC). 

Offering more than 80 specialties, UTSW provides care to 105,000 hospitalized 
patients, nearly 370,000 emergency room patient visits and oversees approximately 2.4 
million outpatients a year. As the premier tertiary healthcare provider in the region, 
UTSW consists of two University Hospitals: William P. Clements Jr. University Hospital 
and Zale Lipshy University Hospital.  Clements University Hospital is a state-of-the-art 
clinical facility opening in 2014 to replace St. Paul University Hospital and consists of 
12-floors, 460-beds, and offers patients and medical personnel world-class facilities and
technologies. Zale Lipshy University Hospital is a 148-bed treatment center for
neurology, orthopedics, oral surgery, psychiatry, and rehabilitation. UTSW offers patient
services at 65 ambulatory clinics across a multitude of specialties.
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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

Awards and Accolades 

As a premier academic medical center, UTSW has received numerous awards and 
accolades. The following denotes many of the awards received to date.   

Awards and Accolades Description Award Emblem 

Magnet Designation® 
UTSW received Magnet-designation from the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) in 
2016. Magnet Recognition®, the highest honor 
awarded by the ANCC, is recognized nationally as 
the gold standard of nursing excellence. Only 
about 7% of hospitals in the U.S. have earned 
Magnet® status. 

U.S. News & World Report 
UTSW is ranked the No. 1 hospital in Dallas-Fort 
Worth, second in Texas, and among the top 50 
programs nationally in six clinical specialty areas, 
according to U.S. News & World Report. The six 
specialty areas in which UTSW was recognized in 
2017-2018 include: 

§ No. 19: Urology

§ No. 24: Geriatrics

§ No. 25: Diabetes & Endocrinology

§ No. 38: Neurology & Neurosurgery

§ No. 39: Nephrology

§ No. 50: Ear, Nose & Throat

U.S. News & World Report also ranked UTSW as 
high-performing in the areas of cancer, 
gastroenterology and GI surgery, orthopedics, 
and pulmonology, as well as in the treatment 
areas of heart failure, colon cancer surgery, lung 
cancer surgery, and chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease.  
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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

Awards and Accolades Description Award Emblem 

The Press Ganey Beacon of Excellence award is 
given annually to the top performing organizations 
based on extraordinary achievement. This award 
recognizes clients who have maintained 
consistently high levels of excellence in patient 
experience, employee engagement, physician 
engagement or clinical quality performance. 

PRC 5-Star 
This designation is given annually to healthcare 
facilities, providers, outpatient service lines, and 
inpatient units that score in the top ten percent 
(i.e., at or above the 90th percentile) of PRCs 
national client database for the prior calendar 
year. These awards are based on the 
percentage of patients who rate the facility, 
healthcare provider, outpatient service line, or 
inpatient unit as “Excellent” for the Overall 
Quality of Care question. 

Dallas Fort Worth - Great 100 Nurses 
Every year, the Dallas/Fort Worth Great 100 
Nurses are selected from hundreds of 
nominations submitted by patients, families, 
colleagues, teachers, students, co-workers, and 
supervisors. The mission of the DFW Great 100 
is to recognize registered nurses from all 
practice settings, nominated for being role 
models, leaders, community servants, 
compassionate caregivers, and significant 
contributors to the nursing profession. 
Nomination letters are reviewed and evaluated 
in the areas of quality patient care, peer support, 
and advancing the overall quality of health care. 
To date, 45 UTSW nurses have been awarded 
this prestigious recognition. 
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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

Awards and Accolades Description Award Emblem 
The Excellence in Dallas-Fort Worth Nursing 
Awards 
In 2019, 21 UTSW nurses were named winners 
in D Magazine’s 7th annual Excellence in 
Nursing Awards honoring Dallas and Fort Worth 
nurses who have made a difference in the lives 
of their patients and colleagues. 

§ Best Places to Work – Dallas Business
Journal 

§ Corporate Citizen Award – LaunchAbility

§ Platinum Fit-Friendly Worksite Designation
– American Heart Association

§ Employer of the Year – Association for
Independent Living 

§ Celebration of Diversity Award Finalist –
Ernst & Young and the Dallas Arboretum 

§ Mother-Friendly Worksite – Texas
Department of State Health Services 

§ Lex Frieden Employment Award – Texas
Governor's Committee on People with 
Disabilities 

§ Top 10 Best Organizations for Leadership
Development Award – 
National Center for Healthcare Leadership 

§ 2015 Pinnacle of Excellence Award for
Patient Experience – Press Ganey 

UTSW was ranked in the top 25 institutions by 
The Scientist's 2013 Best Places to Work 
Postdocs survey due to our recognition of 
postdoctoral researchers as valued members of 
our scientific community. 
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Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

Program Development 

The Nurse Residency Program (NRP) was established in 2016 after a notable decline in 
the retention of new nurse graduates, especially after 12 months in the organization 
(see Figure 1.1). Another key driver to support of development of the NRP was the 
expansion of services offered with the opening of Clements University Hospital. The 
growth within the inpatient facilities increased by 3.6% in inpatient days.  

Figure 1.1 – New Nurse Graduate Retention 2016 

The program director, program lead, and program coordinator held focus groups with 
internal and external customers to solicit their insight and feedback related to on-
boarding, orientation and retention, leading to the formation of a formal NRP. With the 
inception of the NRP, there were significant changes made to the recruitment and 
onboarding process for new graduate nurses which included:  

§ BSN requirement for external candidates and completion of BSN within three
years for internal candidates.

§ GPA requirement that increased from 2.7 to 3.0 for all candidates.
§ Program length increased from 14-16 weeks to 12 months.
§ Distinct clinical tracks were developed.
§ Phased approach implemented to align with Benner's model.

To meet the acuity demands and learning opportunities for nursing students, existing 
staff and new graduate nurses, UTSW began hosting several events and activities 
throughout the year to connect and partner with Schools of Allied Health, Nursing, as 
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well as high schools. Our affiliation with these organizations illustrates the solid 
commitment we have for supporting learning opportunities with institutions of higher 
learning. Serving as a clinical site for programs focused on health professions within the 
Dallas/Fort Worth area and across the United States, UTSW helps to prepare the next 
generation of clinical staff through a shared experience between the students and our 
clinical teams. UTSW further strengthens and supports these partnerships by: 

§ Attending career fairs throughout the year
§ Creating education affiliation agreements
§ Developing strategic partnerships to support gaps in service lines
§ Increasing awareness of careers within the healthcare profession through high

school and college student’s symposium as well as higher education
opportunities for professional education

§ Hosting Nurse Residency Mixers which have served as a touchpoint for potential
new graduate RN candidates to meet UTSW leaders and frontline staff.

Figure 1.2 - Number of Nursing School Recruiting Events Held in 2018
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Figure 1.3 – NR Mixer Attendance 

The NR mixers played a pivotal role in increasing the presence of Nursing at UTSW to 
over 20 states across the United States.  

Figure 1.4 a & b – Nurse Residency Applicants by State 

As depicted in the maps provided, the continued growth and expansion of our applicant 
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pool by geographic location has increased significantly from three states in 2016 to 
more than 22 states in 2018.  

Figure 1.5 – Nurse Residency Cohort Stats 

The graph above depicts the numbers of applicants, nursing schools, nurse residents 
interviewed and the number of residents that started the program by program dates.  

Program Length

Following Benner’s novice to expert theory, UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program (NRP) 
is a 12-month program comprised of two phases: 

Number of Weeks Journey of Excellence 

Weeks 1-24 Journey to Competency 

Weeks 25-52 Journey Beyond Competency 
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Program Scope 

UTSW’s formal transition to practice program for new nurse graduates convenes 
biannually with cohorts starting in February and July. Each cohort graduates after one 
year. The Nurse Residency Program is designed for new graduate nurses or nurses 
with less than 12 months of acute care experience, including UTSW staff members. 
During the 12-month program, the nurse residents (NR) focus on education and clinical 
experiences related to organizational enculturation, practice-based learning, and 
nursing professional development.  

Practice Settings 

As the foundational framework to guide general nursing practice, UTSW clinical tracks 
are built utilizing Elsevier’s practice guidelines for the delivery of nursing care.  In 
addition to Elsevier, UTSW ‘s respective specialty tracks are built utilizing practice 
standards and advanced guidelines from the respective professional organizations. 
UTSW also partners with Children’s Hospital of Dallas to develop the clinical tracks 
within the Women’s Services arena, including neonatal, post-partum and labor and 
delivery. 

UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program (NPR) has 11 clinical tracks: 

1. Acute Medical
2. Acute Surgical
3. Critical Care
4. Progressive Care
5. Emergency Services
6. Perioperative Services
7. Perianesthesia Services
8. Psychology
9. Oncology
10. Rehabilitation
11. Women’s Services

o Neonatal Intensive Care
o Post-partum
o Labor and Delivery

Number of Nurse Residents 

The NRP has had a total of 206 NR participants since February 2017. NRs are 
accepted twice a year in February and July. The most recent group of 47 residents 
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started in February 2019. Only 18 residents have not completed the program since its 
inception. 

Figure 1.6 – Nurse Residency Totals by Year 

Start Date # of Residents 
Jul-16 49 

2016 Total 49 
Feb-17 32 
Jul-17 48 

2017 Total 80 
Feb-18 32 
Jul-18 45 

2018 Total 77 
Feb-19 47 

Resident Total 253 

The table displayed above table denotes the 2016-2018 total number of residents who 
graduated from the Nurse Residency Program by cohort month, year and total # of 
residents. 
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PO 2: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 

PO 2: Submit the organizational chart for nursing and/or medical 
services, including the program and other areas as applicable or reflect 
lines of authority. 

Updated in 2018, the attached diagram (PO2a. UTSW organizational chart) outlines 
the internal organizational structure of UTSW. This schematic is used as a visual aid to 
illustrate organizational leadership roles and to demonstrate the “Chain of Command” 
between the President, UT Board of Regents, Vice Presidents, Executive Vice 
Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents, and Assistant Vice Presidents.   

The NRP director is the Manager of Clinical Education and Professional Practice and 
reports to the Director of Clinical Education and Professional Practice and the Associate 
Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) of Nursing Excellence. The attached diagram (PO2b. 
UTSW nursing organizational chart) highlights the reporting relationship of the NRP 
to the Associate CNO of Nursing Excellence, who in turn reports to the Health System 
Chief Nurse Executive (CNE) directly.  This direct line of communication allows a 
method for addressing resource needs and goals of the program. 
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PO2a. UTSW Organizational Chart 
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PO2b. UTSW Nursing Organizational Chart 
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15. Dual Reporting to Director for High Reliability
16. Dual Reporting to Director, Neuroscience Services
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PO 3: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 

PO 3: Submit the eligibility criteria for program applicants, which must 
include graduation from an accredited nursing program, current 
unencumbered licensure (or international equivalent) as an RN/APRN, 
and certification as applicable to the program. 

DESCRIPTION: 

UT Southwestern Medical Center’s (UTSW) Resident Program aligns with the Nursing 
Professional Practice Model (PPM) which demonstrates the organization’s belief that 
education promotes competence, confidence, and personal commitment. UTSWs 
commitment to education is born of the idea that we all come to work every day with a 
desire to do a great job and do what is best for our patients. Below is a depiction of our 
PPM (PO3a. UTSW Professional Practice Model). As a resident nurse transitions 
from Journey to Competency to Journey Beyond Competency this model becomes 
enculturated in both the nurses’ daily practice as well as the patient’s daily plan of care. 

PO3a. UTSW Professional Practice Model 
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The UTSW commitment to continuing education starts with the onboarding of each 
nurse. Structures and policies encourage and support staff members to learn and 
develop to their highest potential, ultimately fostering confidence creativity, productivity 
and satisfaction with their work. Participation in lifelong learning is inherent in 
everyone’s role as a healthcare professional. The organization’s priorities for 
educational development are to promote critical and creative thinking, enhance the 
patient and family care experience, and facilitate developing and maintaining healthy 
relationships, proactive, positive communication, and transformational leadership.  

UTSW’s clinical nursing education department addresses learning and education needs 
in different ways.  In 2017, in response to an assessment of the RN program by nurse 
residents, educators, staff, and managers, the new nurse residency program was 
developed. 

The policy that provides structure and support to the NRP is provided (PO3b. NRP 
policy).  To provide on-going evaluation of the program, the learner and other 
stakeholders provide feedback through multiple sources including: 

§ Formal and informal needs assessment surveys
§ Learner satisfaction surveys after each activity
§ Post-activity education impact surveys
§ Education council input

UTSW’s clinical nursing education department also identifies learning needs based on 
quality improvement data, findings from peer review activities and reports from safety 
management programs, including patient safety initiatives. The policy and requirements 
are shared with the residents upon hire and again when entering the program.  

The following example contains items pulled from UTSW Nursing Resident Policy 
(PO3b. NRP policy): 

Candidates for UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program, which includes graduate nurses or 
registered nurses with less than 12 months of experience, must meet the following 
criteria: 

§ BSN or higher degree from an accredited nursing program.
o One exception to the program criteria is for internal candidates who have

an associate degree and has committed to completing a bachelor’s degree.
§ Successfully passed the NCLEX before the start date of the nurse residency

program.
§ Letter of recommendation from a faculty member or manager.
§ Graduate from the Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) or

Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) accredited and state-
approved program.

§ Grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 or higher.
§ Certification in Basic Life Support.

17 
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These requirements are reviewed every year to ensure compliance with best practices 
and the needs of the organization. Currently under further review is the 3.0 GPA 
requirement. Because UTSW attracts over 500 applicants for 60 plus openings, this 
large volume of potential residents has allowed for consideration of applicants with a 
higher GPA. Completing the NCLEX and beginning the program with a valid nursing 
license pre-employment provides for no distractions throughout orientation.  

18 
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PO3b. NRP Policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS AND HOSPITAL-BASED CLINICS DEPARTMENTAL POLICY 

POLICY RATIONALE AND TEXT

A. The purpose of this policy is to provide continuity in hiring and onboarding of nurse residents across UT 
Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW). 

B. The nurse resident job code exists for graduate nurses who have graduated from the Accreditation Commission 
for Education in Nursing (ACEN) or Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) accredited and state 
approved program. 
UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program will follow established guidelines as endorsed by the Nurse Residency Advisory 
Committee, Human Resources, the Department of Clinical Education & Professional Practice, and the Nurse 
Executive Board for application, interviewing and hiring processes. 

SCOPE 
This policy applies to all new graduate registered nurses transitioning into practice for the UTSW’s Nurse 
Residency Program at William P. Clements Jr. University Hospital, Zale Lipshy University Hospital, and hospital 
based clinics. 

PROCEDURES (INCLUDING LINKS TO RELATED DOCUMENTS) 
A. Hiring of Nurse Residents 

1. Upon application, candidates for the nurse residency program will include the graduate nurse
or registered nurses with less than 12 months of experience. 

2. Candidates must possess a bachelor’s degree in nursing or higher. 
3. Candidates must have taken and passed their NCLEX before the start date of the nurse

residency program. 
4. Candidates must provide a recommendation letter. 

a. Current employees must provide a letter from their manager. 
b. Non-employees must provide a letter from a faculty member from their program of 

study. 
5. The nurse resident will be placed into a Nurse Resident-Registered Nurse (RN) status. 

a. Compact and Non-Compact licensure will be handled in accordance with Texas 
Board of Nursing. 

NURSING 

Nurse Residency Program 

CONTENTS 
Policy Rationale and Text 
Scope 
Procedures 
Related Policies  
Definitions 
Approval/Revision/Review History 
Contacts/For Further Information   

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Responsible Department:  
Effective Date: 2017 
Last Reviewed: 2017 
Next Scheduled Review: 2019  
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PO3b Nurse Resident Policy  
G/Share/CEPP/Nurse Residency/Program Documents/Nurse Resident Policy 

6. Title and salary changes commensurate with the new position begin on the first day of 
orientation to the Nurse Resident role. 

B. Hiring of UTSW Employees (current staff) 
1. Current staff hired before 01/01/2016 and enrolled in an ADN or ASN program (before 

01/30/17) will be eligible to apply for the NRP.  They must complete their course of study by 
June 30, 2020 to be eligible. 

2. Current employees working in licensed or unlicensed roles must apply to the UTSW Nurse 
Residency Program to be eligible to work as a new graduate registered nurse in the inpatient 
setting. 

3. Current employees accepted into the Nurse Residency Program and pass NCLEX before the 
program commences maybe transferred into CEPP for special projects.  Once the Nurse 
Residency Program begins, the employee will transfer into a nurse resident position. If not 
transferred into CEPP, the employee may work on special projects within their unit. The 
employee cannot work within the patient care area. 

4. Current employees who are not accepted into the Nurse Residency Program may continue to 
work in their current role until they pass the NCLEX exam at which time their employment 
will be terminated. 

II. Unit Placement and Selection 
A. Nurse Residents are matched to units based on the needs of the organization, coaching sessions with 

the educators, nurse resident feedback, and preceptor feedback. 
1. Current employees that are recommended by their manager may be matched back to their 

home unit during the unit placement and selection process. 
III. Performance Management & Transitioning 

A. Unit leadership along with the unit-based educators should assess willingness and abilities when 
determining the nurse resident’s progress (please see algorithm). 
1. Willingness is defined as the nurse resident’s commitment to making improvements and 

active participation in creating an creating and adhering to an individualized development 
plan. 

2. Abilities are defined as the nurse resident’s demonstration of progressive attainment of care 
management skills to include but not limited to knowledge specific to the patient population 
served, critical thinking, time management, and bedside skill performance. 

RELATED POLICIES, REQUIREMENTS, OR STANDARDS 
Floating and Cancellation  

DEFINITIONS 
Abilities are defined as the nurse resident’s demonstration of progressive attainment of knowledge, critical thinking, and 
care management skills to include, but not limited to knowledge specific to patient population served.  

Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) supports the interests of nursing education, nursing practice, 
and the public by the functions of accreditation. The ACEN is the only USDOE-recognized nursing accrediting agency that 
serves all types of nursing education programs, including clinical doctorate, master’s and post-master’s certificates, 
baccalaureate, associate, diploma, and practical programs. 

Associate Degree in Nursing (ADN) can be earned over the course of two- to-three years and the curriculum will include 
not only nursing, but also liberal arts. 

Associate of Science in Nursing (ASN) is a tertiary education nursing degree which typically take 2–3 years to complete. In 
the United States, this type of degree is usually awarded by community colleges or similar nursing schools. 

Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) is an autonomous accrediting agency, contributing to the 
improvement of the public's health. CCNE ensures the quality and integrity of baccalaureate, graduate, and 
residency programs in nursing. 
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PO3b Nurse Resident Policy  

G/Share/CEPP/Nurse Residency/Program Documents/Nurse Resident Policy 

National Council Licensure Examination (NCLEX) is a nationwide examination for the licensing of nurses in the United 

States and Canada since 1994 and 2015, respectively.  

Willingness is defined as the nurse residnet’s commitment to making improvements and active participation in creating 

an individualized development plan. 

APPROVAL HISTORY  
Written: Feb. 2017 

Reviewed: 

CONTACTS / FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

Department of Clinical Education & Professional Practice (clinicaleducation@utsouthwestern.edu) 

Nurse Residency Program: NurseResidencyProgram@utSouthwestern.edu  
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PO3b Nurse Resident Policy  
G/Share/CEPP/Nurse Residency/Program Documents/Nurse Resident Policy 

[OPTIONAL: FORMS, TOOLS, OR ONLINE PROCESSES] 

[OPTIONAL: EXCEPTIONS] 

Click and list any speciifc exceptions to this policy. 

[OPTIONAL: APPENDIX] 

Willingness

Yes

Conversation w/ NR

Profile Review

Identify Fit

Agreement between 

unit leaders

Transition to 

another unit

No

Consult Human 

Resources

Abilities

Yes

Identification by 

Educator/Precptor/ 

NR

Employee 

participate in 

building action plan

Identify key 

steps/actions

Educator and 

Manager review 

amendaments

Conversation with 

NR

Ongoing follow-up

No

Consult with HR
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PO 4: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 

PO 4: A list of program goals. 

The following is a list of the program goals. 

Nurse Residency Program Goals 
Goal Target Benchmark 
Retention Rates 85% at six months and 

80% at one year. 
Clinical Judgement / Critical Thinking 90% of nurse residents will transition into 

independent practice by six months into 
the program. 

Evidence-Based Project 100% completion of requirements to 
include podium and poster presentations. 

Program goals are shared with nurse residents during the orientation process.     
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PO5: CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 

PO5. A list of program stakeholders, including roles in the organization. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Provided in the attached table (PO5a. Key Stakeholders) are key stakeholders that 
affect or can be affected by University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW’s) 
Nurse Residency program. This list contains all unit managers and assistant managers.  
Not all of these participated in the taskforce group for planning and development, but all 
are directly affected by the program as they work directly with the residents on their 
units.  

нп 
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PO5a. Key Stakeholders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and Region/Ministry 
if a system-wide program) 

Susan Hernandez MBA, BSN, RN Health System Chief Nurse 
Executive  

UTSW Health System 

Victoria England MBA, BSN, RN, NE-BC Assistant Vice Pres UTSW 

Open position Director UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Allen Kirby MBA, BSN, RN Manager, NRP Program Director UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Tracy McGaw MSN, BSN, RN, CCRN-K, 
CNRN 

Manager UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Paula Dunn Education Coordinator UTSW 

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 
Nurse Residency Program 

Barbara Crim MBA, BSN, RN, CNOR Clinical Educator UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Surgical Services Track 

Delanea Parr BSN, ADN, RN-BC Clinical Educator UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 
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Acute Medical/ Acute Surgical and 
Progressive Care Tracks 

Elsa John MSN, RN, CMSRN Clinical Educator UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical Tracks 

Emily Ann Sooter MSN, APRN, CCNS Cardiovascular Clinical Nurse 
Specialist 

UTSW 

  Clinical Education and Professional Practice 
Critical Care Track 

Evelynn Githiiyu MSN, RN Clinical Educator UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical Tracks 

Hazzel Gomez MSN, BSN, RN, CAPA, CPAN Clinical Educator UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Perianesthesia Track 

Kathie Waldron MSN, RNC-NIC Clinical Educator UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Karen Relle BS, MLS (ASCP) Professional Development Specialist UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Laurie Zinn-Kirbie BSN, RN, CEN Clinical Educator UTSW  
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Emergency ServicesTrack 
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Liffy Cherian MSN, APRN, AGCNS-BC, 
OCN 

Clinical Nurse Specialist – Adult-
Gerontology 

UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Oncology Track 

Naudia Moore MBA, BAAS Resuscitation Program Manager UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Pamela Ridgeway MSN, RN, CCRN Clinical Educator UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Critical Care Track 

Shannon Bowling PT, DPT Professional Development Specialist UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Sheila Donnell Ph.D., APRN, WHCNS, 
AOCNS, OCN 

Clinical Nurse Specialist – Women’s 
Health / Adult Oncology 

UTSW  

Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Oncology Track  

Shinto Thomas MSN, RN, PCCN Clinical Educator UTSW 
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Clinical Education and Professional Practice 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical Tracks 

Tracy Sherrer  Nurse Manager  CUH-5 South 
LDRP  

36551   
 

BSN, RNC-O 

 

 

Manager UTSW  

Women’s Services 

Brooke Shadday BSN, RNC-OB Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Women’s Services 

Cassandra Recker BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Women’s Services 

Dawn Brown 
 

MS-MAS, RN, NE-BC Manager UTSW Acute Surgical Services 

Julie Abraham Assistant Manager- 
Day  

CUH-6 North  36670  Julie.abraham@utsout
hwestern.edu  

 

BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Acute Surgical Services 

Shirley Koshy MSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Acute Surgical Services 

Beena Johnson BSN, RN-BC Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Acute Surgical Services 

Marites Yanto BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Acute Surgical Services 

Karen Elmore DNP, RN, NE- BC Manager UTSW 

Women’s Services 

Sara Fay 
BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Women’s Services 

Michelle Raines  
BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Women’s Services 

Jasmine Penn 
MSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Women’s Services 
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Jacque Coats 
BSN, RN, CMSRN, NE-BC Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Services 

Alice Johnson 
BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Services 

Kimberly Johnson 
BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Services 

Manju George 
MSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Services 

Thanh Nguyen 
BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Services 

Shannon Chalk BSN, RN, CCRN-CMC Manager UTSW – Surgical Intensive Care Unit 

Nadia Pratt BSN, RN, CCRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Surgical Intensive Care Unit 

Gloria Menard MSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Surgical Intensive Care Unit 

Autumn Spencer 
MBA, BSN, RN, CCRN Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Kimberly Moore BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Jaimol 
Sreedharan 

BSN, RN, CCRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Ruben Castillo MSN, RN, CCRN Manager UTSW – Medical Intensive Care units 

Blair Lane BSN, RN, CCRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Medical Intensive Care units 

Jennifer Nowell BSN, RN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Medical Intensive Care units 

Marcela Brunken BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Medical Intensive Care units 

Amber Ulate MSN, MHA, RN Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Liz Mastropiero BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 
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Daisy Varghese BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Asha Gene BSN, RN, PCCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Progressive Care Unit 

Sherry Sutton MSN, RN Manager UTSW- Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit 

Lori McGarry MSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW- Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit 

Cason Adams RN, CCRN, CSC Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW- Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit 

AmyKay Johnson MSN, RN Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit 

Stacey Henry BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit 

Annie Jojy BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit 

Tara Robinson BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit 

Pamela Dunham 
BSN, RN, PCCN Manager UTSW - Progressive Care Unit 

Patti Rejda BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Progressive Care Unit 

Richard Fernandez BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Progressive Care Unit 

Elizabeth Samuel BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Progressive Care Unit 

Valerie Brooks MHA, BSN, RN, NEA-BC, 
CSSGB 

Manager UTSW - ONcology 

Linda Ahrens BSN, RN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Oncology 

Sharon LeRoux BSN, RN, CMSRN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Oncology 

Marco Pataray BSN, RN, CMSRN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Oncology 
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Kavitha Nair MSN, RN, OCN, NEA-BC Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone Marrow Transplant 

Angela Buchman BSN, RN, BMTCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone Marrow Transplant 

VJ Cunanan BSN, RN, BMTCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone Marrow Transplant 

Elizabeth Vial BSN, RN, BMTCN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone Marrow Transplant 

Colleen Riley BSN, RN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone Marrow Transplant 

Michelle 
Roberson 

MSN, RN- BC, CMSRN Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Alex Sinkov BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW- Acute Medical 

Annie Babu BSN, RN, OCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Nancy Neal BSN, RN  Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Gulzar Plumber BSN, RN, PCCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Alan Weaver BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Amy John BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Rachel Faidley BSN, RN, CEN Manager UTSW – Emergency Department 

Mary Caraecle BSN, RN, CEN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Emergency Department 

Bryan Bristow BS, BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Emergency Department 

Tameka Landon BS, BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Emergency Department 

Julie Taylor BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Emergency Department 
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Byron Carlisle BSN, RN, CCRN Manager UTSW – Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 

Alexa Collins BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 

Kelsey Davidson BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 

Ciji Saju MSN, BSN, RN, CCRN, CNRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 

Donald Stout BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 

Rebecca Deisler BSN, RN, PMHN-BC Manager UTSW – Psychiatry Unit 

Jo Kurian BSN, RN-BC Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Psychiatry Unit 

Resmi Jose BSN, RN, PCCN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Psychiatry Unit 

Jaqueline Berg BSN, RN, CNRN Manager UTW – Acute Surgical (Neuroscience) 

Laura Duran MSN, RN- BC, CNRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical (Neuroscience) 

Saleh Abdulla BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical (Neuroscience) 

Maria Flores BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical (Neuroscience) 

Cynthia Hill BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute 

Simon Ng RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute Services 

Susan George BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute Services 

Jacqueline Stitt MSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute Services 

Virginia Alvarado BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute Services 
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Julie Greer BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Acute Medical / Acute Stroke Unit 

Jenny Vo BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Meena Punnoose BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Kamena Muteba BSN, RN, CMSRN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW – Acute Medical 

Melinda Malone 
M.S.CCC- SLP Manager UTSW – Therapy Services 

Mariah Jones PT, DPT Assistant Manager UTSW – Therapy 

Kara Thompson, PT 
PT Assistant Manager UTSW – Therapy 

Kathy Durham RRT Support Services Coordinator UTSW – Respiratory Therapy 

Tanisha Wilcots MSN, RN Nurse Manager UTSW -  Prep/Recovery Post Anesthesia 
Care Unit 

Paula Haggerty 
BSN, RN Manager UTSW - Pre-Surgery Testing and Operating 

Room Scheduling 

Cortney Hockett MSN, RN, CNOR Manager UTSW - Operating Room Management and 
Support 

Joslin Swanfeldt MSN,RN, CNOR, NE-BC Manager UTSW - Operating Room Management and 
Support 

Leah Love BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Operating Room Management and 
Support  

Kate McClendon 
Bhore 

BSN, RN, CNOR Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Operating Room Management and 
Support 
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Zach Davis BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - Operating Room Management and 
Support 

Dean Marc Apolonio BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW Operating Room Management and 
Support 

Barbara Reese MBA, BSN, RN Manager UTSW - Operating Room / Surgical Services 

Minnie Armstrong MSN, RN Assistant Manager UTSW - 2nd Floor Prep/Recovery 

Joey Mullins BSN, RN Assistant Manager UTSW – 3rd Floor Prep/Recovery 

Crystal Martin MSN, RN Assistant Manager 2nd Floor PACU UTSW -  2nd Floor Post Anesthesia Recovery 
Room 

Carrie Pritchard BSN, RN, CNOR Manager UTSW – Surgical Services 

Valorie Frederico BSN, RN, CPAN Manager UTSW - Post-Anesthesia Care Unit / Day 
Surgery 

Jennifer Linder BSN, RN, CNOR, RNFA Assistant Nurse Manager UTSW - NeuroAngiography 

Kelly Murphy BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Magnet Program 

Todd Bailey MS, BSN, RN NE- BC Associate Chief Nursing Officer UTSW - Nursing Administration 

Shelley Brown-
Cleere  

MSN RN Director UTSW - Neurosciences 

Mike Mayo MSN, RN, CCRN Director UTSW - Emergency Services/Patient Care 
Services Administration 

Lisa Dalton MBA, BSN, RN, NE- BC, CRN Director UTSW - Director of Clinical Ancillary Services 
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Stephanie Huckaby MSN, RN-BC, NEA-BC Director UTSW - Women’s & Medical and Surgical 
Services 

Deshonna 
Taylor 

MSN, RN, CCRN Director UTSW - Heart and Lung and Vascular 
Services 

Lori Hodge DNP, OCN, NEA-BC Director UTSW  - Medical/Oncology & Interim Director 
of Care Coordination 

Amanda Truelove MSN, RNC- OB, NE-BC Director UTSW - Women’s Services 

Emily Flahaven MSN, RN, CAHIMS Director UTSW - Clinical Informatics 

Sean Gilmore MHA, CSSGB Manager UTSW  - Clinical Operations 
Linda Denke Ph.D., RN, CCRC Director UTSW – Nursing Research 

Eldon J. 
Setterlund 

MBA, BSN, RN Director UTSW - Procedural Heart and Lung 
Vascular Services 
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PO 6: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP 

PO 6: A list of organization leaders (examples Program Director, 
CNO/Executive Leader, Chief Medical Director, and other stakeholders) 
involved in the program planning, evaluation or both as applicable. 

Provided in the attached list are the organizational leaders (PO6a. Organizational 
Leaders). including all unit managers and assistant managers.  Not all individuals 
participated in the original Nurse Residency Council for initial planning and 
development, but all are directly affected by the program and provide feedback at the bi-
annual reviews, as they work directly with the residents on their units.  

ос 
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PO6a. Organizational Leaders 

Personnel Form for the RN Residency/RN or APRN Fellowship Program   

List the personnel for the RN Residency/RN or APRN Fellowship Program, including the following: Program Director, CNO/Executive 
Leader, and other key stakeholders involved in the program planning and/or evaluation as applicable. 

PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Susan Hernandez MBA, BSN, 
RN 

Health System 
Chief Nurse 
Executive  

UTSW 
X 

Victoria England MBA, BSN, 
RN, NE-BC 

Assistant Vice Pres UTSW X 

Open Director UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Allen Kirby MBA, BSN, 
RN 

Manager, NRP 
Program Director 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Tracy McGaw MSN, BSN, 
RN, CCRN-
K, CNRN 

Manager UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Paula Dunn Education 
Coordinator 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Nurse Residency Program 

X 

Barbara Crim MBA, BSN, 
RN, CNOR 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Surgical Services Track 

X 

Delanea Parr BSN, AND, 
RN-BC 

Clinical Educator UTSW X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Acute Medical/ Acute Surgical 
and Progressive Care Tracks 

Elsa John MSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical 
Tracks 

X 

Emily Ann Sooter MSN, 
APRN, 
CCNS 

Cardiovascular 
Clinical Nurse 
Specialist 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Critical Care Track 

X 

Evelynn Githiiyu MSN, RN Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical 
Tracks 

Hazzel Gomez MSN, BSN, 
RN, CAPA, 
CPAN 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Perianesthesia Track 

X 

Kathie Waldron MSN, RNC-
NIC 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Karen Relle BS, MLS 
(ASCP) 

Professional 
Development 
Specialist 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Laurie Zinn-Kirbie BSN, RN, 
CEN 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Emergency ServicesTrack 

X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Liffy Cherian MSN, 
APRN, 
AGCNS-BC, 
OCN 

Clinical Nurse 
Specialist – Adult 
Gerontology 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Oncology Track 

X 

Naudia Moore MBA, BAAS Resuscitation 
Program Manager 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Pamela Ridgeway MSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Critical Care Track 

X 

Shannon Bowling PT, DPT Professional 
Development 
Specialist 

UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

X 

Sheila Donnell Ph.D., 
APRN, 
WHCNS, 

Clinical Nurse 
Specialist – 

UTSW 
X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

AOCNS, 
OCN 

Women’s Health / 
Adult Oncology 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Oncology Track 

Shinto Thomas MSN, RN, 
PCCN 

Clinical Educator UTSW 

Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice 

Acute Medical / Acute Surgical 
Tracks 

X 

Tracy Sherrer Nurse Manager  CUH-5 South 
LDRP 

36551  tracy.sherrer@utsouthwestern.edu BSN, RNC-
OB 

Manager USTW 

Women’s Services 
X 

Brooke Shadday BSN, RNC-
OB 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Women’s Services X 

Cassandra Recker BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Women’s Services X 

Dawn Brown, MS-MAS, 
RN, NE-BC 

Manager UTSW Acute Surgical 
Services X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Julie Abraham Assistant Manager- 
Day 

CUH-6 North  36670  Julie.abraham@utsout
hwestern.edu  

BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Acute Surgical 
Services  

Shirley Koshy MSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Acute Surgical 
Services 

Beena Johnson BSN, RN-
BC 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Marites Yanto, MSN BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Karen Elmore DNP, RN, 
NE- BC 

Manager UTSW 

Women’s Services 
X 

Sara Fay 
BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 

Manager 
UTSW Women’s Services X 

Michelle Raines 
BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 

Manager 
UTSW Women’s Services X 

Jasmine Penn 
MSN, RN Assistant Nurse 

Manager 
UTSW Women’s Services X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Jacque Coats 
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN, 
NE-BC 

Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Alice Johnson 
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Kimberly Johnson 
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Manju George 
MSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Thanh Nguyen 
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
Services X 

Shannon Chalk BSN, RN, 
CCRN-CMC 

Manager UTSW – Surgical Intensive 
Care Unit X 

Nadia Pratt BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Surgical Intensive 
Care Unit X 

Gloria Menard MSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Surgical Intensive 
Care Unit X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

 

Planning 

 

Evaluating 

 

Both 

Autumn Spencer 
MBA, BSN, 
RN, CCRN  

Manager UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Kimberly Moore BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Jaimol Sreedharan 
BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Ruben Castillo MSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Manager UTSW – Medical Intensive 
Care units   X 

Blair Lane BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Medical Intensive 
Care units   X 

Jennifer Nowell BSN, RN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Medical Intensive 
Care units   X 

Marcela Brunken BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Medical Intensive 
Care units   X 

Amber Ulate MSN, MHA, 
RN 

Manager UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

 

Planning 

 

Evaluating 

 

Both 

Liz Mastropiero BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Daisy Varghese BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Asha Gene BSN, RN, 
PCCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Progressive Care 
Unit   X 

Sherry Sutton MSN, RN Manager  UTSW- Cardiovascular 
Intensive Care Unit   X 

Lori McGarry MSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW- Cardiovascular 
Intensive Care Unit   X 

Cason Adams RN, CCRN, 
CSC 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW- Cardiovascular 
Intensive Care Unit   X 

AmyKay Johnson MSN, RN Manager UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit   X 

Stacey Henry BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit   X 

Annie Jojy BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit   X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Tara Robinson BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical Unit X 

Pamela Dunham 
BSN, RN, 
PCCN 

Manager UTSW - Progressive Care Unit X 

Patti Rejda BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Progressive Care Unit X 

Richard Fernandez BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Progressive Care Unit X 

Elizabeth Samuel BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Progressive Care Unit X 

Valerie Brooks MHA, BSN, 
RN, NEA-
BC, CSSGB 

Manager UTSW - ONcology 
X 

Linda Ahrens BSN, RN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Oncology X 

Sharon LeRoux, BSN, RN, 
CMSRN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Oncology 
X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Marco Pataray BSN, RN, 
CMSRN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Oncology 
X 

Kavitha Nair MSN, RN, 
OCN, NEA-
BC 

Manager UTSW – Oncology/ Bone 
Marrow Transplant X 

Angela Buchman BSN, RN, 
BMTCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Oncology/ Bone 
Marrow Transplant X 

VJ Cunanan BSN, RN, 
BMTCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Oncology/ Bone 
Marrow Transplant X 

Elizabeth Vial BSN, RN, 
BMTCN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Oncology/ Bone 
Marrow Transplant X 

Colleen Riley BSN, 
RN,OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Oncology/ Bone 
Marrow Transplant X 

Michelle Roberson 
MSN, RN- 
BC, CMSRN 

Manager UTSW – Acute Medical X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

 

Planning 

 

Evaluating 

 

Both 

Alex Sinkov BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW- Acute Medical   X 

Annie Babu BSN, RN, 
OCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical   X 

Nancy Neal BSN, RN  Manager UTSW – Acute Medical   X 

Gulzar Plumber BSN, RN, 
PCCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical   X 

Alan Weaver BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical   X 

Amy John BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical   X 

Rachel Faidley BSN, RN, 
CEN 

Manager UTSW – Emergency 
Department   X 

Mary Caraecle BSN, RN, 
CEN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Emergency 
Department   X 

Bryan Bristow BS, BSN, 
RN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Emergency 
Department   X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Tameka Landon BS, BSN, 
RN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Emergency 
Department X 

Julie Taylor BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Emergency 
Department X 

Byron Carlisle BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Manager UTSW – Neuroscience 
Intensive Care Unit X 

Alexa Collins BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Neuroscience 
Intensive Care Unit X 

Kelsey Davidson BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Neuroscience 
Intensive Care Unit X 

Ciji Saju MSN, BSN, 
RN, CCRN, 
CNRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Neuroscience 
Intensive Care Unit X 

Donald Stout BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Neuroscience 
Intensive Care Unit X 

Rebecca Deisler BSN, RN, 
PMHN-BC 

Manager UTSW – Psychiatry Unit X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Jo Kurian BSN, RN-
BC 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Psychiatry Unit X 

Resmi Jose BSN, RN, 
PCCN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Psychiatry Unit X 

Jaqueline Berg BSN, RN, 
CNRN 

Manager UTW – Acute Surgical 
(Neuroscience) X 

Laura Duran MSN, RN- 
BC, CNRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
(Neuroscience) X 

Saleh Abdulla BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
(Neuroscience) X 

Maria Flores BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Surgical 
(Neuroscience) X 

Cynthia Hill BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute X 

Simon Ng RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute 
Services X 

Susan George BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute 
Services X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Jacqueline Stitt MSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute 
Services X 

Virginia Alvarado BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Rehabilitation Acute 
Services X 

Julie Greer BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Acute Medical / Acute 
Stroke Unit X 

Jenny Vo BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical X 

Meena Punnoose BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical X 

Kamena Muteba BSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW – Acute Medical X 

Melinda Malone 
M.S.CCC- 
SLP

Manager UTSW – Therapy Services X 

Mariah Jones PT, DPT Assistant Manager UTSW – Therapy X 

Kara Thompson 
PT Assistant Manager UTSW – Therapy X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Kathy Durham RRT Support Services 
Coordinator 

UTSW – Respiratory Therapy X 

Tanisha Wilcots MSN, RN Nurse Manager UTSW - Prep/Recovery Post 
Anesthesia Care Unit X 

Paula Haggerty 
BSN, RN Manager UTSW - Pre-Surgery Testing 

and Operating Room 
Scheduling 

X 

Cortney Hockett MSN,RN, 
CNOR 

Manager UTSW - Operating Room 
Management and Support X 

Joslin Swanfeldt MSN,RN, 
CNOR, NE-
BC 

Manager UTSW - Operating Room 
Management and Support X 

Leah Love BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Operating Room 
Management and Support X 

Kate McClendon 
Bhore 

BSN, RN, 
CNOR 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Operating Room 
Management and Support X 

Zach Davis BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - Operating Room 
Management and Support X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Dean Marc Apolonio BSN, RN Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW Operating Room 
Management and Support X 

Barbara Reese MBA, BSN, 
RN 

Manager UTSW - Operating Room / 
Surgical Services X 

Minnie Armstrong MSN, RN Assistant Manager UTSW - 2nd Floor 
Prep/Recovery X 

Joey Mullins BSN, RN Assistant Manager UTSW – 3rd Floor 
Prep/Recovery X 

Crystal Martin MSN, RN Assistant Manager 
2nd Floor PACU 

UTSW - 2nd Floor Post 
Anesthesia Recovery Room X 

Carrie Pritchard BSN, RN, 
CNOR 

Manager UTSW – Surgical Services X 

Valorie Frederico BSN, RN, 
CPAN 

Manager UTSW - Post Anesthesia Care 
Unit / Day Surgery X 

Jennifer Linder BSN, RN, 
CNOR, 
RNFA 

Assistant Nurse 
Manager 

UTSW - NeuroAngiography X 

Kelly Murphy BSN, RN Manager UTSW – Magnet Program X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Todd Bailey MS, BSN, 
RN NE- BC Associate Chief 

Nursing Officer 
UTSW - Nursing 
Administration X 

Shelley Brown-
Cleere,   

MSN RN Director UTSW - Neurosciences X 

Mike Mayo MSN, RN, 
CCRN Director UTSW - Emergency 

Services/Patient Care 
Services Administration 

X 

Lisa Dalton MBA, BSN, 
RN, NE- 
BC, CRN 

Director UTSW - Director of Clinical 
Ancillary Services X 

Stephanie Huckaby MSN, RN- 
BC, NEA-
BC 

Director UTSW - Women’s & Medical 
and Surgical Services X 

Deshonna Taylor MSN, RN, 
CCRN Director UTSW - Heart and Lung and 

Vascular Services X 

Lori Hodge DNP, OCN, 
NEA-BC 

Director UTSW - Medical/Oncology & 
Interim Director of Care 

Coordination 
X 

Amanda Truelove MSN, RNC- 
OB, NE-BC 

Director UTSW - Women’s Services X 

Emily Flahaven MSN, RN, 
CAHIMS 

Director UTSW - Clinical Informatics X 
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PO6a Organizational Leaders 

Name Credentials Title Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Role in planning/evaluating the 
program 

Planning Evaluating Both 

Sean Gilmore MHA, 
CSSGB 

Manager UTSW - Clinical Operations X 

Linda Denke PhD, RN, 
CCRC 

Director UTSW – Nursing Research X 

Eldon J. Setterlund MBA, BSN, 
RN 

Director UTSW - Procedural Heart 
and Lung Vascular Services 

X 
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PO 7: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP

PO 7: Provide the position description(s) for the Program Director, 
individuals who develop or deliver program content, and individuals 
who validate competencies. 

The Nurse Residency Program Director has oversight for all aspects of the Nurse 
Residency program, as well as, holds the Manager position in Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice. The Nurse Residency Program Director communicates the Nurse 
Residency Program specifics to key stakeholders and others to ensure a positive and 
productive response to every nurse resident cohort. Program director responsibilities 
include: 

§ Directs the overall program including continual improvement, content, schedules,
goals, budget, resources, and curriculum.

§ Relays information related to the Nurse Residency Program’s to stakeholders as
necessary to advocate for resources or influence changes that impact their
customers.

§ Ensures stakeholders are aware of information related to the Nurse Residency
Program’s impact on the organization.

§ Empowers the Education Coordinator to work independently on projects and
changes within their roles and responsibilities.

§ Sits on clinical committees that provide insight into areas for improvement for
nursing education that can directly impact training nurse residents.

§ Ensures feedback is received through more than one arena to allow for a broad
array of information to improve the program or to enhance resident experience.

§ Manages communication between those areas that support the program such as
human resources, EPIC training teams, nurse informatics, and other teams.

§ Provides leadership insight into how the program is being managed to ensure
organizational goals are incorporated into the overall program.

Job Descriptions of persons who develop or deliver program content and individuals 
who validate competencies – see all below.   

PO7a. Nursing Manager Job Description 

PO7b. Program Coordinator Job Description 

PO7c. RN Clinical Educator Job Description 

рт 
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PO7d. Professional Development Specialist Job Description 

PO7e. Registered Nurse Job Description 

PO7f. Neuroscience RN II Job Description 

PO7g. Assistant Nurse Manager Days Job Description 

PO7h. Research Compliance Coordinator Job Description 

PO7i. Director of Nursing Research Job Description  

PO7j. Assist Mgr Respiratory Therapy Staff Coordinator Job Description 

PO7k. Physical Therapist Job Description  

PO7l. Enterstomal (Wound and Ostomy) Nurse Job Description 

PO7m .Chaplain Job Description 

PO7n. Oncology Certified Senior Registered Nurse Job Description 

PO7o. Oncology Certified Registered Nurse Job Description 

PO7p. Manager Infection Prevention Job Description 

PO7q. Manager Clinical Safety Job Description 

PO7r. Registered Nurse Rapid Response Job Description 

PO7s. Manager Magnet Program Job Description 

PO7t. Preceptor – Role Description 

ру 
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PO7a. Nursing Manager - Job Description 

Nursing Manager 
Security This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which authorizes 
UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable  

Experience and Education: 
• A graduate of accredited school of nursing; five (5) years current registered nurse experience,

with two (2) years recent progressive nursing leadership experience required. Requires BLS,
ACLS, and current Texas RN license.  BSN required MSN preferred.

Job Duties: 
• Collaborates with staff by developing and implementing an effective action plan to improve

performance in the department.
• Adheres and facilitates adherence by other personnel to all policies and procedures, code of

ethics, JCAHO standards, and nationally recognized standards of nursing practice.  Reviews
nursing assignments and revises as necessary to meet the specific needs of patients and/or to
ensure adherence to policies and procedures.

• Implements disciplinary interventions, including termination, as appropriate and in compliance
with the policy.

• Participates in the identification and resolution of a physician, patient and/or family complaints.
Reports complaints and interventions to Guest Services and/or Department of Nursing in a
timely manner for adequate follow-up before the patient's discharge.

• Reviews schedule and staffing plan with other Department of Nursing personnel to ensure
adequate coverage of patient care needs on a daily shift or shift-by-shift basis.

• Utilizes staffing guidelines and/or patient acuity system and employs the most cost-effective
option in providing appropriate patient care.

• Utilizes resources in a manner which is appropriate and which optimizes resources for the
benefit of the organization and patient population.

• Identifies efficiency or cost saving ideas and reports same to DON and/or CNO.
• Interviews and makes the final decision regarding the hiring of all nursing personnel for the unit.
• Implements disciplinary interventions, including termination, as appropriate and in compliance

with the policy.
• Participates in development, implementation, and evaluation of performance improvement

activities.
• Completes performance reviews and orientation evaluations of nursing personnel. Implements

termination of nursing personnel with approval from Chief Nursing Officer and/or Human
Resources Manager.

• Provides immediate counseling of nursing personnel, up to and including suspension, as
appropriate.

• Follows-up with accurate and timely written reports to Nursing and/or Human Resources
Director.

• Generates and/or supervises generated occurrence reports as appropriate.
• Provides appropriate and timely follow-up and submits to DON.

рф 
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• Conducts staff meetings and coordinates special projects, which may include educational
activities, research projects, recruitment, and interdisciplinary and hospital committees.

• Collaborates with nursing staff and Nurse Educator to meet the educational needs of current
nursing personnel.

• Promotes personal and professional growth of all nursing personnel by allowing opportunities
for active participation in unit-based activities and appropriate patient care.

• Seeks out opportunities to teach.
• Develops unit's annual capital and operational budgets with assistance from nursing

administration personnel.
• Completes payroll editing at the end of the payroll cycle and maintains attendance records.
• Provides and supports efforts to develop teamwork between all nursing personnel, employees

and staff.
• Facilitates timely return of specialty equipment.
• Participates in routine and special care conferences.
• Demonstrates the ability to function in the "charge" role.
• Performs other duties as assigned.

PO7b. Program Coordinator - Job Description 

Program Coordinator 

Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• Bachelor degree in Business Administration, Health Care Administration, Education/Social

Science, or related field, and at least five (5) years of experience in appropriate field required.

Job Duties  
• Analyzes, coordinates, and evaluates program operation procedures.
• Develops or oversees development of budget for program.
• Develops, cultivates, and maintains working relationships with internal/external

departments/agencies and other organizations associated with and/or receiving benefit from
the program.

• Establishes program goals and objectives and directs program evaluation and quality control
activities; develops and/or approves schedules, priorities, and standards for achieving goals.

• Plans and coordinates special events.
• Participates in conferences.
• Presents data and program information.
• Responsible for design, execution, and effectiveness of the system of internal controls, which

provides reasonable assurance that operations are effective and efficient, assets are
safeguarded, financial information is reliable.

• Ensures compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies, and procedures.
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• Reads literature and attends functions to keep abreast of relevant scientific and technical
developments related to the program.

• May provide supervision to staff members.
• Performs other duties as assigned.

PO7c. RN Clinical Educator - Job Description 

RN Clinical Educator 

Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information.  

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• Master’s Degree in Nursing from an ACEN or CCNE accredited nursing program. Or complete

within three years.
• RN licensure, A current Basic Life Support (BLS) certification, course accredited by the American

Heart Association (AHA).
• Five years of experience in the health care field. Preferably a hospital setting.

Job Duties 
• Facilitate initial and ongoing competency process for the assigned department. Establish plans

for their educational needs and follow up as needed.
• In conjunction with the managers, directors, and clinical leaders, assess, develop, and

implement immediate and future learning needs of the unit/department/organization.
• Models behaviors that reflect lifelong learning at the local/national level: welcoming

students/instructors and identify resources for them, coach staff through clinical advancement
processes, fostering the use of evidence-based practice.

• Serves as a resource to clinical leaders by identifying educational needs of staff, as they relate to
changes in service, equipment, or technique.

• Implements programs to meet educational needs, which may include identifying available
internal and external resources6. Fosters competence and professional growth of staff by
facilitating the adoption of practice and policy changes and serving as a role model for
interdisciplinary care and education of the patient and family.

• Provides an appropriate environment for learning. Facilitates adult learning principles by
planning and presenting educational activities in a variety of styles.

• Demonstrate continuous performance improvement in targeted areas of responsibility in
alignment with the overall annual Hospital performance improvement targets.

• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7d. Professional Development Specialist – Job Description 

Professional Development Specialist 

Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable 

Experience and Education   
Master's Degree in related health care field. Or complete within three years. 
Licensure as required by discipline, A current Basic Life Support (BLS) certification, course accredited by 
the American Heart Association (AHA).5 years of experience in the health care field. Preferably a 
hospital setting.  

Job Duties 
• Facilitate initial and ongoing competency process for the assigned department. Establish plans

for their educational needs and follow up as needed.
• In conjunction with the managers, directors, and clinical leaders, assess, develop, and

implement immediate and future learning needs of the unit/department/organization.
• Models behaviors that reflect lifelong learning at the local/national level: welcoming

students/instructors and identify resources for them, coach staff through clinical advancement
processes, fostering the use of evidence-based practice.

• Serves as a resource to clinical leaders by identifying educational needs of staff, as they relate to
changes in service, equipment, or technique.

• Implements programs to meet educational needs, which may include identifying available
internal and external resources6. Fosters competence and professional growth of staff by
facilitating the adoption of practice and policy changes and serving as a role model for
interdisciplinary care and education of the patient and family.

• Provides an appropriate environment for learning. Facilitates adult learning principles by
planning and presenting educational activities in a variety of styles.

• Demonstrate continuous performance improvement in targeted areas of responsibility in
alignment with the overall annual Hospital performance improvement targets.

• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7e. Registered Nurse (RN II) – Job Description 

Registered Nurse II 

Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information  

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• A graduate of an approved/accredited nursing program either by a governmental authority,

nursing board, or a licensing authority which has jurisdiction over approval/accreditation of
nursing programs (Texas BON 217.1).

• Must be able to read, write and communicate in English.
• One (1) year of RN experience.  Specialty areas may have increased experience requirements as

dictated by unit or standard of care.
• Current Texas (or BNE Compact State) license, BSN preferred
• Professional certification in a nursing organization is preferred

Job Duties  
• Performs and accurately documents physical, psychosocial, and emotional assessments. All

assessments take into consideration age-specific criteria (children, adolescents, adults, and
elderly adults).

• Actively anticipates patient's and/or patient's family needs and expectations and utilizes these in
conjunction with the assessment to develop an appropriate plan of care for the patient. Utilizes
critical thinking skills in planning and prioritizing nursing care.

• Maintains and utilizes competencies per unit expectation.
• Identifies and implements appropriate nursing interventions based on the completed

assessment.
• Completes accurate and timely documentation of these interventions.
• Active coordinator of the interdisciplinary plan of care.
• Confers with all members of the health care team collaboratively.
• Shares information & observations of the patient and/or patient's family in a manner that

advocates for optimal patient care.
• Appropriately prioritizes nursing interventions based upon completed assessment. Promptly

identifies changes in condition as evidenced by nursing assessment, labs, x-rays, etc. Reports
changes, take follow-up action as appropriate.

• Actively involves patient, family and/or caregiver informed.
• Evaluates implemented interventions and modifies care according to the evaluation.

Documents interventions and modifications to the plan of care in an accurate and timely
manner.

• Adheres to appropriate hospital and/or Department of Nursing policies, procedures, clinical
pathways and nationally accepted standards of nursing practice.

• Incorporates ANA standards, into the provision of safe, quality patient care, utilizing current
literature, and research.  Practices in accordance with our Professional Practice Model -
"Relationship-Based Care" & delivers care using our Care Delivery System "PACE" - Patient
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Focused, Accountable, Coordinated and Continuous and Evidence-Based. Provides appropriate 
& timely answers and/or education to patients, patient's families, significant others and/or 
caregivers. 

PO7f. Neuroscience Registered Nurse (RN II) – Job Description 

NSICU Registered Nurse II 

Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information Salary    

Salary Negotiable.   

Experience and Education  
• Graduate of an accredited Nursing program. Must be able to read, write and communicate in

English.
• Current Texas (or BNE Compact State) license, BSN preferred. Job Duties  1. Performs and

accurately documents physical, psychosocial, and emotional assessments. All assessments take
into consideration age-specific criteria (children, adolescents, adults, and older adults).2.
Actively anticipate patients and/or patients family needs and expectations and utilizes these in
conjunction with the assessment to develop an appropriate plan of care for the patient. Utilizes
critical thinking skills in planning and prioritizing nursing care.

Job Duties 
• Maintains and utilizes competencies per unit expectation.
• Identifies and implements appropriate nursing interventions based on the completed

assessment.
• Completes accurate and timely documentation of these interventions.
• Active coordinator of the interdisciplinary plan of care.
• Confers with all members of the health care team in a collaborative fashion.
• Shares information and observations of the patient and/or patient’s family in a manner that

advocates for optimal patient care.
• Appropriately prioritizes nursing interventions based upon completed assessment. Promptly

identifies changes in condition as evidenced by nursing assessment, labs, x-rays, etc.
• Reports changes, take follow-up action as appropriate.
• Actively involves the patient in the plan of care and keeps patient, family and/or caregiver

informed.
• Evaluates implemented interventions and modifies care according to the evaluation.

Documents interventions and modifications to the plan of care in an accurate and timely
manner.

• Adheres to appropriate hospital and/or Department of Nursing policies, procedures, clinical
pathways and nationally accepted standards of nursing practice.

• Incorporates ANA standards, into the provision of safe, quality patient care, utilizing current
literature, and research.
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• Practices in accordance with our Professional Practice Model Relationship Based Care and
delivers care using our Care Delivery System PACE- Patient-Focused, Accountable, Coordinated
and Continuous and Evidence-Based.

• Provides appropriate and timely answers and/or education to patients,  patients families,
significant others and/or caregivers.

• Completes accurate and timely documentation of all education provided including discharge
plan of care.

• Assesses competence, obtains feedback/evaluation of understanding from patient, family,
significant others and/or /caregivers.

• Demonstrates effective communication based on individual patient needs and learning
preferences.

• Welcomes and orients patient, family, significant other and/or caregiver  to the unit. Encourages
patient/family participation in care.

• Reviews personalized patient plan of care with patient/family every shift. Updates whiteboards
accordingly and set daily goals with patient input.

• Explains special diets, tests, procedures and medications in easily understood and appropriate
language.

• Makes hourly rounds on patients and communicates when they will return.
• Duties performed may include one or more of the following core functions:

a) Directly interacting with or caring for patients;
b) Directly interacting with or caring for human-subjects research participants;
c) Regularly maintaining, modifying, releasing or similarly affecting patient records (including

patient financial records); or
d) Regularly maintaining, modifying, releasing or similarly affecting human-subjects research

records.
• **Other Duties:  Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7g. Assistant Nurse Manager Days – Job Description 

Assistant Nurse Manager 

Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information  

Salary Negotiable. 

Experience and Education  
• Graduate of an accredited Nursing program. Must be able to read, write and communicate in

English.
• BSN Required Current Texas (or BNE Compact State) license; BCLS.
• Specialty areas may have increased certification/license requirements as dictated by unit or

standard of care.
• A current Basic Life Support (BLS) certification, course accredited by the American Heart

Association (AHA).Three years of experience as an RN.
• Specialty areas may have increased experience requirements as dictated by unit or standard of

care.

Job Duties 
• Directly supervises and evaluates the provision of patient care by other personnel assigned

to the unit.
• Makes daily patient rounds.
• Does random chart audits.
• Utilizes opportunities to teach and mentor other nursing and ancillary personnel.
• Manages staff to meet established productivity targets as appropriate.
• Reviews staffing/nursing assignments and revises as necessary to meet the specific needs of

the patients on a shift by shift basis.
• Coordinates staffing with Central Staffing Office/House Supervisor.
• Makes ongoing changes to staffing as determined by fluctuations in census and patient

acuity, to assure safe delivery of care.
• Role models pro-active problem solving by collaborating with staff to ensure effective

resolution of identified issues.
• Utilizes chain of command for unresolved or escalating issues.
• Advocates for patients and staff to provide for safe delivery of care and/or a safe

environment of care.
• Demonstrates flexibility and willingness to provide coverage during shifts when staffing

crisis/shortage occurs.
• Provides timely, confidential coaching and/or counseling of nursing personnel as

appropriate and follows up with accurate reports to Unit Manager and Assistant Manager,
Care Coordination.

• Promotes and enthusiastically supports professional growth of staff by providing equal
opportunities for participation in unit based activities, patient care/unit decisions, hospital
committees, and/or continuing education.
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• Responsible for maintaining/improving/implementing plans for employee engagement
scores.

• Assures first person reporting of events through RL Solutions.
• Ensures all staff are competent in entering event reports and serves as a resource when

necessary.
• Investigates facts of event reports.
• Facilitates timely receipt of these reports for follow-up by the Unit Manager.
• Notifies Nurse Manager/Risk Manager immediately of high risk situations.
• Actively participates in routine and special patient care conferences.
• Responsible for maintaining/improving/implementing plans for patient satisfaction scores.
• Works with Unit Manager, Assistant Manager Care Coordination, Transition Coordinator and

other disciplines to streamline discharge of patients and reaches goals for time to discharge
from orders written.

• Collects information and maintains records regarding performance and contributions on an
ongoing basis throughout the fiscal year.

• Provides input and/or conducts annual performance reviews and orientation evaluation of
personnel assigned to the unit.

• Coordinates self-scheduling to maintain appropriate coverage for unit needs.
• Maintains Kronos records on a daily basis, monitoring for trends that require intervention

i.e.%2C., late clock-ins, incremental overtime, missed punches.
• Assumes delegated responsibility for inventory control of equipment and supplies to ensure

safe and effective patient care.
• Facilitates timely return of rented or borrowed specialty equipment.  Solicits staff input

regarding equipment and supply needs for the unit.
• Assists with staff meetings, special projects and the development, implementation and

evaluation of performance improvement activities.
• Communicates data and solicits input from staff regarding performance and quality

improvement i.e.%2C. Patient safety, infection control.
• Actively participates on hospital work groups.
• **Other Duties:  Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7h. Research Compliance Coordinator  – Job Description 

Research Compliance Coordinator 
Security -This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 

• A minimum of 5 years of experience in clinical research with a sound understanding of the
research process and knowledge of hospital clinical operations.

• A licensed healthcare professional with a Master's degree.

Job Duties 

• Develops, implements, and follows policies and procedures of the UMC Research Compliance
Committee.

• Develops, implements, and monitors procedures for patient registration, physician's orders,
billing, and payment for research related services.

• Monitors, reports, and reviews spreadsheets to assure that ongoing studies continue in
compliance with hospital policies for research related services.

• Serves as Chairperson of UMC RCC; serves as a member of UTSW IRB's and fulfills
responsibilities of those positions. Serves on other hospitals.

• Maintains current knowledge of all state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines
concerning the conduct of research involving human subjects in hospital.

• Reviews JCAHO Standards for Research.
• Reviews University Hospital site-specific IRB protocols to assure that the protocols are in

compliance with hospital policy, and applicable regulatory requirements.
• Reviews protocols with University Hospital Department Directors to assure that involved

hospital(s) can provide the required services for the study.
• This involves the identification, communication, and resolution of Hospital-based issues prior to

the implementation of the study.
• Coordinates with various University Hospital clinical services to confirm that the necessary staff

competencies and processes are in place to appropriately perform the identified research
activities.

• Performs an annual review of each active protocol to determine if protocols changes have been
made that might affect the University Hospitals.

• Works with PIs and Research Coordinators from the campus to facilitate the integration of
research activities in the University Hospitals.

• Serves on various University Hospital and other applicable committees, task forces or work
groups, as appropriate.

• Assists with the completion and review of cost analysis information for new or proposed studies.
• Participates in campus-wide research collaboration meetings and activities.
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• Ensures that billing processes are in place to capture the cost of hospital-based services
provided in support of research activities.

• Assists with identifying research-related policy needs, as well as policy development.
• Maintains current knowledge of all state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines

concerning the conduct of research involving human subjects in the hospital environment.
• Performs other duties as assigned.

PO7i. Director of Nursing Research – Job Description 

Director of Nursing Research 
Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information.  

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• At least six years of experience in clinical nursing with progressive responsibility.
• Two years of experience in a nursing leadership role, two years of experience facilitating

research.
• Demonstrated experience in grant writing, scholarly publications and/or presentation and

visibility within the nursing community.
• Ph.D., DNS or DNP preferred

Job Duties 
• Develop a strategic plan for nursing research across UT Southwestern University Hospitals and

hospital-based clinics.
• Benchmark best practices
• Provide nursing administrative oversight to nursing research committees and/or councils.
• Plan, implement and evaluate nursing research and partner with nursing education to

determine research translation needs to promote the delivery of quality patient care and
improved patient outcomes.

• Conduct annual research needs assessment and use results to develop departmental goals and a
plan in collaboration with the nursing executive team and alignment with nursing department
goals.

• Evaluate and build an infrastructure that supports growth and a national presence of Evidence-
Based Practice and Nursing Research.

• Assure that all standards and regulatory requirements are met for defined areas.
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PO7j. Assistant Manager Respiratory Therapy Staff Coordinator – Job 
Description 

Assistant Nurse Manager Respiratory Therapy 
Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• A graduate of an accredited Respiratory Therapy program.
• Associate degree in Respiratory Care required; BSRT or in a related field preferred.
• Must be able to read, write and communicate in English. Five years of critical care experience as

an RRT.
• Specialty areas may have increased experience requirements as dictated by unit or standard of

care.
• Current Texas license; BCLS, PALS, and ACLS certification course accredited by the American

Heart Association (AHA).
• Specialty areas may have increased certification/license requirements as dictated by unit or

standard of care.

Job Duties 
• Adheres and facilitates adherence by other personnel to all policies and procedures, NBRC

requirements, AARC Clinical Practice Guidelines, Code of Ethics and nationally recognized
standards of practice.

• Manages staff to meet established productivity targets as appropriate.
• Reviews staffing assignments and revise as necessary to meet the specific needs of the patients

on a shift by shift basis.
• Coordinates staffing with other areas within the UTSW Medical Center.
• Makes ongoing changes to staffing as determined by fluctuations in census and patient acuity,

to assure safe delivery of care.
• Directly supervises and evaluates the provision of patient care by other personnel assigned to

the unit.
• Makes daily patient rounds.
• Performs random chart audits.
• Utilizes opportunities to teach and mentor staff and other disciplines as needed to improve

coordination and understanding of respiratory care and services.
• Assures financial stewardship.3. Role models pro-active problem solving by collaborating with

staff to ensure effective resolution of identified issues.
• Utilizes a chain of command for unresolved or escalating issues as needed.
• Advocates for patients and staff to provide for the safe delivery of care and/or a safe

environment of care.
• Demonstrates flexibility and willingness to provide coverage during shifts when staffing

crisis/shortage occurs.
• Maintains direct care clinical competency.
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• Covers for RT Assistant Manager of Care Coordination when absent or on vacation.
• Provides timely, confidential coaching and/or counseling of personnel and communicates with

Department Manager and other Assistant Managers as appropriate.
• Promotes and enthusiastically supports the professional growth of staff by providing equal

opportunities for participation in unit based activities, patient care/unit decisions, hospital
committees, and/or continuing education.

• Responsible for maintaining/improving/ implementing plans for employee engagement scores.
• Assures first-person reporting of events through the event reporting system.
• Ensures all staff are competent in entering event reports and serves as a resource when

necessary.  Investigates facts of event reports.
• Facilitates timely receipt of these reports for follow-up by the Department Manager.
• Notifies Manager & Manager of Clinical Safety immediately of high-risk situations.
• Actively participates in routine and special patient care conferences, staff meetings, special

projects and the development, implementation, and evaluation of performance improvement
activities.

• Communicates data and solicits input from staff regarding performance and quality
improvement, i.e., patient safety, infection control.

• Actively participates on hospital work groups.
• Collects information and maintains records regarding performance and contributions on an on-

going basis throughout the fiscal year.  Provides input and/or conducts all performance reviews
(90 days, six months, annual) and orientation evaluation of personnel.

• Coordinates self-scheduling to maintain appropriate coverage for department needs.
• Maintains Kronos records on a daily basis, monitoring for trends that require intervention, e.g.

late clock-ins, incremental overtime, missed punches, attendance.
• Assumes delegated responsibility for inventory control of equipment and supplies to ensure

safe and effective patient care.
• Facilitates timely return of rented or borrowed specialty equipment.
• Solicits staff input regarding equipment and supply needs for the unit.
• Assists and supports respiratory personnel in identification and participation in evidence-based

practice and clinical research.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7k. Physical Therapist – Job Description 

Physical Therapist 
Security – This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• Bachelor's degree and no experience is required.
• Eligible for licensure in the state of Texas and active Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation certification

(CPR or BCLS) is required.
• Preferred: One (1) year of experience.

Job Duties 
• Demonstrates knowledge of departmental policies and procedures, and treatment-specific

protocols regarding patient care.
• Demonstrates knowledge of proper body mechanics for personal and patient safety. Uses and

instructs others in proper body mechanics.
• Reviews information available from all sources, i.e., history and physical, overt and subjective

complaints, etc. Utilizes appropriate testing and measurement procedures based on information
gathered in the evaluation.

• Identifies and records problems.
• Projects realistic goals with reasonable time frames.
• Determines if treatment is effective. Uses resulting evaluation to identify and record problems.
• Analyzes and designs treatment programs based on individual patient problems and goals.
• Prepares for patient discharge.
• Records patients' progress.
• Orders equipment and completes equipment prescription in full.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7l. Enterstomal RN – Job Description 

Enterstomal RN 
Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• Bachelor's degree in Nursing required.
• Master's degree preferred.
• **Wound Ostomy Continence Nursing Certification Board, and current Basic Life Support (BLS)

certification, course accredited by the American Heart Association (AHA) required.**

Job Duties 
• Performs and documents physical, psychosocial, and emotional assessments for all assigned

patients.
• Develops and implements a plan of care for the patient.
• Utilizes critical thinking skills in planning and prioritizing nursing care for the assigned patient.

Completes documentation of interventions.
• Confers with all members of the health care team, sharing information and observations of the

patient and/or patient's family.
• Initiates or maintains actions to assure continuity of safe and effective care for patients between

shifts, units and upon discharge.
• Evaluates implemented interventions and modifies care according to evaluation.
• Documents interventions and modifications to plan of care.
• Adheres to proper hospital and/or Department of Nursing policies, procedures, clinical

pathways and accepted standards of Wound, Ostomy, and Continence Nursing Board.
Provides answers and/or education to patient's and/or patient's families.  Completes
documentation of all education provided.

• Supervises and directs unlicensed assistive personnel and nurses new to the environment.
• Delegates duties and within legal parameters.
• Reports errors and takes follow-up action to rectify errors.
• Responds to patient's and/or patient's families complaints.
• Reports complaints to the Clinical Nurse Manager or their designee.
• Utilizes a chain of command to resolve patient, operational, or personal work-related problems.

Participates in performance improvement activities.
• Completes mandatory companies and education modules.
• Provides education to community and areas of the hospital that request further information in

his and/or her area of expertise.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7m. Chaplain – Job Description 

Chaplain 
Security - This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information  

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• One (1) year chaplaincy experience.
• Three (3) years healthcare chaplaincy preferred
• Four units of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE).
• Admission to a graduate program in ministry or related field. Master’s Degree in Ministry

preferred
• Obtain and subsequently maintain certification through agencies such as the Association of

Professional Chaplains (APC) or National Association of Catholic Chaplains (NACC) Certification.

Job Duties  
• Assessment of patient needs for spiritual support and provide necessary services and

interventions.  Pastoral care and support in a crisis, grief, new diagnosis, surgery, or other
concerns.

• Immediate response for emergencies, traumas, deaths, code blues, end-of-life decisions, ethical
conflicts, crisis, disasters, organ/tissue donation/procurement.

• Serves as a resource and advocate related to spiritual and ethical concerns and provides
guidance in ethical decision-making — assistance with family conflicts and interpersonal
relationships.

• Provide spiritual support resources appropriate to the developmental, emotional, and
psychological needs of patients, family members, and staff.  Accommodates requests for
spiritual/religious literature.

• Provide pre-surgery, surgery, post-surgery support to patients and family members.
• Maintain professional certification through continuing education, supervision, spiritual

direction, retreats and active membership in APC or NACC.  Maintain ecclesial/denominational
endorsement.

• Maintain timely and accurate preparation of progress reports, statistical data, and projects
which support department and hospital goals.

• Assist in training of volunteer chaplains and field education students. Participate in the
supervision of volunteer and field education students.

• Provide for Sacramental needs of patients, family members, and staff.  Facilitate contacting the
patient's own clergy.  Provide worship opportunities for patients, family members, and staff.

• Make referrals to outside resources for additional support and counseling in collaboration with
Social Workers, nurses and other members of the health team. Consultation service to staff on
specific patient needs.

• Consultation for Advance Directives: Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, Directive to
Physicians, Family or Surrogates.   Consultation concerning Uniform Donor Card matters.
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• Education to staff on the utilization of Chaplains, ethics issues, advance directives and other
topics as the need arises.  Provide community education as requested — network with area
religious congregations.

• Performs other duties as assigned.

PO7n. Oncology Certified Registered Nurse Sr. – Job Description 

Oncology Certified Registered Nurse Sr 
Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information  

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• Associate's degree (BSN preferred), seven (7) or more years oncology nursing experience,

licensure as Registered Nurse by Board of Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas and a current
• Basic Life Support (BLS) certification, course accredited by the American Heart Association

(AHA), are required.
• Oncology Nursing Society Certification: OCN, CPHON, CBCN, or BMTCN required.

Job Duties 
• Provides working supervision to other nursing staff and/or other no n-licensed medical or office

support personnel.
• Maintains a safe and secure environment to meet patient needs.
• Facilitates patient scheduling for all tests and visits.
• Completes billing of all nursing procedures including any infusion therapy.
• Precepts new staff to the clinic processes related to operations.
• Directs the duties of the Medical Office Assistant and Clinic Staff Assistant to facilitate clinic

operations.
• Participates in new product evaluation and implementation.
• Prepares equipment and assists physicians during physical exams and medical procedures.
• Prepares the patient for the physician exam — chaperones physician visit.
• Prepares and administers medications as prescribed by a physician.
• Takes, records, and reports patient vital signs using medical equipment; inspects equipment and

facilities visually and physically to ensure patient safety and proper functioning of equipment.
• Obtains any specimens ordered by the physician for collection.
• Documents patient care interventions and education in medical records; ensures appropriate

patient consents and authorizations are obtained for research and/or medical treatment.
• Delivers nursing interventions to assigned patients that are consistent with stated medical plan

of care while observing and recording signs, symptoms, and behavior of patients in medical
records.

• Participates in interdisciplinary rounds. Works with the multidisciplinary care team to facilitate
patient quality of life throughout the cancer trajectory. Assist the patient and family through the
end-of-life experience.
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• Triages patient phone inquiries according to physician and/or departmental protocols and
documents such inquiries and results in patients' medical records.

• Demonstrates effective communication skills, physical and psychosocial assessment skills, and
knowledge of how to access pertinent health records to facilitate triage decision making. Acts as
the telephone triage nurse.

• Participates in evaluating nursing needs of patients; assesses problems affecting patients;
recommends policy and/or procedural change s according to nursing expertise; schedules
patients' appointments, tests, and procedures via an on-line computer system or telephone.

• Facilitates patient-physician communication and assists the patient through the treatment
process.

• Covers the care of patients when a nurse who usually assists with their care is not in the clinic.
• Provides patient education, procedural instructions, general health information, and reinforces

physician instructions in person and through telephone contact.
• Documents patient education in the medical record.
• Recognizes when new patient education materials or techniques are required and assists center

leadership to provide those materials to the patients.
• Administers chemotherapy and blood products in the infusion area.
• Demonstrates knowledge of central line, port, and IV management.
• Provides nursing care to the patient undergoing complex procedures such as bone marrow

biopsies or intrathecal chemotherapy.  The bone marrow transplant nurse will be responsible
for administering high dose chemotherapy and stem cell infusions.

• Provides patient counseling based on specialized and/or advanced knowledge gained through
education and experience.

• Assists the patient through the University system to facilitate patient treatment plan.
• Precepts new nursing staff to the nursing process within the clinic.
• Consistently assists all new staff in the clinic in order to assure their success. Participates in

nursing education opportunities.
• Performs duties of Clinical Leader in the infusion area.
• Performs duties of Clinical Leader in the clinic area.
• Troubleshoots patient complaints and involving Clinic Manager when appropriate.
• Assists with policy development for the Cancer Center.
• Attends multidisciplinary team meetings for disease site specialty
• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7o. Oncology Certified Nurse – Job Description 

Oncology Certified Nurse 
Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education  
• Associate's degree (BSN preferred), two (2) years oncology nursing experience, licensure as

Registered Nurse by Board of Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas, and a current Basic Life
Support (BLS) certification, course accredited by the American Heart Association (AHA), are
required.

• Oncology Nursing Society Certification: OCN, CPHON, CBCN, or BMTCN required.

Job Duties  
• Provides working supervision to other nursing staff and/or other no n-licensed medical or office

support personnel.
• Maintains a safe and secure environment to meet patient needs.
• Facilitates patient scheduling for all tests and visits.
• Completes billing of all nursing procedures including any infusion therapy.
• Precepts new staff to the clinic processes related to operations.
• Directs the duties of the Medical Office Assistant and Clinic Staff Assistant to facilitate clinic

operations.
• Prepares equipment and assists physicians during physical exams and medical procedures.

Prepares the patient for the physician exam.
• Chaperones physician visit. Prepares and administers medications as prescribed by a physician.
• Takes, records, and reports vital patient signs using medical equipment; inspects equipment and

facilities visually and physically to ensure patient safety and proper functioning of equipment.
• Obtains any specimens ordered by the physician for collection.
• Documents nursing assessment.
• Documents patient care interventions and education in medical records; ensures appropriate

patient consents and authorizations are obtained for research and/or medical treatment.
• Delivers nursing interventions to assigned patients that are consistent with the stated medical

plan of care while observing and recording signs, symptoms, and behavior of patients in medical
records.

• Participates in interdisciplinary rounds. Works with the multidisciplinary care team to facilitate
patient quality of life throughout the cancer trajectory.

• Triages patient phone inquiries according to physician and/or departmental protocols and
documents such inquiries and results in patients' medical records.

• Demonstrates effective communication skills, physical and psychosocial assessment skills, and
knowledge of how to access pertinent health records to facilitate triage decision making.

• Acts as the telephone triage nurse.
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• Participates in evaluating nursing needs of patients; assesses problems affecting patients;
recommends policy and/or procedural change s according to nursing expertise; schedules
patients' appointments, tests, and procedures via an on-line computer system or telephone.

• Facilitates patient-physician communication and assists the patient through the treatment
process.

• Covers the care of patients when a nurse who usually assists with their care is not in the clinic.
• Provides patient education, procedural instructions, general health information, and reinforces

physician instructions in person and through telephone contact.
• Documents patient education in the medical record. Recognizes when new patient education

materials or techniques are required and assists center leadership to provide those materials to
the patients.

• Administers chemotherapy and blood products in the infusion area. Demonstrates knowledge of
central line, port, and IV management.

• Provides nursing care to the patient undergoing complex procedures such as bone marrow
biopsies or intrathecal chemotherapy.

• The bone marrow transplant nurse will be responsible for administering high do see
chemotherapy and stem cell infusions.

• Provides patient counseling based on specialized and/or advanced knowledge gained through
education and experience.

• Assists the patient through the University system to facilitate patient treatment plan.
• Precepts new nursing staff to the nursing process within the clinic.
• Consistently assists all new staff in the clinic in order to assure their success.
• Attends multidisciplinary team meetings for disease site specialty.

**Other Duties:  Performs other duties as assigned. 

PO7p.  Manager Infection Prevention-Job Description 

Infection Control Manager 

Security -This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 

• Bachelor degree in a healthcare related field (such as Nursing, and/or Epidemiology preferred)
and at least three (3) of these years working in a management capacity. **The following are
preferred:  Registered Nurse license, Certification in Infection Control (CIC), and/or
MSN/MS/MBA/MHA/CPHQ.**

Job Duties 

• Plans, directs and manages the overall infection control standards of practice within the UT
Southwestern Ambulatory Clinics and departmental infection control policies and procedures.
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• Maintains and/or improves infection control practices and compliance with external regulatory
agency requirements.

• Serves as organization expert on best practices, national and local trends and issues; acts as key
interface with departments and coordinates Infections Control Committee Meetings.
Conducts periodic site inspections to assess compliance with Ambulatory Services and agency
safety regulations.

• Maintains appropriate documentation.
• Collaborates with medical directors and clinic managers to address surveillance, non-compliance

concerns.
• Provides positive feedback communication on problems addressed, corrected or outstanding

practice patterns.
• Monitors infection control practices of staff to evaluate compliance with JCAHO, OSHA, CDC and

government infection control guidelines and policies.
• Interacts with Employee Health on infection control issues.
• Investigates and documents clusters of infection above expected levels.  Completes notifications

per policy.
• Prepares and maintains infection control reports required by law and distributions as

appropriate within UTSW and to governmental agencies.
• Provides infection control and prevention education programs internally and externally; and

provides perspective, expertise, and leadership for facility planning, construction and renovation
projects.

• Assures timely and comprehensive infection control policy and procedure reviews.
• Manages infection control emergency response.
• Duties performed may include one or more of the following core functions:  (a) Directly

interacting with or caring for patients; (b) Directly interacting with or caring for human-subjects
research participants; (c) Regularly maintaining, modifying, releasing or similarly affecting
patient records (including patient financial records); or (d) Regularly maintaining, modifying,
releasing or similarly affecting human-subjects research records.

• Perform other duties as assigned.

PO7q. Manager of Clinical Safety – Job Description 

Manager of Clinical Safety 
Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• BSN or Diploma RN preferred, or other healthcare degree/certification considered.
• RN Licensure or license/certification related to healthcare degree and experience5 years of

direct health care experience in an acute care hospital

Job Duties 
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• Event Reporting. Receives and reviews event reports.
• Assures that risk events are investigated timely and performance improvement measures are

implemented.
• Data Analysis: Collects, reviews, and analyzes information from the Event Reporting system to

identify corrective action and programs.
• Uses data in the event reporting system to identify key performance improvement targets.
• Maintains records of patient-related errors and evaluates this information in order to identify

the cause of the error.
• Recommends changes, policies, or programs that could prevent future errors.
• Process Improvement Activities: Supervises the investigation of errors, plans for resolution of all

safety-related incidents, including those involving employees, visitors, patients, and situations
posing a safety threat, and ensure sustainability of improvements to avoid future harm.

• Educational Activities: Designs and presents training programs meant to increase awareness of
patient safety initiatives.

• Coordinate identification and risk reduction activities. Provides ongoing education to the staff
regarding risk.

• Manage: Responsible for managing process improvements, provide safety assessments, develop
safety strategies, and reinforce a safe organizational culture and correcting errors that can lead
to adverse patient outcomes.

• Oversee staff responsible for developing and implementing patient safety programs.
• Performs other duties as assigned.

PO7r. Registered Nurse Rapid Response – Job Description 

Registered Nurse Rapid Response 
Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• Minimum of 3 years of critical care experience.
• A graduate of an accredited Nursing program.
• Must be able to read, write and communicate in English. BSN preferred.
• Current Texas (or BNE Compact State) license.

Job Duties 
• Responds to all Rapid Response pages, Code Blue pages for code blues outside the of the ICUs,

Code Stoke, and Sepsis Pages. Assumes the role of team lead during these events until a
designated physician lead is identified.  All assessments take into consideration age-specific
criteria (children, adolescents, adults, and older adults).

• Performs the Modified Early Warning System (MEWS) Rounds for patients with increasing
MEWS scores.

• Actively collaborates with staff to develop appropriate Follow-up care for the patient. Utilizes
critical thinking skills to assess the appropriate level of care.
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• Maintains and utilizes competencies to foster autonomous critical thinking reasoning.
• Rounds on Direct Admits patients utilizing critical thinking reasoning to ensure the bed

assignment is appropriate for the patient.
• Escalates concerns to admitting team. Active coordinator of the interdisciplinary plan of care.

Confers with all members of the health care team in a collaborative fashion.
• Shares information and observations of the patient and/or patient's family in a manner that

advocates for optimal patient care.
• Appropriately prioritizes nursing interventions based upon completed assessment. Works

collaboratively with staff to identify changes in patient condition which warranted the Rapid
Response call.

• Collects data, including but not limited to, physical assessment, laboratory results, x-ray reports,
etc. Ensures the data is communicated to the appropriate care provider team. Offers
suggestions including the transfer of the patient to a higher level of care if warranted.

• Evaluates implemented interventions and modifies care according to the evaluation.
• Documents interventions, response to interventions, and modifications in the Rapid Response

flowsheet.6. Adheres to appropriate hospital and/or Department of Nursing policies,
procedures, clinical pathways and nationally accepted standards of nursing practice.
Incorporates ANA standards, professional practice model (Shared governance) and care delivery
model (Relationship-Based Care) into the provision of safe, quality patient care.

• Nursing care is based on current literature and research.
• Assist in the design of systems to collect and analyze data to create information and aid in the

evaluation and continuous improvement of the rapid response process.
• Advocate for resources and support that enhance patient safety and unit/hospital-based

initiatives.
• Participates in evaluating  data to guide decisions regarding unit/department budget

formulation and implementation
• Performs Peer Evaluation to provide constructive feedback to peers regarding performance.

Holds co-workers accountable for their behavior and compliance with policies and standards.
• Actively intervenes when patient safety is at risk.10. Performance Improvement:  Accountable

for patient care and quality/safety initiatives.
• Participates in a debriefing of Rapid Response/ Code Blue events providing input as to what

went well, what was learned, and suggestions for improvements.
• Responds to emergent/urgent calls for assistance in a timely, professional manner. Provides

non-judgmental, non-punitive feedback to staff who initiated the call. Shares professional and
technical information with colleagues and students. Offers self as a resource as needed to
others.

• Demonstrates our commitment to our patients and each other by integrating our culture in all
internal and external interactions.

• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7s. Manager Magnet Program – Job Description 

Manager Magnet Program 
Security- This position is security-sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code 51.215, which 
authorizes UT Southwestern to obtain criminal history record information. 

Salary Negotiable   

Experience and Education 
• A graduate of NLN approved Nursing program, BSN required.
• Must be able to read, write and communicate in English.
• Five (5) years of experience as a registered nurse, and two (2) years of management experience

required.
• Experience in project management, project development and understanding of professional

practice environment required.  Prior Magnet experience preferred.
• Licensed as a professional RN in Texas required.  Certification from a professional nursing

organization preferred.

Job Duties 
• Demonstrates continuous performance improvement in targeted areas of responsibility in

alignment with the overall annual Hospital performance improvement targets.
• Develop and implement an effective action plan to improve performance in the department.
• Meets or exceeds financial goals and objectives of the department.
• Develops and monitors the Magnet budget.
• Leads Magnet Committee(s).
• Coordinates the Magnet application, document, designation, biannual reports, and re-

designation.
• Oversees Shared Governance Coordinating Council, Peer Review, and Clinical Ladder.

Implements and facilitates shared governance/shared decision making within nursing services
and consults on professional practice activities across the organization.

• Participates in the development, implementation, and evaluation of performance improvement
activities. Works collaboratively with Clinical Nursing Managers, Human Resources, and
Department Directors to drive appropriate changes related to the Magnet standards and
sources of evidence. Coordinates Magnet education and staff development.

• Develops and monitors the Magnet budget.
• Provides consultation to other divisions and services regarding Magnet standards. Serves as a

resource to external customers regarding Magnet standards and process.
• Coordinates special projects, which may include educational activities and research projects that

advance Magnet principles throughout the organization. Promotes personal and professional
growth of all nursing personnel.

• Serves as liaison to the ANCC Magnet Recognition office.
• Performs other duties as assigned.
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PO7t. Preceptor – Role Description 

Preceptor 
This description is not a job description but identifies the roles of a nurse while precepting new nurses 
into the organization.   

This role includes a shift differential when actively precepting a new nurse. 

Requirements   
• Must have completed one of three UTSW modes for preceptor training or provide proof of

training in another capacity at managers’ discretion.
• Must be in good standing in primary job performance.

Role Duties 
• Introduces preceptee to team and peers.
• Considers the learning needs of the preceptee when taking patient assignments.
• Identifies preceptees’ learning style and adapts to meet their learning needs.
• Encourages preceptee to questions and express concerns.
• Expresses immediate feedback on preceptee progress following direct patient care delivered.
• Establishes daily shift goals with preceptee.
• Promotes time for preceptee to self-reflect and evaluate feedback.
• Helps preceptee identify problems in patient care and guides to establish appropriate

interventions.
• Ensures preceptee verifies patient medication indications and major side effects prior to

administration.
• Maintains a high level of knowledge about patients’ diagnosis, condition and care involved and

verifies preceptees’ understanding.
• Communicates instructions clearly.
• Ensures preceptee has read the patients’ history and physical as well physicians’ notes and

orders prior to engaging in patient care.
• Verifies preceptees’ documentation was complete and accurate.
• Assists preceptee in managing stress levels throughout the shift.
• Assists preceptee with time management skills.
• Ensures unit staff are aware of preceptees’ clinical capabilities.
• Represents preceptee positively to the team.
• Provides real time feedback to preceptee related to strengths and areas of opportunity.
• Assists the preceptee in determining patient priorities.
• Demonstrates resolution of ethical concerns.
• Encourages the use of evidence-based practice.
• Ensures a culture of safety in the clinical setting.
• Incorporates the use of information technology in patient care.
• Aligns the preceptees’ orientation to the transition from novice to expert as applicable to their

experience.
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PO 8: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP 

PO 8: A list of organizational or practice settings(s) committees on 
which the Program Director or a designee representing the program 
participates. 

UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW’s) Clinical Education and Professional 
Practice (CEPP) has a strong voice and robust representation throughout the 
organization. The Nurse Residency Program Director (NRP PD), department leaders or 
delegates sit at many tables and participate in councils, committees, task forces, 
projects, and workgroups. This logical representation ensures that decisions, proposed 
changes, educational needs, or residency involvement, is routed through the proper 
screening and appropriate dissemination processes. 

The NRP PD serves on multiple organizational practice committees within the Shared 
Governance structure, as well as the hospital and system-wide committee structure.  
The NRP PD relays vital information regarding the (NRP) to a variety of healthcare 
professionals, multiple service lines and disciplines to ensure on-going alignment with 
the organizational values as specified in PO9. 

Organizational Practice Committees 

The NRP PD or delegate sits on both the organization and practice committees and 
solicits input/feedback from leaders in all practice settings to include the quality and 
safety departments, leaders with oversight in clinical practice areas, and frontline clinical 
staff.  

The NRP PD or delegate sits on the following committees that have 
direct input from clinical staff and leaders: 

§ Nurse Practice Council
§ Root Cause Analysis
§ Nursing Peer Review
§ Falls Debriefing Meetings
§ Daily Safety Huddles
§ Shared Governance Coordinating Council (SGCC)
§ Medication Safety Committee
• Clinical Ladder Advisory Committee
§ Nursing Policy and Procedures Committee
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§ Night Council
§ Nursing Research and Evidence-Based Practice Council (NREBP)

The NRP PD or delegate sits on the following committees that have 
direct input from clinical leadership: 

§ Nurse Executive Board (NEB)
§ Critical Care Managers’ Meetings
§ Critical Care Committee
§ Front Line Leaders Council (FLL)
§ Managers and Directors’ Meetings
§ Education Council

The NRP PD or delegate sits on the following committees that have 
organizational input and can impact the program: 

§ System Education
§ System Compliance Liaison

The NRP PD is the Manager of Clinical Education and Professional Practice and 
delegates quality and safety committees, councils & task forces to Clinical 
Educators (CEs). The CEs provide feedback to the PD based on the information that 
was shared during the committees, councils or task force meetings.  Some of these 
include:  

§ CLABSI Committee
§ CAUTI Committee
§ Skin Committee
§ Falls Task Force
§ VTE Committee
§ Clinical Staff Safety Committee
§ RRT/Code Blue Task Force
§ Think LIFT Steering Committee (Safe Patient Handling Program)
§ Patient Care Technician Council
§ Health Unit Coordinator Council
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PO 9: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 9: Mission, vision, and/or values of the organization or practice 
setting(s) in which the program is provided. 

The overarching mission and values at UT Southwestern Medical center (UTSW) reflect 
how we develop our employees to deliver quality care through continued education 
while focusing on compassion. 

UTSW Mission 

Promoting health and healthy society that enables achievement of full human potential 
We: 

§ EDUCATE: Physicians, scientists, and caregivers optimally prepared to serve
the needs of patients and society

§ DISCOVER: Research that solves for unmet needs by finding better
treatments, cures, and prevention with a commitment to ensuring real-world
application

§ HEAL: Best care possible today, with continuous improvement and
innovation for better care tomorrow

UTSW Values 

Excellence: We strive for the highest standards of clinical excellence, educational 
distinction, research integrity, and administrative quality in all we do. We are rigorous in 
our commitment to ongoing improvement. 

Innovation: We endeavor to develop new knowledge about diseases and treatment, 
enhance the lives of patients through better care and treatments, creatively approach 
challenges, and inspire the next generation of physicians, scientists, and health 
professionals. 

Teamwork: We work collaboratively and with a shared purpose, drawing on our diverse 
backgrounds, talents, and ideas, and bringing unwavering integrity to everything we do.  

Compassion: We foster an environment in which patients, visitors, and colleagues are 
treated with respect, dignity, and kindness in every encounter, every day. 
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Mission and vision statements are posted on every unit, and posted on the hospital’s 
website at  https://www.utsouthwestern.edu/about-us/mission-history/. 

Please see the graphic models as presented below.

Figure PO9 1.1 - UT Southwestern Core Values 

Likewise, Nursing also has established their values for nursing practice.  These values 
include nursing excellence, to strive for the highest standards of clinical excellence, 
educational distinction, research, integrity, and administrative quality in all aspects of 
nursing practice. Nursing practice, characterized by evidence-based initiatives, strives 
to develop new knowledge regarding diseases and treatments to enhance the lives of 
our patients. Teamwork is emphasized along with compassion in every aspect of 
nursing care. 

UTSW Nursing Mission 
To elevate quality, safety, and service to our patients through our commitment to 
excellence in professional nursing practice, education, innovation and collaboration. 

UTSW Nursing Vision 
Nursing at UT Southwestern is committed to being a national leader among academic 
health centers in providing high quality, safe and innovative patient care and in being a 
model of excellence in professional nursing practice, education and research. 
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Figure PO9 1.2 UT Southwestern Nursing Vision and Goals 
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PO 10: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION

PO 10: Submit an outline of the organization or practice setting 
orientation curriculum for new residents/fellows. 

Nurse Residents (NR) start date is scheduled on the opposite week from all other new 
hires.  Residents are intentionally scheduled on different weeks so that the content is 
both specific for the NR but also in a forum that is size appropriate to provide individual 
attention and support which sets the tone for the introduction of the UTSW’s culture of 
excellence, followed by the additional orientation information. 

OUTLINE 

Like most healthcare facilities, the first three days (PO10a. Day 1-3 Orientation to 
UTSW Outline) of orientation focuses on assisting the nurse residents (NRs) to become 
familiar with their new practice environment. NR’s are introduced to organizational 
leaders, programs, program educators, become familiar with the facility and receive 
orientation to Human Resource policies and practices. The following table provides a 
brief overview of such information.   

Content Description 
Introduction to 
Organization 

Overview of organization, services provided, Mission and 
Values. Also provides the opportunity to learn more about 
how the organization impacts the community as well as 
recognition for services provided.   

Introduction to 
Organizational 
Leadership and 
Program Educators 

Opportunity to meet many of the organizational leaders, 
especially those whom they will interact with on a regular 
basis. Also provides the opportunity to meet the Chief 
Nursing Officer and Nurse Residency Program Director and 
educators. 

Introduction to Human 
Resources (HR) 

Overview of HR policies and procedures Includes time and 
attendance, requirements for employment, use of paid time 
off, how the new NR can access programs and HR 
resources, and includes diversity education and training.   

Introduction and 
education to the 
electronic health record 
(EHR). 

Education and Training related to the use of the EHR. 

Introduction to 
Organizational 
Departments and how 
to access 

Includes Spiritual Care, Ethics, Education and Continuing 
Education Services.  (add to the list as appropriate).  
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Content Description 
Nursing Excellence -
Kelly Murphy  

Nursing Professional 
Practice - Kirby 

Includes introduction to Professional Practice Model, 
Nursing Mission and Vision, programs to support personal 
and professional development, as well as an orientation of 
the NRP.   

Introduction to wellness 
program 

Importance of work life balance, wellness initiatives and 
support to the NR.  

Introduction to 
Organizational Safety 

Education related to emergency operations, including 
emergency plans, active shooter education and programs 
to support workplace and teammate safety.  

Introduction to Patient 
Satisfaction 

Includes overview of HCAHPS, the patient satisfaction 
program and service recovery initiatives at UTSW 

Introduction to 
Performance 
Improvement 

Includes performance improvement process, initiatives 
underway and core measure initiatives.    

Pure Service UTSW customer service training. 
Environment of Care Life safety training such as emergency codes, fire safety, 

and hospital environmental orientation. 
Occupational Health Discuss staff injury prevention and processes for incidents. 
Hospital Orientation 
“Make a Difference” 
Breakfast provided by 
HR 

Orientation to the hospital specifically.  Continues concepts 
from University orientation and includes clinical 
components. 

Core Measures Discuss the inpatient core measures from The Joint 
Commission. 

Kronos Overview of clocking procedures and time and attendance 
policies. 

Performance 
Improvement / Just 
Culture / Patient Safety 
/ Events 

Just culture refers to a values-supportive model of shared 
accountability. It's a culture that holds organizations 
accountable for the systems they design and for how they 
respond to staff behaviors fairly and justly. Staff are also 
taught reporting process for reporting safety events. 

Intro Think Lift / Back 
Safety 

Patient handling equipment overview and body mechanics 
training. 

Infection Prevention – 
MDRO / Antimicrobial 
Stewardship 

Discuss drug resistance and appropriate donning and 
doffing for rooms as well as antimicrobial stewardship. 

Restraint Lecture Regulatory training and demonstration on restraint 
management. 

Demonstrating Sign in 
& Log-on process / 
Nursing Profile / 
Elsevier / Taleo / 
Clinical Portal    

This is the introduction to the learning management 
systems as well as the intranet and setting up e-accounts in 
the system. 
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Content Description 
Meet your Educator NR’s meet their educator over the track they are in. 
Glucometer Training Training point of care testing for blood sugar measurement. 
Group 1 Regulatory 
Modules: Taleo / Pyxis 
Access Tutorial/ 
Assessment 

NR’s complete online regulatory training as well as 
completion of the medication access terminal (Pyxis) 
training. 

CUH & Zale Tour Tours provided of both hospital towers. 
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PO10a. Day 1-3 Orientation to UTSW Outline 

February 2019 Cohort 
Date/Hours Location and Title Presenter 
Monday 
2/25/19 LOCATION - CUH Lecture Hall 2.138 Presenter 

0700-0745 Breakfast - Meet & Greet NM’s & ANM’s 
0800-0820 Welcome & Nurse Residency Demographics Paula 
0820-0840 Goals of Program & Program Structure Kirby 
0840-0850 Introduction of Nurse Executives and Chief Nursing Executive Kirby 
0900-0915 Nursing Welcome Susan Hernandez 
0915-1015 Benefits Presentation Paul Scott  
1015-1030 Benefits Q&A Paul Scott 
1030-1200 NEO Information / Resource Book Paul Scott-  
1200-1300 Lunch (Provided by CEPP) Paula 
1300-1330 Pt Satisfaction / Service Recovery - HCAHPS Renee Bailey 
1330-1525 Pure Service (10 MIN BREAK WITHIN SESSION) Paul Scott  
1525-1540 Environment of Care Joshua Ball 

1540-1600 Occupational Health 
Marvin King/Shanna 
Graf 

Tuesday 
2/26/19 LOCATION - BK10  Presenter 

0730-0900 
Hospital Orientation “Make a Difference” Breakfast provided by 
HR Michael Quezada 

0900-1000 Core Measures  Annie Montgomery  
1000-1030 Kronos Paula 
1030-1100 Performance Improvement / Just Culture / Patient Safety / Events -  Steven Sisson 
1100-1145 Kelly Murphy - Nursing Excellence  Kelly Murphy 
1145-12:30 Kirby - Nursing Professional Practice Allen Kirby 
12:30-13:30 Lunch on your own 
1330-1415  Intro Think Lift / Back Safety Shannon Bowling  
1415-1530 Infection Prevention – MDRO / Antimicrobial Stewardship Dora Marie  
1530-1545 Restraint Lecture 

1545-1630 Restraint Application 
Kathie, Elsa, Evelynn, 
Candice, Emily  

Wed 2/27/19 
LOCATION - BK10.106 (24) & BL3.212 (18) 
**Will have to work in groups

Group 1 - CC, AS, Psych, PC  (25) 
Group 2 - ED, OR, PACU, Rehab, Onc, AM (25) 

0800-0900 
 Group 1 - Demonstrating Sign in & Log-on process / Nrsg Profile / 
Elsevier / Taleo / Clinical Portal    

Megan Reames 
BK10.106  

0800-0900 Group 2 - Meet your Educator BK10.100 

0900-1000 
Group 2 - Demonstrating Sign in & Log-on process / Nrsg Profile / 
Elsevier / Taleo / Clinical Portal    

Megan Reames 
BK10.106  
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Wed 2/27/19 
LOCATION - BK10.106 (24) & BL3.212 (18) 
**Will have to work in groups
Group 1 - CC, AS, Psych, PC  (25) 
Group 2 - ED, OR, PACU, Rehab, Onc, AM (25) 

0900-1000 Group 1 - Meet your Educator  BK10.100 
1000-1130 Group 1 glucometer Joanne Buck BK10.100  

1000-1130 
Group 2 Regulatory Modules: Taleo / Pyxis Access Tutorial/ 
Assessment BK10.106 

1130-1200 lunch on your own 
1215-1345 Group 2 glucometer Joanne Buck - BK10.100 
1215-1345 Group 1 Regulatory Modules: Taleo / Pyxis Access Tutorial/ 

Assessment  BK10.106 
1400-1600 Regulatory Modules: Taleo / Pyxis   Access Tutorial/ Assessment 
1400-1600 CUH & Zale Tour 
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PO 11: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 11: Submit an outline of program orientation for new 
residents/fellows. 

The first day each cohort begins their onboarding and enculturation into UT 
Southwestern Medical Centers’ (UTSW) Nurse Residency Program (NRP), the NRP 
Program Director (PD) conducts the program orientation session. During this session, 
the NRs are introduced to UTSW executive nurse leadership and the concepts of 
nursing excellence and Magnet. (PO11a. Orientation to Program). The Chief Nursing 
Executive, Susan Hernandez, MBA, BS, RN, delivers the welcome address expressing 
how critical the NRP and the NRs are to the overall organizational goals. This session 
begins their orientation to the Practice Transition Accreditation ProgramTM (PTAPTM) 
conceptual model and the PTAP criteria, as well as the goals of the NRP. The NRs 
learn how Benner’s model is incorporated into their Journey to Excellence starting with 
their Journey to Competency weeks 1-24 then through their Journey Beyond 
Competency weeks 25-52. 
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PO11a. Orientation to UTSW Nurse Residency Program Outline 

WELCOME 
February 2019 Cohort 

Nurse Residency Program 
Meet n Greet Breakfast with Nurse Managers and Assistant Nurse Managers 

Welcome to UTSW Nursing 
Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, RN       
Health System Chief Nurse Executive 

Presentation: Nurse Residency Program Oversight Outlines 

• Nurse Residency Program Oversight
• Cohort Demographics
• Cohort Demographics
• Cohort Demographics
• Magnet®

ANA – American Nurse’ Association 

ANCC - American Nurse Credentialing Center 

PTAP - Practice Transition Accreditation Program 
– High expectations of excellence
– 58 individual standards
– Supports Magnet standards
– Global standard
– Currently 70 accredited programs worldwide
– Professional Nursing Practice

• Self Determination (Life Long Learning-Kirby et al. Today)
• Institutional Policies and Procedures
• Nurse Practice Act and Rules and Regulation
• Nursing Professional Scope of Practice, Standards of Practice, Code of Ethics, Specialty

Certification
• Styles, M.M., Schumann, M.J., Bickford. C.J., & White, K. (2008). Nursing revisited:

Understanding the issues, advancing the profession. Silver Spring, MD:  American Nurses
Association. Retrieved Feb 2018 from https://lms.rn.com/getpdf.php/1677.pdf

• ANA- Scope and Standards of Practice
• Defines Nursing

– Standards of Professional Practice
– Standards of Professional Performance

• Art and Science of Nursing
– Interprofessional Teams
– Quality Outcomes

• Code of Ethics
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• Specialty Practices
– Scopes and Standards of Practice
– American Nurses Association. (2015). Nursing: Scope and standards of practice

(3rd Edition). Silver Spring, MD: Author.
– ANA-Specialty Scope Standards of Practice

• Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice
– Scope of Practice of Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
– Current Issues and Trends
– Clinical Practice Settings
– Advanced Practice
– American Nurses Association. (2014). Psychiatric-mental health nursing: Scope

and standards of practice (2nd Edition). Silver Spring, MD: Author.
– Professional Organization Scope Standards of Practice

• AACN Scope and Standards for Acute and Critical Care Nursing Practice
– Define Scope and Standards
– Professional Trends
– Standards of Professional Performance
– Ethics
– Bell, L. (2015). AACN Scope and Standards for Acute and Critical Care Nursing

Practice (3rd Edition). Aliso Viejo, CA: American Association of Critical-Care
Nursing.

– ANA-Code of Ethics
• 9 Provisions

– Provision 2
• The nurse’s primary commitment is to the patient, whether an individual,

family , group, community, or population
– Provision 8

• The nurse collaborates with other health professionals and the public to
protect and promote human rights, health diplomacy, and health
initiatives

– Free e-book for ANA members on their site
– American Nurses Association. (2015). Code of ethics for nurses with interpretive

statements. Retrieved from
nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses/
Code-of-Ethics-For-Nurses.html

– PTAP Conceptual Model

• Journey to Competency Weeks 1-24
• OE: Understand the culture of nursing at UT Southwestern
• PBL: Apply principles of Residency Competencies to Clinical Practice
• NPD: Expose Residents to expectations of Nurse Professional Practice at UTSW
• QO: Learn the nursing quality patient outcome(s) expected at UTSW
• PL: Interact with receptor/Educator to build clinical experience
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• Journey Beyond Competency Weeks 25-52
• OE - Utilize Evidence-Based Practice and research principles into nursing practice
• PBL – Incorporate nurse competencies to independent nursing practice
• NPD – Explore nurse professional development roles for future growth at UTSW
• QO – Integrate nursing quality/patient indicators into practice
• PL- Educate resident to the concepts of preceptorship

• Goals of the Program
• Residency Tracks

• Journey to Competency Weeks 1-24
• February 25 - Week One Begins!
• Weeks one & two are orientation and skills
• Clinical Rotation x 8 weeks  March 11-May 4 for those tracks that rotate
• Clinical tracks that do not rotate will begin their clinical shifts week 3
• Mentoring panels
• Reflection Survey Due 4.26.19 to begin placement process

• Journey to Competency Weeks 1-24
• HOME Unit Preceptorship begins 5.5.19 for rotating tracks
• Precepted period varies depending on track

• Journey Beyond Competency Weeks 25-52
• Journey Beyond Competency Weeks 25-52

• Professional development classes
• Mentoring Workshop
• Evidence Based Practice Project
• Nurse Residency Graduation  February 2020 
• Final Thoughts
• All units are specialized and can offer the nurse resident opportunities for advanced

clinical understanding, honing of time management and priority setting skills and overall
professional growth.

• Prepare for a night shift assignment; may inform Clinical Manager of shift preference
once clinical rotations begin, or upon home unit placement.

• Questions?
• Additional lectures will be provided soon which will provide precise timelines and details

for each track.
• Orientation documentation will be reviewed with clinical educators
• Questions?

Thank you for your attention today

& again…WELCOME!
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PO 12: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 12: Submit a list of all individuals involved in developing and 
delivering content for the program, its competencies, and its 
curriculum. 

The Clinical Education and Professional Practice (CEPP) is structured to ensure clinical 

nurse educators can share their clinical expertise and knowledge for their service lines 

and their respective nurse residents (NRs). See (PO12a. Staff Coverage 11-05-2018). 
We routinely reach out to experts in other specialties to support our NRs within the 

scope of their professional expertise such as our legal team, research department, 

library services as well as many others. See (PO12b. UTSW PTAP Program Faculty 
Form)  

PO 12a: Submit the tools used to evaluate the performance of 
individuals developing and delivering content. 

At UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) there are structured methods to evaluate 

the performance of the individuals that develop and deliver content to the Nurse 

Residency Program (NRP). We believe it is essential that staff who serve as mentors 

and teachers to NRs are strong performers within the system. CEPP ensures ongoing 

feedback on the experts' content as well as delivery, so each skills session or instructor-

led training session is followed by participant surveys for each instructor. See (PO12a.1 
2018JulyCohortClassEvaluation) and (PO12a.2 2018JulyResidentSkillsLabSurvey) 
When the surveys are reviewed, the information related to the speaker is emailed to the 

educators for their continued self-reflection and improvement.   
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PO12a. Staff Coverage 11-05-2018 

CLINICAL EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE  

Labor & Delivery –
5 SOUTH

Ante / Post
Partum  ‐ 6SOUTH

11 NORTH

11 SOUTH 

SLEEP/BREATHING
O/P Clinic 

O/P PM&R Nursing

WOUND CLINIC/ 
Nurses

APHERESIS
CUH & ZALE PT/OT/

 SLP

PM & R
 THERAPY

WOMEN’S Resource 
CENTER

Staffing Services
THERAPY SVCS

H/L/V  NEURO SVCSHEM/ONC SVCS WOMEN’S SVCS

12
NORTH

CUH & Zale RT

Ancillary
SVCS

Laboratory     
(Hosp & HB Clinics)

PHARMACY

Elsa John, BSN,RN 
(208 FTEs) – 4 NM

Emily Sooter, MSN‐
CV, RN, CCNS

 (194 FTEs) – 2 NM

Karen Relle, BS, CLP, 
ASPC (896 FTEs)

Sheena Mathew, 
MSN, RN (135 FTEs) – 

4 NM
 Carrol Buckner, BSN, 
RN (171 FTEs) – 4 NM

Pamela Ridgeway, 
MSN, RN, CCRN 
(143 FTEs) – 1 NM

Shannon Bowling, 
DPT, PT (356 FTEs) – 

4CM

Deb Spitzer
Simmons

CUH & Zale CENTRAL 
MONTORING

Liffy Cherian, APRN, 
AGCNS‐BC, OCN 
(172 FTEs)‐ 3 NM

Sheila Donnell, PhD, 
APRN, WHCNS, 

AOCNS, OCN (257 
FTEs) – 6 NM

10 NORTH

12 SOUTH

9 SOUTH

CVIR

10 SOUTH DIAGNOSTIC 
IMAGING

(Hosp & HB Clinics)

RRT

NURS & Support 
Services

PCT Orientation

Candice Coker, BSN, 
RN

Continuing Education
Radiology/ Imaging

Continuing Education
RT/PT/OT

CNE

Nurse Residency 
Program

Career Assessment & 
Transition Program

Extern Program

Paula Dunn

Student Placement

VACANT

Leader  
Development

Clinical Orientation

SCCC
Fort Worth

SCCC

SCCC
RICHARDSON

ZALE 5

ZALE ASU / EEG / 
EMU

ZALE 7

ZALE 4

ZALE 6 & 8
(Rehab)

7 SOUTH

DIALYSIS7 NORTH

8 SOUTH

CUH, OSC, & Zale 
PSA/P‐R/PACU

SURG SVCS
PROCEDURAL

CUH OR/Surgery/
Anes/Mgmt

Hazzel Gomez, MSN, 
RN, CAPA, CPAN –  4 

NM
Melissa Tran, BSN, 

CNOR – 2 NM
Barbara Crim, MBA, 

BSN, CNOR
596 (FTEs) – 1 NM

CUH, OSC, & Zale 
(PACU/DS/PAT)

ENDOSCOPY/ GI Lab

OSC & Zale (OR/
Surgery/Anes/Mgmt)

CARDIAC REHAB

FLOAT POOL 3 / 5

RDU

CATH LAB

EP LAB

Jessica McNeil, MSN, 
RNC‐OB (158 FTEs) – 

3 NM

Mia Murphy Tasha Gilmore, BA

Clinical Academic 
Alliance Program

Kuruvilla Abraham

 Certification Review 
Programs

Administrative Common Responsibilities: 
CEPP Website, Elsevier, Taleo, RedCap, Equipment & Supply ordering/maintenance

VACANT

Preceptor ProgramHousewide 
Education Initiatives

Felicia Crutchfield

Aston Clinical 
Education Team

Calli Davis, MSN‐
ED, RN, Manager

Cara Hough, BSN, 
RN‐BC, Clinical 
Educator

Mari Ann Lewis, 
BSN, RN‐BC, 
Clinical Educator

Mandi Longoria, 
BSN, RNC‐OB, 
IBCLC

Monica Patton, 
MSN‐ED, RN, 
Clinical Educator

Nursing Grand 
Rounds

Hillary Verver, AA

High and College 
Student Symposium

Nutrition
(Dieticians)

PCT Residency

SQIM

PCT Monthly 
Education

Liz Gunter
 (174 FTEs) – 4NM

Aston Infusion

Nurse Residency

RAD‐ONC HOPE/ Nurses’ Week

NICU – 
5NORTH

Shinto Thomas
 (189 FTEs)‐ 4 NM

Accreditation & 
Safety

Care Coordination

HL, KPL, CF Clinics 

Career Transition

Critical Care 
Orientation

Kathie Waldron, 
MSN, RNC‐NIC

Orientation

Leadership 
Onboarding

Charge Nurse 
Workshop

Mentoring

ZALE NeuroAngio

VACANT
 (146 FTEs) – 3 NM

ZALE NSICU

ZALE 6 –        
Ortho / Med SurgNursing Imaging

Continuing Education
Social Work

Additional Education 
Resources

Laurie Zinn
ED

Jessica Horner
NICU

Sterile Processing

Administrative 
Support to Director

Educator/ Professional Development Specialist Common Responsibilities: 
Nurse Residency Program, Career Transition Program, New Employee Onboarding, Continuing Education (Nurse Planner), ACLS &/or BLS Instructors, Unit‐Specific education, House‐wide Educational Initiatives, Competencies, Committee Representation, Accreditation/ Regulatory Standards

Charge Nurse 
Workshop

Critical Care 
Orientation

Mentoring

Team Title

PRN Staff

Candace Renfro, 
MSN, RN

Debbie Aguilar, BSN, 
RN

Ashlee Bell, BSN, RN, 
C‐OB

6 NORTH

Continuing Education
TNA 

 Delanea Parr, BSN, 
RN‐BC (174 FTEs) – 

2 NM

MED/SURG
SVCS

8 NORTH

9 NORTH

Stroke Program

Nursing Services

Chito Mendoza
(90 FTEs) – 2 NM

Charge Nurse 
Workshop

HOPE/ Nurses’ Week

Value Analysis

Naudia Moore, 
MBA, BAAS

Resuscitation 
Program Manager

 Evelynn Githiiyu, 
MSN, RN (137 FTEs) – 

2 NM

Website/ Social 
Media

Competencies

VACANT

Clinical Ladder

Taleo/ ElsevierMelissa Malone, 
MSN, RN‐BC

A’Litha Jones,MSN/
ED, CCRN‐K, FCCS, 

LNC, RN‐BC

Risky Business
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PO12b. PTAP Program Faculty Form 

Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Tracy McGaw MSN, RN, 
CCRN-K, 
CNRN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Allen Kirby MBA, BSN, 
RN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Delanea Parr BSN, RN, 
RN-BC 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Jessica McNeil MSN, 
RNC-OB, 
C-EFM

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Ashlee Bell MSN, RN, 
RNC-OB 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Evelynn Githiiyu MSN, RN Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Teacher, mentor 
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Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Candice Coker BSN, RN Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Liffy Cherian MSN, 
APRN, 
AGCNS-
BC, OCN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Paula Dunn Program Coordinator-Nurse Residency Program-
Resume/Resume on file 

UTSW 

Jessica Rong MSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Elsa John MSN, RN, 
CMSRN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Sheena Mathew MSN, RN, 
CPN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Barbara Crim MBA, BSN, 
BA, RN, 
CNOR 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 
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Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Suzan New MS, BSN, 
RN, CNOR 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Pamela Ridgeway MSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Kathie Waldron MSN, RN, 
C-NIC

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Chito Mendoza BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Hazzel Gomez MSN, RN, 
CAPA, 
CPAN 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Emily Ann Sooter MSN-CV, 
APRN, 
CCNS 

Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Candace Renfro MSN, RN Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Teacher 

Carrol Buckner BSN, RN Nursing Professional Development Specialist-
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 
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Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Karen Relle BS, MLS, 
(ASCP) 

Professional Development Specialist-Resume/CV 
on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Shannon Bowling PT, DPT, 
BC 

Professional Development Specialist-Resume/CV 
on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Naudia Moore MBA, 
BAAS 

Resuscitation Program Manager-Resume/CV 
on file 

UTSW Teacher, mentor 

Laurie Kirbie BSN, RN, 
CEN 

Clinical Nurse Educator-Resume/CV on file UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Paul Scott MA Manager, Learning & Development- 
Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Renee Bailey MS-MAS, 
MS, BSN, 
RN, CNOR 

Director Service Coordination UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Joshua Ball MS,BS Program Manager EH&S UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Marvin King MH, BPA Physician Assistant UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Steven Sisson BS, RN, 
CNRN 

Coordinator, Clinical Safety- Resume/CV on 
file  

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 
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Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Dora Marie Arocha Ph.D., 
M.S.,
MT(ASCP)
SM, CIC,
FAPIC

Epidemiologist/Director of Infection 
Prevention & Control Dept- Resume/CV on 
file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Megan Reames Computer Trainer III 

Information Resources- Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Joanne Buck MA, MT 
(ASCP) 

Med Technologist- Resume/CV on file UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Cathy Nakashima MLS, MBA Research Services Coordinator- Resume/CV 
on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Jean Hoyt-Sehnert MS, BSN, 
RN, NEA-
BC 

Clinical Research Operations- Resume/CV 
on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Nenita Cuellar BSN, RN, 
CNN 

Manager, Dialysis- Resume/CV on file UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Jane Scott MS, BA, 
DCCCD 

Manager, Digital Services and Technology 
Planning Unit- Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Gloria Menard MSN, RN, 
CCRN 

Assistant Nurse Manager, 7 South-Surgical 
Intensive Care Unit- Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 
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Name Credentials Describe academic preparation and/or 
experience in adult learning theory, 
professional development, multi-modal 
teaching-learning strategies, subject matter 
expertise 

Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a 
system-wide 
program) 

Role(s) (e.g., Teacher, 
mentor, course developer) 

Julie Cox BSN, BS, 
RN 

Staff Nurse CVICU  Resume/CV on file UTSW Teacher, mentor 

Jamison Newby BSN, RN Staff Nurse MICU   Resume/CV on file UTSW Teacher, Mentor 

Kelly Murphy BSN, RN Magnet Program Manager- Resume/CV on 
file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Danielle Emmerton BSN, RN Assistant Nurse Manager/Education 
Coordinator- Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Anne Lai Howard JD Director and Managing Attorney, Executive 
Staff, Office of the Vice President for Legal 
Affairs- Resume/CV on file 

UTSW Course Developer, teacher, 
mentor 

Linda Denke PhD, RN, 
CCRC 

Director of Nursing Research UTSW Course Developer, Teacher 
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PO12 a.1 2018 July Cohort Class Evaluation 
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PO12a.2 2018 July Resident Skills Lab Survey – Page 2 
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PO 13: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 13: List all individuals involved in evaluating resident/fellow 
performance in the practice-based learning environment (e.g., 
preceptors) in the 12 months immediately preceding the application 
date. 

Attached is the list of the nurse residency program (NRP) preceptors who have 

evaluated our nurse residents (NRs) over the past 12 months. See (PO13a. UTSW 
PTAP Program Preceptor Form) 

PO 13a: Submit the tools used to evaluate the performance of 
individuals evaluating resident/fellow performance in the practice-based 
learning environment. 

UTSW utilizes a standard tool by which NRs evaluate their preceptors. See (PO13a.1 
Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor). The NRs complete this evaluation two 

weeks into their precepted experience. If there are any barriers that could impair their 

learning, the clinical educators reach out to the management team and request a 

change of preceptor. The tool is also completed at the end of their precepted 

experience. Although the formal evaluation is only completed twice during the NRP, 

week two and at the end of the program, conversations about NRs learning experiences 

and preceptors occur throughout the program. There have been multiple times when 

residents are provided a new preceptor to meet learning style needs. 
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PO13a. UTSW PTAP Program Preceptor Form 

PTAP Program Preceptor Form November 2016 

Preceptor Form for the RN Residency/RN or APRN Fellowship Program 

List all individuals involved in precepting RN Residents, RN or APRN Fellows who have had precepting assignments in the past 12 months 
preceding the application date. 

Name Credentials Organization (and 
Region/Ministry if a system-
wide program) 

Date of preceptor 
training (optional) 

How many Residents/Fellows have 
they precepted in the last 12 
months? (optional) 

Agatha Onuoha  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Brenna Youssef 
BSN, RN, 
CCRN 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Emma Minnis  

MBA, BA, BSN, 
RN, CVRN, 
CCRN 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Stephanie Houser  
MSN, RN, 
CCRN-CSC 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Liz Gunter 
BSBN, RN, 
CCRN, SCRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Sharla Houston BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
John Bazil BSN, RN, BSEE UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Beckie Workman  
RN, ATCN, 
CCRN 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Charlsi Rowell BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Ashley Nyabicha  
BSN, RN, 
PCCN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Haley Legg  BSN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Katie McInnes  RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Leah J. Parker BSN-
RN  BSN-RN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

LuKeysha Isaac, RN  ADN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Ashley Moody BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
M. Justin Duterte BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Jennyfer Garcia  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
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PO13a. UTSW PTAP Program Preceptor Form – Page 2 

PTAP Program Preceptor Form November 2016 

Linda Dobson BSN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Rincey Daniel  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Chelsea La Fond, RN  BSN, RN, OCN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Rocio Arce BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Sarah Storie  

ADN, OCN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Virginia Dawson  ADN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Donna Matheou ADN, RN, ONC  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Molly Mattay 

BSN, RN, 
BMTCN 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Danica Ann Fuerte BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Charina Bautista  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Connie Kim BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Bindhu Mathai BSN,RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Claudia DeSantiago  
ADN,RN, 

CMSRN  
UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Ligimol Thayyadayil 
George  BSN,RN 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Melissa Gonzalez  BSN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Priya Joy  BSN,RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Dennis Bailey BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Stefani Ransom 

BSN, RNC-
GERI  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Cynthia Groce  RN-BC  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Chris Gossett RN BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Renjini Vaiccath  BSN,RN,PCCN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Kelli Holzwarth  
MSN, BSN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Roxann Govea  RN, BSN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Bryan Leyster  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Crystal Engle  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
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PO13a. UTSW PTAP Program Preceptor Form – Page 3 

PTAP Program Preceptor Form November 2016 

Janey Kemp  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Kathryn Lewis  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Lilie Anne  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Shannon Braugh BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Susan Chellethe  
BSN, RN, 
CMSRN  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Melissa Tarango  
BSN, RN RNC-
OB 

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Dianne Luciano BSN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Britney Webster  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Helen Philip  

MSN, BSN,RN-
CCRN(Neonata
l)  

UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Ify Okonkwo  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Jamie Del Valle  BSN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Lara Davis  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Leah Orrick BSN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Lydia Boehr  ADN, RNC-NIC  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Morgan Deurmyer  BSN, RNC-NIC  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Brittany Carr   BSN, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Erica Harris  BSN, RN, CEN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Geoffrey Ramos  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Lauren Harper  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Natalie Meddaugh  BS, RN UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Tamara Saunders BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Allie Nantz  BSN, RN  UT Southwestern Medical Center 
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PO13 a.1 Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor 

Nurse Resident Feedback on Preceptor

https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=PPXW9E339D[02/08/2019 9:01:34 AM]

Nurse Resident Feedback on Preceptor

Please complete the survey below.

Thank you!

1) Your Name
* must provide value

2) Your Track
* must provide value

3) Unit
* must provide value

4) Preceptor Name
* must provide value

5) My preceptor introduced me to team members and peers.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

6) My preceptor considered my learning needs when taking  Agree

Resize font:
|

� Returning?
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PO13a.1 Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor - Page 2 

Nurse Resident Feedback on Preceptor

https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=PPXW9E339D[02/08/2019 9:01:34 AM]

patient assignments at shift change.
* must provide value

 Disagree
reset

7) My preceptor assisted me with my learning experience using
various methods.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

8) Please provide examples of varying methods used by your
preceptor to meet your learning needs.
* must provide value

Expand 

9) Preceptor encouraged me to ask questions and express
concerns.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

10) Preceptor expressed immediate feedback on my progress,
following direct observation of patient care delivered.
* must provide value

 Agree  Disagree
reset

11) Preceptor established daily shift goals with me.
* must provide value

 Agree  Disagree
reset

12) Preceptor asked for my suggestions and comments
* must provide value

 Agree  Disagree
reset

13) Preceptor helped me identify problems in patient care, and
guided me to establish appropriate interventions.
* must provide value

 Agree  Disagree
reset

14) Preceptor ensured I verified patient medication indications
and major side effects prior to administration.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

15) Preceptor is knowledgeable about patient diagnosis',
treatments and care involved
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

16) Preceptor communicated instructions clearly.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset
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PO13b. Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor - Page 3 

Nurse Resident Feedback on Preceptor

https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=PPXW9E339D[02/08/2019 9:01:34 AM]

17) Preceptor verified my understanding of my patients
diagnosis.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

18) Preceptor ensured I read the patient history and physicians
notes prior to engaging in patient care.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

19) Preceptor verified my documentation was complete and
accurate.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

20) Preceptor assisted me in managing my stress level
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

21) In what ways did your preceptor assist you with managing
your stress?
* must provide value

Expand 

22) Preceptor assisted me with time management.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

23) In what ways did preceptor assist you with time management
* must provide value

Expand 

24) Preceptor represented me positively to my team.
* must provide value

 Agree
 Disagree

reset

25) Please provide any additional information you would like to share about this preceptor.

Expand 
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PO13b. Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor - Page 4 

Nurse Resident Feedback on Preceptor

https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=PPXW9E339D[02/08/2019 9:01:34 AM]

Submit

Save & Return Later

Powered by REDCap
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PO 14: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 14: Submit program materials used to prepare individuals 
evaluating resident/fellow performance in the practice setting(s). 
(Submit curriculum if available.) 

Preceptors at UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) may obtain training and 
preparation for their role through the successful completion of one of the following 
course offerings: 

Preceptor Course Offerings 
Course Description 
Bimonthly preceptor classes Bimonthly preceptor classes are taught on 

campus. See attachments. 
(PO14a. Preceptor Presentation)           
(PO14b. Preceptor Compilation Resources) 

Elsevier Online Preceptor 
courses 

See attachment 
(PO14c. Elsevier Preceptor Course Outline) 

Dallas/Fort Worth Hospital 
Council Preceptor Training 
Course 

See attachment 
(PO14d. North Texas Preceptor Academy) 

Graduating nurse residents (NRs) complete preceptor training at the end of their 12-
month residency before graduation. 

In addition to these organized classes, preceptors are also prepared for their precepting 
experience through a variety of resource methods such as: 

§ Meeting with the Clinical Educator
§ Meeting with the unit leaders
§ Provided a copy of the paperwork and resource materials
§ Provided a schedule and timeline for reference
§ Provided contact information for the educator and the resident
§ Instructed on the necessary paperwork needed to be completed
§ Informed how to provide real-time feedback to the educator, resident, and

leadership team
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PO14a. Preceptor Presentation 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

PRECEPTORWORKSHOP - DEVELOPING 
PRECEPTORS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE

DISCLOSURES

� None of the presenters have any conflicts to declare

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this activity,the learner will be able to:
� Identify the roles and responsibilities of the preceptor

� Articulate additional concerns that may be present during the transition from student to practitioner
� Distinguish adult learning principles from pedagogy

� Employ time management techniques related to precepting

� Synthesize critical thinking concepts and apply to the precepting relationship

� Explain how cultural diversity may affect the precepting relationship

� Summarize how generational differences may affect the precepting relationship

� Utilize various communication techniques, including conflict management and providing feedback

� How about those precepting experiencedemployees new to UTSW?

TRANSITIONTO PRACTICE
PRECEPTING NEW GRADUATES

BENNER’S STAGES OF CLINICAL COMPETENCE

Expert 

Proficient 

Competent

Advanced Beginner

Novice

TRANSITIONTO PRACTICE

� Do you remember being a new grad? How did you feel?What were some of your 
experiences?

� What was it like going from“student” to“professional”?

� Judy Boychuk Duchscher,RN,BScN,MN,PhD

� Article:A Process of Becoming:The Stages of New Nursing GraduateProfessional RoleTransition

� Theory ofTransition

� 3 stages of transition to professional nursing practice
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STAGE 1:DOING (FIRST 3-4 MONTHS)

▪ The“shock” phase
▪ Realize a conflict between personal notion vs.

reality of working as a new clinician
▪ Things to consider about the personal lives of a 

new grad:
▪ Could be the first job they’ve ever had
▪ May be getting married
▪ May be living on their own for the first time
▪ Just bought their first car
▪ Generational differences of a new grad and

what phase they are at in their personal lives
▪ Top all of the above off with starting a new job in a 

big city,things could get stressful REAL quick!

STAGE 1:DOING (FIRST 3-4 MONTHS)

▪ Task focused mentality

▪ Tunnel vision

▪ Could still be studying for licensure

▪ Concealing?

▪ Low confidence and self esteem

▪ Tend to be very hard on themselves 

during this time

▪ Grads require consistency,predictability,
stability and familiarity now

STAGE II:BEING (NEXT 4-5 MONTHS)

▪ Approaching a crisis of confidence

▪ Developing their professional identity

▪ Begin to gain more confidence,so they

start questioning things more

▪ Searching for work-life balance

▪ May seek validation from more 

experienced clinicians for their clinical

judgement and decision making

STAGE II:BEING (NEXT 4-5 MONTHS)

▪ Some may have already been placed in the role 

of charge nurse by this point (of course not 

recommended)

▪ Others may have been asked to float to other 

units by this point (again,not recommended)

▪ This struggle between gaining confidence and

skills and being released too early outside of 

their comfort zone can push them into a crisis 

of confidence

STAGE III:KNOWING (LAST 5-6 MONTHS)

▪ Moving out of the learner role into 

one with higher expectations

▪ May now be precepting new graduates

of their own

▪ Now they are able to not only 

answer questions,but ask 

questions to others as well
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GETTING STARTED

GETTING STARTED…A CLEAN SLATE

• What will be written on this slate?
• How will you present yourself?

• How will you present your
department?

QUALITIES OFAN EFFECTIVE PRECEPTOR

� Who was your most memorable preceptor (good/bad)?

� What where some of their best/worst qualities?

� What made them great/bad?

PRECEPTOR ROLES

Coach Teacher Mentor

PRECEPTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

� Create learning opportunities

� Collaborates with preceptee to
develop learning goals

� Communicates concerns,needs to
manager

� Meet regularly with your preceptee

WELCOMING NEWCOMERS:SOCIALLY

� Celebrate their arrival

� Decorate their locker

� Breakfast/Lunch with the staff

� Introductions

� Picture on the bulletin board with a bio

� Welcome gifts

� Putting together documents, items they will use everyday

� Branded goodies
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WELCOMING NEWCOMERS:GEOGRAPHICALLY

�Campus layout

�Unit/Clinic layout

� Scavenger Hunt

WELCOMING NEWCOMERS:UTSW CULTURE

� Mission, vision,core values

� Values

� Institutional jargon and acronyms

� Chain of command

� Typical patient on your unit

� Typical work assignment

� Orientation expectations

SETTING EXPECTATIONS

� How will you measure their progress?
� How often will you discuss progress?
� How do they like to receive feedback?
� What will they need to accomplish?
� What are the paperwork expectation?

YOU DON’TALWAYS KNOW
WHOWILL BE SUCCESSFUL!

ORIENTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

� Accountable for own learning!

� Collaborates with preceptor to
develop learning goals

� Pursues resources

� Communicates concerns,needs to
preceptor

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

� Selects effective staff to serve as preceptors in the clinical setting

� Supports educational opportunities for the orientee to learn
their role

� Ensures preceptor and orientee work same schedule

� Ensures workload of preceptor allows time to teach and evaluate
orientee

� Meets regularly with orientee and preceptor to assess
progression to competency

� Maintains final documentation in employee’s file

� Evaluates preceptor performance
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THE PRECEPTOR

What we see…. What they see….

LATERALVIOLENCE

� Current Statistics

� 65.6 million U.S workers directly 
impacted

� 38% of healthcare workers impacted

� More common than sexual harassment

Categories
of Lateral
Violence Threatening

Verbal intimidation

Humiliation 

Hindering 

Isolation

Unrealistic expectations 

Destabilization

ADULT LEARNING PRINCIPLES & LEARNING STYLES

VISUAL LEARNERS

� Learn well with aids such as images,
pictures,and spatial organizations

� Usually bored by lectures

� Appreciate videos,movie clips or
online media

� Many clinicians are visual learners or 
they have adapted to become visual 
and kinesthetic learners

Click here for video

AUDITORY LEARNERS

� Typically enjoy lectures

� May need to“talk through” thingswith you as
their preceptor

� Self talk – may tend to talk to themselves as
they are performing a skill for the first time

� Debriefing after a shift is especially beneficial
to this group

Click here for video
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KINESTHETIC LEARNERS

� May get restless in lectures

� Taking notes may help them concentrate

� Prefer hands-on learningopportunities

� Many nurses are kinesthetic learners or they have
adapted to become kinesthetic learners

� Like to doodle on notes

Click here for video

ADULT LEARNING PRINCIPLES

� Need to know why it is important to them

� “What’s in it for me?”

� Crave flexibility

� Require safe learning environments

� Learn best by experiencing things

� Simulations

� Case Studies

� Mock Codes

ADULT LEARNING PRINCIPLES

� Eager to learn the things they“need to know”

� Need motivation to learn

� Again,the“What’s in it for me?”

� Tend to approach learning from a problem solving
perspective,especially in healthcare

LEARNING DOMAINS

Cognitive

PsychomotorAffective

COGNITIVE

Evaluation

Synthesis

Application/
Analysis

Comprehension

Knowledge

AFFECTIVE

� Feelings,emotions,acceptance, 
rejection

� Interests,attitudes,values

� Objectives within this domain are 
BEHAVIORAL
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PSYCHOMOTOR

� Muscular or motor skill

� Manipulation of material or
objects

� Requires neuromuscular 
coordination

HOWTOTEACHA SKILL

� Assess learner’s current experience
and knowledge of skill

� Simplify

� Teach in small steps

� Provide ample opportunity for
repetition

DON’T DUMP HERE!

� Make sure you do not become a source for information dump!
� Focus on progressive development of skills and knowledge,not just quantity of 

information

� The adult learning process should be an ACTIVE process
� Application tactics?

� Read,explain,discuss what was learned

� Can they teach someone else what they have learned?

� Have the learner do some self exploration:

� Personal attitudes,opinions, values of knowledge gained

SUMMARY

� How to welcome a newcomer

� Roles and responsibilities

� Setting expectations

� Transition to practice

� Learning styles/domains

� Adult learning principles

CRITICALTHINKING

CRITICALTHINKING
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CRITICALTHINKING: DEFINED

Critical thinking is more than 
just problem solving ,it is an 

attempt to continually 
improve how you apply 

knowledge when faced with 
problems in patient care 
(Potter & Perry,2014)

ALBERT EI TEI

lf you take one critical thi nking tip from
Einstein1 make it...

If something looks wrong, then it's probably

worth finding out why. Trust your own

judgemen t based ot1the fa cts. not the

assumptions oi other st and look tor a solution

within the details.

MMA.CAT

Why...? How...?

I CdN't
believe...

I woNdeR
why...

CRITICALTHINKING SKILLS

� Problem Recognition

� Interpretation:categorization and understanding the meaning of the questions

� Inferences :includes evidence,observations,opinions and drawing a conclusion

� Clinical DecisionMaking

� Evaluation:evidence,observations,opinions and drawing a conclusion

� Analysis: identification of arguments or question;

� Prioritization

� Explanation:expressing results,validating procedures and presenting arguments

� Clinical Implementation

� Reflection

� Self-regulation:controlling on the emotions to do self-correction and self-examination.

PROBLEM RECOGNITION

Recognizing and communicating signs and 
symptoms of emerging problems

� Ability to anticipate likely problems

� Ability to recognize signs of emerging problem

� Ability to clearly communicate real time concerns
about an emerging problem.
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CLINICAL DECISION MAKING

Surface multiple solutions to a given problem,assess each
solution on the strength of its supporting evidence and select 

the most appropriate solution
� Ability to surface multiple solutions to a given problem

� Ability to assess the strength of evidence supporting the different
solutions surfaced

� Ability to assess the applicability of potential solutions (or
interventions) to a specific problem or patient need

PRIORITIZATION

Sequencing multiple actions according to importance 
and urgency and delegate appropriate actions

� Ability to sequence multiple action-steps according to importance and urgency

� Ability to decide which action-steps to delegate and which to personally perform

� Ability to delegate (selecting the correct person to perform action-step,clearly 
articulating thee action step and confirming completion)

CLINICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Recognize and tailor care to unique patient 
circumstances and clearly communicate the care 

delivered to team members

� Ability to recognize how a specific situation may differ from the
norm

� Ability to respond(or adapt care) to the identified difference

� Ability to clearly communicate actions taken to others

REFLECTION

Analyze the current and past practice in order to learn from
identified strengths and improvement opportunities

� Ability to accurately recall past practice
� Ability to dispassionately analyze past practice in order to identify
strengths and improvement opportunities

� Ability to incorporate identified strengths and improvement
opportunities into current practice

CULTURAL DIVERSITY

CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Diversity – variety,assortment,mixture,range, 
multiplicity

Origin:Latin word“divertere” which means“turn aside”
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 CULTURAL DIVERSITY:DIDYOU KNOW? OCCUPATIONVS SEXVS RACE

Occupation Total Employed 
inThousands

Women in % White in % Black orAfrican 
American in %

Asian in % Hispanic in %

Physical therapist 258 68.2 78.2 5.3 14.7 5.0

Registered Nurse 3,159 89.9 76.7 12.3 8.7 6.9

Pharmacist 342 57.5 68.5 8.2 21.7 4.5

DIVERSITY

Lack • Awareness
• Understanding

Contribute
• Miscommunication
• Conflict

Unmet • Educational
objectives

GOAL

Cultural Competence

Culture of Inclusivity

HOW?

STRATEGY GOAL

Se
lf-

A
w
ar
en
es
s

Self Reflection
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Awareness is the first step to 
becoming responsive

Instruction:

Using theValues Cards,sort each value into the following categories according to how significant each
value is to you:
� Always valued
� Often valued
� Sometimes valued
� Seldom valued
� Least valued
Use theValues Map handout to generate a list of your values.Each category can have a maximum of 13
values assigned to it,and all values should be categorized.There are total of 54 values.

THE COREVALUES EXERCISE

STRATEGY GOAL

Se
lfA
w
ar
en
es
s Self

Reflection

C
ul
tu
ra
lA
w
ar
en
es
s Cultural

Humility

CulturalAwareness is respecting differences.

Cultural Humility is recognizing one’s limitations in 
knowledge and cultural perspectives and be open to new 

perspectives.

❑ Abilities
❑ Age
❑ Language
❑Culture
❑Gender
❑ Sexual orientation
❑ Socio-economic status
❑ Spirituality

DIVERSITY ISSUES ABILITY

Cognitive Emotional Developmental

• Individual
learning style

• Individual
psychological
responses

• Individual
educational
background

• Life
experiences

Physical
Domains

• Individual
motor and
sensory 
deficit

Recommendations

Provide opportunities to be successful while recognizing learner’s needs

Provide learning opportunities that are consistent with learner’s learning style and developmental level

May alter preferredpersonal teaching style
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LANGUAGE

Assessment Recommendations

Identified as the primary barrier to 
learning in ethnically diverse people

Avoid the use of colloquialisms

People whose first language is NOT 
English see you as interpreting their 
language difficulty as negative reflections 
of their intelligence

Speak at a reasonable pace
Ask preceptee to recount information for 
comprehension

CULTURE

Cichanowicz, L. (2018).12 Surprising Customs fromAround the World

Did you know…
Humility is a basic value for Latinos which means that self-promotion is not particularly 
appreciated,encouraged or even taught at home.

Use of left hand for eating and other activities is considered rude and insulting for 
countries in Middle East, Sri Lanka, India and parts of Africa.

In Nicaragua, it is common to point the lips instead of the thumb or index finger.

Spitting is done as a superstitious measure to ward off evil during regular conversation 
in Greek culture.

Pointing fingers is incredibly offensive for Malaysians and Indonesians, while this is 
reserved for inanimate objects only for many countries in Africa.

Slurping sounds while eating noodles for Japanese means that they are enjoying it.

CULTURE

Recommendations
Provide opportunities to share experiences,beliefs and values in a safe learning 
environment

Clarify the expectations of the dominant culture

Identify a role model from a similar background who can articulate how to bridge the 
cultural gap in the work place

Understand and respect differences

Resist forming a sense of the learner based on prior knowledge of the culture the 
learner comes from

GENDER

Assessment Recommendations

Male learners are treated more positively 
by staff; sometimes mistaken for medical 
students or residents.

Preceptor can create an inclusive 
environment by providing opportunities 
to debrief about gender-related 
experiences with patient and other team 
members

There is lack of role models among men Create learning opportunities that will 
assist to manage gender-related situations

Elderly patients sometimes refuse care 
from male caregiver

Identify male role models among staff 
who can provide guidance

SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Recommendations

A preceptor can model responsiveness to issues of sexual orientation of the student by being aware 
of and challenging discriminatory comments.

Identify sources of bias i.e. lack of knowledge, conflict of personal values or previous experiences

Use gender-neutral language to create an inclusive learning environment i.e. police officer instead of 
policeman, flight attendant instead of stewardess

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Assessment Recommendation

High costs of education and a variety of 
competing demands can create barriers

Create opportunities to discuss the 
behavior

Some may be required to care for young, 
ill or elder family membersdue to 
financial constraints

Open up a dialogue that can lead to 
problem-solving

Provide referral to counselling services 
for time and stress management.
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 SPIRITUALITY

Some may experience conflicts between

spiritual values or religious practices and

obligations of professional duty that can

impede learning

Clarify professional responsibilities and 

assist to meet professional standards by 

linking the individual to staff of similar 

backgrounds who can articulate how the 

staff membershave bridged their 

differences in personal and professional 

values

For example, someone who is a Jehovah’s 
Witness may feel conflicted if required to 

initiate or monitor a blood transfusion.As 

another example, a student celebrating 

Ramadan cannot eat or drink anything 

during daylight hours, which may lead to 

fatigue during the workday

GOAL

C
ul

tu
ra

l
C

om
pe

te
nc

e Culture of 
Inclusivity

MULTIGENERATIONAL LEARNERS

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES

� Traditionalists – 1900-1945

� Baby Boomers – 1946-1964

� Generation X – 1965-1980

� Millennials – 1981-2000

� Generation Z – 1997-current

TRADITIONALISTS – 1900-1945

▪ WWII,KoreanWar,Great Depression
▪ R.E.S.P.E.C.T.– Don’t question authority
▪ Dedication/Sacrifice
▪ Disciplined,Loyal
▪ Family focused
▪ Used to doing more with less
▪ Hard workers

TRADITIONALISTS – 1900-1945

▪ Education –“a dream”
▪ 5% of the workforce
▪ Task focused
▪ Authority is based on seniority and tenure
▪ Training happens“OTJ”
▪ Appreciates clear chain of command and defined rules & policies
▪ Training should contribute to the organization’s goals
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TRADITIONALISTS – 1900-1945

▪ Communication:
▪ Present information in formal,logical manner
▪ Show respect for their age
▪ Use inclusive language
▪ Likes hand written note,less emails

▪ Feedback:
▪ “No news is good news”
▪ Subtle,private recognition/feedback

BABY BOOMERS – 1946-1964

▪ Civil rights,VietnamWar,ColdWar,SpaceTravel
▪ Promised the“American Dream”
▪ Team oriented,want to“make a difference”
▪ Ambitious, able to handle crises
▪ Multi-taskers, strong work ethic
▪ Education –“a birthright”
▪ 45% of the workplace
▪ Driven,workaholics

BABY BOOMERS – 1946-1964

▪ Focused on relationships and results
▪ Skills are good,but less important than work ethic
and“face time”

▪ Work ethic > skills
▪ Value teamwork,personal growth,collaboration
▪ Looking for an opportunity to make a contribution
▪ Service oriented
▪ Tends to expect others to be workaholics
▪ Want to be appreciated for their ideas
▪ Need flexibility,attention and freedom

BABY BOOMERS – 1946-1964

▪ Communication:
▪ Speak openly and direct
▪ Present with options
▪ Appreciate being included in consensus

▪ Feedback:
▪ Likes public recognition & praise
▪ Do not micro-manage
▪ Title recognition

GENERATION X – 1965-1980

� Dual income families,latchkey kids,Y2K,single working moms,increased divorce rate

� Value diversity, fun,education,independence, informality,technology

� Receptive to change,multitaskers

� Pragmatic,impatient

� Sense of entitlement

� Work/life balance

� Education –“a way to get there”

� Training enhances their versatility in the marketplace

GENERATION X – 1965-1980

� Value time,fun,casual work environment

� 40% of workplace

� Work smarter,not harder

� Focus on task and results

� Entitled to merit

� Project,outcome oriented

� More knowledge/skills leads to next job

� Skills > work ethic

� Need to see the reason for the task

� Keep them engaged or they will move on
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GENERATION X – 1965-1980

� Communication:

� Blunt/Direct,straight talk

� Prefer email

� Informal style

� Share information immediately and often

� Feedback:

� Crave immediate,constructive feedback

� Rewarded by time off/freedom

� Self sufficient – prefer hands-off type of supervision

MILLENNIALS (GENY) – 1981-2000

Click here to view video

▪ Digital media,school shootings, 9/11,children of divorce,
kept busy as kids

▪ Avid consumers, fun!,tolerant, self confident,social
▪ Most educated generation

▪ Extremely tech savvy

▪ Instant gratification, options, options,options!
▪ Diversity focused, innovative,“me first” attitude
▪ Participation trophies!

MILLENNIALS (GENY) – 1981-2000

▪ Education –“an incredible expense”
▪ Focus on global and network

▪ Motivated by learning,want to see immediate results

▪ Want a flexible work environment,goal oriented

▪ Prefer collaboration, positive environments

▪ EXPECT to gain new knowledge and skills

▪ Consider mistakes as a learning opportunity

MILLENNIALS (GENY) – 1981-2000

▪ Communication:
▪ Emails,texts,videos,etc.
▪ Treat with respect – positive & polite
▪ Provide rationale for assignments/tasks
▪ Provide variety & frequency
▪ Be careful about the words you use and how you say them

▪ They are used to technological ways of communicating and face to face 
communication may be an opportunity for improvement

▪ Feedback:
▪ Want continuous feedback
▪ May need more structure and supervision
▪ May need to help them navigate family/life issues
▪ Make clear goals/expectations

GENERATION Z – 1997-CURRENT

� Social media,War inAfghanistan and Iraq,digital natives

� Multicultural

� By 2019,estimated to be 32% of the earth’s population

� Anticipated to be happier and more optimistic than millennials

� …TBD

GENERATION Z – 1997-CURRENT
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COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY

COMMUNICATING FEEDBACK EFFECTIVELY

� Try using“I” statements instead of“You” statements
� Example:“You are always…”

vs.

� “I noticed…”

� “I’d prefer…”

� “I feel…”

� “I” statements are less confrontational,they assert your own feelings and they are
factual – which creates CLARITY!

COMMUNICATING FEEDBACK EFFECTIVELY

� Try avoiding the B word…

� “BUT”

� This too has a negative connotation.Move on through what you are trying to say
with out pausing with a“but”:
� Example:“I like that you took the initiative to start giving meds,BUT next time please let me

know when you are ready so we can go over it before we start.”

vs.

� “I like that you took the initiative to start giving meds,BUT next time please let me know when
you are ready so we can go over it before we start.”

COMMUNICATING FEEDBACK EFFECTIVELY

� B.E.E.R.method:

� Behavior – Mention the undesirable behavior you observed

� Effects –What are the consequences of such a behavior? Effect on patient?

� Expectations – Explain the desired behavior,come up with a plan with the 
orientee to change the behavior

� Results –What will happen to the employee if the behavior continues?

COMMUNICATING FEEDBACK EFFECTIVELY

� B.E.E.R.method:

� Behavior – Mention the undesirable behavior you observed

� Effects –What are the consequences of such a behavior? Effect on patient?

� Expectations – Explain the desired behavior,come up with a plan with the 
orientee to change the behavior

� Results –What will happen to the employee if the behavior continues?

LISTENING!

� Bad listening habits:
� Interrupting

� Always telling your own story

� Stories are a great way to learn, 
but make sure you balance this 
tactic with other teaching 
methods

� Telling others how to feel

� Tolerating distractions

� Be an ACTIVE listener
� Reflect/Summarize what you

heard from them

� This allows for clarity in the 
conversation

� Empathize

� Analyze

� Ask questions when you need 
clarification from the orientee

� Consider Cultural Background
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

CONFLICT

� IncreasedTurnover

� Peer Bullying

� Personal Distress

IDENTIFYYOUR OWN METHOD OF HANDLING CONFLICT

� Competing

� Collaborating

� Compromising

� Avoiding

� Accommodating

STRATEGIESTO MANAGE CONFLICT

� Identify your own personal style and the style of preceptee

� Develop empathy

� Try to identify creative solutions

� Manage Emotions

� Fight

� Flight

� Try to“map out” the elements of conflict

� Look for elements where both parties can win

TIME MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

� Clustering Care
� Discussing prioritization strategies for specific area
� Preceptor may also need to set goals for themselves during this orientation shift
� Verbalize plan for seeing pts (i.e.who to see first and why) to your orientee.

� If student having difficulty prioritizing,discuss the tasks to be done together and create a plan for the 
next 2 hours.Then after 2 hours,discuss what has been accomplished and what still needs to get 
done and then reassess situation

� Discuss the importance of delegating as appropriate so not aren’t overwhelmed
� Discuss with orientee their usual way of problem-solving and dealing with stress so you can know

how they (the orientee) thinks.

TIME MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

� Allow time for establishing your priorities

� Complete the highest priority task first

� Reprioritize based on the remaining tasks

� Find a quiet place to complete charting to minimize interruptions

� Take time to communicate with those to whom you can delegate tasks

� Relinquish ownership of problems that are not yours to solve

� Learn the fine art of saying“NO”

� Plan mini-vacations daily:briefly get away from work during the day (ie take a short break or eat lunch in the 

cafeteria while someone else watches your patients)
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TIME MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

� Reduce travel time by gathering supplies before you start a task

� Have an idea of how long it takes to complete a task

� Realize that certain activities routinely occur at specific times during the day

� Develop and use time management technique(s) that create(s) structure for the day

OTHER PRECEPTORTEACHING POINTS

� Stress management

� Self awareness

� Coping mechanisms

� Clinical judgement

� The preceptor role involves a commitment 
to the learning process and to the 
promotion of your healthcare profession.

� #1 thing to do is to create trust and a
safe learning relationship

� Your role is crucial in the transition of
new staff to the UTSW workplace

KEYTAKEAWAY'S

Ne'ler underest\mate
your power as a
preceptor
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PO14b. Preceptor Compilation Resources 

Table 1 
Preceptor Class 

UT Southwestern  
Medical Center 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 
This is to certify that 

Has successfully completed the 

Developing Preceptors for Clinical Practice Workshop 

 At 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center 
Dallas, Texas  

_____October 25, 2018______ 
Date 
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Scenario # 1 

Preceptee Ann is very social. She believes that she is the life of the party. She enjoys telling jokes 
continually which slows down your daily care routines for your patient. She is very disorganized and 
seems  to  be  a  “know-it-all”  preceptee  who  ignores  your direction. 

Scenario # 2 

Preceptee Ann does not get along with another orientee in your unit, Susan. There are many hard 
feelings between the two and they refuse to communicate with one another. They both work days. 

Scenario # 3 

Preceptee Susan is very sensitive and emotional. She gets upset when she does not feel listened to and 
is extremely offended if all of her ideas do not get used. To further complicate matters, most of her 
ideas are not practical and do not make sense. She also cries when her performance is critiqued. 

Scenario # 4 

You meet your preceptee, Joey for the first time and according to his checklists and what he tells you, he 
is fairly experienced. However, when he has the opportunity to perform clinically, he is either unable 
and/or unwilling to carry out the task. When you attempt to instruct him on a specific task, he is 
impatient and displays expressions of boredom. When you go on a break with him, he tells you that his 
general orientation was a waste of time and no one showed him how things were to be done. 
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Conflict Style Self-Assessment  

Directions: Read each of the following statements. Assess yourself in terms of how often you tend to act similarly 
during conflict at work. Place the number of the most appropriate response in the blank in front of each 
statement. Put 1 if the behavior is never typical of how you act during a conflict, 2 if it is seldom typical, 3 if it is 
occasionally typical, 4 if it is frequently typical, or 5 if it is very typical of how you act during conflict.  

________   1. Create new possibilities to address all important concerns. 

________   2. Persuade others to see it and/or do it my way. 

________   3. Work out some sort of give-and-take agreement. 

________   4. Let other people have their way. 

________   5. Wait and let the conflict take care of itself. 

________   6. Find ways that everyone can win. 

________   7. Use whatever power I have to get what I want. 

________   8. Find an agreeable compromise among people involved. 

________   9. Give in so others get what they think is important. 

________ 10. Withdraw from the situation. 

________ 11. Cooperate assertively until everyone's needs are met. 

________ 12. Compete until I either win or lose. 

________  13.  Engage  in  “give  a  little  and  get  a  little”  bargaining. 

________  14.  Let  others’  needs  be  met  more  than  myĀown needs. 

________ 15. Avoid taking any action for as long as I can. 

________ 16. Partner with others to find the most inclusive solution. 

________ 17. Put my foot down assertively for a quick solution. 

________ 18. Negotiate for what all sides value and can live without. 

________ 19. Agree to what others want to create harmony. 

________ 20. Keep as far away from others involved as possible. 

________ 21. Stick with it to get everyone's highest priorities. 

________ 23. Argue and debate over the best way. 

________ 23. Create some middle position everyone agrees to. 

Copyright © 2016 Elsevier, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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________ 24. Put my priorities below those of other people. 

________ 25. Hope the issue does not come up. 

________ 26. Collaborate with others to achieve our goals together. 

________ 27. Compete with others for scarce resources. 

________ 28. Emphasize compromise and trade-offs. 

________ 29. Cool things down by letting others do it their way. 

________ 30. Change the subject to avoid the fighting. 

Look at the numbers you placed in the blanks on the conflict assessment. Write the number you placed 
in each blank on the appropriate line below. Add up your total for each column, and enter that total on 
the appropriate line. The greater your total is for each approach, the more often you tend to use that 
approach when conflict occurs at work. The lower the score is, the less often you tend to use that 
approach when conflict occurs at work.  

Collaborating  Competing  Compromising Accommodating Avoiding 
1. ________ 2. ________ 3. ________ 4. ________ 5. ________
6. ________ 7. ________ 8. ________ 9. ________ 10. ________
11. ________ 12. ________ 13. ________ 14. ________ 15. ________
16. ________ 17. ________ 18. ________ 19. ________ 20. ________
21. ________ 22. ________ 23. ________ 24. ________ 25. ________
26. ________ 27. ________ 28. ________ 29. ________ 30. ________
Total ________ Total ________ Total ________ Total ________ Total ________ 

Use these totals to stimulate your thinking about how you do and could handle conflict at work. Most 
importantly, consider whether your pattern of frequency tends to be consistent, or inconsistent, with 
the types of conflicts you face. That is, does your way of dealing with conflict tend to match the 
situations in which that approach is most useful?  

Media Credit: Yoder-Wise PS, et al. Leading and Managing in Nursing. 5th ed., revised reprint. St. Louis, 
MO: Mosby; 2014.  

Copyright © 2016 Elsevier, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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Page 1 of 1 

Survey title: "Preceptor Readiness Survey"
Please follow the instructions below to navigate to the survey page. To start the survey, you may use 
either of the two choices (the Survey Access Code or the QR code), whichever you find easiest or 
quickest to use.  

Enter the Survey Access Code 

Start the survey by following the steps below.

1.)  Go to this web address : 

2.)  Then enter this code : 

https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/ 

MWEW7CP8A 

Scan the QR Code 

Alternatively, if you have a 
device that has an app 
capable of reading QR 
codes, you may scan the 
QR code below, which 
should take you directly to 
the survey in a web 
browser. 
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PO14c. Elsevier Preceptor Course Outline 
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PO14d. North Texas Preceptor Academy 
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PO 15: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 15: Submit tool(s) used to develop and evaluate program content 
(e.g., needs assessment). 

The nurse residency program (NRP) is evaluated through a secure web application 
designed for building and managing online surveys and databases entitled RedCap. 
Nurse residents (NRs) provide ongoing feedback at various times throughout the year-
long program. One reference tool we have used to gain valuable feedback has been the 
Casey Fink Survey. Three specific Casey Fink Surveys are utilized with the NRP. At the 
beginning of each cohort, the Casey Fink Readiness for practice survey is completed to 
identify specific needs of the NR; at eight months, the Casey Fink 8-month survey is 
completed to document progress and remaining needs; and at the end of the 12-month 
program, the Casey Fink resident program final survey is completed.  

Other surveys that residents are asked to complete on an ongoing basis include: 

• Feedback regarding the first two (2) days of Orientation to the Organization and
Program.

• Feedback after every class.
• Feedback after skills training. (See PO12a.1 Cohort Class Evaluation PO12a.2

Resident skills lab survey). These surveys provide valuable information
regarding the content of the class and how it benefits the residents in the practice
setting.  Also, feedback is obtained related to the effectiveness of the presenters
regarding their knowledge and ability to convey the content in a meaningful and
useful manner. The residents complete these feedback surveys in real time at
the end of each class.

PO15a. Casey Fink readiness for practice survey 
PO15b. Casey Fink 8-month survey 
PO15c. Casey Fink resident program final 
PO15d. Nurse resident reflection survey “match survey” 
PO15e. Nurse resident feedback survey (following first 2-days of orientation to the 
organization) 
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PO15a. Casey Fink Readiness for Practice Survey 

2018 F e b r u a ry Case y F in k Re a d in ess fo r Pr ac t ice Su rv e y

Ple ase co m ple t e t h e su rv e y b e lo w .

Thank you!

D e m ogr a p h ics

D a t e:

* m ust provide va lue

M-D-Y

Ple ase p rov id e age i n y e a rs.

* m ust provide va lue

Ple ase se l ec t ge n d e r .

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Ple ase se l ec t yo u r e t h n ici t y:

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

O t h e r n o n-n u rsing d egr e e (i f a p p lica b le)

Pr e v io usly e m ploy e d:

* m ust provide va lue
Yes

No
reset

Ple ase sh a r e t h e m a jo r r e aso ns w h y yo u ch ose
n u rsing as a ca r e e r .

* m ust provide va lue

Expand

Cu r r e n t GPA:

* m ust provide va lue

Ty p e o f n u rsing p rogr a m e n ro ll e d:

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

M o n t h / y e a r s t a r t e d i n n u rsing p rogr a m:

* m ust provide va lue

Clin ica l A r e a o f Se n io r Pr ac t icu m e x p e r i e nce:

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

W h a t se t t i ng w as yo u r cl i n ica l p r ac t icu m e x p e r i e nce
loca t e d?

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

H o w m a n y cl i n ica l h o u rs w e r e yo u r e q u ir e d t o
co m ple t e d u r ing yo u r se n io r p r ac t icu m?

* m ust provide va lue

Resize font:
|

Today

Page 1 of 42018 February Casey Fink Readiness for Practice Survey

01/18/2019https://ais.swmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=TYKDMW4977
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H o w m a n y h o u rs d id yo u sp e n d w i t h yo u r u n i t ch a rge
n u rse?

* m ust provide va lue

H o w m a n y p r i m a ry p r ece p t o rs d id yo u h a v e d u r ing
yo u r se n io r p r ac t icu m e x p e r i e nce?

* m ust provide va lue

W e r e yo u r e q u ir e d t o r e v i e w t h e N CLEX-RN q u est io ns
d u r ing yo u r se n io r p r ac t icu m co u rse?

* m ust provide va lue

Yes

No
reset

W h a t d id yo u d o t o p r e p a r e fo r yo u r se n io r p r ac t icu m
e x p e r i e nce?

* m ust provide va lue

Practiced sk ills in learn ing lab

Participated in sim u lation assessm ent

Deve loped a care p lan

Brought m ed ication reference or PDA to
clin ica l

Set da ily goa ls w ith preceptor

Met w ith preceptor prior to start of clin ica l
experience

Oriented to facility/ toured un it

D iscussed persona l learn ing needs w ith
clin ica l facu lty

D id noth ing to prepare

O ther

Lis t t h e t o p t h r e e sk i l ls / p roce d u r es yo u a r e
u nco m for t a b le p e r fo r m ing i n d e p e n d e n t ly a t t h is
t i m e?

* m ust provide va lue

Assessm ent sk ills

B ladder catheter insertion/ irrigation

B lood draw/ven ipuncture

B lood glucose m on itoring device

Centra l line care (dressing change , b lood
draws, d iscontinu ing)

Charting/docu m entation

Chest tube care

Respond ing to an e m ergency/ Code/
changing patient cond ition

G iving verba l report

N asogastric tube/Dobhoff m anage m ent

EKG/Te le m etry m on itoring and
interpretation

Intravenous (IV) m ed ication ad m in istration

Intravenous (IV) starts

IV pu m ps/ PCA pu m p operation

Med ication ad m in istration

Pu lse Ox im etry

Patient/fa m ily co m m un ication and
teach ing

Tracheosto my care/ suction ing

Wound care/dressing change/wound vac

Other

Please se lect fro m the drop down list.

Page 2 of 42018 February Casey Fink Readiness for Practice Survey
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W h a t is yo u r cu r r e n t l e v e l o f co n f id e nce m a n aging a p a t i e n t ca r e assign m e n t o n a n a d u l t m e d ica l-su rgica l u n i t?

N o t co n f id e n t
A l i t t l e

co n f id e n t
So m e w h a t
co n f id e n t Co n f id e n t Ve ry co n f id e n t

Ca r ing fo r 2 p a t i e n ts

reset
Ca r ing fo r 3 p a t i e n ts

reset
Ca r ing fo r 4 p a t i e n ts

reset

STRO N GLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRO N GLY AGREE

I f e e l co n f id e n t co m m u n ica t i ng w i t h
p h ysici a ns.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m co m for t a b le co m m u n ica t i ng
w i t h p a t i e n ts f ro m d iv e rsw
p o p u l a t io ns.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le d e lega t i ng t asks t o
t h e n u rsing assis t a n ts/PCTs.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I I h a v e d i f f icu l t y d ocu m e n t ing ca r e
in t h e e l ec t ro n ic m e dica l r eco r d
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m h a v ing d i f f icu l t y p r io r i t iz i ng
p a t i e n t ca r e n e e ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
M y cl i n ica l i ns t r uc t o r p rov id e d
f e e d b ack a b o u t m y r e a d in ess t o
assu m e a n R N ro le .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m co n f id e n t i n m y a b il i t y t o
p ro b le m solv e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l ov e r w h e l m e d b y e t h ica l issu es
in p a t i e n t ca r e r esp o nsib i l i t i es
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I h a v e h a d d i f f icu l t y r ecogn iz i ng a
sign i f ica n t ch a nge i n m y p a t i e n t's
co n d i t io n .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I h a v e h a d o p p or t u n i t i es t o p r ac t ice
sk i l ls a n d p roce d u r es m or e t h a n
o nce .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le ask ing fo r h e lp .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I use cu r r e n t e v id e nce t o m a k e
cli n ica l d ecisio ns.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le co m m u n ica t i ng
a n d coor d in a t i ng ca r e w i t h
in t e r d iscip l i n a r y t e a m m e m b e rs.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
Si m u la t io ns h a v e h e lp e d m e f e e l
p r e p a r e d fo r cl i n ica l p r ac t ice .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
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W ri t i ng r e f l ec t io ns jo u r n a ls/ logs
p rov id e d i nsigh ts i n t o m y o w n
cli n ica l d ecisio n-m a k ing sk i l ls.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le k n o w ing w h a t t o
d o fo r a d y ing p a t i e n t
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m co m for t a b le t a k ing ac t io n t o
solv e p ro b le m s.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co n f id e n t id e n t i f y i ng ac t u a l o r
p o t e n t i a l sa f e t y r isks t o m y p a t i e n ts.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m sa t isf i e d w i t h ch oosing n u rsing
as a ca r e e r
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m r e a d y fo r t h e p ro f essio n a l
n u rsing ro l e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset

W h a t co u ld h a v e b e e n d o n e t o h e lp yo u f e e l m or e
p r e p a r e d t o e n t e r t h e n u rsing p ro f essio n?

* m ust provide va lue

Expand

Su b m i t

Powered by REDCap
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PO15b. Casey Fink 8-month survey 

Case y F in k N u rse Resid e n t Ex p e r i e nce Su rv e y - Ju ly 2018 Co h or t
- 8 m o n t hs

Ple ase co m ple t e t h e su rv e y b e lo w .

Thank you!

D e m ogr a p h ics

D a t e:

* m ust provide va lue

M-D-Y

Ple ase se l ec t yo u r e t h n ici t y:

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Ple ase p rov id e age i n y e a rs.

* m ust provide va lue

Ple ase se l ec t ge n d e r .

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Ple ase se l ec t a r e a o f sp eci a l t y .

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Lis t t h e t o p t h r e e sk i l ls / p roce d u r es yo u a r e
u nco m for t a b le p e r fo r m ing i n d e p e n d e n t ly a t t h is
t i m e?

* m ust provide va lue

Assessm ent sk ills

B ladder catheter insertion/ irrigation

B lood draw/ven ipuncture

B lood product ad m in istration/transfusion

Centra l line care (dressing change , b lood
draws, d iscontinu ing)

Charting/docu m entation

Chest tube care (p lace m ent, p leurovac)

Code/Em ergency Response

Death/Dying/End-of-Life Care

N asogastric tube m anage m ent

ECG/EKG/Te le m etry care

Intravenous (IV) m ed ication
ad m in istration/pu m ps/PCAs

Intravenous (IV) starts

Med ication ad m in istration

MD co m m un ication

Patient/fa m ily co m m un ication and
teach ing

Prioritization/tim e m anage m ent

Tracheosto my care

Vent care/m anage m ent

Wound care/dressing change/wound vac

Un it Specific sk ills

Please se lect fro m the drop down list.

Ple ase a nsw e r e ach o f t h e fo l lo w ing q u est io ns t o d escr ib e h o w yo u a r e accl i m a t ing i n t o yo u r n e w ro le .

Resize font:
|

Today
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PO15b. Casey Fink 8-month survey – Page 2 

STRO N GLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRO N GLY AGREE

I f e e l co n f id e n t co m m u n ica t i ng w i t h
p h ysici a ns.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m co m for t a b le k n o w ing w h a t t o d o
fo r a d y ing p a t i e n t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le d e lega t i ng t asks t o
t h e PCTs.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l a t e ase ask ing fo r h e lp f ro m
o t h e r R N s o n t h e u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m h a v ing d i f f icu l t y p r io r i t iz i ng
p a t i e n t ca r e n e e ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y p r ece p t o r p rov id es
e nco u r age m e n t a n d f e e d b ack a b o u t
m y w or k .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l s t a f f is a v a i l a b le t o m e d u r ing
n e w si t u a t io ns a n d p roce d u r es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l ov e r w h e l m e d b y m y p a t i e n t
ca r e r esp o nsib i l i t i es a n d w or k lo a d .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l su p p or t e d b y t h e n u rses o n m y
u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I h a v e o p p or t u n i t i es t o p r ac t ice sk i l ls
a n d p roce d u r es m or e t h a n o nce .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le co m m u n ica t i ng
w i t h p a t i e n ts a n d t h e i r f a m il i es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m a b le t o co m ple t e m y p a t i e n t
ca r e assign m e n t o n t i m e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l t h e e x p ec t a t io ns o f m e i n t h is
jo b a r e r e a l is t ic.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l p r e p a r e d t o co m ple t e m y jo b
r esp o nsib i l i t i es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le m a k ing
suggest io ns fo r ch a nges t o t h e
n u rsing p l a n o f ca r e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m h a v ing d i f f icu l t y o rga n iz i ng
p a t i e n t ca r e n e e ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l I m a y h a r m a p a t i e n t d u e t o m y
l ack o f k n o w le dge a n d e x p e r i e nce .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
Th e r e a r e p osi t iv e ro l e m o d e ls fo r m e
t o o bse rv e o n m y u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
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PO15b. Casey Fink 8-month survey – Page 3 

M y p r ece p t o r is h e lp ing m e t o
d e v e lo p co n f id e nce i n m y p r ac t ice .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m su p p or t e d b y m y f a m ily / f r i e n ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m sa t isf i e d w i t h m y ch ose n
n u rsing sp eci a l t y .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y w or k is e xci t i ng a n d
ch a ll e nging.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y m a n age r p rov id es
e nco u r age m e n t a n d f e e d b ack a b o u t
m y w or k .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m e x p e r i e ncing s t r ess i n m y
p e rso n a l l i f e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset

Ple ase a nsw e r e ach o f t h e fo l lo w ing q u est io ns t o d escr ib e h o w sa t isf i e d yo u a r e w i t h t h e fo l lo w ing asp ec ts o f
yo u r jo b:

VERY
DISSATISFIED

M O DERATELY
DISSATISFIED

N EITHER
SATISFIED

N OR
DISSATISFIED

M O DERATELY
SATISFIED

VERY
SATISFIED

Sa l a r y
* m ust provide va lue

reset
V aca t io n
* m ust provide va lue

reset
B e n e f i ts p ack age
* m ust provide va lue

reset
H o u rs t h a t yo u w or k
* m ust provide va lue

reset
W e e k e n ds o f f p e r m o n t h
* m ust provide va lue

reset
Yo u r a m o u n t o f r esp o nsib i l i t y
* m ust provide va lue

reset
O p p or t u n i t i es fo r ca r e e r
a d v a nce m e n t
* m ust provide va lue

reset
A m o u n t o f e nco u r age m e n t a n d
f e e d b ack
* m ust provide va lue

reset
O p p or t u n i t y fo r ch oosing sh i f ts
w or k e d
* m ust provide va lue

reset

H o w m a n y p r i m a ry p r ece p t o rs h a v e yo u h a d d u r ing
yo u r o r i e n t a t io n?

* m ust provide va lue

Se lec t t h e i t e m s t h a t r e f l ec t h o w yo u r h a v e t r a nsi t io n e d i n t o yo u r n e w ro le (p l e ase ci rcl e a n y o r a l l t h a t a p p ly):
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PO15b. Casey Fink 8-month survey – Page 4 

W h a t d i f f icu l t i es, i f a n y , a r e yo u cu r r e n t ly
e x p e r i e ncing w i t h t h e t r a nsi t io n f ro m t h e " s t u d e n t "
ro l e t o t h e " RN "  ro l e?

* m ust provide va lue

Ro le expectations (e .g. autono my, m ore
responsib ility, be ing a preceptor or in
charge)

Lack of confidence (e .g. MD/PT
co m m un ication sk ills, de legation ,
know ledge deficit,

critica l th ink ing)

Work load (e .g. organ izing, prioritizing,
fee ling overwhe lm ed , ratios, patient
acu ity)

Fears (e .g. patient safety)

O rientation issues (e .g. un it fa m iliarization ,
learn ing techno logy, re lationsh ip w ith
m u ltip le preceptors, inform ation
overload)

W h a t co u ld b e d o n e t o h e lp yo u f e e l m or e su p p or t e d
or i n t egr a t e d i n t o t h e u n i t?

* m ust provide va lue

Im proved orientation (e .g. preceptor
support and consistency, orientation
extension , un it specific sk ills practice)

Increased support (e .g. m anager, RN , and
educator feedback and support,
m entorsh ip)

Un it socia lization (e .g. be ing introduced to
staff and MDs, opportun ities for staff
socia lization)

Im proved work environ m ent (e .g. gradua l
ratio changes, m ore assistance fro m
un licensed personne l, invo lve m ent in
schedu le and co m m ittee work)

W h a t asp ec ts o f yo u r w or k e n v i ro n m e n t a r e m ost
sa t isf y ing?

* m ust provide va lue

Peer support (e .g. be longing, tea m
approach , he lpfu l and friend ly staff)

Patients and fa m ilies (e .g. m ak ing a
d ifference , positive feedback, patient
satisfaction , patient interaction)

ongo ing learn ing (e .g. preceptors, un it ro le
m ode ls, m entorsh ip)

Professiona l nursing ro le (e .g. cha llenge ,
benefits, fast pace , critica l th ink ing,
e m powerm ent)

Positive work environ m ent (e .g. good
ratios, ava ilab le resources, great facility,
up-to- date techno logy)

W h a t asp ec ts o f yo u r w or k e n v i ro n m e n t a r e l e ast
sa t isf y ing?

* m ust provide va lue

N ursing work environ m ent (e .g. unrea listic
ratios, tough schedu le , futility of care)

Syste m (e .g. outdated facilities and
equ ip m ent, sm a ll workspace , charting,
paperwork)

Interpersona l re lationsh ips (e .g.gossip , lack
of recogn ition , lack of tea m work, po litics)

Orientation (inconsistent preceptors, lack
of feedback)
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Ple ase sh a r e a n y co m m e n ts o r co nce r ns yo u h a v e
a b o u t yo u r e x p e r i e nce i n UTSW's N u rse Resid e ncy
Progr a m .

Expand
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PO15c. Casey Fink resident program final 

Case y F in k N u rse Resid e n t Ex p e r i e nce Su rv e y - Ju ly 2018 Co h or t
- Progr a m Fin a l

Ple ase co m ple t e t h e su rv e y b e lo w .

Thank you!

D e m ogr a p h ics

D a t e:

* m ust provide va lue

M-D-Y

Ple ase se l ec t yo u r e t h n ici t y:

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Ple ase p rov id e age i n y e a rs.

* m ust provide va lue

Ple ase se l ec t ge n d e r .

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Ple ase se l ec t a r e a o f sp eci a l t y .

* m ust provide va lue

ఔ

Lis t t h e t o p t h r e e sk i l ls / p roce d u r es yo u a r e
u nco m for t a b le p e r fo r m ing i n d e p e n d e n t ly a t t h is
t i m e?

* m ust provide va lue

Assessm ent sk ills

B ladder catheter insertion/ irrigation

B lood draw/ven ipuncture

B lood product ad m in istration/transfusion

Centra l line care (dressing change , b lood
draws, d iscontinu ing)

Charting/docu m entation

Chest tube care (p lace m ent, p leurovac)

Code/Em ergency Response

Death/Dying/End-of-Life Care

N asogastric tube m anage m ent

ECG/EKG/Te le m etry care

Intravenous (IV) m ed ication
ad m in istration/pu m ps/PCAs

Intravenous (IV) starts

Med ication ad m in istration

MD co m m un ication

Patient/fa m ily co m m un ication and
teach ing

Prioritization/tim e m anage m ent

Tracheosto my care

Vent care/m anage m ent

Wound care/dressing change/wound vac

Un it Specific sk ills

Please se lect fro m the drop down list.

Ple ase a nsw e r e ach o f t h e fo l lo w ing q u est io ns t o d escr ib e h o w yo u a r e accl i m a t ing i n t o yo u r n e w ro le .

Resize font:
|
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STRO N GLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE STRO N GLY AGREE

I f e e l co n f id e n t co m m u n ica t i ng w i t h
p h ysici a ns.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m co m for t a b le k n o w ing w h a t t o d o
fo r a d y ing p a t i e n t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le d e lega t i ng t asks t o
t h e PCTs.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l a t e ase ask ing fo r h e lp f ro m
o t h e r R N s o n t h e u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m h a v ing d i f f icu l t y p r io r i t iz i ng
p a t i e n t ca r e n e e ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y p r ece p t o r p rov id es
e nco u r age m e n t a n d f e e d b ack a b o u t
m y w or k .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l s t a f f is a v a i l a b le t o m e d u r ing
n e w si t u a t io ns a n d p roce d u r es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l ov e r w h e l m e d b y m y p a t i e n t
ca r e r esp o nsib i l i t i es a n d w or k lo a d .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l su p p or t e d b y t h e n u rses o n m y
u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I h a v e o p p or t u n i t i es t o p r ac t ice sk i l ls
a n d p roce d u r es m or e t h a n o nce .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le co m m u n ica t i ng
w i t h p a t i e n ts a n d t h e i r f a m il i es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m a b le t o co m ple t e m y p a t i e n t
ca r e assign m e n t o n t i m e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l t h e e x p ec t a t io ns o f m e i n t h is
jo b a r e r e a l is t ic.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l p r e p a r e d t o co m ple t e m y jo b
r esp o nsib i l i t i es.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l co m for t a b le m a k ing
suggest io ns fo r ch a nges t o t h e
n u rsing p l a n o f ca r e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m h a v ing d i f f icu l t y o rga n iz i ng
p a t i e n t ca r e n e e ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l I m a y h a r m a p a t i e n t d u e t o m y
l ack o f k n o w le dge a n d e x p e r i e nce .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
Th e r e a r e p osi t iv e ro l e m o d e ls fo r m e
t o o bse rv e o n m y u n i t .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
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PO15c. Casey Fink resident program final – Page 3 

M y p r ece p t o r is h e lp ing m e t o
d e v e lo p co n f id e nce i n m y p r ac t ice .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m su p p or t e d b y m y f a m ily / f r i e n ds.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m sa t isf i e d w i t h m y ch ose n
n u rsing sp eci a l t y .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y w or k is e xci t i ng a n d
ch a ll e nging.
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I f e e l m y m a n age r p rov id es
e nco u r age m e n t a n d f e e d b ack a b o u t
m y w or k .
* m ust provide va lue

reset
I a m e x p e r i e ncing s t r ess i n m y
p e rso n a l l i f e .
* m ust provide va lue

reset

Ple ase a nsw e r e ach o f t h e fo l lo w ing q u est io ns t o d escr ib e h o w sa t isf i e d yo u a r e w i t h t h e fo l lo w ing asp ec ts o f
yo u r jo b:

VERY
DISSATISFIED

M O DERATELY
DISSATISFIED

N EITHER
SATISFIED

N OR
DISSATISFIED

M O DERATELY
SATISFIED

VERY
SATISFIED

Sa l a r y
* m ust provide va lue

reset
V aca t io n
* m ust provide va lue

reset
B e n e f i ts p ack age
* m ust provide va lue

reset
H o u rs t h a t yo u w or k
* m ust provide va lue

reset
W e e k e n ds o f f p e r m o n t h
* m ust provide va lue

reset
Yo u r a m o u n t o f r esp o nsib i l i t y
* m ust provide va lue

reset
O p p or t u n i t i es fo r ca r e e r
a d v a nce m e n t
* m ust provide va lue

reset
A m o u n t o f e nco u r age m e n t a n d
f e e d b ack
* m ust provide va lue

reset
O p p or t u n i t y fo r ch oosing sh i f ts
w or k e d
* m ust provide va lue

reset

H o w m a n y p r i m a ry p r ece p t o rs h a v e yo u h a d d u r ing
yo u r o r i e n t a t io n?

* m ust provide va lue

Se lec t t h e i t e m s t h a t r e f l ec t h o w yo u r h a v e t r a nsi t io n e d i n t o yo u r n e w ro le (p l e ase ci rcl e a n y o r a l l t h a t a p p ly):
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W h a t d i f f icu l t i es, i f a n y , a r e yo u cu r r e n t ly
e x p e r i e ncing w i t h t h e t r a nsi t io n f ro m t h e " s t u d e n t "
ro l e t o t h e " RN "  ro l e?

* m ust provide va lue

Ro le expectations (e .g. autono my, m ore
responsib ility, be ing a preceptor or in
charge)

Lack of confidence (e .g. MD/PT
co m m un ication sk ills, de legation ,
know ledge deficit,

critica l th ink ing)

Work load (e .g. organ izing, prioritizing,
fee ling overwhe lm ed , ratios, patient
acu ity)

Fears (e .g. patient safety)

O rientation issues (e .g. un it fa m iliarization ,
learn ing techno logy, re lationsh ip w ith
m u ltip le preceptors, inform ation
overload)

W h a t co u ld b e d o n e t o h e lp yo u f e e l m or e su p p or t e d
or i n t egr a t e d i n t o t h e u n i t?

* m ust provide va lue

Im proved orientation (e .g. preceptor
support and consistency, orientation
extension , un it specific sk ills practice)

Increased support (e .g. m anager, RN , and
educator feedback and support,
m entorsh ip)

Un it socia lization (e .g. be ing introduced to
staff and MDs, opportun ities for staff
socia lization)

Im proved work environ m ent (e .g. gradua l
ratio changes, m ore assistance fro m
un licensed personne l, invo lve m ent in
schedu le and co m m ittee work)

W h a t asp ec ts o f yo u r w or k e n v i ro n m e n t a r e m ost
sa t isf y ing?

* m ust provide va lue

Peer support (e .g. be longing, tea m
approach , he lpfu l and friend ly staff)

Patients and fa m ilies (e .g. m ak ing a
d ifference , positive feedback, patient
satisfaction , patient interaction)

ongo ing learn ing (e .g. preceptors, un it ro le
m ode ls, m entorsh ip)

Professiona l nursing ro le (e .g. cha llenge ,
benefits, fast pace , critica l th ink ing,
e m powerm ent)

Positive work environ m ent (e .g. good
ratios, ava ilab le resources, great facility,
up-to- date techno logy)

W h a t asp ec ts o f yo u r w or k e n v i ro n m e n t a r e l e ast
sa t isf y ing?

* m ust provide va lue

N ursing work environ m ent (e .g. unrea listic
ratios, tough schedu le , futility of care)

Syste m (e .g. outdated facilities and
equ ip m ent, sm a ll workspace , charting,
paperwork)

Interpersona l re lationsh ips (e .g.gossip , lack
of recogn ition , lack of tea m work, po litics)

Orientation (inconsistent preceptors, lack
of feedback)
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Ple ase sh a r e a n y co m m e n ts o r co nce r ns yo u h a v e
a b o u t yo u r e x p e r i e nce i n UTSW's N u rse Resid e ncy
Progr a m .

Expand

Su b m i t
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PO15e. Nurse resident feedback survey 

2017 February Cohort Nurse Residency Program Survey #1

This survey is an opportunity for you to provide feedback about the February 2017 Nurse Residency Program.
Please rate each question based on your overall experience as a resident in the program thus far, not just the
most recent clinical shift or learning activity. Your opinion matters to us, and we appreciate your time in
completing this survey. Please feel free to add additional comments about the program. Please complete this
survey by May 1, 2017

Please specify your assigned track:
* must provide value

Critical Care
Emergency Department
Acute Medical
Oncology
Psych
Acute Surgical
Progressive Care
PACU
Surgical Services - OR
REHAB
Womens

reset

1. Were your educational needs met by the learning activity? Please select N/A if you did not attend the activity.

Yes No N/A
Hospital Orientation (2/14/17)
* must provide value

reset
Key Points presentation (2/14/17)
* must provide value

reset
Infection Prevention Presentation
(2/14/17)
* must provide value

reset
Glucometer Training (2/14/17)
* must provide value

reset
Think LIFT Training (2/14/17)
* must provide value

reset
EPIC Training (2/20/17 & 2/21/17)
* must provide value

reset
Critical Thinking/Full Body Assessment
(2/22/17)
* must provide value

reset
Admissions/Discharges/Transfers
(2/22/17)
* must provide value

reset
Pain Management & Palliative Care
(2/22/17)
* must provide value

reset
Restraints:Procedures &
Documentation( 2/22/17)
* must provide value

reset
BE Fast Stroke (2/27/17)
* must provide value

reset
Care of Geriatric Patient (2/27/17)
* must provide value

reset
Hazmed/body fluid/CDIF & PPE (3/1/17)
* must provide value

reset
GI tubes& Drains NG Bridle (3/1/17)
* must provide value

reset
Wound care (types,staging,treatment)
(3/1/17)
* must provide value

reset

Resize font:
|

ɢ Returning?
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PO15e. Nurse resident feedback survey – Page 2 

PIV/CVC/Ports CLABSI prevention
(3/8/17)
* must provide value

reset
IV Skills & Ports/Foley Caths (3/8/17)
* must provide value

reset
AHA Online Modules (3/10/17)
* must provide value

reset
Care of Diabetic Patient (3/13/17 &
3/16/17)
* must provide value

reset
Recognition of Unstable Patient
(3/15/17)
* must provide value

reset
Respiratory Airway Management
(3/15/17)
* must provide value

reset
Time Management (3/22/17)
* must provide value

reset
Falls Bundle/Body Mechanics &
Therapies (3/22/17
* must provide value

reset

Delegation/Role of unlicensed staff/Time Management Yes No N/A
reset

ENT Essentials Yes No N/A
reset

Renal Day Yes No N/A
reset

Perioperative Care (prepping patient and consent process) Yes No N/A
reset

Advance Directives Yes No N/A
reset

Documentation and Scope of Practice Yes No N/A
reset

Please describe what could be added or deleted to enhance
your learning?
* must provide value

Expand

2. Please describe how a learning activity of your choice
impacted your professional nursing practice:
* must provide value

Expand

3. Did the clinical experience in the patient care areas meet
your learning needs?
* must provide value

Yes
No

reset

4. During your clinical rotations, did you meet and/or interact with any of the following persons on the unit(s)?

Yes No
Manager
* must provide value

reset
Assistant Nurse Manager(s)
* must provide value

reset
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PO15e. Nurse resident feedback survey – Page 3 

Care Coordinator(s)
* must provide value

reset
Charge Nurse

reset

5. As you have rotated through the clinical areas, have your abilities progressively improved in the following areas?

Yes No

Clinical Skills
* must provide value

reset
Prioritization
* must provide value

reset
Time Management
* must provide value

reset
Patient Education
* must provide value

reset
Teamwork
* must provide value

reset
Customer Service
* must provide value

reset

6. During your clinical rotations, was the patient load
appropriate to facilitate your learning?
* must provide value

Yes
No

reset

7. When concerns or issues were raised to a clinical
educator, were they promptly addressed?
* must provide value

Yes
No

reset

8. Did you find the following helpful during the first half of the Nurse Internship?

Yes No N/A

Breakfast with the Clinical Nurse
Educators, Managers, and/or Assistant
Nurse Manager(s) (2/13/16)
* must provide value

reset
Rounding on the Unit by the Clinical
Nurse Educator
* must provide value

reset
Contact with Managers, Assistant
Nurse Managers, Charge Nurses,
and/or Care Coordinators
* must provide value

reset

If No, please elaborate:
* must provide value

Expand

9. Are you satisfied with your residency experience?
* must provide value

Yes
No

reset

Please elaborate:
* must provide value

Expand
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PO15e. Nurse resident feedback survey – Page 4 

10. Additional Comments:

Expand

Submit

Save & Return Later
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PO 16: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 16: Submit Crosswalk of program competencies against nationally 

recognized competencies, which must reflect: 

§ Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN),

§ Institute of Medicine (IOM) interprofessional competencies,

§ The National Organization of Nurse Practitioner Faculties (NONPF)

or other organizations’ competencies for the 

§ APRN, or

§ A combination thereof, as applicable to the program.

UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) introduces the nurse residents (NRs) to the 
competencies endorsed by the IOM and QSEN throughout the nurse residency program 
(NRP).  Competency topics are incorporated in the classroom and clinical experiences. 
In addition, the residency incorporates the competencies endorsed by multiple 
professional nursing organizations within the specialty tracks. A crosswalk of 
competencies is attached. 

The UTSW Competency Crosswalk demonstrates how the nurse residency program 
competencies incorporate both the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) 
and the Institute of Medicine (IOM) interprofessional competencies. See (PO16a. UTSW 

Competency Crosswalk) 
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PO 17: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION 

PO 17: Program curriculum outline. 

The Nurse Residency Program (NRP) is a fast-paced, focused learning program. The 
overall curriculum develops the nurse resident (NR) on their Journey of Excellence.  
The curriculum is divided into two phases related to their learning and experiential 
needs as a new registered nurse. The Journey to Competency comprises weeks 1-24, 
and the Journey Beyond Competency comprises weeks 25-52, which then culminates 
with the NR graduation from the program.   

Number of Weeks Journey of Excellence 

Weeks 1-24 Journey to Competency 

Weeks 25-52 Journey Beyond Competency 

(See PO17a. Journey to Competency Outline and PO17b. Journey Beyond 
Competency Outline) 

The components of the curriculum include: 

§ Journey objectives
§ Competencies
§ Teaching Methodologies
§ Clinical Experience
§ Evaluation Methods

During the Journey to Competency, the NRs attend scheduled classes that include 
clinical components and specialty-specific information as well as completing web-based 
training specific to their specialty.  This phase of training is where the essential element 
of precepted learning is initiated and their didactic and skills training is then applied in 
the clinical setting. The first two weeks are Orientation to the organization in which the 
NRs attend classes 8 hours per day for 5 days. (PO17c. 2019 February Nurse 
Residency Week 1 & 2) Week 3 they begin clinical rotations along with classes 
(PO17d. 2019 February Nurse Residency Journey to Competency Wks 3-24)   

During the Journey Beyond Competency, the NRs transition to independent practice 
and have resource nurse assigned that helps to alleviate anxiety and act as their 
resource when new experiences arise.  They will also attend workshops related to 
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nursing professional development and begin / complete their evidence-based practice 
projects.  (PO17e. July Nurse Residency Journey Beyond Competency)    
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Journey of Excellence PO17a. Program Curriculum Outline 
THE FOLLOWING IS UTSW’s RN RESIDENCY PROGRAM - Journey to Competency  WEEKS 1-24. 

Journey to Competency – Weeks 1-24 

Objectives Competencies Teaching 

Methodology 

Clinical Experience Evaluation 

1. OE: Understand the
culture of nursing at UT
Southwestern.

2. PBL: Apply principles of
Residency Competencies
to Clinical Practice.

3. NPD: Expose Residents to
expectations of Nurse
Professional Practice at
UTSW.

4. QO: Learn the nursing
quality patient outcome(s) 
expected at UTSW. 

5. PL: Interact with
Preceptor/Educator to
build clinical experience.

§ Compensation & Benefits
§ Regulatory Requirements for

Employment
§ Customer Service
§ Clinical Excellence/Safety
§ Nursing Policies & Procedures
§ Infection Control
§ “Safe” Patient Handling
§ Active Shooter/Emergency

Management
§ Inter-Professional Resources
§ UTSW IT Systems / EMR
§ Age-Related Competencies
§ Life-Work Balance (Nomad)
§ Wellness
§ Role Transition
§ Time-Management
§ Communication
§ Critical Thinking/Reasoning

"Decision-Making"
§ Ethics
§ Unit-based competencies

§ Didactic instruction
§ Group discussion
§ Roleplay
§ Simulation
§ Case studies
§ Web-Based training
§ Social Media
§ Reflective journaling

Objective:  Interact with 

preceptor and educator 

to build clinical 
competencies. 

Objective:   Rotate 

through selected service 

tracks. 

§ Part of the "Clinical
Experience" is
matching the resident
to a selected unit of
employment at UT
Southwestern.

§ Progressively manage
and increased
workload/acuity of
patients.

§ Red Cap Surveys
§ Schedule

formal/informal
rounding

§ Bi-Weekly
Evaluation Feedback
with Preceptors

§ Leadership (Nurse
Manager/Assistant
Nurse  Managers)
Checkpoints

§ Readiness for
Practice Tool

§ Final Evaluation for
independent 
practice  
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THE FOLLOWING IS UTSW’s RN RESIDENCY PROGRAM - Journey Beyond Competency  WEEKS 25-52. 

Journey Beyond Competency – Weeks 25-52 

 Objectives Competencies Teaching 

Methodology 

Clinical 

Experience 

Evaluation 

1. OE: Utilize Evidence-
Based Practice and
research principles into
nursing practice.

2. PBL: Incorporate nurse
competencies to
independent nursing
practice.

3. NPD: Explore nurse
professional development
roles for future growth at
UTSW.

4. QO: Integrate nursing
quality/patient indicators
into practice.

5. PL: Educate resident to
the concepts of
preceptorship.

§ Transitioning to off shifts
§ Managing stress in the workplace
§ Scope of practice (address in

clinical part as a resource)
§ Nursing Evidence-based Practice
§ Difficult Communications
§ Ethical Issues
§ Critical decision-making
§ Unit-based competencies
§ Clinical Ladder
§ Diversity
§ Professional certification
§ Culture of Safety
§ Professional organization/

membership
§ Preceptor training
§ Shared Governance
§ Delegation
§ Engagement

§ Group Discussion
§ Panels
§ Journal Review
§ Evidence-based project
§ Poster Presentations
§ Social Media
§ Simulation
§ Web-based Training
§ Professional Practice

workshops
§ Story Telling/Reflective

journaling

Objective:  Apply 
concepts from Weeks 1-24 
to independent nursing 
practice. 
§ Advanced unit-based

skills
§ Patients with

increased complexity
§ Graduate from

UTSW’s Residency
program

§ Graduate nurse
experience tool

§ Tiered focus groups
§ Overall Program

Curriculum
Evaluation with
educators annually

§ Peer Feedback

405 
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PO17d. 2019 February Nurse Residency Journey to Competency Wks 3-24 

Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

3 PACU ONLY Monday, 3.11.19 

BPB.224 

EPIC Training 1200-1700 Norma Ortiz Norma Ortiz 

3 All tracks except 

OR and PACU 

Thursday, 3.14.19 

BPA.304 

EPIC Training 0800-1630 Shiny Abraham Shiny Abraham 

3 All tracks except 

OR and PACU 

Friday, 3.15.19 

BPA.304 

EPIC Training 0800-1630 Shiny Abraham Shiny Abraham 

4 All tracks Monday, 3.18.19 

BK10 

Respiratory Airway 

Management w/ 
Bipap/CPAP 

Chest Tubes 

EEG 

Medication Safety 

Q&A Reflection 

0800-1000 

1000-1130 

1230-1330 

1330-1500 

1500-1600 

Paula Dunn Gabriel Rodriquez 

Pam Ridgeway & Liz Gunter 

Michael Ball 

Deena Koshy 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

4 All tracks 

CRITICAL CARE 

ONLY 

Tuesday, 3.19.19 

BPA.304 

CUH 08.103 

Module work time 

ICU Room Orientation 
& Procedure Prep 

0800-1200 

1300-1630 

Paula Dunn 

Pam Ridgeway 

Self-Directed 

Critical care education team 

5 All Tracks Monday, 3.25.19 

BK10 

Recovery to Practice 

Critical Thinking 

0800-1200 

1300-1600 

Paula Dunn Rebecca Deisler 

Shinto Thomas 

5 All Tracks 

CRITICAL CARE 

ONLY 

Tuesday, 3.26.19 

BPA.304 

CUH 2.109 

Module work time 

Intro to Hemodynamics 
& Vasopressor Lecture 

0800-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn 

Liz Gunter 

Self-Directed 

Liz Gunter 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

6 All Tracks Monday, 4.1.19 

BK10 

Advance 
Directives/Death/Dying 

Transplant Donor to 
Recipient 

0800-1200 

1300-1630 

Paula Dunn John O’Neal – Chaplain 

Services 

William Timmons – 

Transplant Services 

6 All tracks 

CRITICAL CARE 

ONLY 

Tuesday, 4.2.19 

BPA.304 

BK10 

Module work time 

EZI0 & EVD 

0800-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn Self-Directed 

Pam Ridgeway & Liz Gunter 

7 

CRITICAL CARE 

ONLY ALL DAY 

Monday, 4.8.19 

CUH 8th floor sim 

BK10 

Ventilator presentation 

Advanced airway 
lecture & skills 

0800-1230 

1300-1700 

Gabriel Rodriquez 

Critical care education team 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

7 All tracks 

CRITICAL CARE 

ONLY 

Tuesday, 4.9.19 

BPA.304 

BK10 

Module work time 

In Depth 
Hemodynamics 

0800-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn Self-Directed 

Emily Sooter 

8 All tracks Monday, 4.15.19 

BK10 

Palliative care 

Liver Failure 

Care of the Geriatric 
patient 

0800-1000 

1000-1200 

1230-1630 

Paula Dunn Sandie Miller 

Allen Kirby 

Shannon Bowling 

8 All tracks 

CRITICAL CARE 

Tuesday, 4.16.19 

BPA.304 

2.109 

EPIC Refresher & 
Module work time 

Q&A Reflection 

Moderate Sedation 
BIS Monitor 

0800-1100 

1100-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn Self-Directed 

Allen Kirby 

Liz Gunter 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

9 All tracks Monday, 4.22.19 

BK10 

Pre-Op Care 

Malignant 
Hyperthermia 

Sterile gown/gloving 

Reentering OR 

0800-1000 

1000-1100 

1130-1430 

1430-1600 

Hazzel Gomez 

Barbara Crim & 
Debbie Aguilar 

Hazzel Gomez 

Barbara Crim & Debbie 
Aguilar 

9 All tracks 

REFLECTION 
SURVEYS DUE FOR 
ROTATING TRACKS 

Wednesday, 4.24.19 

BK10 

Documentation/Scope 
of Practice 

Care Planning 

Active Shooter Training  

0800-1000 

1000-1230 

1400-1530 

Paula Dunn Anne Lai Howard 

Emily Flahaven 

University Police 

10 All tracks Monday, 4.29.19 

BK10 

BPA.204 

Code Delirium 

NIHSS Module work 
(AM, AS, ONC, PC, 
Psych, Rehab, OR) 

0800-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn Code Delirium Team 

Self-Directed 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

10 All tracks Tuesday, 4.30.19 

CUH 2.101 

BPA.304 

Massive Transfusion 

Protocol & Rapid 
Infusers 

NIHSS Module Work  

 (CC, ED, PACU 

0730-1100 

1200-1700 

Pamela 

Ridgeway 

Paula Dunn 

Attend Intermediate CC Class 

Self-Directed 

10 All tracks Thursday, 5.2.19 

CUH 2.138 

Match Day Celebration 

Post meeting Q&A w/ 
Educators –CC, PC, AM, 

AS, ONC, OR 

1400-1500 

1500-1530 

Paula Dunn CEPP Team 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

11 All tracks Monday, 5.6.19 Mock Code/Module 
Work – rotate in groups 

0800-1630 Pam Ridgeway Critical Care Educators 

11 CRITICAL CARE 

CRITICAL CARE 

All other tracks 

Tuesday, 5.7.19 

CUH 10.117 

CUH 2.109 

BPA.304 

12 Lead EKG 

Pacing and iSTAT 

Module work time 

0800-1200 

1300-1700 

1300-1700 

Emily Sooter 

Emily Sooter 

Paula Dunn 

Emily Sooter 

Emily Sooter & Pam Ridgeway 

Self-Directed 

11 SICU & 6 N & 

PACU  Residents 

Only 

Thursday, 5.9.19 ENT Essentials 0800-1200 Elsa John Elsa John 

12 All tracks Monday, 5.13.19 

BK10 

Pulmonary 
Hypertension & Pumps 

PD Cycler 

Mediport, CAAD, 
Powerflow Skills 

0800-1000 

1000-1200 

1300-1700 

Paula Dunn Martha Kingman & Reps 

Evelynn Githiiyu 

CEPP Team 
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Week 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24 

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

12 All tracks still 
needing time 

Tuesday, 5.14.19 

BPA.304 

Module work time 0800-1200 Paula Dunn Self-Directed 

13 All tracks 

6 residents 
expiring in May 

Monday, 5.20.19 

BK10.100D 

BK10.100D 

Time Management & 
Delegation 

BLS Renewal 

0800-1200 

1300-1600 

Pam Ridgeway 

Naudia Moore 

Pam & Elsa 

Naudia Moore 

13 All tracks still 
needing time 

Tuesday, 5.21.19 

BPA.304 

Module work time 

Q&A Reflection 

0800-1100 

1100-1200 

Paula Dunn Self-Directed 

Allen Kirby 

14-18 All Residents working 3 shifts 
per week on their assigned 

unit 

19 CC, ED, PACU & 

Prog Care 

Monday, 7.1.19 

CUH 2.138 

LVAD Primer Training 0730-1230 LVAD Team 
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W eek 2019 February – Journey to Competency Weeks 3-24  

Week # Participating 

Tracks 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus  Time  Facilitator Presenter (s) 

20      All residents working 3 shifts 
per week on their assigned 

unit 

21 CC, ED, PACU & 

Prog Care 

Monday, 7.15.19 

CUH 2.138 

LVAD Hands on 0730-1030  LVAD Team 

22-24      All residents working 3 shifts 
per week on their assigned 

unit 
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 PO17e. July Nurse Residency Journey Beyond Competency wks 25-52 

July 2018 - Nurse Resident Professional Development Workshops & Evidence Based Practice 

Workshop /EBP 

number 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

PD Workshop 1 

**EBP Project ideas 
are due** 

Nov 12, 2018 

0800-1200 

BK10.100 Classroom 

E 

Transitioning to Nights 
Managing stress in the 

workplace  
Special Panel (former residents 

for Q&A) 

1 hour 

1 1/2 hour 

1 1/2 hours 

Paula Gloria Menard 

Laquita Cooper 

Special Guests 

EBP Meeting #1 Dec 19, 2018 

0800-1200 

TBL C E3,305 

EBP Class –Presenters from 
Library and Research 

4 hours Paula Cathy Nakashima  

EBP Meeting #3 

PD Workshop 3 

February 13, 2019 

0800-1200 

South Campus 
Library  

1300-1700 

BK10.100D 

EBP – Group Research Time 

14 Small Breakout rooms 

Clinical Ladder, 

Prof Organizations, 
Certifications 

4 hours 

1700 

Paula/Cathy 

Paula 

Cathy & Library services will round 

on groups to assist as needed 

Nenita Cuellar – Sent request 
10/10/18 

Panel of guest Nurse Mgrs 
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July 2018 - Nurse Resident Professional Development Workshops & Evidence Based Practice 

Workshop /EBP 

number 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

EBP Meeting #4 March 13, 2019 

0800-1100  

1100-1200 

South Campus 
Library 

EBP -Group Research Time 

“How to prepare a poster 
presentation”  

4 hours Paula/Cathy  Work in small group study rooms in 
South Campus Library  

Jane Scott 

Meet in large group room South 
Campus Library 

EBP Meeting #5 April 24, 2019  0800-
1200 

EBP – Group Research & Poster 
presentation work time 

4 hours Paula/Cathy Work in small group study rooms in 

South Campus Library  

EBP Meeting #6 May 14, 2019 

0800-1600 

CUH 2.109 

EBP-Present to Peers & 
Educators 

Paula Each group will present to their 
peers and educators for feedback 

(13 groups) 

EBP-Poster 
Presentation #7 

May 29, 2019 

1:00-3:30pm 

2.138 

EBP Follow-up with Educator 
Coaches for print clearance 

2 1/2 hours Paula Each group meet with your 
educator coach 
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July 2018 - Nurse Resident Professional Development Workshops & Evidence Based Practice 

Workshop /EBP 

number 

Dates/ 

times/location 

Focus Time Facilitator Presenter (s) 

PD Workshop 4 June 12,2019 

0800-1200 
BK10.100D 

Preceptor Training Workshop 4 hours Sheena Sheena & Team 

EBP-Poster      
Presentation #8 

June 19, 2019 

0800-1000 

EBP-Present to Leadership 2 hours Paula Top 3 groups presenting to 
Executive Leadership 

Speed Mentoring July 30, 2019 

0930-1200 

NG3.102, 104, 106, 
108, 202 

2018 July Nurse Residency 

Speed Mentoring  

Lunch provided to participants 

1/2 hours Paula Multiple panelist  

GRADUATION  

CELEBRATION 

July 30, 2019 

1400-1600 

NG3.112 

2018 July Nurse Residency 
GRADUATION CELEBRATION 

2 hours Paula GRADUATION  CELEBRATION 
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PO 18: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING 

PO 18:  Evaluation tool(s) used to evaluate residents’/fellows’ 
competency (competency assessment tool). 

UT Southwestern Medical Center’s (UTSW) clinical areas have been separated into 
tracks to individualize clinical experiences relative to the specialty’s focus. Each clinical 
track represented in the crosswalk utilizes program specific training tools, educational 
resources and evaluation tools to ensure nurse residents (NRs) meet minimum 
competence to safely practice in their specialty setting. (Open ATTACHMENT PO18 
Competency Clinical Tracks Combined).  Following the crosswalk, are completed 
examples of each clinical track evaluation tools to assess NR competency.   

UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program (NPR) has 11 clinical tracks as listed in PO1 and 
provided in the ATTACHMENT filename: PO18 Competency Clinical Tracks 
Combined 

TO OPEN PO18 Competency Clinical Tracks Combined click on the Paper 
Clip Icon located in the left margin of the PDF page under the bookmark 
tool. PDF ATTACHMENT will to open in a separate window. 
PO18a. Clinical Safety Procedures Checklist Nov 2015 
PO18b. Critical care residency packet  
PO18c. ED residency packet  
PO18d. Labor and delivery residency packet  
PO18e. Neonatal intensive care residency packet  
PO18f. Postpartum residency packet-final   
PO18g. Psychiatric residency packet-final   
PO18h. Epidural analgesia initial competency verification form 
PO18i. Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation cardioversion 
PO18j. Think Lift Feb 2015- All Direct Pt Care Staff  
PO18k. MedSurg.pdf  
PO18l. Progressive Care.pdf 
PO18m. Oncology.pdf   
PO18n. Perioperative residency packet.pdf 
PO18o Perianesthesia residency packet.pdf      

PO18a: Representative example of a resident’s or fellow’s evaluation 
demonstrating the use of incremental goals. 

See completed Critical Care packet. PO18a.a Completed Critical Care Packet 

187 
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PO 19: NURSING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

PO 19: Submit a list of the nursing professional development opportunities 
that the program supports, including but not limited to any combination of the 
following opportunities: 

§ Academic progression of new residents/fellows (e.g., AD to BSN;
BSN to MSN; BSN to DNP; MSN to DNP) 

§ Career development (e.g., charge nurse role, preceptor role, mentor
role, clinical ladder, etc.) 

§ Certification
§ Committee participation in the unit, department, or organization
§ Lifelong learning

o Annual continuing education (e.g., conference support, paid
education days) 

o Evidence-based practice
o Quality improvement
o Research

§ Participation in professional organizations

UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) values, encourages and recognizes 
continuing education and certification as integral to nursing professional development. 
UTSWs’ Nurse Residency Program (NRP) supports the nurse as they build their 
knowledge base, confidence and grow in their clinical roles. Throughout the NRP, 
support programs are available to the nurse residents (NR) and that support continues 
beyond graduation throughout their careers.  

For NRs, as well as other nurses seeking advanced education, UTSW offers a higher 
level of reimbursement in educational support to the maximum state rate for nurses 
going from an associate degree (AD) to a BSN, a BSN to MSN and nursing managers 
or directors to DNP or Ph.D. This institutional support fosters an environment of lifelong 
education and professional development, encouragement, and support (PO19a. Tuition 
Reimbursement Policy)   
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During the NRP and beyond, UTSW offers the nurse multiple growth and development 
opportunities and venues. Reference PO17e. Nurse Residency Journey Beyond 
Competency weeks 25-52. These opportunities include but are not limited to: 

§ Evidence-based Practice (EBP) - Each resident embraces and promotes a
culture of EBP by completing an EBP project which directly relates to their clinical
area and/or area of interest. As part of the clinical ladder journey, the projects
may be continued over the second year.

§ Transitioning to night shift – On-site course taught by clinical education and
night shift leaders and staff to introduce the residents to clinical and personal
nursing differences on night shift.

§ Managing stress in the workplace – On-site course taught by clinical education
§ Diversity and Inclusion – NRs participate in on-site courses taught by

organizational development and training staff.
§ Clinical Ladder Opportunities- At the end of their one-year residency, the NR

is eligible to move onto the UTSW clinical ladder. The clinical ladder, built on
Benner’s Novice to Expert Model, allows the NR and other nurses to participate
in on-going professional development initiatives to promote clinical growth and
while encouraging and rewarding retention of nurses in direct patient care and
non-administrative roles. “Recognition, reward, and retention of the experienced
nurse in positions of direct clinical practice-along with the documentation and
adequate description of their practice- are the first steps in improving the quality
of patient care” (Benner, 1982, p. 402).  The Clinical Ladder is a one-year
Journey and can be renewed yearly.  The table below outlines the levels of the
clinical ladder and requirements per level.

Level Number of 
Options 

Number of 
CNE 

Certifications Education Research 

Level  I 5 Options 10 CNE 
Level  II 10 Options 10 CNE 

Level  III 13  Minimum 
one from 
each 
standard 

20 CNE National 
Certification 

Level 
IV 

16 
Minimum; 
two from 
each 
standard 

20 CNE National 
Certification 

B.S.N. Completion 
of CITI 
Research 
Training 
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§ Preceptor training workshop – On-site program taught during year one. The
goals of the preceptor program are designed to facilitate the development of staff
into competent preceptors.  It provides the structure and skills necessary to
enable preceptors to provide orientees an individualized competency-based
orientation, for the mastery of clinical skills and social integration.

§ Professional Organizations Involvement – NRs are introduced to professional
organizations during the NRP. Memberships are offered to support those wanting
to find out more about their specialty. Many specialty organizations have their
meetings on site at UTSW. Nursing services internal web pages offer quick direct
links to several of the most common national and local professional
organizations.

§ Financial support for professional organization involvement - UTSW
supports nurses at all levels to attend professional organization conferences at
local, state, and national levels. To advance our strategic objective and increase
participation in professional organizations, we established structures and
processes that facilitate nurse involvement.

§ Support for Certification - UTSW realizes the importance of certification for
nurses in all specialties.  Achieving professional certification is consistent with the
continuous learning component of UTSW. On-site and web-based study review
courses are offered. Once certification is achieved, a yearly incentive bonus is
given to support ongoing education. (PO19b. Certification Recognition and
PO19c. Hospital Approved Certifications)

§ Shared Governance Opportunities - Each unit has a Unit-Based Council (UBC)
and nurses are encouraged to become members during the first year on the unit.
After the NRP, nurses are encouraged to become members of the hospital and
system-wide committees and the nursing shared governance councils (PO19d.
UTSW Nursing Council, Committees). Being part of these councils and
committees reward staff with clinical ladder points and professional growth and
development opportunities.  Figure 1.1 below depicts the Shared Governance
Structure in place at UTSW.
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Figure 1.1 – UTSW Shared Governance Structure

PO19e. UTSW SGCC UBC Presentation schedule 

• Quality Improvement Initiatives- Nurses are introduced to Nurse Sensitive clinical
indicators during new hire orientation, but also during the NRP. Quality goals,
programs, outcomes, committees, councils, and task forces are introduced and
enculturated throughout the organization at every level. Kelly Murphy, BSN, RN, the
Magnet Program Manager, presents the Magnet standards and requirements to all
clinical new hires as well as the graduate NRs. This informational overview outlines
the nurse-sensitive quality outcomes which are required to be reported for Magnet:
PO19f. 2019 New employee orientation for clinical staff  

o Falls with Injury
o Hospital-acquired pressure injuries (HAPIs)
o Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infections (CAUTIs)
o Central line-associated bloodstream infections (CLABSIs)
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During these presentations, the tools, surveys, dashboards, and vendors utilized 
are outlined and explained. NRs are also introduced to the many quality 
improvement opportunities and ongoing projects at UTSW, within specific 
programs, as well as the unit level. 

• Academy for Career Enrichment (ACE) – NR’s and all nurses have full access
to the online learning tools with applications and items to support their many
learning needs.

§ Learning Council - UTSW has a strong commitment to formal academic
education as well as lifelong learning. A Learning Council that brings all key
stakeholders together from across the campus is working to identify learning
needs, evaluate the return on investments in education, and to address identified
opportunities for creating and sustaining a learning environment. As part of the
mission to develop future health care leaders, UTSW strives to excel at all types
of learning and the ongoing professional education provided. The goal is to grow,
develop, and retain the “best talent” across the organization to achieve
excellence in patient care, education, and research.

§ Community Health Outreach Activities - Nurses at UTSW are encouraged and
supported to participate in community health outreach activities.  Nurses may use
these volunteer efforts for clinical ladder points. Community outreach program
development and participation are driven from UTSW’s commitment to
organizational involvement in the community.  Leadership creates and supports
these relationships allocating personnel and financial resources.  The
organization supports efforts by employees with flexible time off and pay for
participation on community boards.

§ Annual Continuing Education Opportunities - The following CNE’s are offered
annually.

o Annual Stroke Symposium
o End-of-Life Nursing Education Consortium (ELNEC)
o GI Symposium
o Thoracic Symposium
o Bone Marrow Transplant Workshop
o Oncology Certification Review Course
o Medical Surgical Certification Review Course
o Annual Paul Peters Urology Symposium
o Stroke Certified Registered Nurse (SCRN) Certification Review Course

A comprehensive list of the 2019 CNE offerings for all nurses may be accessed 
here.  (PO19g. 2019 Offerings List) 
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EMP-305 TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM  

CHAPTER 9: EMPLOYEES

CONTENTS 
Policy Rationale and Text 
Scope 
Program Eligibility 
Procedures 
Related Statutes 
Contacts/For Further Information 
Policy History 

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Responsible Office: Office of Human Resources 
Executive Sponsor: Executive Vice President for Business 

Affairs 
Effective Date: 07/09/2010 
Next Scheduled Review: 12/31/2019 
Contact: policyoffice@utsouthwestern.edu 

POLICY RATIONALE AND TEXT 
Southwestern recognizes that supporting the education of its employees can materially aid in the effective performance of job  
duties and advance the interests and missions of UT Southwestern. Subject to the availability of funds, it is UT Southwestern 
policy to provide tuition reimbursement to eligible employees for certain coursework in accordance with the requirements of 
this policy and applicable state and federal law and regulations, including applicable tax law. 

SCOPE 
This policy applies to all regular employees who are appointed to work at least 32 hours per week. This policy does not apply to 
employees in positions that require student status as a condition of employment. 

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY 
1. To be eligible for tuition reimbursement, an employee must meet the following minimum requirements:

a. Have completed at least 12 months of employment with UT Southwestern before the beginning of course study;

b. Have not received any formal disciplinary actions during the 12 months preceding the application for tuition 
reimbursement; 

c. Have at least a satisfactory or meets expectations rating on the most recent performance evaluation; and

d. Be employed by UT Southwestern at the time of reimbursement.

2. Course work must reasonably relate to the employee’s current job duties or to requirements for a position to which the 
employee might reasonably be expected to be promoted at UT Southwestern, or for certain “in demand” positions as 
determined by the Office of Human Resources based on current recruitment needs. Courses must earn undergraduate or 
graduate credit hours from a regionally accredited college or university which delivers college credit hours toward a formal
degree plan. Course work includes on-line and telecommuting courses. 
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a. The employee’s supervisor must verify that the employee’s participation in the course work can be expected to 
enhance the performance of the employee’s job duties and advance the interests and missions of UT Southwestern. 

b. The employee’s supervisor must also verify that the employee’s participation will not disrupt the operations of the 
employing department, clinic, or unit. 

3. The employee must sign an agreement to remain employed by UT Southwestern for at least one (1) full year following 

receipt of reimbursement for successfully completed course(s), starting with the month after the month in which 

reimbursement is received, and to repay UT Southwestern for all tuition and related fees reimbursed if the individual 
terminates employment before the end of that period. 

4. The employee must sign an agreement to remain employed by UT Southwestern for at least two (2) years following receipt 
of reimbursement for successfully completed courses in connection with the University of Texas at Dallas Master of Science 

in Management and Administrative Sciences with Concentration in Healthcare Organization Leadership customized for 

UT Southwestern (the “UT Southwestern Master’s Program”), and for tuition reimbursement in connection with eligible 

programs leading to Bachelor of Science in Nursing (“BSN”), Master of Science in Nursing (“MSN”), or Doctor of Nursing 

Practice (“DNP”). The employee agrees to repay UT Southwestern for all tuition and related fees reimbursed if he or she 

terminates employment before the end of that period. 

Any employee submitting false or misleading information in order to demonstrate eligibility requirements for tuition 

reimbursement will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. 

PROCEDURES

Covered Tuition Reimbursements and Limitations 

1. Eligible employees may receive up to a maximum of $2,000 in tuition reimbursement per fiscal year for credit hours granted
for eligible courses. 
a. Reimbursement is only for tuition and related fees for building use, technology, registration, student services, health 

and insurance for students in health-related studies, and so forth. 

b. Non-reimbursable expenses include costs of books, parking costs, late fees, financing fees, travel expenses, incidental
items including those required by the instructor (e.g., calculators, book bags, specific software, etc.), or optional 
expenses or fees. 

c. Reimbursement for private college or university course costs may not exceed the cost of comparable courses charged
by the nearest state-supported four-year institution of higher education. 

d. An employee receiving external funding from another entity (e.g., scholarships, GI Bill, other organizations) may only
submit expenses not covered by the external-funding agent. 

2. Employees enrolled in the UT Southwestern Master’s Program may be eligible for tax free tuition reimbursement up to the 

maximum amount identified in Internal Revenue Code Section 127 (currently $5,250 per calendar year). Any amount above 

$5,250 per calendar year requires the President’s approval and is taxed as regular income.

3. With the goal of improving patient outcomes, UT Southwestern seeks to attain the Institute of Medicine standard of 
employing 80% baccalaureate-trained nurses by 2020 and to encourage a similar proportion of nurse managers and nurse 

educators to obtain advanced degrees. To meet these institutional objectives, certain nursing employees may be eligible 

for tax free tuition reimbursement up to the maximum amount identified in Internal Revenue Code Section 127 (currently 

$5,250 per calendar year); any amount above $5,250 per calendar year requires the President’s approval and is taxed as 
regular income, specifically: 
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a. Currently licensed registered nurses employed by UT Southwestern University Hospitals, for courses toward a BSN
degree; 

b. Nurse managers and nurse educators employed by UT Southwestern University Hospitals, for courses toward an MSN
degree or the UT Southwestern Master’s Program; and 

c. Nurse directors and executives employed by UT Southwestern Medical Center, for courses toward a DNP degree.

4. Only courses determined by the Office of Human Resources to meet eligibility requirements and successfully completed by 
the employee will qualify for reimbursement. 

a. For undergraduate courses, “successfully completed” means earning a grade of at least a “C” or, for alternative grading 
methods (e.g., Pass/Fail, Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory, etc.), the grade that gives credit for the course.

b. For graduate courses or BSN courses, “successfully completed” means earning a grade of at least a “B” or, for
alternative grading methods, the grade that gives credit for the course. 

c. Reimbursement for courses taken more than once will not be provided, except for thesis or dissertation courses.

5. Tuition reimbursement to an eligible employee is limited to two (2) three-hour courses (or the institution’s equivalent 
thereof) in one semester. Employees enrolled in the UT Southwestern Master’s Program or in eligible BSN, MSN or DNP
programs are not subject to this semester course limit. 

Scheduling Coursework 
Course work initiated by the employee and eligible for reimbursement under this policy should be pursued outside of normal 
working hours. In instances where course work is only available during normal working hours, supervisors are encouraged to 
provide flexible work schedules and appropriate use of vacation leave. Any such work scheduling to accommodate class time is 
subject to supervisory approval in advance of registration, and must be reviewed every semester. 

Application Procedures 
1. An employee must first obtain and complete an application form from the Office of Human Resources. The employee must

obtain and complete the application before enrolling in the course work for which reimbursement is being requested.

2. The employee must submit the completed application form, with itemized information regarding the course(s) to be taken 
and the associated tuition and fee costs, to the employee’s supervisor for review to determine if eligibility criteria for tuition
reimbursement are met. 

3. If approved by the supervisor, the employee must forward the approved application to the Tuition Assistance Program 
(TAP) Coordinator in the Office of Human Resources. The approved application must be received by the TAP Coordinator 
before the employee begins the course(s) for which reimbursement is sought. 

4. The Office of Human Resources has final approval on all applications for tuition reimbursement.

5. Upon notice of approval, the employee must sign a “Tuition Reimbursement Agreement” and return the signed agreement
to the TAP Coordinator. 

6. All decisions concerning applications for tuition reimbursement shall be made without regard to the employee’s race, color, 
national origin, religion, sex, age, disability, genetic information, protected veteran status, citizenship status, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or gender expression. 

Reimbursement Procedures 
1. Within 30 calendar days after successful completion of course work, the employee must submit the following documents 

to the TAP Coordinator: 
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a. Original receipts for all tuition, required fees, and other reimbursable program-related expenses;

b. Proof of successful completion of course work, which must include the granting institution’s name, the employee’s
name, course name/number, grade earned, and hours earned. 

2. Tuition reimbursement processing will begin after receipt of the required documents listed in this section. Documents must 
be received no later than 30 calendar days after course completion. Late or incomplete documentation will not be accepted.

3. After review and processing, the TAP Coordinator will notify the employee when the request for tuition reimbursement has 
been completed and approved with the following information: 

a. Amount to be reimbursed; and

b. Approximate date of expected payment.

4. UT Southwestern will reimburse an eligible employee who separates employment with UT Southwestern due to a reduction 

in force that occurs during a semester prior to completion of approved course work. To obtain reimbursement in such cases, 
the separated employee must submit all required documentation within 30 calendar days after completion of the course 

work as outlined in Reimbursement Procedures. It will be the employee’s responsibility to confirm that UT Southwestern
has a current address on file for reimbursement purposes. 

5. Any employee submitting false or misleading information in order to obtain tuition reimbursement will be subject to
disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. 

6. All individuals are required to complete and comply with all applicable federal, state, and UT Southwestern rules and 

regulations. It is the employee’s responsibility to review taxation issues addressed by the Internal Revenue Code and 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) guidelines concerning tuition assistance and taxable income. UT Southwestern intends this 
Tuition Assistance Program to comply with the provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 127. 

Tuition Reimbursement Agreement 

A participating employee who leaves UT Southwestern before completion of all requirements related to a Tuition 

Reimbursement Agreement for any reason other than reduction in force, permanent disability, or death must repay 

UT Southwestern the amount previously reimbursed to the employee under the terms of the Tuition Reimbursement 

Agreement. 

RELATED STATUTES, POLICIES, OR STANDARDS 
26 U.S.C. Section 127 

Texas Government Code Chapter 656 

Rule 30112 Training and Education, Rules and Regulations of the UT System Board of Regents 

CONTACTS/FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Office of Human Resources (Non-hospital employees) 214-648-9810 or TuitionReimbursement@UTSouthwestern.edu 

Office of Human Resources (University Hospitals employees): 214-633-4650 

POLICY HISTORY
August 31, 2018: Added tuition support for courses toward a Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) degree. 
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April 10, 2018: Added genetic information to the nondiscrimination statement in step 6 of the “Application Procedures.” 

January 15, 2013: Removed lifetime reimbursable limit of 24 total credit hours. 

August 8, 2012: Reviewed, revised, and published as EMP-305 Tuition Assistance Program. 

August 23, 2011: Transferred HR Policy Memorandum 4.050 Tuition Assistance Program to online Handbook as EMP-305 Tuition 
Assistance Program; superseded 4.050. 

July 9, 2010: Posted HR Policy Memorandum 4.050 Tuition Assistance Program. 
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HOSPITAL AND

HOSPITAL-BASED CLINICS POLICY 

Chapter : Human Resources (HR) 

UHHR 12 Certification Recognition - Hospital Policy 

CONTENTS 
Policy Rationale and Text 
Scope 
Recommended Procedures 
Definitions 
Approval/Revision/Review History 
Related Statutes/Policies 
Contacts/For Further Information 

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Responsible Office:                Hospital Policy Office 
Executive Sponsor:                Chief Executive Officer 
Effective Date:   July 2017  
Last Reviewed:      October 2017 
Next Scheduled Review:       October 2020 
Contact:                Hospital Policy Office 

POLICY RATIONALE AND TEXT 
Ongoing education and professional growth is one of UT Southwestern’s core missions.  As such, employees 
achieving advanced certification that contributes positively to fulfilling their role and responsibilities within the 
hospital or hospital based clinic, are to be recognized for this added achievement.  

To be eligible for monetary recognition staff members must meet the following criteria: 

x Be full or part time employees and have completed and maintained an active approved certification.  Pro re nata (PRN) 
employees are not eligible.  

x Absence of documented job performance issues with a performance rating on their most recent evaluation of not less 
than 2.0 or an overall satisfactory rating.  

Only one award will be given regardless of the number of certifications the staff member has earned. 

Certifications must be applicable to the employee’s current position. In addition, the certification must be verified 
by the employee’s manager with documentation in their personnel file.  Verification of valid certification must also 
be reflected in the electronic employee record (source of evidence) example: PeopleSoft.  

All approved certifications will be entered in the electronic data base (PeopleSoft) by the Office of Human 
Resources. Certifications not listed must be approved through Human Resources prior to December 15th for 
processing in January of the next year. Requests to add a certification to the approved list are to be submitted using 
the UHHR 12Form Application to add a Certification to the Approved List - Hospital Form form. 

Professional certification is deemed acceptable if approved by Human Resources, the department’s Assistant Vice 
President (AVP)/Executive (or equivalent) and meets the following criteria:  
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x The examination is nationally available, 
x The examination is based on periodic job analysis of role delineation studies by content panel experts, 
x A recertification interval is defined, 
x The examination tests a professional body of knowledge (i.e., not technical-ACLS, BCLS, ATLS etc.), and no specific 

classes are required to be eligible for the examination, 
x Is a nationally recognized certification that requires additional continuing education (CE’s) to maintain, 
x Is of benefit to the employee’s current position based on manager’s discretion, 
x Is not a requirement of the position. 

For a List of Approved Certifications go to UHHR 12Attachment Approved Hospital Certifications - Hospital 
Attachment. 

SCOPE 
This policy applies to all individuals working in William P. Clements Jr. University Hospital, Zale Lipshy University Hospital, and 
the Hospital Based Clinics.

DEFINITIONS 
Certification - The formal recognition of the specialized knowledge, skills and experience demonstrated by achievement of 
standards identified by a specialty board to promote optimal health care outcomes.  Certification is a process by which a 
nongovernmental agency validates, based on predetermined standards, an individual’s qualifications and knowledge for 
practice in a defined functional or clinical area. 

PRN – an acronym that stands for the Latin phrase “pro re nata,” or “as the situation demands.” PRN employees are 
also referred to as “per diem” or “as needed.” PRN positions do not have a standard work schedule and are utilized 
on an as needed basis. 

APPROVAL/REVISION/REVIEW HISTORY  
Created: July 2017 

Reviewed/Revised:  October 2017 

RELATED STATUTES, OTHER POLICIES, REQUIREMENTS, OR STANDARDS 
UHHR 12Attachment Approved Hospital Certifications - Hospital Attachment  

UHHR 12Form Application to add a Certification to the Approved List - Hospital Form  

CONTACTS/FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Hospital Policy Office 

John J. Warner, MD, M.B.A 
Chief Executive Officer 
UT Southwestern University Hospitals 
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ATTACHMENT 

HOSPITAL CERTIFICATIONS 
NON-NURSING  

ABOTS/ 
OCS/WCS/ 
NCS 

AMER. BOARD OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALTIES 

ABPTS AMERICAN BOARD OF PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALTIES 
ABRET AMERICAN BOARD OF REGISTRATION OF ELECTRNEURODIAGNOSTIC TECHS 
ACCS ADULT CRITICAL CARE SPECIALTY (RESPIRATORY) 
ACM ACCREDITED CASE MANAGER 
ACP ADVANCED CARE PRACTITIONER SOCIAL WORK 
ACSW ACADEMY OF CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKERS 
AE-C NATIONAL ASTHMA EDUCATOR 
ARRT AMERICAN REGISTRY OF RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGISTS 
ARRT REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST 
ARRT (CI) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST CARDIAC-INTERVENTIONAL 
ARRT (CT) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
ARRT (CV) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST CARDIOVASCULAR 
ARRT (DXA) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST BONE DENSITOMETRY 
ARRT (M) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST MAMMOGRAPHY 
ARRT (MR) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST MAGNET RESONANCE IMAGING 
ARRT (N) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
ARRT (QM) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
ARRT (VI) REGISTERED RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST VASCULAR INTERVENTIONAL 
BB   TECHNOLOGIST IN BB 
BCACP BOARD CERTIFIED AMBULATORY CARE PHARMACISTS 
BCCCP  BOARD CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE PHARMACISTS 
BCG GERIATRIC SPECIALIST    (OT ) 
BCGP BOARD CERTIFIED GERIATRIC PHARMACISTS 
BCIDP BOARD CERTIFIED INFECTIOUS DISEASES PHARMACISTS 
BCNP BOARD CERTIFIED NUCLEAR PHARMACISTS 
BCNSP BOARD CERTIFIED NUTRITION SUPPORT PHARMACISTS 
BCOP BOARD CERTIFIED ONCOLOGY PHARMACISTS 
BCPP BOARD CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC PHARMACISTS 
BCPPS BOARD CERTIFIED PSYCHIATRIC PHARMACISTS 
BCPS BOARD CERTIFIED PHARMACOTHERAPY SPECIALISTS 
BRPT BOARD OF REGISTERED POLYSOMNOGRAPHIC  TECHNOLOGISTS 

UHHR 12Attachment APPROVED HOSPITAL CERTIFICATIONS - Hospital Attachment 
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C  TECHNOLOGIST IN CHEMISTRY 
CAPP CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT IN PELVIC PHYSICAL THERAPY 
CBIS CERTIFIED BRAIN INJURY SPECIALIST 
CCDS CERTIFIED CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION SPECIALIST 
CDE CERTIFIED DIABETES EDUCATOR 
CFER CERTIFICATION FOR ENDOSCOPE PROCESSING 
CG  TECHNOLOGIST IN CYTOGENETICS 
CHA CERTIFIED  HISTOCOMPATIBILITY ASSOCIATE CHA(ABHI)  
CHA CERTIFIED HISTOCOMPATIBILITY ASSOCIATE 
CHS CERTIFIED  HISTOCOMPATIBILITY Specialist:  CHS(ABHI)  
CHS CERTIFIED HISTOCOMPATIBILITY SPECIALIST 
CHT CERTIFIED  HISTOCOMPATIBILITY TECHNOLOGIST CHT(ABHI)  
CHT CERTIFIED HISTOCOMPATIBILITY TECHNOLOGIST 
CHT HAND CERTIFICATION 
CIC CERTIFICATION IN INFECTION CONTROL 
CJCP CERTIFIED JOINT COMMISSION PROFESSIONAL (CJCP) 
CNIT CERTIFIED NON INVASIVE TECHNICIAN 
CNMT CERTIFIED NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST 
CNA CERTIFIED NURSE’S AIDE 
CNSC CERTIFIED NUTRITION SUPPORT CLINICIAN 
CPHQ CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL IN HEALTHCARE QUALITY 
CPHRM CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL IN HEALTHCARE RISK MANAGEMENT 
CPPS CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL IN PATIENT SAFETY 
CPSO CERTIFIED PATIENT SAFETY OFFICER 
CSCS CERTIFIED STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING SPECIALIST 
CSG CERTIFIED SPECIALIST IN GERONTOLOGICAL NUTRITION 
CSO CERTIFIED SPECIALIST IN ONCOLOGY NUTRITION 
CSP CERTIFIED SPECIALIST IN PEDIATRIC NUTRITION 
CSPh CERTIFIED SPECIALTY PHARMACIST 
CSR CERTIFIED SPECIALIST IN RENAL NUTRITION 
CSRS CERTIFIED STROKE REHABILITATION SPECIALIST 
CT  CYTOTECHNOLOGIST 
CWS CERTIFIED WOUND SPECIALIST (PT) 
D DIPLOMATE OF ABHI ( AMERICAN BOARD OF HISTOCOMPATIBILITY AND 

IMMUNOGENETICS) 
DLM  DIPLOMATE OF LABORATORY MANAGEMENT 
DPT  DONOR PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN 
GCS GERIATRIC SPECIALIST    (PT ) 
HACP HEALTHCARE ACCREDITATION CERTIFIED 
HT  HISTOTECHNICIAN 
HTL   HISTOTECHNOLOGIST 
LANA  CERTIFIED LYMPHOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA  
M  TECHNOLOGIST IN MICROBIOLOGY 
MB   TECHNOLOGIST IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
MB(ASCP) MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (ASCP) 
MDT MECHANICAL DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY 
MLA   MEDICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANT 
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NACC NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CATHOLIC CHAPLAINS 
NDT NEURO DEVELOPMENT TREATMENT 
NEURO-IFRAH NEURO INTEGRATIVE FUNCTIONAL REHABILITATION AND HABILITATION 
PBT   PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN 
PMP PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL 
RD REGISTERED DIETICIAN 
RDN-AP REGISTERED DIETITIAN NUTRITIONIST-ADVANCED PRACTICE 
REEGT REGISTERED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIST 
REPT REGISTERED EVOKED POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGIST 
RRT/CPFT CERTIFIED PULMONARY FUNCTION TECHNOLOGIST 
RRT/NPS NEONATAL PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY 
RST REGISTERED SLEEP TECHNOLOGIST 
RVT REGISTERED VASCULAR TECHNOLOGIST 
SBB  or  
(SBB) CM   SPECIALIST IN BLOOD BANKING 
SC   or 
(SC) CM  SPECIALIST IN CHEMISTRY 
SCT  or 
(SCT)CM  SPECIALIST IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
SH or 
(SH)CM  SPECIALIST IN HEMATOLOGY 
SM  or  
(SM)CM   SPECIALIST IN MICROBIOLOGY 

HOSPITAL CERTIFICATIONS 
(NURSING) 

Nurse Certifications 
ABGN AMERICAN BOARD OF GASTROENTEROLOGY NURSES 
ACNC AMBULATORY CARE NURSE CERTIFICATION 
AOCN ADVANCED ONCOLOGY CERTIFIED NURSE 
BMTCN BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT CERTIFIED RN 
CAPA CERTIFIED AMBULATORY PERIANESTESIA NURSE - DAY SURGERY 
CCE/CBE CERTIFIED CHILDBIRTH EDUCATOR 
CCM CERTIFIED CASE MANAGEMENT  
CCPN CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC NURSE 
CCRN CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE 
CCRN CMC CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE CARDIAC MEDICINE CERTIFIED 
CCRN-K (Adult) CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE  - K 
CCTC CERTIFIED CLINICAL TRANSPLANT COORDINATOR 
CCTN CERTIFIED CARDIOTHORACIC  NURSE 
CCTN CERTIFIED CLINICAL TRANSPLANT NURSE 
CDE CERTIFIED DIABETES EDUCATOR 
CDN/CNNP CERTIFIED DIALYSIS NURSE 
CEN CERTIFIED EMERGENCY NURSE 
CFNC CERTIFIED FOOT/HAND 
CHFN CERTIFIED HEART FAILURE NURSE 
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NACC NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CATHOLIC CHAPLAINS 
NDT NEURO DEVELOPMENT TREATMENT 
NEURO-IFRAH NEURO INTEGRATIVE FUNCTIONAL REHABILITATION AND HABILITATION 
PBT   PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN 
PMP PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL 
RD REGISTERED DIETICIAN 
RDN-AP REGISTERED DIETITIAN NUTRITIONIST-ADVANCED PRACTICE 
REEGT REGISTERED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIST 
REPT REGISTERED EVOKED POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGIST 
RRT/CPFT CERTIFIED PULMONARY FUNCTION TECHNOLOGIST 
RRT/NPS NEONATAL PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY 
RST REGISTERED SLEEP TECHNOLOGIST 
RVT REGISTERED VASCULAR TECHNOLOGIST 
SBB  or  
(SBB) CM   SPECIALIST IN BLOOD BANKING 
SC   or 
(SC) CM  SPECIALIST IN CHEMISTRY 
SCT  or 
(SCT)CM  SPECIALIST IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
SH or 
(SH)CM  SPECIALIST IN HEMATOLOGY 
SM  or  
(SM)CM   SPECIALIST IN MICROBIOLOGY 

HOSPITAL CERTIFICATIONS 
(NURSING) 

Nurse Certifications 
ABGN AMERICAN BOARD OF GASTROENTEROLOGY NURSES 
ACNC AMBULATORY CARE NURSE CERTIFICATION 
AOCN ADVANCED ONCOLOGY CERTIFIED NURSE 
BMTCN BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT CERTIFIED RN 
CAPA CERTIFIED AMBULATORY PERIANESTESIA NURSE - DAY SURGERY 
CCE/CBE CERTIFIED CHILDBIRTH EDUCATOR 
CCM CERTIFIED CASE MANAGEMENT  
CCPN CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC NURSE 
CCRN CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE 
CCRN CMC CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE CARDIAC MEDICINE CERTIFIED 
CCRN-K (Adult) CERTIFIED CRITICAL CARE REGISTERED NURSE  - K 
CCTC CERTIFIED CLINICAL TRANSPLANT COORDINATOR 
CCTN CERTIFIED CARDIOTHORACIC  NURSE 
CCTN CERTIFIED CLINICAL TRANSPLANT NURSE 
CDE CERTIFIED DIABETES EDUCATOR 
CDN/CNNP CERTIFIED DIALYSIS NURSE 
CEN CERTIFIED EMERGENCY NURSE 
CFNC CERTIFIED FOOT/HAND 
CHFN CERTIFIED HEART FAILURE NURSE 
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CHPN CERTIFIED HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE  NURSE 
CIC CERTIFICATION IN INFECTION CONTROL  
CMSRN CERTIFIED MEDICAL- SURGICAL REGISTERED NURSE 
CNOR CERTIFIED NURSE OPERATING ROOM 
CNRN CERTIFIED NEUROSCIENCE REGISTERED NURSE 
CNN/ CNNP CERTIFIED NEPHROLOGY NURSE 
CNS-BC CERTIFIED NURSE SPECIALIST 
CPAN CERTIFIED POST ANESTHESIA NURSE 
CPN CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC NURSE 
CPSN CERTIFIED PLASTIC SURGERY NURSE 
CRN CERTIFIED RADIOLOGICAL NURSE 
CRNI CERTIFIED REGISTERED NURSE INFUSIONIST 
CRRN CERTIFIED REHABILITATION REGISTERED NURSE 
CWS CERTIFIED WOUND SPECIALIST  
CVRN-BC CARDIOVASCULAR REGISTERED NURSE- BOARD CERTIFIED 
CWOCN CONTINENCE CERTIFICATION  
IBCLC INTERNATIONAL BOARD CERTIFIED  LACTATION CONSULTANT  
LCCE LAMAZE CERTIFIED CHILDBIRTH EDUCATOR 
NE-BC NURSE EXECUTIVE BOARD CERTIFIED  
NEA-BC NURSE EXECUTIVE ADVANCED BOARD CERTIFIED 
OCN ONCOLOGY CERTIFIED NURSE 
ONC/ ONCB ORTHOPEDIC NURSE CERTIFIED  
PCCN PROGRESSIVE CARE CERTIFIED NURSE 
PMH-BC PSYCHIATRIC AND MENTAL HEALTH CERTIFIED 
RN-BC ANCC  BOARD CERTIFIED RN IN VARIETY of SPECIALTIES 

ANCC NURSING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
RNC-LRN CERTIFICATION- LOW RISK NEONATES 
RNC REGISTERED NURSE CERTIFICATION 
RNC-NIC CERTIFICATION- NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE 
RNC-MNN CERTIFICATION-MATERNAL NEWBORN NURSING 
RNC-OB CERTIFICATION- OBSTETRIC NURSING 
QIA QUALIFICATIONS IN APHERESIS 
SCRN STROKE CERTIFIED REGISTERED NURSE 
VA-BC VASCULAR ACCESS BOARD CERTIFIED 
WHNCP WOMEN’S HEALTH CARE NURSE PRACTITIONER 

HOSPITAL CERTIFICATIONS  Type 2 
ASATT AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIA TECHNOLOGISTS AND TECHNICIANS 
CAT CERTIFIED ANESTHESIA TECHNICIAN 
CHUC CERTIFIED HEALTH UNIT COORDINATOR-UNIT SECRETARY 
CRCST CERTIFIED REGISTERED CENTRAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN 
CSPDT CERTIFIED STERILE PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION TECH 
CST CERTIFIED SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST 
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Committee Name Chair and Co-Chair Meeting Information Manager Advisor Executive Sponsor Physician Co-Chair AA Support 

Ambulatory Clinical Leadership 
Committee (ACLC)

Madelyn Sparks, RN
Cindy Harper, RN Every second Friday of the month Calli Davis, RN Sharron Coffie, RN

Care of the Caregiver
Rebecca Deisler, RN Rhonda Hough, RN

Susan Hernandez, RN
CAUTI Task Force Chair: Hope Sutterfield, RN

Co-Chair: Linette Godak
Every second Tuesday of the month Dawn Brown, RN

Sharen Henry
Stephanie Huckaby, RN Dr. Chanhaeng Rhee Chelsie Owens

CLABSI Taskforce Chair:  Molly Mattay, RN
Co-chair:

Every second Monday of the month Valerie Brooks, RN Deshonna Taylor, RN Dr. Nicole De Simone Mia Penick

Clinical Alarms Chair:
Co-chair:

Amber Ulate, RN
James Goodson, RN

Todd Bailey

Clinical Ladder Chair: Carrol Buckner, RN
Co-chair:  

Quarterly Kavitha Nair, RN Trish Jackson, RN Tasha Grismore

Staff Safety Chair: Prathima Preachera
Co-Chair: Betty Doggett

Last Wednesday of the month Amy Johnson, RN Todd Bailey, RN Dr. Rohit Sharma Mia Penick

Controlled Substance Diversion 
Committee

Chair: Brian Cohen, RPh
Co-chair: Sylvia Mathew

Monthly Meeting  (Wednesday 10:00 
AM)

Shannon Chalk, RN Todd Bailey, RN Margaret Hranitsky

Competency and Annual Training Kirby Allen, RN Shelley Brown-Cleere, RN
Trish Jackson, RN

Critical Care Committee Chair: 
Co-chair:

Monthly meeting Sherry Sutton, RN Deshonna Taylor, RN Dr. Corey Kershaw Mia Penick

DAISY Quarterly meeting - third Monday Kelly Murphy, RN Mike Mayo, RN Marie Elmore 

Education Council Chair: Wende Wells
Co-chair: Shannon Bowling

Tracy McGaw, RN Shelley Brown-Cleere, RN

Ethics Committee Chair: Dr.Michael Rubin
Co-Chair: Monthly meeting

Gulzar Plumber, RN Lori Hodge, RN Dr.Michael Rubin Katherine Spinks

Falls Taskforce Chair: Kimbrea Bruno, RN
Co-chair: 

Every forth Thursday of the month Amie Swindle, RN
Melinda Malone

Julie Buchl, PT Dr. Mariana Johnson Kelly Glenn

Front Line Leadership Chair: Alexa Collins, RN
Co-Chair: Stacey Henry, RN

Third Tuesday of the month Michelle Roberson, RN Victoria England, RN
Susan Hernandez, RN

Mia Penick

Hand Hygiene Task Force Chair: 
Co-chair:

 

Every third Monday of the month Julie Hagan DoraMarie Arocha

Nurse-Lab Collaborative Chair: Allison Nantz, RN
Co-chair: 

Every second Wednesday of the month Verita Ingram, RN Lori Hodge, RN Dr. Francesca Lee

Medication Safety Committee Chair: Crystal Riddle, RN
Co-chair: 

Every forth Thursday of the month Kirby Allen, RN
Pam Dunham, RN

Amanda Truelove, RN Dr. Rosecheel Ruggiero Margaret Hranitsky

Night Council Chair: Annette Washington, RT
Co-Chair: Casey Williams, RN

Forth Monday Night Shift of the Month Autumn Spencer, RN Amanda Truelove, RN Pamela Hewitt

Nurse Executiv Board Chair: Susan Hernanez, RN Every other Friday Susan Hernandez, RN Cristy Garza

Nurse Practice Council Chair: 
Co-Chair: 

Every first Wednesday of the month Rachel Faidley, RN Trish Jackson, RN

Nurse Staffing Effectiveness 
Committee

Chair: 
Co-Chair:  Esther Mose, RN

Every third Wednesday the month Darin Ford, RN Todd Bailey, RN ACNO Rafael Hernandez

Nursing Informatics Committee Chair: Sharon Le Roux, RN
Co-chair: 

Every second Tuesday of the month Blair Lane, RN Emily Flahaven, RN Crystal Landeros

Nursing Research Evidence 
Based Practice Council

Chair: Linda Chan, RN
Co-Chair: Morgan Mattay, RN

Every first Wednesday of the month Nenita Cuellar, RN Linda Denke, PhD, RN Chelsie Owens

Patient Education Committee Chair:
Co-chair:

Julie Petitta-Greer, RN Emily Flahaven, RN
Trish Jackson, RN

Patient Experience Committee Chair: 
Co-Chair: 

Every Second Monday of the month Dawn Brown, RN Victoria England, RN Crystal Landeros
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PCT/HUC Council Chair: Me'keytra Johns
Co-chair: 

Every first Friday of the month Cynthia Hill, RN
Karen Elmore, RN

Stephanie Huckaby, RN
Trish Jackson, RN

Chelsie Owens

Peer Review Committee Chair: Trish Jackson, RN
Co-Chair: Sharron Coffie, RN

Every second Thursday of the month Sharron Coffie, RN Trish Jackson, RN Marie Elmore 

Policy and Procedure Committee Chair: 
Co-chair: 

Every third Thursday of the month Karen Elmore, RN Amanda Truelove, RN

Professional Development Tracy McGaw, RN Linda Denke, PhD, RN

RRT/Code Blue Taskforce Chair: Debby Miller, RN
Co-Chair: Cara Pulliam, RN

Every second Thursday of the month Byron Carlisle, RN Mike Mayo, RN Dr. Jonathan Weissler Crystal Landeros

Shared Governance Coordinating 
Council

Chair: Christine Teague, RN
Co-chair: Dana Kantowski, RN

Every first Wednesday of the month Aziza Young, RN Victoria England, RN Marie Elmore 

Skin Taskforce Chair: Joane Grissett, RN
Co-Chair: 

Every third Thursday of the month Nancy Neal, RN Ruben Castillo, RN Dr. Jean DeLeon Chelsie Owens

Stroke Committee Chair: Suzanne Stone, RN Every second Monday of the month Suzanne Stone, RN Shelley Brown-Cleere, RN Dr. Mark Alberts Kelly Glenn

Think Lift Chair:
Co-chair:

Jacqueline Berg, RN Julie Buchl

VAP Task Force Chair: Elizabeth Ross, RRT
Co-chair:

Every fourth Monday of the month Dr.Corey Kershaw
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PO19e. UTSW SGCC UBC-presentation-list-2019 

Updated 12/30/2018 
 

SHARED GOVERNANCE COORDINATING COUNCIL 2019 UBC PRESENTATIONS 

Unit Reporting Title Name Email address Month Reporting 
1 Therapy Services CUH Chair Blair Dwyer, OT Blair.Dwyer@UTSouthwestern.edu January 

Co-chair 

2 Solid Organ Transplant Chair Deleatha Foster Deleatha.Foster@UTSouthwestern.edu January 
Co-chair 

3 Perianesthesia CUH Chair Mary Coleman Mary.Coleman@UTSouthwestern.edu January 
Co-chair Melissa Huber Melissa.Huber@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 January 

1 Labor & Delivery CUH Chair Brittany Moore Brittany.Moore@utsouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Monica Wischmeyer Monica.Wischmeyer@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 7 North CUH Chair Lori Syfrett Lori.Syfrett@UTSouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Femin Thomas Femin.Thomas@UTSouthwestern.edu 

3 Care Coordination Chair Jill Brown Jill.Brown@UTSouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Catherine Close Catherine.Close@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 February 

1 Simmons Cancer Center Chair Jazmine Wells Jazmine.Wells@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

2 7 South (SICU) Chair Katheryn Hendrickson Katheryn.Hendrickson@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

3 Wound-ostomy Chair Claudia Engle Claudia.Engle@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

4 Chair 
Co-chair 

Updated 12/30/2018

SHARED GOVERNANCE COORDINATING COUNCIL 2019 UBC PRESENTATIONS 

1 Sleep Center Chair Imelda Gutierrez Imelda.Gutierrez@UTSouthwestern.edu April 
Co-chair 

2 PCTs Chair Me’keytra Johns Me'keytra.Johns@UTSouthwestern.edu April 
Co-chair 

3 Respiratory Therapy CUH Chair Kellye Smith Kellye.Smith@UTSouthwestern.edu April 
Co-chair 

4 5th Floor ZL Chair Calandra Wheeler April 
Co-chair Maezine “Ann” Schwartz Maezine.Schwartz@UTSouthwestern.edu 

1 OR ZL Chair David Zipper David.Zipper@UTSouthwestern.edu May 

Co-chair 

2 12 South CUH Chair Lincy Babu Lincy.Babu@UTSouthwestern.edu May 

Co-chair Tracy Tutson Tracy.Tutson@UTSouthwestern.edu 

3 9 North CUH Chair Katherine Stovall Katherine.Stovall@UTSouthwestern.edu May 

Co-chair Jalia Sharif Jalia.Sharif@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 Chair May 

Co-chair 

1 6 South CUH Chair Joan Roberts Joan.Roberts@UTSouthwestern.edu June 

Co-chair Chasity Fleming Chasity.Fleming@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 Staffing Services Chair Lonya Jennings Lonya.Jennings@UTSouthwestern.edu June 

Co-chair 

3 7th Floor ZL Chair Ashley Moody Ashley.Moody@UTSouthwestern.edu June 

Co-chair 

4 June 
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PO19e. UTSW SGCC UBC-presentation-list-2019 – Page 2 

Updated 12/30/2018 
 

SHARED GOVERNANCE COORDINATING COUNCIL 2019 UBC PRESENTATIONS 

Unit Reporting Title Name Email address Month Reporting 
1 Therapy Services CUH Chair Blair Dwyer, OT Blair.Dwyer@UTSouthwestern.edu January 

Co-chair 

2 Solid Organ Transplant Chair Deleatha Foster Deleatha.Foster@UTSouthwestern.edu January 
Co-chair 

3 Perianesthesia CUH Chair Mary Coleman Mary.Coleman@UTSouthwestern.edu January 
Co-chair Melissa Huber Melissa.Huber@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 January 

1 Labor & Delivery CUH Chair Brittany Moore Brittany.Moore@utsouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Monica Wischmeyer Monica.Wischmeyer@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 7 North CUH Chair Lori Syfrett Lori.Syfrett@UTSouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Femin Thomas Femin.Thomas@UTSouthwestern.edu 

3 Care Coordination Chair Jill Brown Jill.Brown@UTSouthwestern.edu February 
Co-chair Catherine Close Catherine.Close@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 February 

1 Simmons Cancer Center Chair Jazmine Wells Jazmine.Wells@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

2 7 South (SICU) Chair Katheryn Hendrickson Katheryn.Hendrickson@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

3 Wound-ostomy Chair Claudia Engle Claudia.Engle@UTSouthwestern.edu March 
Co-chair 

4 Chair 
Co-chair 

Updated 12/30/2018

SHARED GOVERNANCE COORDINATING COUNCIL 2019 UBC PRESENTATIONS 

1 Dialysis Chair Kun-Tao Lin Kun-Tao.Lin@UTSouthwestern.edu October 
Co-chair Amy Kim Amy.Kim@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 6 / 8 Rehab ZL Chair Yahaddy Riley Yahaddy.Riley@UTSouthwestern.edu October 
Co-chair Ann Marie Gales AnnMarie.Gales@UTSouthwestern.edu 

3 12 North CUH Chair Victoria DeHoyos Victoria.DeHoyos@UTSouthwestern.edu October 
Co-chair Melissa Gonzalez Melissa.Gonzalez10@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 Imaging Services Chair Kim Hoback Kim.Hoback@UTSouthwestern.edu October 
Co-chair 

1 Psych ZL Chair Tracy Cistone Tracy.Cistone@UTSouthwestern.edu November 
Co-chair Pragya Pathak Pragya.Pathak@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 Outpatient Surgery Center Chair Cherie Dunn Cherie.Dunn@UTSouthwestern.edu November 
Co-chair 

3 6 North CUH Chair Emma Lamoc Emma.Lamoc@UTSouthwestern.edu November 
Co-chair Jay Galeon JayManuel.Galeon@UTSouthwestern.edu 

4 8 North CUH Chair Jennyfer Garcia Jennyfer.Garcia@UTSouthwestern.edu November 
Co-chair Bianca Reyes Bianca.Reyes@UTSouthwestern.edu 

1 9 South (CVICU) CUH Chair Debby Miller Debby.Miller@UTSouthwestern.edu December 
Co-chair Cynthia Wrenn Cynthia.Wrenn@UTSouthwestern.edu 

2 ED CUH Chair Dana Kantowski Dana.Kantowski@UTSouthwestern.edu December 
Co-chair Aubrey Harris Aubrey.Harris@UTSouthwestern.edu 

3 CVIR CUH Chair Cheryl Thomas Cheryl.Thomas@UTSouthwestern.edu December 
Co-chair 

4 NICU Chair April Leal April.Leal@UTSouthwestern.edu December 
Co-chair Jamie Del Valle Jamie.DelValle@UTSouthwestern.edu 
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PO19f. 2019 New Employee Orientation for clinical staff 

 

Welcome to Clinical Excellence !

Nurse Executive Team 

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Journey of  Excellence  
Kelly Murphy, BSN, RN

Magnet Program Manager 

To improve health care in our community, Texas, 
our nation & the world through innovation & 
education. We will educate the next generation 
of leaders in patient care, biomedical science & 

disease prevention; conduct high-impact, 
internationally recognized biomedical research; 

& deliver patient care that brings UT 
Southwestern’s scientific advances to the 

bedside - focusing on quality, safety & service.

UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Mission Statement

Nursing Mission Statement

To elevate quality, safety, & service

to our patients through our commitment to 

excellence in professional nursing practice, 

education, innovation & collaboration.

Nursing Vision

We are committed to 
being a national leader 
among academic health 
centers in providing high-
quality, safe &innovative 
patient care, & in being a 
model for excellence in 
professional nursing 
practice, education & 

research.

UT Southwestern University Hospitals & 
Hospital Based Clinics are Magnet® accredited  

§ Seal of Approval for Quality Nursing Care
§ Awarded to health care organizations providing an

environment of excellence for nursing practice and
patient care.

§ Fount of knowledge and expertise for the delivery of
nursing care globally.

§ Solidly grounded in core Magnet principles, flexible, and
constantly striving for discovery and innovation.

§ Lead the reformation of health care; the discipline of
nursing; and care of the patient, family & community.

Five Model Components 
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Commitment to the Profession
Scheduling and Staffing 
• Staffing Effectiveness Committee
• Self-Scheduling
• Full Time, Part Time, PRN & WIP
• Flexible Scheduling
• Inpatient, Ambulatory, Procedural

Recognition Programs
• DAISY 
• PACT
• Strauss Award
• Meritorious Service Award
• Years of Service Ceremony
• D Magazine & DFW G100
• TEAM Excellence Awards
• Safety Star Awards
• Barbara & Donald Zale Patient 

Services Award 
• Good Catch Awards 

Commitment to Your Clinical Career

Professional Development 

•Clinical Education & Prof Practice
•Classroom & Simulation
•Orientation
•Preceptors 
•Clinical Ladder
•On-going Education / CEs
•Certification Review Courses
•Yearly Certification Incentive
•Tuition Reimbursement

Professional Practice Model 
Relationship Based Care (RBC) Relationship-Based Care 

“Professional Nursing Practice is characterized

by a well defined body of knowledge, proficiency

in specialized skills, knowledge-based caring, and

a deep understanding of the human condition.

It is both the art and science of nursing.”

- M. Koloroutis (Relationship-based Care)

A Patient-Centered Team

Patient & 
Family

Physician
Nurse, 
PCT, 
HUC

Therapist

Educator

Care 
Coordinat
or/Naviga

tor

Social 
Worker

EVS 
Worker

Facilities 
& 

Support

Food & 
Nutrition

Chaplain

Pharmacist

Specialists/ 
Consultants

Shared Governance-Shared Decision 
Making
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ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses

As a Registered Nurse you are responsible in a manner consistent with quality 
in your nursing care and the ethical obligations of the profession.

Every nurse should follow these policies! 

Every nurse should follow these policies! 

13

Your Commitment to UT Southwestern 
University Hospitals

ANA Code of Ethics 
Nurses, in all professional relationships, practice with compassion and respect for 
the inherent dignity, worth and uniqueness of every individual, unrestricted by 
considerations of social or economic status, personal attributes, or the nature of 

health problems
Patient first – Advocates – Appropriate delegation 

Owns practice – Maintains competence, continues personal
and professional growth

Participates in improvement of healthcare – Quality of Care 

Advancement of the profession – Collaborative

Articulating nursing values, for maintaining the integrity of the
profession and its practice & for shaping social policy.

Culture of Safety
Patient Satisfaction Surveys:   Press Ganey & PRC
Nurse & Staff Satisfaction Surveys:  NDNQI & Employee Engagement

Nurse Sensitive Clinical Indicators: (NSI) 

Focused on improvement of outcomes 
related to:

CLABSI
CAUTI
Falls  
Pressure Ulcers (HAPU/HAPI)
Pain
VAP
Patient Satisfaction
Nurse Satisfaction

Evidence-Based Practice and Research is the use of current best 
evidence in making decisions about patient care

Currently in Place: 
• Nursing Research and

Evidence Based Practice Council 
• Web Based Tools
• Staff access to Library online
• EBP fellowships scholars program
• Journal Club
• Neuroscience Research Fellow

16

Our Commitment to Quality Care

Nursing Score Card UT Southwestern’s Commitment to You

•Leadership Support
•Career Growth
•Clinical Ladder
•ACE
•Healthy Work Environment
•Shared Governance Structure
•Evidence Based Practice
•Research Support
•Library Resources
•Autonym of Practice
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Team Unit Structure What does being Magnet Mean to You 

You are working in one of only 8% of health care 
organizations in the United States who  have 
achieved ANCC Magnet Recognition® status. 
Global:
• 482 facilities recognized as Magnet 
• Australia, Canada, Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia and New Zealand 

Texas:
•43 facilities in Texas
•22  Dallas/Fort Worth 

How do you keep your practice up to date

UTSW Nursing Website

Questions ? 
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PO19g. 2019 Offerings List 
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PO 20: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

PO 20: Submit a list and brief description of quality outcome measures 
used to evaluate the program, including target benchmarks. Submit one 
or more quality outcome measures from at least two of the following 
categories: 

Nursing Professional Development 

Suggested measures may include but are not limited to the following 
measures: 

§ Academic progression of new residents/fellows (e.g., AD to BSN; BSN to
MSN; BSN to DNP; MSN to DNP) 

§ Academic progression of preceptors or other key program stakeholders
§ Leadership ability (resident/fellow)
§ Organizational advancements in areas such as presentations,

publications, evidence-based projects implemented, and research 
studies 

§ Residents/fellows in leadership roles after completion of the program

Clinical Skills 

§ Suggested measures may include but are not limited to:
§ Clinical decision-making ability of the resident/fellow
§ Clinical proficiency

Self-Reported 

Suggested measures may include but are not limited to: 

§ CNO/Executive Leader satisfaction
§ Nurse Manager satisfaction
§ Organizational commitment
§ Participant/nurse (RN) satisfaction
§ Participant successful completion rate
§ Preceptor satisfaction

Financial 

Suggested measures may include but are not limited to: 
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§ Return on investment
§ Turnover rate
§ Vacancy rate

Patient Outcomes 

Suggested measures may include but are not limited to: 

§ Clinical outcomes: error rates, patient safety issues, efficiency,
accuracy 

§ Nurse-sensitive clinical indicators

The Nurse Residency Program (NRP) goals are evaluated based on organizational 
mission and values as well as nursing values and priorities. The goals are adapted as 
the needs of the organization and the program change. The program director (PD) 
works closely with the UT Southwestern Medical Center’s (UTSWs) Magnet Program 
Manager to ensure the goals of PTAP and Magnet align with the strategic initiatives of 
the organization. Shared information is leveraged to assess satisfaction, quality, 
outcomes, and financial resources to support nursing professional development. The 
PD works closely with nurse executives to ensure the NRP outcomes are shared at both 
the organizational and system level. The NRP quality outcome measurements include: 

Measurement Description 
Financial –  Retention Rate of New 
Graduate Nurses 

Target benchmarks for this program 
are NR retention at 85% at six 
months and 80% at one year. 

UTSW, as a not-for-profit organization, must 
remain fiscally responsible. Part of that 
business acumen must be focused on nurse 
retention as the costs of onboarding new 
nurses is steep.  Due to this cost, the NRP 
set its first goal as retention of new graduate 
nurses.  The goal focuses on the six month 
and one-year retention rates of each cohort 
and the overall average retention rate of the 
program.  

Clinical Skills – Clinical 
Competency 

Target benchmark for this goal is 
that 90% of NRs will transition into 

One area that is critical for the NRP is the 
development of nurses who are clinically 
competent and safely able to care for 
patients independently.  The process is 
evaluated by determining how many NRs 
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Measurement Description 
independent practice by six months 
into the program. 

transition into independent practice at the 
program expectation of six months.  

Nursing Professional Development 
– Evidence-Based Projects

Target benchmark for this goal is 
that 100% or NRs will complete the 
EBP project requirements to include 
podium and poster presentations.   

UTSW values participation in research and 
nursing professional development. The 
concept of evidence-based practice (EBP) is 
focused on during the NRP.  
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PO 21: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

PO 21:  Submit aggregated quality outcome data reflecting the 
measures identified in PO20 that have been collected and evaluated 
over the past 18 months, or from initiation of program to present if less 
than 18 months. 

Refer to (PO4) for Nurse Residency Program goals. 

As noted in PO20, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center’s (UTSW) Nurse 
Residency Program (NRP) goals are evaluated based on an on-going basis to ensure 
program goals are realized and to determine opportunities for improvement should 
outcomes decline. The following graphs reflect program outcomes since July 2016, 
program inception.  UTSW has successfully met program goals and attributes program 
success to the strong nursing leadership within the organization.  

PO21a. Nurse Residency Program - Retention by Cohort 

PO21b. Critical Thinking/Critical Judgement 

PO21c. Evidence-Based Practice Projects 
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PO21a. Nurse Residency Program - Retention by Cohort

The graph above demonstrates the average program retention for UTSW’s Nurse 
Residency Program by Cohort. This Nurse retention data surpasses our goal at six 
months and at one year out. 

Retention Rate 

Goal #1 – Nurse Residents Retention Rates 

6 Month Target Benchmark – 85% 

1 Year Target Benchmark – 80% 
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PO21b. Transition in to Independent Practice – Critical Thinking 

The graph below demonstrates the overall average program retention for 
the UTSW Nurse Residency Program. 

The goal that 90% of all resident’s transition to practice without needing more guidance. 

Clinical Skills 

Goal #2 – 90% Critical Thinking / Clinical Judgement 

The data demonstrates that each cohort of UTSW Nurse Residents successfully 
transitioned to independent practice at 6 months with 90% or greater transitioning to 
practice without needed additional education. 

Target Benchmark at 6 months – 90% 
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PO21c. Evidence-based Practice Projects 

Nursing Professional Development 

Goal #3 – 100% participation in Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) Projects  

100% of Nurse Residents (NR) in the July 2018 Cohort have attended the required EBP 
workshops.  Likewise, each NR has completed and presented their posters and podium 
presentations to UTSW nurse leaders. Many of these NRs have also submitted and 
attendance local and national professional conferences to showcase their work.  

Presentations 

The following resident groups presented podium presentations to leaders on January 
23, 2019. 

Project Name Group Member1 Group Member2 Group Member3 Group Member4 

EMR Simulations Troyce Dorsey, 
BSN,RN 

Courtney Little, 
BSN, RN 

Nancy Meservey, 
BSN, RN 

Improving 
Medical-Surgical 
Patient outcomes 
with a 
standardized 
hospital acuity 
tool 

Bethany Bonds, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 5 

Loryn Darthard, 
BSN, RN 

Neeley Borden, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 6 
Morgan Hall, BSN, 
RN 

Cagney Cade, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 7 
Kamilah Hyder, 
MS, BSN, RN 

Sydney Clay, BSN, 
RN 

Group Member 8 
Jessica Yi, BSN, RN 

Influencing 
Patient 
Satisfaction with 
Effective 
Medication 
Education 

Fitnat Aggrey, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 5 
Rosa Villegas, 
BSN, RN 

Morgan Fisher, 
BSN, RN 

Tichaona 
Goronga, BSN, RN 

James Moreno, 
BSN, RN 

Oncology 
Mentorship 
Program 

Clare Bauman, 
BSN, RN 

Nicole Crozier 
BSN, RN 
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Project Name Group Member1 Group Member2 Group Member3 Group Member4 

Use of Spinal 
Embolization 
Devices in the ED 

Maria Granados, 
BSN, RN 

Elle Poteet, BSN, 
RN 

Ryan Reyes, BSN, 
RN 

Kelsey Slusser, 
BSN,RN 

Standardized 
Visual Cues to 
Decrease Errors 
During 
Medication 
Administration 

Rebecca Cooley, 
BSN, RN 

Nathaniel Rivas, 
BSN, RN 

Kirby Winstead, 
BSN, RN 
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PL 1: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP 

DESCRIPTION 

A high level of importance is placed on the stakeholder’s feedback in the Nurse 
Residency Program (NRP) at UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW). The program 
director (PD) creates and directs the processes and tools used to gather feedback to 
ensure the learners’ needs are met throughout the NRP. There are many avenues used 
to get aggregate information related to nurse resident (NR) learning needs, such as 
formal class, skill, and graduate experience surveys, as well as Q&A sessions with 
current residents, and tiered focus groups. These tools are used to improve course 
content, skills, timelines, and scheduling issues to optimize the learning experience for 
the nurse residents.  

One of the most valuable tools for stakeholder feedback are tiered focus groups that are 
specific to roles, such as executives, nurse managers/assistant nurse managers, 
preceptors, educators, and current nurse residents. This process is a key factor when 
creating overarching programmatic functions such as program timelines, goals, as well 
as customer satisfaction. The PD focuses program and process improvements around 
this feedback, during bi-annual reviews, to ensure the program meets quality outcomes 
such as nurse retention and satisfaction. These bi-annual reviews are led by the PD and 
include clinical educators that are directly involved in the NRP and take place two to 
three months after a cohort graduates to make improvements as necessary. This review 
also includes an evaluation of curriculum as well the documents used for competencies, 
resources, and bi-weekly preceptor evaluations and patient experience logs.   

PL 1: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the Program 
Director ensures that residents’/fellows’ learning needs are met through 
actions such as evaluating aggregate residents’/fellows’ evaluation 
results, stakeholder feedback, and quality outcomes. 
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EXAMPLE: 

On February 11, 2019, (PL1a. UTSW Focus Group New Graduates 2-11-19 Notes) 
UTSW held a focus group with current graduates where the NRs expressed a need for 
more computer time related to the multiple web-based training modules necessary for 
their differing specialties. This feedback was discussed for change implementation at 
the next bi-annual review. During the review, it became apparent that some of the 
critical care residents had not completed their web-based American Association of 
Critical Care Nurses’ (AACN) Essentials of Critical Care Orientation (ECCO) modules or 
their web-based National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). This data along 
with the feedback from the focus group requesting increased computer time was a 
validated need for the nurse residents. The PD budgeted an increase of four additional 
hours weekly to add computer time during the residency to help fill the gap found in the 
previous cohort and solicited standardized computer laboratories for residents to have a 
specific location during this time to accomplish their training. 
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PL1a. UTSW Focus Group New Graduates 2-11-19 Notes 

Focus Group New Graduates | # in focus group = 13  Monday, February 11, 2019 

The following are notes taken during the Focus Group of New Graduates 2/11/19. The minutes provided below 
demonstrate the process of how feedback is provided at the PD level and used to make any necessary adjustments. 

Focus Group – New Graduates 2/11/19 
Questions Answers/Feedback provided from NRs 
Why did you select the 
UTSW program? 

1. The main reason is that the name brand is associated with the level of quality at
the hospital and it’s a teaching hospital which offers an environment of learning with all
the resources I need to be successful.

2. I didn't know a lot about the residency program at UTSW. I had so many
opportunities to learn and build my career, so UTSW was the pathway to take. (Kamilla)

3. (Candice) I was working as a nurse that worked at UT and Parkland, and she was
complaining about Parkland, they didn't educate on certain drugs, but at UT they offer all
these educational opportunities.

4. (Nathan)  I really didn’t know much about UT. I was applying and worked as a PCT
before I signed up for the residency program. I have been at another organization but
didn't see the level of research they show here at the hospital and how helpful they are
at UTSW the doctors & nurses.

5. Talked to my professors about it they thought it was really "big" to go to UTSW.
6. Learned about the RN program through my manager. I chose UT after speaking with

my management team, and nurse residency team.
7. It was like UT can offer stepping stones that I didn’t see in other organizations.
8. I interviewed for an ICU position at another organization. They ask me where I

would be in 5 years? Leadership role, organization, and committees. I said this again,
and UTSW gave me more opportunity. I'm on the Staffing and Effectiveness Committee.

9. I was taken aback with the clinical rotations at Baylor All Saints and their culture,
and how they treated us on their floors.

10. I wanted to work for an organization that took care of their nurses and employees.
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Focus Group – New Graduates 2/11/19 
Questions Answers/Feedback provided from NRs 
You picked psych so what 
appealed to you? 

I picked it because I believe in psyche care. Didn't see any other residency programs that 
offered mental health, accept UTSW. 

What did you like about the 
match process? 

1. At most places, you get hired through the floor. Going through the match process, it is
not about who you get, but it does matter. Teamwork and the culture are automatically
enculturated.

2. It was a shock on match date. Even though you don't get matched where you want to
go, you still get that experience, and the welcome level was the same.

3. Got to see the teamwork and unit culture, learned about that unit's patient population.
Able to decide if that population and staff were a fit for me.

4. Was PCT before residency. Went through the program was new to the idea.  Changed
careers to get into nursing and took a pay cut to be PCT at one of the best hospitals. As
a PCT, I got to see what UTSW has to offer. Interview process was exciting.

5. Matching was exciting, only knew about one floor. I didn't know about the rest that was
available to us.

6. As a PCT at Zale, CUH was different, new and exciting. Everyone was welcoming. Was
worried on match day; what if I didn't get floor I wanted, what if the floor didn't like me.
The program matched me where I needed to be.

Did anyone not get the 
unit/floor you wanted? 

1. Shocked, as I thought I was going to get the floor I wanted.
2. I had mixed feelings. After I went to the floor, it wasn’t what I expected.
3. I was afraid that I may not be welcomed, turned out it was the opposite of what I

expected.
4. I didn’t feel like I belong.
5. Even though I was not matched where I wanted to go, I still get great learning

opportunities.
Transition program itself: 
What did you like best 
about the program over the 
year? What do you think 
about the program as a 
whole? 

Neely: I really liked and thankful for having a preceptor available and having that person 
there throughout the first six months. 
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Focus Group – New Graduates 2/11/19 
Questions Answers/Feedback provided from NRs 
How many preceptors did 
you have? 

1. Three maybe four. It was good to have different preceptors.
2. Each preceptor has different ways of doing things and different practices.

What did you learn from 
them? 

I took something from each preceptor experience and molded it into what I do and made it 
my own. 

Besides preceptors: 1. ICU specific classes, mostly ICU and a few ED staff. It was small and intimate; it felt
more like a conversation.

2. Had a whole class on catheters, pass it around to see and touch it and learn while
talking about it.

3. The whole class was useful. Specialized education.
4. First day independent, others kept asking "how do you feel?" and it felt natural. Knew I

didn't know everything but knew who to ask and when to ask.

How long did it take to feel 
independent?  

1. I realized I was a nurse when I realized I have people's lives in my hands.
2. When there was a Rapid Response called, everyone just participated and does their

part. Those moments, when you just go in as part of a team knowing your role to help
the patient.

3. I switched to the night shift, after three weeks on nights I was independent.
4. I went to nights after seven months and felt independent.
5. When my preceptor kept saying "don't forget…" and I responded with "let me do it

my way," let me fly.
6. I noticed it was independent and wanted my practice defined by me. It was empowering.

Anything else you liked? 1. Maria: In the ED I liked when I started different people were checking in on us. The unit
manager would check in at the end of the day and have a conversation with us.

2. I could be open and honest with them letting them know ‘I need to work more
on…' or  "I'm having trouble with…"  they would work with me, there is a lot of support.

Do you realize financial 
support UTSW puts into the 
residency? 

$133K per person for the yea, from the number of hours the resident works to support the 
staff and resources.  

James – ECT outpatient was able to get oriented to in-patient and out-patient. Currently a 
research assistant for a EBP study. 
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Focus Group – New Graduates 2/11/19 
Questions Answers/Feedback provided from NRs 
How did you feel when you 
got your first paycheck? 

1. UTSW has competitive pay.
2. What is satisfying is that we got little stepping stone raises throughout the year.
3. At six months we got $1.44.
4. Research says a new nurse is competent at six months, support for raise. In one year

almost a $2.50 raise plus merit increase, from novice to expert.
Preceptorship 1. Another commitment UTSW has made is that you have peers that can share the

experience. You are provided with your own support group. As you move through your
career, continue to know people you started with within the program.

2. All have to take a preceptor class.
3. 4-hour class professional practice workshop.
4. When asks would you be a preceptor? Most said they would be anxious and excited

to precept another resident.
When is the next cohort? 1. A cohort is starting on February 25, 2019.

2. I keep telling my friends they need to come to UTSW.
Anyone who didn't have a 
satisfying experience with 
preceptors?   

1. Had a good experience on the first day with my preceptor.
2. I should have been more vocal about the way I was being taught, but I didn't want to

step on toes, she did teach me a lot.
3. I felt like I wanted a guy for a preceptor.
4. Sometimes she and I didn't "jive," and I wish I would have said something at the time.

Any communication 
challenges with a preceptor 
who made you feel like a 
student? 

1. The first preceptor, we had a communication thing; I felt like a student, so I asks for
a another preceptor.

2. The Assistant Nurse Manager(ANM)  asked me how it was going; I felt like I was on
the sidelines. ANM and educator to the preceptor and facilitated communication
between us. I felt lucky to have a comfortable environment to speak up.

Men do have different 
nursing experiences than 
women. 

1. I did get a second preceptor who was different, more laid back and taught in a
different way.

3. Maria: I started with two preceptors, and was switching back and forth.
4. Everyone had a different view.
5. I would not say I liked how one was precepting; she felt disconnected from the caring

side very process driven and didn't always have to be in a room with a patient and
wanted to rush through. Brought it up to management and they talked with the
preceptor, it didn't change so we switched to a different preceptor.
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Focus Group – New Graduates 2/11/19 
Questions Answers/Feedback provided from NRs 
Look at classes and 
professional practice and 
the length of the transition. 

1. Speed mentoring was an opportunity to collaborate with a panel of managers, and
directors in specialized areas.

2. Workshop about delegating; wish the workshop was at the beginning of the residency.
Maybe even several times throughout the year.

3. Part of speed mentoring day was a discussion on how you feel about nursing.
Emotional support felt like I wanted to stay in the room all day. Wanted the speed
mentoring to last longer.

4. Feel like other programs had mentorship built into the program. I was disappointed
that UTSW didn't have that.

Part of being a professional 
is asking someone to 
mentor.  

1. Wouldn’t want an assigned mentor. Meet one person and like the way they work and
ask if they could mentor. Not so formal in communication and they can give real
feedback to what I am feeling.

2. Would be neat to hear from cohort right before us. More comfortable with someone
more on my “age”  level.

3. The thing we forget with new residents is their concern is, ‘ I need someone to talk
to'  mentoring is professional role development. Someone to talk to is a resource/safe
person.

What else would you 
change? 

1. Scheduling can be a bummer; the time of day, everyone’s schedule is different. Night
shift, have to come in on their day off an 8 am a two-hour meeting.

2. Be more concise, take several 2-hour classes together in one day.
3. In the beginning, the schedule was great, days of all classes, then two days of shifts.

Later in the program, we had to come up here randomly on a day.
4. We need more computer time for our web-based learning modules on the front

end versus throughout the program. It's hard to complete the modules in the 
amount of time we have. 

How would you evaluate 
residency program 1 – 10 
(10 being the best) 

1. Overall rating 9.0.
2. Hard to judge with no other program to compare it to but ours was great.
3. Have heard this is a good program compared to others. Everyone is more welcoming

at UTSW.
4. My license feels safer here at UTSW.
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PL 2: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (PL) 

PL 2: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the Program 
Director’s accountability for ensuring that all individuals supporting 
the program are appropriately oriented and trained to operationalize 
each component of the program as required for adherence to the 
ANCC criteria. 

DESCRIPTION 

The program director (PD) is empowered by the executive leadership to lead and 
manage all aspects of the Nurse Residency Program (NRP) including but not limited to 
the direction of all staff members who support the program and ensuring the 
components of the program align with the ANCC program criteria. This accountability 
arises from the highest levels consistent with Magnet Designation® and continues into 
the NRP as it has adapted and grown to align with the Practice Transition Accreditation 
Program (PTAP) criteria. The organization is committed to the principles of Magnet and 
the PD is empowered by and held accountable to those principles, in all aspects of the 
residency program. 

The PD ensures all individuals creating or developing content align program content to 
the professional organization practice standards which support those specialties. The 
PD is responsible for ensuring that the supporting staff is educated on how the ANCC 
criteria drive the program goals, areas of focus, curriculum, and other expectations 
related to the criteria. As the manager for CEPP, the PD has accountability for 
orientation and training of clinical educators because they are direct reports. The 
PD directs the activities of the educators with relation to the NRP and ensures their 
roles align with the specialty areas the department supports as referenced in (PO12a.). 
The PD ensures the faculty of the program as referenced in (PO12b.) understand the 
intent of their role in the NRP and the curriculum and content provided falls within the 
criteria of the ANCC. The PD ensures the quality of the content provided by the faculty 
is of high quality by assessing their delivery and content and the residents’ evaluation 
of the material. (PO12a.1 2018JulyCohortClassEvaluation) (PO12a.2 
2018JulyResidentSkillsLabSurvey) The PD also ensures the quality of the preceptors 
as referenced in (PO13a.) who are educating and mentoring the residents through 
resident experience evaluations. (PO13a.1 Nurse Resident Evaluation of Preceptor). 
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The PD starts each NRP cohort with a program overview to teach new nurse residents 
about the program including goals, timelines, expectations, and the ANCC PTAP criteria 
and how that criteria is incorporated into the program as referenced in (PO11a.). The 
unit managers, assistant managers, and clinical educators are invited to this program 
orientation. The PD also teaches the clinical educators about the detailed requirements 
of the ANCC PTAP criteria during the biannual reviews. When the educators discuss 
the program criteria, it is determined which areas of the program have opportunities for 
improvement or a move toward a higher standard of excellence.  

In addition, the Magnet Program Manager also presents a clinical excellence overview 
to the residents outlining the overall mission, vision, values, ANA Code of Ethics, ANCC 
Magnet requirements and shares how all these principles and processes align with the 
NRP program at UTSW. The PD ensures that the clinical educators work directly with 
preceptors to provide orientation to the NRP. The clinical educators also establish 
clinical proficiency of the preceptors by working with unit leadership to establish 
competency.   

EXAMPLE: 

In the perioperative environment, the preceptors are required to attend one UTSW’s 
approved preceptor educational offerings, either instructor-led or web-based. Many of 
the perioperative nurses are graduates from the UTSW NRP. This provides a large 
group of staff that have great insight into the expectations of the program. In-services 
are presented to the entire perioperative staff when changes in expectations, 
documentation, or forms are made related to the NRP: Perioperative Track. Since the 
perioperative surgical team works closely together throughout the day, it is important for 
all staff, Registered Nurses (RNs), Surgical Technologists (STs), Anesthesia 
Technicians (ATs) and Operating Room Attendants (ORA) to understand the 
expectations for the Perioperative NR.  Each Surgical Team member contributes to the 
Perioperative NRs learning and development. The preceptors are provided feedback 
regarding their teaching approach which can include opportunities for growth as well as 
praise. When matched with a NR, the preceptor is provided details of where the NR 
learning needs and the expectations of care for the rotation. 
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PL 3: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (PL) 

PL 3: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the Program 

Director demonstrates leadership through direction and guidance 

given to all stakeholders involved in the program. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) is responsible for the coordination of the program, quality 
program outcomes which include meeting program goals and giving stakeholders an 
optimum experience. The PD creates the vision for how the nurse residency program 
(NRP) integrates the organization’s overarching mission and values as well as program 
impact on nursing values at UTSW. The PD is responsible for supplying resources to 
the program including financials, human resources, and organizational support by 
communicating the importance of the program to executive leadership, the Chief 
Nursing Executive (CNE) and Nurse Executive Board (NEB).  

The PD also met individually with the clinical management of those units which desired 
more specific resources and documents for the specific specialty. The PD leveraged 
funds from the nurse executives for each specialty track to purchase formal training 
programs such as the AACN’s Essentials of Critical-Care Orientation. This program 
helped with the alignment of the competency needs and documents for the specialty. 
The PD directed the clinical education staff to include consensus-based competencies 
from QSEN and IOM in the documents and built them into the residents’ bi-weekly 
evaluations.  

The PD creates processes that formalize the NR onboarding to create a similar 
experience between specialties and between cohorts to facilitate standardized 
outcomes. The PD works directly with the education coordinator to ensure proper 
administrative onboarding is smooth and scheduling of rooms, speakers, as well as 
equipment and supplies are maintained appropriately for each group. The PD works 
with the preceptor training team to ensure preceptors are aware of NRP goals, 
requirements, and necessary paperwork and assessments are completed. The PD 
works routinely with the nurse residents to ensure their learning needs are met and the 
experience in the NRP meets expectations. 
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EXAMPLE: 

The PD assessed the onboarding documents and processes used for the NRP critical 
care track during the February 2017 cohort and found inconsistencies including a lack of 
competency documents necessary for the specialty. The PD led a group of clinical 
experts from four ICU’s including Surgical, Medical, Neurosurgical, and Cardiovascular 
service lines. (PL3a. Attendance roster 6-15-17) to develop the documents necessary 
to close the gaps. The group met over the next few months and used information from 
the ANA’s and AACN’s Scope and Standards to create an onboarding process as well 
as competency documents specific to the critical care specialty for the NR as well as 
experienced staff. (PL3b. CC Orientation Crosswalk). 

The PD also met individually with the clinical management of those units which desired 
more specific resources and documents for the specific specialty. The PD leveraged 
funds from the nurse executives for each specialty track to purchase formal training 
programs such as the AACN’s Essentials of Critical-Care Orientation. This program 
helped with the alignment of the competency needs and documents for the specialty. 
The PD directed the clinical education staff to include consensus-based competencies 
from QSEN and IOM in the documents and built them into the residents’ bi-weekly 
evaluations.  

After the formal roll-out for the critical-care track, the PD led the project teams to 
formalize the onboarding documents across all 11 tracks of the NRP. The PD provided 
guidance to preceptors on the use of the competency documents as ongoing changes 
were made. (PL3c. Preceptor Paperwork Update) The roll-out led by the PD was 
utilized with non-resident new hires as well.  Some ancillary areas outside of nursing 
have reached out to the PD requesting onboarding documents with similar features for 
their specialties.   

During this process, the PD assessed specific needs outside of the NRP and led the 
team in the creation of a critical-care training program based on levels of knowledge 
specifically for experienced nurses. This included a monthly course for Basic Critical-
Care Orientation, quarterly courses for Intermediate Critical-Care Orientation, and bi-
annually for Advanced Critical-Care Orientation. The program has become a post-
residency support system for nurse residency graduates employed in critical care.    
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PL3a. Attendance roster 6-15-17
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NEO (New 
Employee 

Orientation)

Hospital 
Orientation (HO)

General Nursing 
Orientation (GNO) CVICU MICU NSICU SICU

Training 
Method: (WBT, 

ILT, UBT, 

If WBT, identify 
system 

(Elsevier, 
UTSW Mission X X

PACT/Customer Service X X

Employee Services (Policies, Compliance, Parking, 
Payroll, IR, Taleo, EH&S, Occ Health) X X

Campus Resources (EAP, Childcare, Library, Student 
Center, Pharmacy, EAC, Discounts, Student Store) X

Infection Control X X
EOC X X

Performance Improvement/Patient Safety X X
Occupational Health X

Pure Service X
University Hospitals: Organization & Goals X

AIDET X
Guiding Principles X

Our Culture X
University Hospitals & Clinics - Faciliities X X

Partnering with THR X
Next Steps in Onboarding/ Tips for Success X

Nursing Mission/Vision X
Commitment X

Professional Practice Model X
Shared Governance Model X

ANA Code of Ethics X
Culture of Safety/ Quality Care X

Nursing Score Card X
Nursing Professional Profile X

Nursing Research X
RRT/MEWS X

Language Services X
AHA RQI X

UTSW Stroke/ Be Fast X
Core Measures X

Falls X
CAUTI X

IR X
Hazardous Medications X

Nutrition Services X
Restraints X

Sepsis X
Lab Tip Sheet X

Sepsis X
Lab Tip Sheet X

Chaplin Services X
Antibiotic Stewardship X

ChildLife X
Blood Product X

POC X
Alaris Pump X

Charge Reconciliation X
MRI modules X

CADD/ Epidural X
CVC/PICC X

Meaningful Patient Connection X
Pxyis X

Crash Cart X

PL3b. CC Orientation Crosswalk 
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NEO (New 
Employee 

Orientation)

Hospital 
Orientation (HO)

General Nursing 
Orientation (GNO) CVICU MICU NSICU SICU

Unit Requirements X X X X
Unit exam X X X X

Documentation guide X X X X
Report guide X X X X

Self scheduling/ Vacation X X X X
EKG X X X X
VAP X X X X

Medication List X X X X
Southwest Transplant Alliance X X X X

Palliative Care X X X X
OSA/ Neuromuscular Disorders X X X X

Respiratory X X X X
Flotrac X X X X

ECHO Bubble X X X X
Artic Sun X X X X
Level One X X X X

Liver Kidney X X X X
TPA documentation X X X X
Peritoneal Dialysis X X X X

Self scheduling/ Vacation X X X X
Cardiac Output X X X X

Small Bore Feeding Tubes X X X X
Arterial Line X X X X

Bronchoscopy X X X X
Cordis/MAC Removal X X X X

CRRT X X X X
EZ IO X X X X

Glidescope X X X X
LVAD & class X X X X

SWAN removal X X X X
Withdrawal of Care X X X X

Hemodynamics X X X X
Temporary Pacemaker X X X X

ScvO2 monitoring X X X X
Ventilator X X X X
Delirium X X X X
Halo vest X X X X

Compartment Syndrome X X X X
Intra-abdminal pressrure monitoring X X X X

SOTP X X X X
Malignent Hypertherrmia X X X X

Moderate Sedation X X X X
Therapeutic Hypothermia X X X X

Lumbar Drain X X X
Ventriculostomy X X
Cervical traction X

Ballon Pump X
Bovie X

Impella X
Zoll X

Open chest cart X

PL3b. CC Orientation Crosswalk - Page 2 
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PL3c. Preceptor Paperwork Update 

 

Preceptor Paperwork Update

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

• Case for Change
• Role of Preceptor
– Expectations & Responsibilities

• Types of New Hires
• Changes to Orientation Forms
• Packets
– Nurse Residency, Transitional, Experienced and
Resource

Content Overview

Case for Change

Inconsistent

Inefficient

Redundant

Gaps

Overwhelming

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

ROLE OF THE PRECEPTOR

• Assist with evaluation of knowledge and clinical
competency of novice nurses through day to day
interaction during the orientation process

• Role consist of “teacher, supporter, advocate and 
protector of the new nurse”

• Desired outcome for orientee: increased professionalism,
safe practice, compliance with institutional practice and
policy as well as with the Texas BON.

Preceptor Expectations

• Request appropriate patient assignments

• Assist orientee with filling out patient
experience logs
– Identify topics for review and goals next shift

Preceptor Responsibilities
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• Evaluations – 2 week, phase progression and evaluation 
for independent practice
– For a nurse residents, also complete the Redcap
evaluation

– Notify management team/educator if orientee is
not meeting requirements

• Signing off the competency forms
–Must be completed prior to orientee beginning
independent practice

Preceptor Responsibilities Preceptor Evaluation

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Old version New version

TYPES OF NEW HIRES

3 Types of Nurse New Hires

Nurse 
Resident

• A nurse with less than 12 months of experience in acute 
care in-patient is eligible for the Nurse Residency Program. 

Transitional 
(CAT) Nurse

• A nurse with experience in a specific area of nursing that 
is applying for a position in a different specialty

Experienced 
Nurse

• A nurse with experience in a specific area of nursing 
applying for an equivalent position

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Nurse 
Residents

• Least
experienced

• Longest
orientation

• Accreditation
in progress

Transitional 
Nurses

• Intermediate
experience

•Moderate
time in
orientation

• Accreditation
in the future

Experienced 
Nurses

•Most
experienced

• Shortest time
in orientation

Overview of Training On-boarding Packets

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.
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CHANGES TO ORIENTATION FORMS

• A Foundational (or Initial) 
Competency Verification form 
will be used for all RNs.

• Content is based on area of 
work
– EX: In-patient, L&D, ED, OR, etc.

• System approach followed by 
topics

• Multiple options to prove initial 
competence

RN Foundational  Competency Verification 
Form

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Changes
Retired Document

Updated Form

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form

Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form

Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form
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Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form

Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form Changes

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Retired Document

Updated Form

Changes

• All paper informational 
forms will be retired. 

• The content will 
change to an Elsevier 
module in January 
2019 that will be 
assigned to all new 
employees

• Will be assigned to all 
new hires

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

NURSE RESIDENCY PACKET
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• Purpose: improve retention and provide tools
to aid in the progression from novice to
professional nurse

Nurse Residency

1. Welcome letter
2. Phases of Orientation (Phase expectations for progression)
– Patient experience logs
– Evaluations (2 week, phase progression & evaluation for 

independent practice)
3. Unit specific information (if applicable)
4. Hospital Directory
5. RN Foundational/Initial Competency Verification
Form
6. Unit Specific Initial Competency Verification Form

NR Packet Order of Contents

Med-Surg Patient Experience Log

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

L&D Experience Log

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

ED Experience Log

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Critical Care Experience Log

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.
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2 Week Evaluation

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Phase Progression

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Evaluation for Independent Practice

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Comment Page Follows Each Evaluation

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Competency Completion

TRANSITIONAL (CAT) PACKET

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.
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1. Required classes for unit
2. Phases of Orientation (if applicable)
3. Unit specific information
4. RN Foundational/Initial Competency Verification
Form
5. Department Initial Competency Verification  Form
6. Unit Specific Initial Competency Verification Form

*Also receive a Unit Specific Resource Packet*

Transitional Packet Order of Content

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

2 Week Evaluation

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Phase Progression

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Evaluation for Independent Practice

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Competency Verification Forms

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

• EX: ICU transitional 
nurse

• RN Foundational 
Competency 
Verification Form

• Adult Critical Care RN 
Initial Competency 
Verification Form

• Unit Specific Initial 
Competency Form

EXPERIENCED NURSE PACKET
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1. Required classes for unit
2. Phases of Orientation (if applicable)
3. Unit specific information
4. RN Foundational/Initial Competency Verification
Form
5. Department Initial Competency Verification  Form
6. Unit Specific Initial Competency Verification Form

*Also receive a Unit Specific Resource Packet*

Experienced Packet Order of Content

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

RESOURCE PACKETS

Unit Specific Resource Packet

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Resource Packet Contents 

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.

Resource Packet Contents 

Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line. Excellence is our starting point…not our finish line.
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PL 4: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (PL) 

PL 4. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the Program 
Director demonstrates continual engagement in improving quality 
outcomes for the program (refer to outcomes stated in PO 20). 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) is focused on improving nurse satisfaction with the program 
including both the residents as well as their respective units. This process is achieved 
by evaluating class and skill training feedback at the end of each residency cohort and 
making changes as deemed appropriate during the review. There are also tiered focus 
groups with executives, managers, assistant managers, preceptors, previous nurse 
residents, and informally with current cohort residents throughout the program. The PD 
meets with the cohorts repeatedly during the first 24 weeks to get feedback, assess 
their needs, and ensure their clinical experience is meeting their learning needs. 
Changes are made in real time if the residents feel their needs are not being met or if 
they state they are having a poor clinical experience.  

The PD changes the content of the curriculum as needed when there is information 
received from the clinical experts related to quality outcomes such as skin committee 
concerns or increased falls. Changes to the content of the curriculum are made in real 
time and if needed, a change is made to important processes, policies, or equipment. 
The PD relays the vision of the program to the curriculum developers and other 
supporters of the program. This vision incorporates quality outcomes into the clinical 
onboarding process. While fostering positive unit/leader experiences, this also allows for 
professional growth which then has a positive impact on nurse satisfaction and 
retention. 

During the bi-annual review, the PD reviews the current data related to the program 
goals mentioned in (PO4 Program Goals) to ensure any tends are addressed. The PD 
works with the NRP team to assure the highest level of resident satisfaction to ensure 
NR retention goals are met.  (PO20). 
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EXAMPLE: 

In September 2017, the PD was reviewing class surveys during the bi-annual review 
and noticed a trend related to negative NR feedback on the diabetes management 
class. The feedback across the last two cohorts was synonymous and indicated that the 
information in the class was a replication of the information the residents had just 
received while in nursing school. Although some of the curriculum was refresher 
material for internal residents with less than a year of experience, this was the only 
course, class, or module resulting in this type of feedback.   

In order to increase nurse satisfaction and align with our program goals (PO4), the PD 
needed to solicit more feedback and on August 30, 2017, while with the July 2017 
cohort, the PD obtained their feedback. The residents unanimously stated it was the 
exact information they had learned to pass their boards. The PD reviewed the 
presentation, met with the education team supporting the Nurse Residency Program to 
solicit their additional professional feedback, and together they made the decision to 
remove this portion of the curriculum from the program. 
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PL 5: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (PL) 

PL 5. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the Program 
Director advocates for human, material, and financial resources to 
ensure that the program achieves its goals related to quality outcome 
measures (refer to goals stated in PO 4). 

DESCRIPTION: 

Keeping the nurse residency program (NRP) goals (PO4 Program Goals) at the 
forefront, the PD advocates for increased financial investments for the NRP during 
annual budget reviews for capital and operational requests as well as throughout the 
year. The PD along with the executive leaders’ review needs for updating equipment, 
supplies, and online curriculums used to educate NRs throughout the program. During 
the bi-annual review, the PD seeks out information from educators and coordinators on 
gaps from the previous cohort to see if there are resources needed to accomplish goals 
more effectively and maintain a high-quality program. The PD works with other units’ 
leadership teams to fill any human resource gaps of the program and pays the external 
experts while helping to support classes or simulations. The PD assimilates new 
hospital priorities into the nurse residency program to ensure the residents are change 
agents with new initiatives. The PD works closely with nurse executive leaders to 
secure funds when the resources for those initiatives are not included in the budget. NR 
satisfaction is at the forefront of the planning around the NRP and often the PD 
prioritizes and advocate for changes that support the learners’ need to create nurse 
satisfaction with the program and increase retention and effective training to improve 
clinical reasoning. 

EXAMPLE: 

In the February 2017 bi-annual review, the PD met with the education team to discuss 
the mock code blue training day that occurs toward the end of the first 24 weeks. The 
feedback from the group included: 

§ training experience was difficult to conduct
§ more realistic experiences were needed

The team was frustrated that the training crash carts were not the same configuration as 
the hospital crash carts. The lack of synchronization inhibited NR critical thinking and 
clinical reasoning related to resuscitation and decreased satisfaction with the training 
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experience. The PD immediately requested the appropriate trays be ordered for the 
training crash carts. In addition, the simulation crash carts were not the same as the 
hospital, and their drawers were different in number and size so the drawers would not 
fit. The PD met with the executive leaders and expressed concerns that the learning 
experience was not only non-realistic but could lead to a gap in knowledge and safety 
when the residents were using a hospital crash cart. The PD was authorized to 
purchase five completely new crash carts including oxygen tanks, suction machines, 
and defibrillators. These resources ensured the residents were provided the appropriate 
training environment to utilize clinical reasoning through a more life-like critical 
simulation experience. 
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PL 6: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (PL) 

PL 6. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how executive 
leaders of the organization or practice setting(s) where the program is 
provided are committed to the goals of the program. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The nurse residency program (NRP) is an extremely important and highly regarded 
program by executive leadership at the UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW).  The 
Executive Vice President for Health System Affairs and Chief Executive Officer, John 
Warner, requires routine updates on the success of the NRP as was presented in 
August 2017 and 2018. (PL6a. 2018 Nursing Excellence Update and PL6b. Nursing 
Excellence Presentation). The importance of the NRP is also presented to the medical 
leadership at the Medical Staff Annual Meeting demonstrating NRP as the number one 
goal for nursing excellence. (PL6c. Med Staff Annual Meeting CNE Report). The 
Chief Nursing Executive (CNE) delivers these presentations to demonstrate how 
important the program is to the overarching goal of the organization. To demonstrate 
the importance of the NRP to the organization, the budget for the program is approved 
annually without discussion at each annual budget review and when additional needs 
arise, they are financed as needed. The CNE personally delivers opening comments at 
each cohort welcome breakfast, as well as an inspiring congratulatory speech at every 
NRP graduation event. There is no question this program is respected and elevated as 
a priority at UTSW. 

EXAMPLE: 

The CVICU takes multiple NRs into their unit with every cohort annually. The unit 
leadership personally interacts with the NRs during every step of their progress from 
meeting the NRs at the opening breakfast, to showing support for their professional 
development post-graduation. The leadership team is committed to the success of 
every NR ensuring their onboarding is robust and provides them every tool to succeed. 
In the July 2017 cohort, Zahra Hassanally, BSN, RN and Katrina Thompkins, BSN, RN 
were working through their residency successfully. The NRs were nearing the end of 
their precepted period with all competencies successfully completed. The two NRs were 
supposed to transition to independent practice in the unit but had some anxiety and 
insecurity about assuming an independent role. Melinda Kimmons, RN, CVICU Nurse 
Manager and Deshonna Taylor, MSN, RN, CCRN-K, Nurse Director, understood how 
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important the experiences of orientation are for a new nurse graduate. The nurse 
executive intervened offering to pay out of her own budget to extend the NRs orientation 
to ensure they were able to feel confident as independent critical care nurses. Both 
Zahra and Katrina transitioned feeling empowered, highly capable, and clinically 
competent in their specialty.  
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PL6a. 2018 Nursing Excellence Update 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nursing Excellence Update

John J. Warner, MD
August 16th, 2018

Nursing Excellence Initiative

• With the support of a Planning Grant in 2014, UT
Southwestern undertook an effort to identify best
practices in nursing at leading academic medical
centers and schools of nursing throughout the
United States.

• An internal task force composed of nursing,
medical and administrative leadership created a
plan to create a culture of nursing excellence at all
sites of patient care at UT Southwestern.

Nursing Excellence Expert Panel

• Afaf I. Meleis, PhD, DrPS (hon), FAAN
– Dean, University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing

• Karen Haller, PhD, RN
– Chief Nursing Executive, The Johns Hopkins Hospital

• General Kimberly Siniscalchi, RN
– USAF Ret.

• Catherine Lynch Gilliss, PhD, RN, FAAN
– Dean, Duke University School of Nursing

• Alexa Stuifbergen PhD, RN
– Dean, The University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing

• Michael Evans, PHD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN
– Dean, Texas Tech School of Nursing

• Frank Drews, PhD
– Department of Psychology, University of Utah

Four Goals of UTSW Nurse Excellence

Recruit and 
Retain the Best 
Nursing School 

Graduates

Develop a 
Strategic 

Relationship 
with School(s) 

of Nursing

Create an 
Environment 

which Rewards 
and Recognizes 

the Expert 
Nurse

Leverage 
Improvements 
in Technology 

to Enhance 
Nursing Care 

Delivery

Goal 1: Recruit and Retain the Best 
Nursing School Graduates

Nurse Residency Program launched in 2016
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Goal 1: Recruit and Retain the Best 
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Nursing Residency Tracks

UTSW 
Nurse 

Residency

Emergency 
Services

Critical Care 
Services

Oncology/
BMT

Medical-
Surgical 
Services 

Psychiatric 
Services

Rehab 
Services

Surgical 
Services

Progressive 
Care

Women’s 
Services

Surgical 
Specialty

Goal 2: Develop a Strategic Relationship with 
School(s) of Nursing

• Broaden opportunities for undergraduate students
– Greater than 30% increase in under-grad student encounters 

year over year 
• High School & College Student Symposium

65 73

97

133

0
20
40
60
80

100
120
140

Attendance Total

High School & College Student Symposium Attendance

02/01/2016 04/01/2017 08/09/2017 10/31/2017

Goal 3:  Create an Environment which 
Rewards and Recognizes the Expert Nurse

• Creating a learning environment for Nursing
– Nursing Grand Rounds
– Nursing-led research
– Expanded tuition reimbursement program

• Improved work-life balance
– Alignment with ANA’s Healthy Nurse Healthy Nation

Activity

UT Living Well

Group Yoga

Walk Wednesday

Rest

Zen Room

Sleep Logs

Nutrition

Mindful Eating & 
Cooking Classes

Mobile Food Carts

Quality of Life

NoMMaD

Leader Reality 
Rounds

Care of the Caregiver 
Committee

Safety

ThinkLift

Staff Safety 
Committee

Goal 4: Leverage Improvements in Technology to 
Enhance Nursing Care Delivery

• Optimization of electronic medical record (EMR) for
nursing
– EMR optimization team
– More efficient documentation by nurses, physicians

and other providers
– Seamlessly integrating prioritized medical device

information into the EMR
• Nursing informatics department
– Clinical Practice Model (CPM)

MAGNET© DESIGNATION
The ANCC Magnet Recognition Program® recognizes health care 
organizations for quality patient care, nursing excellence, and 
innovations in professional nursing practice.

Magnet© Designation
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Patient Outcomes-Saving Lives

• >100 Lives Saved past 12 months
– Standards of care for patients with sepsis
– Standardized hospital mortality review
– Team training
– In situ simulation
– IP hospice

Sepsis: Complication Reduction

Beginning of 6 
points below the 
median

VTE Best Practice VTE Performance

VTE risk assessment completion rate 
increased to > 90% 

UTSW Patient Satisfaction

• 9 of 17 units* (52.94%) outperformed five quarters or
more against PG Large Database benchmark

Pain domain “How Well 
Was Your Pain 
Controlled?”

• 19 of 23 units* (82.60%) outperformed five quarters
or more against PG Large Database benchmark

Courtesy/Respect domain 
“Friendliness/Courtesy of 

Nurses?”

• 13 of 23 units* (56.52%) outperformed five quarters
or more against PG Large Database benchmark

Careful Listening domain 
“Nurses Kept you 

informed?”

• 11 of 18 units* (61.11%) outperformed five quarters
or more against PG Large Database benchmark

Care Coordination: Care 
Transitions

QUESTIONS?
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PL6b. Nursing Excellence Presentation 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Nursing Excellence—What it means and how it 
contributed to the #1 Ranked Hospital in DFW
Patient Services Committee

October 19, 2017
NURSING EXCELLENCE INITIATIVE

Nursing Strategic Plan

• With the support of a Planning Grant in 2014, UT
Southwestern undertook an effort to identify best
practices in nursing at leading academic medical
centers and schools of nursing throughout the
United States.

• An internal task force composed of nursing,
medical and administrative leadership created a
plan to create a culture of nursing excellence at all
sites of patient care at UT Southwestern.

Four Goals of UTSW Nurse Excellence

Recruit and 
Retain the Best 
Nursing School 

Graduates

Develop a 
Strategic 

Relationship 
with School(s) 

of Nursing

Create an 
Environment 

which Rewards 
and Recognizes 

the Expert 
Nurse

Leverage 
Improvements 
in Technology 

to Enhance 
Nursing Care 

Delivery

Goal 1: Recruit and Retain the Best 
Nursing School Graduates

• In July 2016, UTSW’s Nurse Residency Program was
launched.

• First cohort:
– 163 applicants
– 107 interviewed
– 49 accepted to program
– 94% retention at graduation

Nurse Residency Tracks

UTSW 
Nurse 

Residency

Emergency 
Services

Critical Care 
Services

Oncology/
BMT

Medical-
Surgical 
Services 

Psychiatric 
Services

Rehab 
Services

Surgical 
Services

Progressive 
Care

Women’s 
Services

Surgical 
Specialty
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Goal 2: Develop a Strategic Relationship with 

School(s) of Nursing

• In FY ’16 total encounters included: 309 Under-graduate
students with 29,802 hours and 367 graduate students
with 10,740 hours. 17 new affiliation agreements and 14
renewals.

• In FY ’17 (to date) total encounters included: 407 Under-
graduate students with 13,683 hours.

• Future partnerships with TWU and Western Governors
University.

Goal 3:  Create an Environment which 
Rewards and Recognizes the Expert Nurse

• Advanced Practice Provider (APP) grand rounds,
APP Clinical Ladder, APP Mentorship Program.

• More than 40 nurse-led research studies
conducted, with 100 external presentations.

• Nursing grand rounds

• Tuition reimbursement program assessment

Goal 4:  Leverage Improvements in 
Technology to Enhance Nursing Care 

Delivery

• Developed an EMR optimization team whose
primary responsibility is optimizing the electronic
medical record for more efficient documentation by
nurses, physicians and other providers, and
seamlessly integrating prioritized medical device
information into the EMR.

• Tsedey Melaku hired as Director, Nursing
Informatics.

MAGNET© DESIGNATION
The ANCC Magnet Recognition Program® recognizes health care 
organizations for quality patient care, nursing excellence, and 
innovations in professional nursing practice.

Benefits of Magnet Designation 

• The ANCC Magnet Recognition Program® is viewed
around the world as the ultimate seal of quality and
confidence.

• Attract and retain top talent
• Foster a collaborative culture
• Advance nursing standards and practice
• Improve patient care, safety and satisfaction
• Grow your business and financial success

Magnet© Accreditation 

• The Magnet© Model

• Consumers recognition related to high quality.

• 6.5% of health care organizations in the United States
have achieved ANCC Magnet Recognition® status.

• Global:
– 469 facilities recognized as Magnet

• Texas:
– 35 facilities in Texas
– 18 in Dallas/Fort Worth
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Magnet© Model UTSW Quality Outcomes

• 15 of 16 units* (93.75%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean Falls with Injury 

• 13 of 15 units* (86.67%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean 

Hospital-Acquired 
Pressure Ulcers (HAPU), 

Stage 2 and Above

• 14 of 16 units* (87.50%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean 

Central Line-Associated 
Bloodstream Infection 

(CLABSI)

• 11 of 14 units* (78.57%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean 

Catheter-Associated 
Urinary Tract Infections 

(CAUTI)

UTSW Patient Satisfaction

• 12 of 19 units* (63.16%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean

Pain domain “How Well 
Was Your Pain Controlled?”

• 20 of 23 units* (86.96%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean

Courtesy/Respect domain 
“Friendliness/Courtesy of 

Nurses?”

• 16 of 23 units* (69.57%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean

Careful Listening domain 
“Nurses Kept you 

informed?”

• 14 of 19 units* (73.68%) outperformed five 
quarters or more against Academic Mean

Response Time domain 
“Promptness in responding 

to call button?”

UTSW Magnet Journey

2008
Began the 
Journey

2014
New CNO 

2015 Submitted 
Document 

May  2016
Site visit 

July 2016 
Magnet 
Achieved 

August 
2017 
UTSW 

Ranked #1 
Hospital 
in DFW

UTSW Received Six Exemplars

Inpatient Quality 
Outcomes

•The organization-
level data for
identifying the core 
measure indicator
Venous
Thromboembolism 
(VTE) Warfarin
Therapy Discharge 
Instructions
outperformed the 
vendor's national
mean, median or
other benchmark 
statistic for all eight 
quarters.

Ambulatory 
Outcomes

• The unit-level 
data for the
Tobacco Screen 
and Cessation 
clinical indicator 
outperformed 
the mean, 
median or other 
benchmark 
statistic for all 
eight quarters 
on 100% of the 
units presented.

Nurses Addressing 
Ethical Issues

• No More Moral 
Distress
(NOMAD) was 
launched to 
support staff in a 
safe forum – Led
by physicians
and nurses.

Autonomy of 
Nurses

• The authority 
and freedom of 
nurses to be
involved in 
broader unit, 
service line and 
organizational
decision-making 
is evident.

Advancement of 
Nursing Research

• The organization 
supports the
advancement of 
nursing research 
by making
resources
available to the 
UTSW – NNRC 
and NREBP.

Nurse Satisfaction

• Nurse 
engagement at 
an 
organizational 
level 
outperformed 
the National
Mean 
Benchmark 
statistic for 5 of 
5 subscales. 

QUESTIONS?
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APPENDIX
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 PL6c. Med Staff Annual Meeting CNE Reporting 

Presentation 

University Hospitals CNE Report

Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, RN

November 27, 2017

Recruit and Retain Top Talent

• Nurse Residency Program
– First cohort graduated in July 2017:
• 94% retention at graduation

– Second cohort started in February 2017
• 170 applicants

– Third cohort started in July 2017
• 177 applicants

Nurse Residency Tracks

UTSW 
Nurse 

Residency

Emergency 
Services Critical 

Care 
Services

Oncology/
BMT

Medical-
Surgical 
Services 

Psychiatric 
Services

Rehab 
Services

Surgical 
Services

Progressive 
Care

Women’s 
Services

Surgical 
Specialty

Develop a Strategic Relationship with 
Schools of Nursing

• Broaden opportunities for undergraduate students
– FY16 

• 309 undergraduate students—29,802 hours
• 17 new School of Nursing agreements, 14 renewals

– FY17
• 1,327 undergraduate students—47,744 hours
• 109 School of Nursing agreements

• Expand graduate student opportunities
– FY16

• 367 graduate nursing students—10,740 hours
– FY17

• 166 graduate nursing students—13,687 hours

Develop a Strategic Relationship with 
School(s) of Nursing

• Texas Women’s University Clinical Academic Alliance
Program

• Texas Christian University

• Western Governors University

• Texas Tech

• UT Arlington

Create an Environment which Rewards 
and Recognizes the Expert Nurse

• Creating a learning environment for Nursing
– Nursing Grand Rounds
– Nurse-led research

• Improved work-life balance
– Care of the Caregiver Committee
– Walk Wednesday
– WOW Rounds
– Online Scheduling
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Golden Pager Award

• “The man, the myth, the legend saved the day for our nurses.”

• “His ongoing support for our nursing staff does not stop on our unit. 
He constantly has our nurses’ morale on his mind.”

• His “leadership has been a large part of our current success with 
decreasing CAUTIs.”

• He “goes beyond to show empathy for patients and allows the 
family to see the human side of being a physician.”

• His “bedside manner is not only beneficial for the patient’s family 
but also the nurses’ morale.”

2017 Award Winner
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OE 1: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION (OE) 

OE 1: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the goals of 
the program are aligned with the mission, vision, and/or values of the 
organization or practice setting(s). 

DESCRIPTION: 

In 2016, the Nurse Residency Advisory (NRA) was convened by the previous program 
director (PD), Trish Jackson, MSN, MBA, RN, Director of Clinical Education and 
Professional Practice, at the request of Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, RN, Health 
System Chief Nurse Executive, to craft the vision and implementation plan for the nurse 
residency program (NRP). The NRA developed the NRP using a process in which the 
committee members reviewed the organizational mission, vision, and core values and 
nursing mission and vision, and created goals that supported the organizational culture. 
(PO 9).  At the time, the goals of the program were centered, on these organizational 
core concepts and with each subsequent revision, the mission, vision, and values are 
incorporated into the new goals. The founding Mission statement that resounds on why 
UTSW supports the NRP is: 

§ EDUCATE: Physicians, scientists, and caregivers optimally prepared to serve
the needs of patients and society (PO9).

EXAMPLE: 

In 2018 the PD and NRP team members met and as a group decided to revise the NRP 
goals. The organizational mission statement had recently been updated, and the PD 
wanted to ensure that the changes were consistent with the new goals the team would 
implement.   

Considering the entire UTSW mission, core values and nursing mission (PO9), the 
achievement of these organizational priorities is contingent on the presence of highly 
professional and competent nurses; the NRP team retained the ongoing goal of NR 
retention rates (PO4). 

Retention rates 85% at six months and 
80% at one year. 
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With the evaluation of the overarching organizational mission statement DISCOVER 
(PO9); the core values of innovation, and the nursing vision of embracing research, 
innovation, and technology, the NRP team created the program goal related to 
evidence-based practice (PO4). 

Evidence-Based Practice Project 100% completion of requirements to 
include podium and poster presentations. 

With the evaluation of the overarching organizational mission statement HEAL (PO9), 
the core values of clinical excellence, and the nursing vision of high quality, safe and 
innovative nursing care, the NRP team created the program goal related to clinical 
judgement/critical thinking (PO4). 

Clinical Judgement / Critical Thinking 90% of nurse residents will transition into 
independent practice by six months into 
the program. 
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OE 2: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION (OE) 

OE 2: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how 
residents/fellows are appropriately oriented to the program, including 
the applicable professional and clinical scope and standards of 
practice within the organization or practice setting(s), e.g., ANA 
Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice, specialty standards of 
practice, or consensus-based competencies. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) delivers the vision to the nurse residency program (NRP) 
stakeholders that early messaging of the importance of nursing professional practice is 
essential for new nurses. To ensure this enculturation occurs early, the PD starts the 
first day with onboarding and enculturation into UTSW’s NRP. (PO11a. Orientation to 
Program) The Health System Chief Nursing Executive, Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, 
RN delivers the welcome address and delivers the message of why Magnet is essential 
to the core values at UTSW and how nursing excellence ensures the values are 
maintained. The CNE also reiterates how critical the NRP and the nurse residents are to 
the overall organizational goals.   

As a Magnet organization, the ANA’s scope and standards of professional nursing 
practice are incorporated into all aspects of nursing at UTSW. NRs orientation and 
clinical experiences build upon these standards. In addition, residents in specialty tracks 
such as perioperative, perianesthesia, rehabilitation, psychiatric and critical care utilize 
specialty organization specific modules for orientation with the NR which incorporate the 
specialty organizations’ scopes and standards as well as QSEN and IOM 
competencies. 

The NRs learn how Benner’s model is incorporated into their Journey of Excellence 
starting with their Journey to Competency weeks 1-24 then through their Journey 
Beyond Competency weeks 25-52 and beyond. During the program orientation, the 
QSEN and IOM competencies are explained to the residents and incorporated into their 
journey.  

When creating content and processes, the PD works to ensure the residents are 
routinely hearing and understanding how professional nursing practice is interwoven 
into every facet of the nurse’s role at UTSW. The speed mentoring incorporates 
professional nursing practice, ethics, and scope of practice. During the Q & A’s with the 
PD, discussions routinely lead to these topics and often related to ethical dilemmas and 
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moral distress.  The NRs are asked to utilize reflective journaling at the end of each 
week during the program for their own psychosocial review of their experience. These 
are not reviewed by the PD, but the information can be used to lead or trigger them to 
ask questions or topics during Q & A’s.  

EXAMPLE: 

At the beginning of the July 2018 cohort, the PD provided the link for the ANA Code of 
Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements to the NRs for their review. The PD also 
discussed the importance of self-determination as a key behavior and responsibility as a 
professional nurse. During the first Q & A of the cohort, the PD delved deep into the 
NRs necessity to develop/commit themselves now as lifelong learners and professional 
nurses. The PD also discussed the importance of understanding scope of practice and 
how that differs between specialties. The PD also discussed with the residents that 
each specialty area uses specific orientation modules that were developed by the 
specialty organization. These modules present the standards of the specialty.  

Reference(s): 

–American Nurses Association. (2015). Code of ethics for nurses with interpretive statements. Retrieved
from nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses/Code-of-
Ethics-For-Nurses.html 

-American Nurses Association. (2015). Nursing: Scope and standards of practice (3rd Edition). Silver
Spring, MD: Author. 
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OE 3: ORGANIZATIONAL ENCULTURATION (OE) 

OE 3. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how 
residents/fellows are appropriately assimilated into the culture, 
practices, and values of the organization or practice setting(s). 

DESCRIPTION: 

From their first day at UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW), the Nurse Residents 
(NR) begin the process of enculturation into our organization. NRs are introduced to the 
mission and values at the initial orientation session, and these concepts are reinforced 
throughout the program as referenced in (PO9). The first two days are focused on 
UTSW as an organization and healthcare system and include both human resources 
and the Clinical Education and Professional Practice (CEPP). The competency 
expectations are clearly outlined (PO16a. UTSW Competency Crosswalk) during this 
period.   

Nursing values are reviewed during the initial orientation period, including nursing 
excellence, striving for the highest standards of clinical excellence, educational 
distinction, research, integrity and administrative quality in all aspects of nursing 
practice. These nursing values are reinforced throughout the curriculum as referenced 
in. (PO9).  Starting week one and continuing through week 24 of the Journey to 
Competency as referenced in (PO17a.), the focus is for the NR to be enculturated into 
UTSW, into nursing professional practice, into the home unit, and into the nursing 
specialty.  During the Journey Beyond Competency (weeks 25-52), as referenced in 
(PO17b.) NRs are given even broader opportunities to internalize and live out the 
nursing mission and vision.   

The Shared Governance model characterizes our practice and decision-making 
processes at UTSW. The shared governance process embodies the UTSW core values, 
as well as the nursing mission and vision. NRs are encouraged to participate in the unit-
based councils, quality/safety councils, and research. This direct involvement is another 
method used to enculturate NRs. NRs also participate on the unit-based council to 
cement relationships with peers and leaders within the NRs home unit. Participation in 
quality/safety committees requires involvement with other units as well. Participation in 
research allows the new nurse to dive deeper into an area of interest. This involvement 
in the practice setting is essential to building the peer mentoring that is crucial for 
success in assimilating the NR into both the unit and organizational culture.  
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EXAMPLE: 

In fall 2016, the Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit (NSICU) attended the Nurse 
Residency Mixer to promote the organization's Nurse Residency Program (NRP). The 
Mixer is an event hosted on the UTSW campus in which leadership and staff from each 
unit attend and set up display tables. Visiting students can interact with the staff as 
information is shared about the specialty. At this event, the students can meet Nursing 
Directors, Managers, Assistant Managers and nursing staff from each unit represented. 
The mixer provides an excellent opportunity for our staff and management to have 
conversation with prospective applicants and to begin to get to know them to determine 
fit for the program.   

NSICU had the opportunity to promote their department, including recent 
accomplishments and future plans. While speaking with nursing students, leaders and 
front-line staff were able to promote the UTSW Nursing Professional Practice Model.  
NSICU leaders and front-line staff were able to highlight UTSW culture in general and 
specifically, NSICU’s goal of nurses participating in the Neuroscience Nursing Research 
Center (NNRC). One nursing student expressed an interest in nursing research.  During 
the interview process for the July 2017 NRP cohort, this same student, Michaela Cortes, 
was granted an interview. An NSICU assistant nursing manager (ANM) was on the 
interview panel, where the student again made a memorable impact.  

In summer 2017, Michaela Cortes, BSN, RN, Kaitlyn Budke, BSN, RN, and Aljean 
Santos, BSN, RN, began the NRP and were ultimately matched to the NSICU, in part 
because NSICU felt the nurse’s eagerness to engage with nursing research was a good 
fit for the area. The first year of the residency, these three NRs established not only a 
foundation in nursing care but also became involved with the Unit-Based Council. While 
progressing through their second year of nursing, these graduate NRs have been 
challenged to expand beyond the home unit. Each serve in the following capacities; 
CAUTI Task Force, Nurse Practice Council, and Nursing Informatics Council 
representative. In addition to representing the unit house-wide, each nurse has also 
made an impact on Neuroscience Nursing world-wide through projects in the NNRC.  
Aljean Santos recently published; “A Novel Approach to Explore How Nursing Care 
Impacts Intracranial Pressure” in American Journal of Critical Care. Created two music 
videos on YouTube. A Cranial Nerve music video that has more than 370,000 views 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAFaTaavmO8. Recently, the NNRC published his 
second music video “E.D. Just Called A Stroke Code” Instrumental in aiding 
Neuroscience with creative and innovative education. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBqudSe69zY.  Michaela Cortes, has published two 
research articles related to Neuroscience, “Objective Pupillometry as an Adjunct to 
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Prediction” and “Assessment for Oculomotor Nerve Injury and Recovery: Potential for 
Practical Applications” in World of Neurosurgery and “Management of External 
Ventricular Drains During Intrahospital Transport for Radiographic Imaging” in the 
Journal of Radiology Nursing. All these experiences worked together to become a living 
example of the UTSW Nursing Professional Practice Model. 

. 

Publications/Videos: 

Aljean Santos recently published; “A Novel Approach to Explore How Nursing Care Impacts Intracranial 
Pressure” in American Journal of Critical Care. Created two music videos on YouTube. A Cranial Nerve 
music video that has more than 370,000 views https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAFaTaavmO8. 
Recently, the NNRC published his second music video “E.D. Just Called A Stroke Code” Instrumental in 
aiding Neuroscience with creative and innovative education.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBqudSe69zY.  Michaela Cortes, has published two research articles 
related to Neuroscience, “Objective Pupillometry as an Adjunct to Prediction” and “Assessment for 
Oculomotor Nerve Injury and Recovery: Potential for Practical Applications” in World of Neurosurgery and 
“Management of External Ventricular Drains During Intrahospital Transport for Radiographic Imaging” in 
the Journal of Radiology Nursing.  All these experiences worked together to become a living example of 
the UTSW Nursing Professional Practice Model. 
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DD 1: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Faculty 

DD 1. Describe and using an example, demonstrate how individuals 
who are selected to develop, implement, and maintain the program 
have documented expertise in adult education, program development, 
or content expertise in subject matter, or a combination thereof. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Individuals who are selected to develop, implement, and maintain the program submit 
resumes or curriculum vitae to the Program Director (PD).  The PD screens the 
resumes to ensure that educators have the appropriate experience and can provide the 
most appropriate specialty knowledge for our Nurse Residents (NRs) depending on 
their experience, education, and training. (PO7c. RN Clinical Educator Job 
Description) Educators for the units were chosen for their ability to develop, implement, 
and maintain competency in their respective specialty. They are skilled at engaging 
others in learning, as well as, being content experts in their areas. Educators have 
completed specialty certification, advanced education in nursing, or are working on their 
advanced education as they continue their professional growth and development at 
UTSW. (See PO12b. UTSW PTAP Program Faculty Form for reference). Center for 
Education and Professional Practice (CEPP) leadership meets regularly with team 
members to assess any gaps in knowledge, along with plans outlined to address those 
gaps.   

For general content, any educator who has not previously taught that content meets 
with a current clinical expert before teaching. During this meeting, content is reviewed, 
the class format is outlined, and any questions are addressed. The current expert 
precepts and accompanies the educator during at least one class and serves as a 
support system for our clinical educators. 

For specialty content, the subject matter expertise is determined by CV/resume review, 
former experience, certification, and/or education. Content experts may be identified 
within or outside of CEPP. Unit managers and educators typically identify content 
experts based on direct observation of their work. Content experts outside of CEPP are 
partnered with CEPP educators, who provide guidance related to adult education 
concepts and program development. For content experts directly working with skill 
validation, CEPP educators meet with them prior to the skill validation to review 
standards and expectations. The program seeks feedback related to the content via 
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class evaluations (PO12a.1 2018JulyCohortClassEvaluation). The evaluation data is 
compiled and sent to the content experts for use in modification of future offerings and 
then realigned with program goals (PO4) when necessary. 

EXAMPLE: 

As Shannon Bowling, PT, DPT (DD1a. CV) was onboard to CEPP she was determined 
to be a content expert in falls, safe patient handling, general knowledge of therapy 
services, and specific knowledge for acute care, outpatient, and inpatient rehab physical 
therapy.  Dr. Bowling holds her Board-Certified Clinical Specialist in Geriatric Physical 
Therapy which has made her an integral part of the team when courses related to 
geriatrics are developed or updated.  Dr. Bowling had previously developed several 
educational programs. Dr. Bowling met with her team lead, who had identified courses 
that she should take to meet gaps in conflict management and communication, following 
up with her regarding scheduling of these courses. The team lead provided direct 
mentoring and provided resources to develop Dr. Bowling in the area of adult education. 

Dr. Bowling approached the program director to offer her content expertise related to 
falls, safe patient handling, and therapy services. Dr. Bowling provided outlines of 
suggested content and was approved to move forward with three separate one-hour 
courses for the PTAP curriculum. Dr. Bowling uses attendee feedback to modify the 
tracks/courses and regularly updates content to reflect current practice. Dr. Bowling is 
also active in the system-wide falls task force. The task force was instrumental in 
leading the educational roll-outs related to fall prevention and safe patient handling 
training.  
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DD1a. CV 

SHANNON BOWLING 
5151 Harry Hines Blvd, Dallas, TX  75390-9208 | 214-645-4928 | 
Shannon.Bowling@UTSouthwestern.edu 

EDUCATION/BOARD CERTIFICATIONS 
Board-Certified Clinical Specialist in Geriatric Physical Therapy  2017 

Texas Woman’s University, Dallas, TX 
Doctor of Physical Therapy 2014 
Capstone paper: Care of a Medically Complex Geriatric Patient 

Duke University, Durham, NC 
Master of Science in Physical Therapy 1994 
Thesis: Comparison of isokinetic force generation of elbow extension 
in shortened vs. lengthened initial positions 

Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, TX 
Bachelor of Science with Departmental Honors, Biology 1992 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Paper: Validity of computer vs. manual counting method of mouse parenchymal cells 

AWARDS AND HONORS 
Senior Scholar in Biology 1992 
Who’s Who in Colleges and Universities 1992 
Mortar Board National Honor Society 1991 
Order of Omega 1991 
Golden Key National Honor Society 1991 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX 
Clinical Education and Professional Practice 
Professional Development Specialist – Therapy Services July 2016 – present 
• Assess, develop, and implement learning needs for Acute Therapy, Inpatient Rehab Therapy,

Outpatient Therapy, and Respiratory Therapy departments (approximately 350 employees)
• Foster competence and professional growth of staff, including facilitation of practice and policy

changes
• Support Falls Prevention Task Force as Educator
• Support Think LIFT (patient safe handling) Core Group as Educator
• Support Left Ventricular Assist Device team as Educator
• Support Respiratory Therapy Education Committee as Educator
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• Chair, Clinical Education and Professional Practice Education Committee
• Outpatient Fall Reduction Workgroup/sub-groups – member/educator
• Graduate, UTSW Clinical Safety and Effectiveness Course Cohort 19, Topic: “Fall Risk Screening in

the Outpatient Setting”
• Presenter for DFW Hospital Council Preceptor Workshop “Getting off to a Good Start”
• Co-author and presenter for UTSW Preceptor Workshop
• Present hospital orientation to UTSW PT students prior to Integrated Clinical Experience
• Present Body Mechanics, Fall Reduction, Think LIFT (safe patient handling), Therapies Overview

to each cohort of nurse residents
• Co-present Geriatrics to each cohort of nurse residents
• Present Think LIFT (safe patient handling) and body mechanics training to new hires during

orientation
• Speaker, Patient Care Technician Education Council, “Falls Reduction”
• Speaker, Patient Care Technician Education Council, “Body Mechanics”
• Speaker, Patient Safety Awareness Week, “Falls Reduction in the Outpatient Setting”
• Facilitator/co-author Exploring Post presentation “Physical Therapy” to high school students
• Career Day speaker, Thomas Jefferson High School, Therapies Overview
• Co-authored Bronchodilator Protocol educational module
• Co-authored Allegations of Abuse educational module/panel discussion facilitator
• Authored Gait Belt Usage educational module
• Authored Post-Fall Response educational module
• Co-authored Residual Limb Loss educational module
• Co-authored Pressure Ulcer Relief in the Spinal Cord Injured Patient educational module
• Co-authored Fall Reduction educational module
• Co-authored SBAR educational module
• Co-authored AIDET educational module

Baylor Scott & White Medical Center at Carrollton, Carrollton, TX 
Physical Therapist August 2008 – June 
2016 
• Evaluated and treated patients with a wide variety of diagnoses in outpatient, acute care, and

day surgery settings with emphasis on orthopedics
• Mentored/coordinated volunteers in the Rehabilitation Services Department
• Housewide Council Chair in Shared Governance model
• Installed the Rehabilitation Services Unit Practice Council
• Taught Patient Safe Handling to new hospital employees (cross-disciplinary)
• Completed training in Safe, Timely, Effective, Equitable, Efficient, Patient-Centered (STEEEP)

process
• Committee Member: United Way Campaign, Employee Giving Campaign
• Promoted use of a variety of outcome measures
• Developed outcome measure forms with norms and references for the department
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Las Colinas Medical Center, Irving, TX 
Physical Therapist          October 1998 – August 
2008 
• Evaluated and treated patients with a wide variety of diagnoses in outpatient, acute care, and

day surgery settings with emphasis on orthopedics
• Mentored students and volunteers, including nursing and physical therapy
• Developed and taught Mommy Fit prenatal/postpartum fitness program
• Developed and taught Baby Your Back classes for the childbirth education department
• Facility Ergonomics Coordinator (role in company-wide risk reduction program earned a

monetary reward for the facility)
• Infant Safety/CPR Instructor
• Committee Member: United Way Campaign, Employee Giving Campaign
• Committee Member: Employee Safety, Employee Satisfaction Process Improvement, Employee

Retention Process Improvement, Customer Service

Careerstaff Unlimited, Irving, TX 
Contract Physical Therapist     July – August 
2008 

• Evaluated and treated patients in general outpatient setting
• Pulmonary Rehabilitation supervision

TherEX (formerly Karen Schuck and Associates), Denton, TX    

PRN Physical Therapist   July 2005 – August 
2008 

• Evaluated and treated patients in outpatient, acute care, and day surgery settings

TravelCare USA, Houston, TX    

Travel Physical Therapist  March 1996-September 
1998 

• Evaluated and treated patients in a variety of settings including outpatient, acute care, inpatient
rehabilitation, skilled nursing, nursing home, home health in Georgia, Virginia, Massachusetts

• Served on interdisciplinary teams and committees at various facilities
• Restraint Reduction Team Member, Franklin County Medical Center Long Term Care Unit

Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas, Dallas, TX 

Staff Physical Therapist   June 1994-March 1996 

• Evaluated and treated patients with varying diagnoses in both acute care and rehabilitation
settings
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• Neuro/ortho process improvement committee member
• Co-chairman of Continuous Quality Improvement Committee for Rehabilitation Unit

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS 
Comprehensive Care of the Residual Limb, co-author, and presenter.  Instructor-led course/lab 
approved by the Texas Physical Therapy Association (63175TX).  Dallas, TX, May-June 2017. 

Frailty: Not Your Grandmother’s Aging, co-author and presenter.  3rd Annual Geriatric Symposium. 
Arlington, TX, November 2018 

OTHER 
Expert witness (written opinions) in malpractice cases 

MEMBERSHIPS 
American Physical Therapy Association 
Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy 
Education Section of the APTA 
Health Policy and Administration Section Member 

CERTIFICATIONS 
American Heart Association BLS Instructor 
Certified Ergonomic Assessment Specialist II 

OTHER SKILLS 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft PowerPoint 
Microsoft Visio 
Articulate Storyline 

HEALTH CARE VOLUNTEER 
Parkinson’s Disease Exercise Group Instructor (Dallas Area Parkinsonism Society) 
Honduras Outreach International (assessments, wheelchair fitting, education for physical therapy 
students) 
North Dallas Shared Ministries Health Clinic (intake, data entry) 

VOLUNTEER 
Operation Kindness 
Sunday School Teacher (youth, elementary, pre-school) 
Confirmation Small Group Leader 
The Storehouse (formerly Seven Loaves) food pantry 
Nursing Home Ministry Worship Leader 
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DD 2: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Faculty 

DD 2. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how individuals 
delivering course content in the program have documented content 
expertise and the ability to present content effectively. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The nurse residency program (NRP) surrounds the nurse residents with a plethora of 
diverse content experts, who provide the up-to-date evidence-based practices.  Experts 
delivering course content range from staff nurses to directors and include 
interprofessional content from pastoral care to legal services.  All presenters submit 
resumes or curriculum vitae (CV) to the PD, who screens the resume/CV to ensure that 
presenters have the experience that aligns with the course content. (PO12a.). The skills 
labs and instructor led courses are evaluated at the end of the day by nurse residents 
(NRs) and the information is reviewed by the PD and sent to the instructors to ensure 
the content is relevant the effectiveness of the presentation is reviewed and adjusted as 
need (PO12a.). 

EXAMPLE: 

The PD seeks out content experts in the organization to present to the NRs. Linda 
Denke, Ph.D., RN, CCRC, Director of Nursing Research, and Cathy Nakashima, MLS, 
MBA, Librarian Research Services Coordinator lead UTSW’s Evidence-Based Practice 
(EBP), Research, and Library Services. Dr. Denke and Ms. Nakashima are considered 
content experts via job title, responsibilities, and relevant professional experience 
(DD2a. CV Denke and DD2b. CV Nakashima). Their CVs were review by the PD to 
ensure appropriate credentials, licensure, certifications or experience.  One example of 
the content offered by Dr. Linda Denke is attached in (DD2c. Research EBP 
Residency Class Presentation). The Research EBP Class objectives are: 

§ Define Research & EBP & QI
§ Examine Skills Required for Research EBP & QI
§ Create a PICO question

As a part of the enculturation process, the NRs are asked to complete an EBP project 
during weeks 24-52 Journey Beyond Competency of the NRP. Dr. Denke and Ms. 
Nakashima oversee/help facilitate/guide residents toward demonstrating an 
understanding of the EBP process in a summative evaluation, which senior nursing 
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leadership, preceptors, mentors and staff from their units are free to attend.  Each EPB 
session ends with formal class evaluations performed by the residents.  The PD 
ensured that Dr. Denke and Ms. Nakashima were provided with the feedback and the 
information is reviewed at the next bi-annual review.  
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DD2a. CV Denke 

1 

CURRICULUM VITAE 
Linda Denke, PhD, RN, CCRC 

10251 Darkwood Drive 
Frisco, TX 75035 

972-369-6119
Linda.denke@utsouthwestern.edu 

lEDUCATION 

PhD University of Texas at Arlington 8/2010 Research 

MSN University of Texas at Arlington 12/1992 Nursing Administration 

BSN Arizona State University 5/1978 Nursing 

Dissertation 
Ethnography of Chronic Pain Experiences of Enlisted Women (2010). Chair: Donelle Barnes, 
PhD, RN, CNE   
Licensure 
Registered Nurse – Licensed in Texas       3/2021 
Certification 

Certified Clinical Research Coordinator  2/2018 

Positions and Employment 

2017-
Current 

Director of Research  
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center 
Dallas, Texas 

2015-
Current 

Texas Women’s University Dallas, Texas  
Adjunct Professor of Nursing  
Dallas, Texas 

2012-2015 Director of Nursing Research & Magnet at Medical City Dallas Hospital, 
Dallas, TX 

2009-2012 Professor of Nursing at Collin College 

2009-2012 Research Consultant at Baylor Plano 

2006-2009 Graduate Research Associate at University of Texas at Arlington School of 
Nursing 

2000-2006 Clinical Research Coordinator at Louisiana State University Health Science 
Center, Shreveport Louisiana 
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DD2a. CV Denke – Page 2

2 

SCHOLARSHIP 

Publications *data based 

Denke, L. & Denham, S. (2019). Systematic Review: Family Focused Treatments I Veterans 
with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Accepted for publication, Med Sug Nursing July, 2019 issue. 

Sharkey, S., Denke, L., & Herbert, M. (2016). Using Puppets to Teach Schoolchildren to Detect 
Stroke and Call 911. Journal of School Nursing.  

Denke, L. & Barnes, D. (2012).  Military culture: An ethnography of chronic pain of enlisted 
women. Published.  Journal of Pain Management Nursing  

Bond, M. L.., Gray, J.R., Baxley, S., Cason, C.L., Denke, L (2008). Perceived barriers and needs 
of Hispanic nursing students; Are we listening? NLN Nursing Education Perspectives.   

Bond, M., Cason, C., Gray, J., Denke, L. Gleason, Wynn, P., Moon, M., & Coggins, C. (2007). 
CD White Paper; Monograph: Are We Listening: Hispanics in the Workforce; Best Practices and 
Institutional Assessment for Increasing Hispanic Baccalaureate and Graduate Nursing Students.  
Distributed to 525 Deans of Nursing, Hispanic professional organizations, and individuals 
serving Hispanic student needs. 

Chapters 

Bond, M. L., Cason, C.L., Gleason-Wynn, P., Gray, J., Ashwill, J., Coggin, C., Moon, M., 
Trevino, E, Lopez, M., Denke, L., Baxley, S. (2012). Book chapter, NLN Educational Summit in 
Anaheim in Sept. 2012. Finding and Keeping Diversity in Your Program: Hispanics in the 
Health Professions.

1999-2000 Project Manager Indian Health Service 
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DD2a. CV Denke – Page 3 

Denke, Linda  
3.7.2019 

Page 3 of 13 

UTSW 

Effect of an Oral Care Intervention on Non-Ventilator Hospital Acquired Pneumonia IRB 
Approved 8/31/2018 (Co-PI). 

Predictors of opioid related adverse events in post-operative inpatients in an academic health 
science center IRB Approved STU-2018-0049 (PI). 

Clinical nurses’ communication competencies IRB Submitted 1.31.2019 (CO-PI). 

Non-UTSW 

NLN funded research: Job Satisfaction of Deans and Directors of Associate Degree Nursing 
Programs; (2008) PI- Dr. Ronda Mintz-Binder & Dr. ML Bond; Role: Role: Graduate Research 
Assistant-sampling, study survey design, data collection, data analysis (7,000). 

Health Care Provider CPR Training Study; PI-Carolyn Cason, RN, PhD. (2007) Role: Graduate 
Research Assistant-participant recruitment, scheduling, data collector. Funding by Laerdal 
Medical Corporation and American Heart Association (Undisclosed).  

Minority Health Research and Education Grant Program-Texas Higher Education Coordinating 
Board (2007). PI-Mary Lou Bond, RN, PhD; Role: Graduate Research Assistant-(20 hours per 
week) participants scheduling assistance, transcription of 12 focus group data, review of the 
literature, literature updates, drafting of manuscripts and reports and attendance at project 
coordinating meetings.  Funding by Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board; ($236,801.00). 

Randomized Control Trail of Blood Conservation Using Procrit Administered Pre-During and 
Post Spinal Surgery (2006).  PI-Donald Smith, MD; Role: Clinical Research Coordinator (40 
hours per week) Trial initiation including IRB submissions, participant recruiting, data 
monitoring and extraction, serious adverse events, grant management, document and record 
keeping.  Funding by Ortho Biotech a division of Johnson & Johnson ($38,000.00).  

Colonoscopy Feasibility Study; PI-Dr. Hans Berkel, PhD, MD, Dr. Sid Winnower, MD & Ann 
Zauber, MD. (2000)  Role: Clinical research coordinator (40 hours per week) site coordinator-
participant recruitment, data collection, monitoring, extraction, reporting, and colonoscopy 
screening, scheduling, and preparation.  Funding by NIH and Sloan-Kettering; ($92,000.00). 

Presentations at Professional Meetings 

Speaker Pain Management in the Acute Care Setting-Perioperative Nurses Association National 
Meeting 11/2017 Austin Texas. 

Speaker Pain Management in the Acute Care Setting-Perioperative Nurses Association National 
Meeting 10/14/2017 Drury Hotel, 6:30 PM San Antonio, Texas. 
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Denke, Linda  
3.7.2019 

Page 4 of 13 

Peer Reviewed 

Medical City Dallas Hospital 

Podium Presentations 

Denke, L. (2015). Family Engagement: The Secret to High Functioning Outcomes in Mental 
Illness. Podium presentation at The Texas Annual National Alliance of Mental Illness (NAMI) 
Conference: Pathways to Wellness, Dallas Texas. 

Hailey, S.; Gardner, C.; Prichard, C.; Newcomb, P., & Denke, L.  (2015). Wired to the 
Workplace. Podium Presentation presented at the American Organization of Nurse Executives: 
Empowering Leaders Igniting Change, Phoenix AZ.   

Newcomb & Denke (2014). Wired to the Workplace: Podium presentation presented at 
International Nursing Administration Research Conference (INARC), Dallas, Texas. 

Denke, L. PhD, RN, CCRC (2014). Ignite the Dragon Within: Ignite, Develop, & Sustain a 
Nursing Research Program, Podium presentation presented at Annual Magnet Conference, 
Dallas, Texas.   

Denke, L. (2012). Ethnography of Chronic Pain in Enlisted Women. International Women’s 
Health Congress, Beijing, China. (Invited). 

Denke. (2011). Ethnography of chronic pain experiences of enlisted women.  Podium 
presentation Southern Nursing Research Society, Jacksonville, Florida.   

Denke.  L. (2009). Ethnography of Chronic Pain Experiences of Enlisted Women. Podium 
Presentation at Association for Pain Management Nursing Annual Convention.  Jacksonville, FL. 

Invited 

Denke, L. (2019). Guest Speaker, International Nursing School Symposium, “Nursing Research: 
Novice to Experts: Sun Yat Sen University, China, May 2019. 

Denke, L. (2019). Guest Speaker, International Neuroscience Annual Symposium, August 21 & 
22nd, Austin, Texas.  

Denke, L. (2012). Ethnography of Chronic Pain in Enlisted Women. Paper presentation at 
International Women’s Health Congress, Beijing, China.  

(2000). Denke. (2000). Paper presentation of Epidemiological impact of educational program on 
HgA1cs in Newly Diagnosed Type II Diabetic Patients on the Navajo Nation at the National 
Aborigine Native Symposium Conference in Canada.   
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Denke, Linda  
3.7.2019 

Page 4 of 13 

Peer Reviewed 

Medical City Dallas Hospital 

Podium Presentations 

Denke, L. (2015). Family Engagement: The Secret to High Functioning Outcomes in Mental 
Illness. Podium presentation at The Texas Annual National Alliance of Mental Illness (NAMI) 
Conference: Pathways to Wellness, Dallas Texas. 

Hailey, S.; Gardner, C.; Prichard, C.; Newcomb, P., & Denke, L.  (2015). Wired to the 
Workplace. Podium Presentation presented at the American Organization of Nurse Executives: 
Empowering Leaders Igniting Change, Phoenix AZ.   

Newcomb & Denke (2014). Wired to the Workplace: Podium presentation presented at 
International Nursing Administration Research Conference (INARC), Dallas, Texas. 

Denke, L. PhD, RN, CCRC (2014). Ignite the Dragon Within: Ignite, Develop, & Sustain a 
Nursing Research Program, Podium presentation presented at Annual Magnet Conference, 
Dallas, Texas.   

Denke, L. (2012). Ethnography of Chronic Pain in Enlisted Women. International Women’s 
Health Congress, Beijing, China. (Invited). 

Denke. (2011). Ethnography of chronic pain experiences of enlisted women.  Podium 
presentation Southern Nursing Research Society, Jacksonville, Florida.   

Denke.  L. (2009). Ethnography of Chronic Pain Experiences of Enlisted Women. Podium 
Presentation at Association for Pain Management Nursing Annual Convention.  Jacksonville, FL. 

Invited 

Denke, L. (2019). Guest Speaker, International Nursing School Symposium, “Nursing Research: 
Novice to Experts: Sun Yat Sen University, China, May 2019. 

Denke, L. (2019). Guest Speaker, International Neuroscience Annual Symposium, August 21 & 
22nd, Austin, Texas.  

Denke, L. (2012). Ethnography of Chronic Pain in Enlisted Women. Paper presentation at 
International Women’s Health Congress, Beijing, China.  

(2000). Denke. (2000). Paper presentation of Epidemiological impact of educational program on 
HgA1cs in Newly Diagnosed Type II Diabetic Patients on the Navajo Nation at the National 
Aborigine Native Symposium Conference in Canada.   
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Denke. (2000). Epidemiological Approach to Treating Newly Diagnosed Type II Navajo 
Diabetics on the Navajo Nation. Poster presentation at Navajo Nation Regional Research 
Conference, Albuquerque, NM 

Funded Grants 

Denke, L., PhD, RN, CCRC; Hunt, H., Henke, J., Andrews, C.; Winbush, J. (2014). Comparative 
Effectiveness of Exparel versus Opioid Usage in the Post-surgical Period Following Bariatric 
Surgery. ($48,000). Pacira Pharmaceuticals.   

Honors and Awards 
(2019). D Magazine Nurse Excellence Award Winner 
(2014). Great 100 Nurses Dallas Fort Worth  
(2013) Academy for Collegiate Excellence (ACE) Fellowship. Collin College Leadership 
Program. 
(2012) One of twelve fellows accepted into the Collin College Leadership Immersion program 
2009 The Mary Lou Bond Endowed Fellowship: Dissertation Award ($1000). 

TEACHING 

Courses Taught at Collin College 

Spring 2009 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Fall 2009 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Spring 2010 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Fall 2010 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Spring 2011 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Fall 2011 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
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• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Spring 2012 
• Integrated Client Care Management RNSG 2535
• Transition to Nursing Practice. RNSG 2207
• Clinical IV. Clinical Training RNSG 2561

Courses Taught at Texas Women’s University 

Fall 2011 
• NURS4045 Adult II-Clinical Rotation-BSN Weekend Program 

Spring 2012 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615

Fall 2012 
• NURS4045 Adult II-Clinical Rotation-BSN Weekend Program

Spring 2013 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615

Fall 2013 
• NURS4045 Adult II-Clinical Rotation-BSN Weekend Program

Spring 2014 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615- BSN Weekend Program

Fall 2014 
• NURS4045 Adult II-Clinical Rotation-BSN Weekend Program

Spring 2015 
Mental Health Competencies NURS4615- BSN Weekend Program 

Fall 2015 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615-BSN Weekend Program
• Community Health Competencies NURS4614-Traditional BSN Program

Spring 2016 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615-BSN Weekend Program
• Mental Health Competencies-NURS 4615-Traditional BSN Weekend Program

Fall 2016 
• Critical Competency Integration NURS4614-Traditional BSN Program
• Mental Health Competencies-NURS 4615-Traditional BSN Program

Spring 2017 
• Critical Competency Integration NURS4216-BSN Traditional BSN Program
• Mental Health Competencies-NURS 4615-BSN Weekend Program

Fall 2017 
• Critical Competency Integration NURS4614-Traditional BSN Program
• Mental Health Competencies-NURS 4615-Traditional BSN Program

Spring 2018 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615- BSN Weekend Program
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• Critical Competency Integration NURS4614-Traditional BSN Program

Spring 2019 
• Mental Health Competencies NURS4615- BSN Weekend Program

Guest Lectures at Collin College 

Guest Speaker Presentation Collin College Health Science Presentation Spring Semester 
Division Meeting (2011).  Why is nursing unique?   

Service to Collin College 

• Faculty Handbook Bylaws Committee 2012
• Nursing Faculty Handbook Bylaws Task Force 2011
• Search committee member for Director of Polysonography Collin College 2011
• Student Affairs Committee Collin College School of Nursing 2011
• Simulation Committee Collin College School of Nursing 2011
• NLN Center for Excellence Task Force Collin College School of Nursing 2010
• Judge at the UTASON Annual Sigma Theta Tau Delta Theta Chapter’s Research

Exposition 2007

Other Scholarly Teaching, Mentoring and Curricular Achievements 

Internal Student Mentoring 

TCU EBP Fellowship Faculty Sponsor: 3 Fellows in yearlong EBP Fellowship Program. 
TWU Faculty Sponsor, Fellows: BSN Honors Program.  Research study team members, of: 
Cryotherapy; Prevention of Chemotherapy Induced Peripheral Neuropathy in Taxanes.  
UT Southwestern, IRB# & Opioid Adverse Events in Post-operative Sugical Inpatients, UT 
Southwestern, IRB # .   

#12.057, Exempt Study Neuroscience Falls Educational Intervention Capstone research 
Department of Nursing Texas A&M University-Texarkana MSN. November 14, 2012 

#14.021 Alarm Fatigue and Physiologic Symptoms: A Correlational Study Capstone 
research presented to the Nursing Faculty of Western Governors University In Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree Masters of Science in Nursing, Leadership and Management 
Specialty June 2014 

External Student Mentoring 

#14.001, Exempt Study Nurses’ Perception in Sickle Cell Pain Management: Capstone 
research Western Governors University in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree 
Masters of Science in Nursing, Leadership, and Management Specialty. 2014. 
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Grants 

DHHS Texas Violence against nurses workforce (173, 000) Submitted 1.31.2019 
American Organization of Nurse Executives (4100) Submitted 1.12.2019 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

Service to the Profession 

Reviewer 

Journals 

§ Journal of Pain Management Nursing
o Journal Manuscript Reviewer 2016

§ Journal of Mental Health Nursing
o Journal Manuscript Reviewer 2016

§ International Journal of Sociology and Anthropology (IJSA)
o Journal Manuscript Reviewer 2016

Organizations 

• NAMI Texas Board of Directors
• 2016-2022

§ IRB Member Medical City Dallas Hospital
• 2012-2015

§ Association for Clinical Research Professionals
• 2018

§ Southern Nursing Research Society Member
• 2016

§ Sigma Theta Tau Beta Beta Chapter
§ 2018

§ National Association of Mental Illness Member & Board of Directors Collin County
• 2018

• Appointed to National League Nurses Advisory Committee on Diversity, New York,
NY

• 2009

2018 Medical Missioner: Bless the Children Medical Mission, Kenya Primary care clinic 
2019 Medical Missioner: Bless the Children Medical Mission, Kenya & Tanzania Hypertension 
clinic 

Service to the Community 

• NAMI, Certified Train the Trainer State of Texas Family to Family National Training,
Arlington, Virginia. June 5-7, 2014.

• NAMI, Caregiver Burden: The Forgotten Patient, Guest Speaker, Dallas. 2014.
• Mane Gait, Volunteer, Therapeutic Horsemanship. 2014.
• PATH, Profession of Therapeutic Horsemanship. 2014
• NAMICCO, Family to Family Education Classes Co- Facilitator, Educator. 2012.
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• Nurse leadership Fellowship, “Mentors: Guides by your Side”, Guest Speaker, Baylor
Regional Medical Center of Plano. July 24, 2012.

• NAMI, National Association of Mental Illness Dallas Chapter, Caregiver Burden: The
Forgotten Patient, Guest Speaker Presentation. January, 2012.

• NAMICCO, August Monthly Meeting: Caregiver Burden: The Forgotten Patient, Guest
Speaker. August, 2010.

• NAMICCO, Family to Family Education Classes Co- Facilitator, Educator. 2010.
• NAMI, National Association of Mental Illness Dallas Chapter, Caregiver Burden: The

Forgotten Patient, Guest Speaker Presentation. January, 2009.
• NAMICCO, November Monthly Meeting: Caregiver Burden: The Forgotten Patient,

Guest Speaker. 2009.
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Clinical Research Site Coordinator/Co-PI 

2017-2018 -NIH R15 Grant Re-Submission Pilot: Lin, Suh-Jen, & Denke, L. (Co-PI) TWU 
Research Award-Summer 2018.  Effects of a Walking Program and Inspiratory Muscle Training 
on Individuals with Chronic Heart Failure - A Pilot Study 

2016-2017- NIH R15 Grant Submission Pilot: Lin, Suh-Jen, & Denke, L. (Co-PI) TWU Research 
Award-Summer 2016-NIH R15 Grant Submission: Pilot- ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 
NCT01560871. Effects of a Walking Program and Inspiratory Muscle Training on Individuals 
with Chronic Heart Failure - A Pilot Study 

Medical City Dallas Hospital 

2014-16 IRB # 2014.035. National Institutes of Mental Health Pathways through Care: Decision-
Making and Treatment Drop-Out in Early Psychosis 1,000,000.   

     Neely A.L. Myers, PhD, Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, Southern 
    Methodist University 

Role: Clinical Site Coordinator 

2013-17 1R01GM105480 National Institutes of Health, National Institute of General Medical 
Sciences Measuring Network Stability and Fit Project period (4 years): June 1, 2013 
through March 31, 2017 Multiple PIs:  

Marge Benham-Hutchins (University of Texas at Austin) 
Barbara Brewer (University of Arizona) 
Kathleen Carley (Carnegie Mellon University) 

Role: Clinical Site Coordinator 
Total amount: $1,307,000 

Creative Endeavors 
 Books 
2019-Lost & Found: My Journey through my Son’s Mental Illness-Autobiography-Dupree 
Miller: New York: Dallas; Literary Agency-Publicist Austin Miller; Simon & Schuster, Post Hill 
Press Publishing Agency. Scheduled for release May 2019. 

2015-Breakthrough: Moving Beyond Your Mental Illness Diagnosis to Your Highest Functioning 
Outcome. Total Publishing & Media; Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

2014-Scattergood Foundation Philadelphia Design Challenge Award Finalist-Implementing 
depression screening in retail pharmacy.  (2014). Fusion of art, technology & depression 
screening (PhQ-9) in retail pharmacy. National Competition. www.scattergoodfoundation.org. 

Web site: www.lindadenkewriter.com 
@lmdenke 
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2012-Baylor McKinney Nurse Consultant-Onboarding, work flow and system assessment prior 
to grand opening.  Designed & implemented simulation case scenarios using 40 simulated patient 
scenarios for hospital staff to assess status of patient flow processes in 95 bed acute care and 
women's and children's health facility.  

Avocation 

(2018) Equine Therapy for PTSD Trainer: Training American Warmblood horses for adjuvant 
therapy for decreasing PTSD symptoms. 
(2018). Dressage Competitions: Level A & B Dressage 
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CATHY Y. NAKASHIMA 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Health Sciences Digital Library and Learning Center 

5323 Harry Hines Blvd., Dallas, TX  75390-9049 

(214) 648-9021     Cathy.Nakashima@UTSouthwestern.edu 

EDUCATION 

Master of Library Science, School of Library and Information Studies, Texas Woman’s University, Denton, TX, 

August 2005 

Master of Business Administration, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, June 1983   

Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory Science, Medical Center, University of Illinois, May 1974 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL CENTER  Dallas, Texas 2016 – Present 

Research Program Coordinator (June ‘17 – Present) 
Coordinate/review the Research Services shift schedule to ensure coverage.  Review and revise Research 

Services Shift guidelines as needed to meet clients’ information/research needs.  Co-Chair of the Library 

Marketing Team.  Develop new marketing materials and tactics to promote the Library’s research, outreach 

and other services.  Handle responsibilities listed under Research Librarian. 

Research Librarian (May ‘16 – May‘17) 
Provide mediated literature searches and answer reference questions.  Teach classes and individual training 

sessions and conduct department orientations in the use of Library resources and services.  Participate in 

outreach and consultation to community and campus departments.  Member of Nursing Research and 

Evidence-Based Practice Council.  Developed new marketing materials to promote the Library’s research, 

outreach and other services. 

TEXAS HEALTH PRESBYTERIAN HOSPTIAL DALLAS  Dallas, Texas 2005 – 2016 
Supervisor Medical Staff Services/Graduate Medical Education (November ‘15 – Present) 
Responsibilities included:  managed compliance with ACGME Accreditation requirements; residency  

coordinator for Colon and Rectal Surgery program; liaison with medical schools to arrange, schedule, onboard 

visiting residents, medical students and physician assistant students; oversee execution of Affiliation 

Agreements, Program Letters of Agreement, Faculty Teaching Service Agreements; fiscal responsibility for 

department budget. 

Library Coordinator (September ‘09 – October ‘15) 
Responsible for overall management of the Library staff (2.6 FTEs), annual department budget/operating plan, 

library benchmarks, library reference services, library’s core print collection, customer training and instruction. 

Medical Librarian (September‘05 – September ‘09) 
Responsibilities included: interlibrary loan services, measuring users’ needs, training programs, department 

marketing materials, ACCESS database management, library’s web site updates, reference services, and 

literature searches. 

Library Assistant (January‘05 – September‘05) 
Responsible for interlibrary loan services and assisted with other technical and public service activities to 

physicians, nurses, corporate staff and employees, patients and their families. 

BAYLOR HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY Dallas, Texas  2004– 2005 
Practicum Student (Fall Semester 2004) 
Rotated through Public Services, Technical Services, Systems, Collection Development, and Administration.  
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Researched, summarized findings and recommendations of web-based database tutorials and tip sheets. 

Independent Study (Fall Semester 2004 and Spring Semester 2005) 
Fall – researched, wrote and designed Pathfinder/Resource Guide of relevant resources and tools that would 
assist students in successfully preparing for and passing the National Board Dental and Dental Hygiene 
Examinations. 
Spring – introduced to basics of monograph cataloguing with medical/health sciences emphasis and then 
applied concepts in monograph withdrawal project. 

NAKASHIMA & ASSOCIATES  Coppell, Texas  1997 – 2005 
President 
Nakashima & Associates was a comprehensive healthcare marketing consulting firm.  Services included: 
strategic market planning, referral development, sales/customer service training, and 
advertising/publicity/promotions.  Clients included:  national long-term care corporation, regional home health 
care companies, residential hospice, physician practice management company, multi-site rehabilitation 
provider, temporary staffing agency, and solo practitioners. 

VHA, INC. and SPIN-OFFS  Irving, Texas               1986 – 1996  
SIGNATURE HOME CARE GROUP (formerly VHA Home Healthcare, Inc.)Irving, Texas 1993 – 1996    
Vice President of Marketing (June ’95 – December ‘96) 
Responsible for overall management of marketing functions for $65 million home care company. Duties 
included:  sales support, growth and diversification strategies, communications, market research, and 
measuring customer satisfaction. 

Director of Marketing (May ’93 – June ‘95) 
Responsible for sales materials, educational program development, strategic planning, communications, and 
measuring customer satisfaction.   

MAXUM HEALTH CORP. (formerly VHA Diagnostic Services, Inc.)Dallas, Texas  1990 – 1993 
Director of Customer Services (January ’93 – March ‘93) 
At the Chairman and CEO’s behest, assessed the Company’s sales and marketing functions, which resulted in 
the consolidation of several departments and a head count reduction of 3.5 FTEs.   

Director of Planning and Development (June ‘90 – January ‘93) 
Responsible for marketing and sales training, market research and strategic planning 

VHA HOME HEALTH CARE, INC. Irving, Texas1986 – 1990 
Director of Marketing 
Managed the marketing and sales training functions.   

ONGOING CLASSES 
x PRDT 5148 Information Mastery Series: Expert Database Searching 2017 
x Ovid MEDLINE and PsycINFO 
x Evidence-Based Practice 
x CINAHL Complete 
x Nursing Mobile Apps 

PRESENTATIONS 

National Presentations - Contributing Author 
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x 2015 Accepted Poster Presentation –Cox Lynn A, Wilson M, Kelly P, Nakashima C, Ice S and Morse E. The 
Hybrid Journal Club: A Pilot Study. Poster presentation at ANPD Annual Convention scheduled July 14–17, 
2015, Las Vegas, NV 

x 2015 Accepted Podium Presentation – Wilson M, Ice S, Nakashima CY, Cox, LA, Morse EC, Philip G, Vuong 
E, Kelly P. Promoting Evidence-Based Practice and Research with a Hybrid Journal Club.  Podium 
presentation at the Western Institute of Nursing’s 48th Annual Communicating Nursing Research Conference 
scheduled April 22–25, 2015, Albuquerque, NM 

x Kelly P, Nakashima C, Thenayan R. Evidence–based Answers in Less Than 10 Minutes.  Poster presented at 
ANCC National Magnet Conference, October 2 – 4, 2013, Orlando, FL 

x Thenayan R, Kelly P, Nakashima C.   Evidence–Based Answers at the Bedside in less than 10 minutes: 
“Goggle” Be Gone.  Poster presented at National Nursing Research Conference, October 12, 2012 

PUBLICATIONS 

Wilson M, Ice S, Nakashima CY, Cox LA, Morse EC, Philip G and Vuong E. (2015). Striving for Evidence-Based 
Practice Innovations through a Hybrid Model Journal Club: A Pilot Study. Nurse Education Today. 

AWARDS 

x University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center – Nurse Excellence Award- Friend of Nursing –  2017 
x National Network of Libraries of Medicine South Central Region funding to attend April 18, 2013 The 

Evolving Librarian:  Responding to Changes in the Workplace sponsored by the Medical Library Association. 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 

x Medical Library Association (MLA), 2010 - Present 
x South Central Chapter/Medical Library Association (SCC/MLA), 2016 - Present  
x HealthLINE, 2009 - Present 
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Nursing Research & Evidence 
Based Practice

Linda Denke, PhD, MSN, RN, CCRC

December 19, 2018

Objectives

1. Define Research & EBP & QI

2. Examine Skills Required for Research EBP & QI

3. Create a PICO question

5

Patients
• To ensure the delivery of safe, patient centered care, by new and seasoned

nurses

Magnet Hospital
• Journey toward our 2nd Magnet designation

UTSW Mission Statement
• To conduct high-impact, internationally recognized research
• To deliver patient care that brings UT Southwestern’s scientific advances to

the bedside –focusing on quality, safety and service. 
• To improve health care in our community, Texas and the world through

innovation and education.
• To educate the next generation of leaders in patient care, biomedical

science and disease prevention 

Florence Nightingale

Kahoots
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Questioned

Challenged
• Evidence-based nursing was a central concept to her
theory of nursing and health care
– Systematic data collection
– Statistical analysis (pioneered using bar and pie charts with
color code to highlight key points)
• Data collection (established value)
– Challenged the use of this data to guide decision making

Florence Nightingale

Nursing Research 
-Description: Rigorous, Reproducible, and uses a systematic 
process to generates NEW knowledge by using the 
scientific method process and theory development

-Goal: Description, prediction, and control

-Asks: What is not known?

-Final product: New knowledge that can be generalized to 
specific patient population

Nursing Research Resources

-Journal Club

-Nursing Research Evidence Based Council (NREBP)

-Research Day

-Nurse scientist

-Description: Implements and evaluates interventions 
generated from new knowledge that was tested with 
research
-Goal: Integrate scientific discoveries into practice
-Asks: What is known? What can be done with this 
knowledge?
-Final Product: Systems change and outcome 
improvement in patient populations

Evidence Based Practice
Background or Foreground

Background:
A broad, basic-knowledge question 
commonly answered in textbooks. 
May begin with what or when. 
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Foreground 

Foreground: A specific 
question when answered, provides 
evidence for clinical decision making. A 
foreground question includes the following 
elements: population (P), intervention or 
issue of interest (I), comparison 
intervention or issue of interest (C), 
outcome(O), and, when appropriate, time 
(T). 

–PICO (T) –to formulate the question
–IOWA –to follow through

Models at UTSW 

PICO (T)

Population of Interest 
Intervention or issue of interest 
Comparison intervention or group 
Outcome (check for match to population) 
Time Frame - (optional) 

How are Research, Evidence Based Practice, and Quality 
Improvement similar?

1. Start with data and analysis

2. Have a defined process

3. Have committed team members

4. Contributes to knowledge and outcome 
improvement

Template: Diagnosis or Diagnostic Test 
In  ____________________(P), 
are/is______________________(I) compared with 
_________________________________(C) more 
accurate in diagnosing__________________________(O)?
( Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt 2015) 
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Template: Etiology
Template: Etiology 

•Are ____________________(P), who 
have______________________(I) compared with 
those without________________________(C) at 
________________ risk__________________(O) 
over______________________________(T)?( Melnyk & 
Fineout-Overholt 2015) 

EBP Process Checklist & Template
Evidence Based Practice Project Template 

Evidence Based Practice Project Title:  

Project Lead:  

Project Team Member(s):  

A. Problem:

B. Current practice: 

C. PICO Question:

D. Application to Practice Model: 

E. Search Strategy (databases, keywords):

F. Literature Search Results:

G. New Practice (policy change):

H. Outcomes (if any): 

I. Lesson Learned: 

J. References:

Barriers to Research, EBP & QI

Little value
Lack of time 
Research is challenging 
Lengthy process to change practice 
Lack of administrative support 
Lack of knowledgeable mentors 
Lack education/understanding about the research 
process & Evidence-Based Practice

Quality Improvement
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DD 3: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Faculty 

DD 3: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how individuals 
validating competencies of residents/fellows have been appropriately 
trained and evaluated. 

DESCRIPTION: 

As presented in (PO14) Preceptors at University of Texas Southwestern (UTSW) may 
obtain training and preparation for their role through the successful completion of one of 
the following course offerings: 

§ Bimonthly preceptor classes taught on campus
§ Elsevier web-based preceptor modules
§ Dallas/Fort Worth Hospital Council Preceptor Training Course

The PD provides training classes for preceptors when there are significant overhauls to 
the onboarding education packets (PL3c. Preceptor Paperwork Update). 

Nurse Residents (NRs) are prepared for their future roles of precepting new NRs. The 
current cohort completes preceptor training at the end of their 12-month residency 
program prior to their graduation. The NRs are equipped with the concepts of adult 
learning and teaching strategies to precept others. 

In addition to these organized classes, preceptors are also prepared and assisted with 
their precepting experience through a variety of resource methods. The preceptor meets 
with the clinical educator and unit leaders to clarify roles and responsibilities. The 
clinical educator ensures the preceptors are provided a copy of the paperwork and 
resource materials, a schedule and program timeline, and contact information for the 
educator and the resident. The clinical educator instructs the preceptor on how to use 
the education packet, expected documentation guidelines, and the use of evaluation 
tools. Real-time feedback is provided by the educator and unit leadership to ensure 
seamless enculturation into the unit. 

The QSEN, IOM, and unit-based specialty competencies (PO18) are also incorporated 
into the new hire packets. Staff members are trained and validated on the same 
competencies that are used in the training nurse residents precepted on the unit. 
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EXAMPLE:   

“My decision in becoming a preceptor comes from situations I encountered during 
nursing school and when I was a resident myself. I became a preceptor for new 
residents and nursing students by training and attending different classes offered 
by UT Southwestern. The type of educational courses offered are the preceptor 
classes and the skills refresher courses. In our unit nurses volunteer to become 
preceptors and notify our manager about wanting to precept.  

I became a preceptor because I remember how it felt to walk through the shoes of 
new residents. I remember during clinicals in nursing school there were many 
nurses that refused to educate students. I was one of the students that were 
rejected by nurses from different hospitals during nursing school. The horrible 
feeling of not being wanted is something I do not want any other student nurse to 
experience. I want new residents to experience the warm, welcoming feeling I 
experienced during my residency. 

I was part of the first residency cohort of July 2017 and throughout my experience 
as a resident the nurses that precepted me where very warm, welcoming, and 
most importantly knowledgeable. Each nurse that precepted me knew the 
appropriate way to treat different patient health changes which amazed me. I 
learned through our educator about a skills day class that is provided for nurses to 
refresh different skills such as changing central line dressings, dealing with 
thoracentesis, peritoneal dialysis, and other content. These classes help nurses 
stay up-to-date on their skills to be able to educate new staff. The preceptor class 
educates nurses on how to be a preceptor for new staff. With the assistance of 
these resources and courses, I have been able to successfully help guide new staff 
to our hospital policies and the appropriate way to carry out different skills within 
our facility.” 

Damaris Hernandez, BSN, RN 
Zale 7 Surgical Specialty 
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DD 4: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Faculty 

DD 4. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the process used 
to develop or revise the program content based on data gathered 
through needs assessments. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) has developed a variety of tools and avenues to receive 
feedback related to the nurse residency program (NRP). UT Southwestern Medical 
Center (UTSW) employs a secure web application designed for building and managing) 
online surveys and databases entitled RedCap. This system sends the various tools 
used to solicit feedback to the nurse residents (NRs), or the NRs can access these tools 
using QR code technology. The PD chose to adopt evidence-based residency 
evaluation tools from Casey Fink as one of the primary evaluation modes used to obtain 
feedback on the program's overall success. The Casey Fink Readiness for Practice 
Survey as referenced in (PO15a.) is completed by the NRs at the beginning of each 
cohort on week one, and then the Casey Fink Resident Experience Survey is sent to the 
NRs at eight months and 12-months into the program. (See PO15b. Casey Fink 8-
month survey & PO15c. Casey Fink resident program final). To gain insight 
regarding the NRs early experience with enculturation into UTSW; there is a survey 
specific to the first two days of orientation to the organization and program (PO15d. 
Nurse resident feedback survey). The class and skills lab content is evaluated to 
provide program feedback and to ensure the speakers and content experts deliver the 
material in a format that is conducive to the residents’ learning needs. These surveys 
provide valuable information regarding the content of the class and how it benefits the 
NRs in the practice setting as referenced in (PO12a.1. and PO12b.1) In addition, 
feedback is obtained related to the effectiveness of the presenters regarding their 
knowledge and ability to convey the content in a meaningful and useful manner. The 
NRs complete these feedback surveys in real time at the end of each class. The PD 
also conducts routine Q & A sessions with the nurse residents to collect feedback, 
assess their learning needs, answer questions, discuss clinical experiences, and 
ascertain their level of worry or anxiety with their role transition. The most reliable tool 
for receiving stakeholder feedback has been the tiered focus groups.  Annually, the PD 
conducts tiered focus groups with the executives, managers/assistant managers, 
clinical educators, current nurse residents, former nurse residents, and preceptors. 
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EXAMPLE: 

During July 2018 cohort Q & A sessions, it came to the attention of the PD there were 
increasing concerns from the NRs regarding their stress levels across the cohorts. 
During ongoing Q & A sessions, the PD reinforced the necessity to find stress 
management techniques that work for each individual and led discussions on how their 
stress had been managed successfully in the past. The PD worked with the NRP team 
to structure some professional development opportunities and wanted to incorporate 
emotional support. The team created and developed a speed mentoring event which 
included nursing professional practice, communication, work/life balance, professional 
development, and engagement and delegation. The event was held in week 51 in the 
Journey Beyond Competency phase right before the cohort graduation event.  

 When the annual focus groups were conducted February 11, 2019 (PL1a. UTSW 
Focus Group New Graduates 2-11-19 Notes), the PD received feedback from the 
graduating cohort related to their enjoyment and appreciation of the speed mentoring 
sessions. The requests received were to conduct the speed mentoring earlier in the 
program. The NRs also requested at least three sessions throughout the program. The 
NRs desired similar content to the work/life balance session which focused on 
emotional support. The PD gathered the feedback and met with the NRP team to make 
some changes to the speed mentoring process. The new process was implemented into 
the February 2019 cohort and will include the speed mentoring event in the first 24 
weeks of the program, likely week 23, and another event in the last half of the program, 
likely week 51 again. The PD also requested a review of topics that involved more 
emotional support and requested the NRP team add one to two more sessions on that 
subject. These changes will be assessed post-graduation of the February 2019 cohort.  
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DD 5: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Content 

DD 5. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how a curriculum 
that is chosen for the program is evidence-based, current, and 
appropriate for the scope and standards of practice in the 
clinical/specialty area. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) manages the overall curriculum design which was chosen to 
intertwine with the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) Practice Transition 
Accreditation Program (PTAP) criteria and incorporates the core competencies 
prescribed by both the IOM and QSEN standards.  This curriculum lays the groundwork 
for the 52-week Journey of Excellence through the Journey to Competency, weeks 1-
24, and the Journey Beyond Competency weeks 25-52.  This curriculum incorporates a 
heavy emphasis on the scope of practice of nursing professionals across all specialties 
as well as the concepts of evidence-based practice.  Much of the program curriculum is 
founded in the Elsevier learning management system which provides highly scrutinized 
education that is evidence-based and routinely assessed for the latest information 
available for nursing clinical practice. The PD manages how the unit-based curriculum is 
chosen by working with the clinical expertise of the educators and unit leaders to assess 
the needs of the specialty areas. These experts review available resources related to 
their specialty which will provide a framework for their unit-based education to ensure a 
high level of knowledge and competency with evidence-based material.  This material is 
reviewed to ensure it aligns with the ANA Scope and Standards for their specialty as 
well as their individual specialty national organizations’ scope and standards such as 
the Association of Perioperative Nurses (AORN). Many of these specialty curriculum 
programs are housed within Elsevier while others, such as our women’s services, 
psychiatric, and rehabilitation tracks are online through their professional organization or 
instructor-led specialty programs. 

EXAMPLE: 

The UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) Nurse Residency Perioperative Track 
selected the Association of Perioperative Nurses (AORN) Periop 101: Core 
Curriculum™ as the foundational curriculum for the perioperative specialty. The Periop 
101: Core Curriculum™ is a comprehensive educational program that uses a blended 
approach. The content is based on the most current evidence-based Guidelines for 
Perioperative Practice. The Periop 101: Core Curriculum™ also incorporates the 
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(QSEN) competencies into the recommended learning plans. Periop 101: Core 
Curriculum™ has been through two complete revisions by AORN‘s expert perioperative 
nurse authors to keep the content current and relevant. The current version is referred 
to as Periop 101 3.0. At the completion of the Periop 101 3.0 modules and appropriate 
clinical experience, the Perioperative Nurse Residents take a comprehensive, 
randomized online final exam. The educational design of the online modules is validated 
by the awarding of nursing contact hours upon receiving a passing score on the final 
exam. To ensure the integrity of the curriculum, the administrator of the program must 
complete the Online Administrator Implementation Guide module which covers the 
structure of the program, adult learning principles, and preceptor criteria and selection. 

The implementation of the UTSW Nurse Residency Perioperative Track curriculum 
learning plan includes the standardized, evidence-based Periop 101 3.0 online 
modules, assigned readings in Alexander’s Care of the Surgery Patient, review of 
selected Guidelines for Perioperative Practice, videos were chosen from the 
AORN/Cine-Med Video Library, skills labs, and precepted clinical experiences. The 
learning plan also includes lectures and guided discussions presented by clinical 
educators and experienced staff nurses to connect the theory into practice in the UTSW 
perioperative environment. The Perioperative Nurse Residents complete the module 
and video post-tests to gauge learning and reinforce content. In addition to the 
perioperative specific content and skills, the Perioperative Nurse Residents attend the 
UTSW Nurse Residency Cohort classes and skills labs when applicable to perioperative 
nursing practice and professional development. When a class or skills lab is not 
applicable, the Perioperative Nurse Residents are assigned appropriate perioperative 
content or skills to keep the nurse residents engaged and to prevent the perception that 
time is not being used effectively. 
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DD 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Content 

DD 6. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how curriculum 
content supports the ability of a resident/fellow to: 

§ provide patient-centered care,
§ apply quality improvement principles,
§ function effectively within nursing and interprofessional

teams (teamwork and collaboration), 
§ incorporate evidence-based practice,
§ use informatics in practice, and
§ apply basic safety design principles.

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) ensures the curriculum content is developed in an intentional 
pattern, building upon previously gained knowledge. The first two weeks of the Journey 
to Competency (weeks 1-24) (PO17a. Journey to Competency) lays the groundwork, 
with core competencies focusing on patient-centered care and interprofessional 
collaboration with courses covering this content.  These themes are then interwoven 
throughout the curriculum, using cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains to 
reinforce the substance of these ideas. During this initial period, the nurse residents 
(NRs) begin clinical experiences and are matched to their units, where they can apply 
these concepts to various situations within their specific area of practice. The use of 
informatics in practice and safety design principles are topics that are covered 
throughout the curriculum.  

The Journey to Competency is interwoven with the principles of QSEN and IOM 
competencies within the entire first week. NRs discuss quality improvement with 
hospital-acquired conditions, teamwork, and collaboration through skills training, 
applying basic safety principles by learning about organizational safety practices, 
providing patient-centered care when they learn about the nursing model, evidence-
based practice and finally incorporating informatics into practice in the two-day EHR 
training. 

Evidence-based practice (EBP) is utilized and discussed by all presenters throughout 
the curriculum. During the Journey Beyond Competency (weeks 25-52) (PO17b. 
Journey Beyond Competency) phase of the program, NRs attend specific classes on 
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EBP, using resources that promote EBP and principles of quality improvement. These 
courses set the stage for the mentored evidence-based projects the NRs complete 
during this phase of their journey. These projects also serve to tie concepts learned 
throughout the program together.   

EXAMPLE: 

Fall prevention is taught in the first two weeks of the Journey to Competency. Role-
playing difficult conversations regarding fall prevention reinforces patient-centered 
education. Utilization of interprofessional colleagues in a collaborative practice model 
towards fall prevention is discussed. The fall risk assessment tool in the electronic 
medical record is reviewed, including the safety design tool of a Best Practice Alert 
(BPA) from informatics. Other covered safety design tools related to falls include event 
reporting and debriefing where the NRs learn how these reports and debriefs are 
directly used to make quality improvements to provide safer, patient-centered care. The 
evidence used to support fall prevention strategies is incorporated into the curriculum, 
as is how the Fall Prevention Task Force utilizes quality improvement strategies. Within 
this one Fall Prevention course early in the program, the NRs are exposed to these 
concepts and how they will be presented in a holistic environment. They discuss how 
clinical practice guidelines are directly incorporated into the soul of the EHR here at 
UTSW.  The NRs learn how evidence-based practice is the core component of how 
clinical practice guidelines are created and implemented across systems. 
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DD 7: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Content 

DD 7: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how 
competencies developed for and evaluated in the program are 
appropriate for the scope and standards of practice or consensus-
based competencies in the applicable clinical/specialty area(s). Scope 
and standards of practice or consensus-based competencies must be 
referenced. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) manages the overall competency design which was chosen 
to intertwine with the American Nurses Credentialing Center Practice Transition 
Accreditation Program (ANCC PTAP) criteria and incorporates the core competencies 
prescribed by both the IOM and QSEN as referenced in (PO16). To ensure the QSEN 
and IOM competencies were not just ethereal concepts for the nurse residents (NRs), 
the PD opted to incorporate those competencies into the bi-weekly evaluations of the 
NRs.  The preceptor and NR go over each of them routinely ensuring they are adapted 
into all areas of their nursing practice.  For example, patient-centered care should be 
used when putting in a urinary catheter, during discharge planning, during patient 
education.  Since it should be incorporated into every practice, it was adopted as an 
ongoing assessment of NRs with those high-level competencies. The unit-based 
competencies were created to align with both the ANA Scopes and Standards and 
specialty professional organization's scopes and standards. Each specialty has 
education packets with their specialty competencies, and these align with the online 
curriculum such as the AACN’s Essentials of Critical Care Orientation (ECCO). The PD 
worked with the clinical educators and unit leaders to develop specialty competencies 
that align with both the ANA and specialty organization.   

Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) is a competency built into the curriculum in weeks 25 
through 52 as referenced in (PO17b.).  Faculty teaching the didactic content is 
evaluated after each cohort and learning outcomes are benchmarked using pretest and 
posttest of research and EBP content.  Embedded within the NRP curriculum, are 
program competencies which are cross walked to nationally recognized competencies 
as referenced in (PO16).  One of the program competencies is Evidence-Based 
Practice (EBP) principles which integrate best research evidence, expert opinion, and 
learner values into nursing practice at UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW).  The 
program has been extremely successful in messaging to the NRs, demonstrating 
through the EBP project, the culmination of the program’s professional development of 
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the novice nurses through the entry and progression into professional nursing and 
beyond. 

Always looking for teaching methodologies that appeal to the learning style needs in the 
millennials, the EBP project incorporates competency assessment tools, the EBP 
podium, and poster presentation, as a culmination of this competency as referenced in 
(PO18).   Other teaching methodologies include implementation of the nationally 
recognized IOWA model, (DD7a. IOWA Model). 

American Nurses Association. (2015). Nursing: Scope and standards of practice (3rd 
Edition). Silver Spring, MD: Author. 

Bell, L. (2015). AACN Scope and Standards for Acute and Critical Care Nursing 
Practice (3rd Edition). Aliso Viejo, CA: American Association of Critical-Care Nursing. 

EXAMPLE: 

A faculty expert designed the EBP and research course and embedded in the program 
after evaluation of the course by the content team experts.  The nurse scientist, Linda 
Denke, Ph.D., RN, Certified Clinical Research Coordinator (CCRC), Director of Nursing 
Research, established an understanding of EBP and research content followed by 
workgroup sessions, incorporating EBP and research principles and the application of 
these principles into clinical practice. 

The EBP research course is taught in two sessions, four (4) hours each, using a team-
based learning methodology, designed so the NRs can collaborate in their groups, and 
work one on one with the nurse scientist and librarian with the goal of finalizing their 
group PICO question.  One example of an EBP project was conducted by the ICU 
group,  

PICO question:  “For patient and nurse safety, does standardized medication labeling 
reduce the risk of medication errors while titrating drips compared to no visual cues?” 

This EBP project aims to find opportunities to create safer medication administration 
among nurses in the CVICU, by NRs, Rebecca Cooley BSN, RN, Nathaniel M. Rivas 
BSN, RN, Kirby Winstead BSN, RN.  This group identified multiple medication infusions, 
and there are numerous opportunities for errors to occur, and at UTSW, and there are 
no current standardized medication labels on the ICU units.  The medication errors can 
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have many adverse effects on patients in the ICU setting multiple IV drugs, including 
those that are life-sustaining, are often used at one time, multiple medication infusions, 
there are numerous opportunities for errors to occur. 

It was determined, at UTSW there are no current standardized medication labels on the 
ICU units.  (DD7b. CVICU EBP Group project pp 3.21.2019) and (DD7c CVICU EBP 
Poster) 

Research Strategy 

A review of current literature sheds light on general issues with ICU related medication 
errors, cost of medication errors and information on using different colors or cues while 
administering medications, Ovid Medline and CINAHL databases were reviewed with 
results limited to English, peer-reviewed, and written within the last ten years. 

Review of the Literature 

"A medication error is any preventable event that may cause or lead to 
inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the 
control of the health care professional, patient, or consumer" (NCCMERP 2019). 

Medication Error Cost 

§ For a typical unit, “The expected cost of a medication error was $88.57”…
“Medication errors that did not reach the patient cost an estimated $6.92.
Medication errors that reached the patient cost an average of $147.96.
Those that did not cause harm was ~$11.85, and medication errors that
caused patient harm were estimated at $1473.40" (Stamp et al. 2014).

§ 7.96. Those that did not cause harm was ~$11.85, and medication errors
that caused patient harm were estimated at $1473.40" (Stamp et al.
2014).

UTSW ICU Assessment 

A six-question Likert scale survey was administered to the four UTSW ICUs resulted in 
data of IV drip labeling habits, the importance, and safety of drip labels, and openness 
to standardized labeling for IV drips. 

Implementation 

§ Clinical Setting: CVICU, MICU, NSICU, and SICU at UTSW
§ Implementation of Standardized Practice:
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§ Two labels will be placed on the IV tubing
§ One label will be placed above the pump
§ One label will be placed near the access point on the patient
§ One label can be placed on the bag

Financing 

The feasibility of implementing a labeling system is yet to be determined. Several 
companies have been contacted and are in the process of providing a quote on the 
price of a system wide trial and roll out. 

Two labels are currently placed on the IV tubing and above the pump. One label will be 
placed near the access point on the patient, and one label can be placed on the bag. 
The protocol is in place so the process can be hardwired. 

Evaluation 

To evaluate the trial of IV tubing labels, the same Likert scale survey will be 
administered to RNs on the CVICU. 

This survey will be completed after one month of use, with added questions “Did you 
find any line errors while labeling your IV medications?” and “What was a barrier to 
using the standardized medication labels?” 

Subsequently, there will be an evaluation of medication error occurrences after 
implementation  

§ The intention of this project is to determine if both nurse satisfaction increases
and medication errors decrease

§ Upon evaluation of the data, long term implementation can be set up on the all of
the ICU units
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DD7a. IOWA Model 

The Iowa Model Revised: Evidence-Based 
Practice to Promote Excellence in Health Care 

= a decision point 

Identify Triggering Issues / Opportunities
• Clinical or patient identified issue
• Organization, state, or national initiative
• Data / new evidence
• Accrediting agency requirements / regulations
• Philosophy of care

State the Question or Purpose

Is this topic a 
priority?

No

Form a Team

Assemble, Appraise and Synthesize Body of Evidence
• Conduct systematic search
• Weigh quality, quantity, consistency, and risk

Is there 
sufficient 
evidence?

Yes

No
Conduct research

Yes

Design and Pilot the Practice Change
• Engage patients and verify preferences
• Consider resources, constraints, and approval
• Develop localized protocol
• Create an evaluation plan
• Collect baseline data
• Develop an implementation plan
• Prepare clinicians and materials
• Promote adoption
• Collect and report post-pilot data

Is change 
appropriate for 

adoption in 
practice?

No
Consider alternatives

Yes

Integrate and Sustain the Practice Change
• Identify and engage key personnel
• Hardwire change into system
• Monitor key indicators through quality improvement
• Reinfuse as needed

Disseminate Results

Consider another 
Issue / opportunity

Reassemble

Redesign

Used/reprinted with permission from the University of Iowa Hospitals and 
Clinics, Copyright 2015. Permission to review and/or reproduce obtained 
on July 7, 2018. For permission to use or reproduce, please contact the 
University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics at 319-384-9098.  

Reference:
Iowa Model Collaborative. (2017). Iowa model of evidence-based practice: 
Revisions and validation. Worldviews on Evidence-Based Nursing, 14 (3), 
175-182. doi: 10.111/wvn.12223
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UT Southwestern Medical Center

Rebecca Cooley BSN, RN, Nathaniel M. Rivas BSN, RN, Kirby Winstead  BSN, RN
Standardized Visual Cues to Decrease Errors During Medication Administration 

Introduction

Medication errors can have detrimental effects on patients. In the intensive 
care setting, multiple IV infusions, including ones that are life sustaining, can 
be infusing at one time. With multiple medication infusions there are 
numerous opportunities for errors to occur. Currently at UTSW there is 
no standardized practice of using IV tubing labels. This project aims to 
determine the usefulness of IV tubing labels in the ICU setting 
while increasing nurse and patient safety.

For patient and nurse safety, does standardized medication labeling reduce 
the risk of medication errors while titrating drips compared to no visual 
cues?

Search Strategy

Logo for secondary institution
if appropriate

UTSW Medication Error Data

Ovid Medline and CINAHL databases were reviewed for with results limited to 
English, peer reviewed, and written within the last 10 years.

Evaluation

PICO Question 

• "A medication error is any preventable event that may cause or lead to 
inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in 
the control of the health care professional, patient, or consumer" 
(NCCMERP 2019).

• Medication Error Cost
• For a typical unit, “The expected cost of a medication error was 

$88.57”… “Medication errors that did not reach the patient cost an 
estimated $6.92. Medication errors that reached the patient cost an 
average of $147.96. Those that did not cause harm were ~$11.85, and 
medication errors that caused patient harm were estimated at 
$1473.40” (Stamp et al. 2014).

• Medication Errors in the ICU
• In the ICU setting “...up to 21 separate errors might occur in a single 

dose of an IV medication” and “[One of] the most common errors 
identified via each of the 3 data sources were incomplete labelling of 
IV tubing…”. (Summa-Sorgini 2012).

• Management and Prevention
• Summa-Sorgini et al. 2012 found that "up to 21 separate errors 

might occur in association with a single dose of an IV medication", 
and … “[One of the most common errors identified via each of 
the...data sources were incomplete labelling and IV tubing. "

• Cho et al. 2012 and Stevens et al. 2015 found that in code like 
simulations staff performed quicker with IV labeling of medications 
properly labeled.

Acknowledgments 

Review of Literature

UTSW ICU Survey Data

*Percentage of RN's that 
said they use hospital 
supplies (tape/stickers) 
100% of the time when 
labeling IV 
medications/drips:
•CVICU: 73%
•MICU: 94%
•SICU: 68%
•NSICU: 59%

From the year 2014 to 
2018 there were 9,810
reported medication errors. 
From those, 359 were IV 
specific medication errors.

Of those, 279 (78%) could 
have been directly 
impacted with labels or line 
tracing and 23 (6 %) could 
possibly have been 
impacted with labels or line 
tracing.

*Percentage of RN’s who 
answered “agree” or “strongly 
agree” to being open to 
standardizing IV drip labeling
•CVICU: 96%
•MICU: 94%
•SICU: 92%
•NSICU: 91%

Methods

• To evaluate implementation, the same six question Likert scale 
survey will be administered to the RN's on each unit at the end of 
the 3 month trial.

• Subsequently, there will also be an evaluation of medication errors 
before IV line identification labeling and after implementation at 3, 
6, and 12 month intervals.

• Upon evaluation of this data, long term implementation can and will 
be determined.

Special thanks to Allen Kirby, Sylvia Mathew, Helen Mayo, Cathy Nakashima
Nurses and Mangers of CVICU, MICU, NSICU, and SICU

•CVICU: While 71% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse 
and patient safety to have IV drips clearly labeled, only 43% said 
they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 79% said it was very 
important to have IV drips clearly labeled, yet of those only 44%
said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time.
•SICU: While 68% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse 
and patient safety to have IV drips clearly labeled, only 41% of 
those said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 72% said 
it was very important to have IV drips clearly labeled, yet of 
those only 39% said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time.
•MICU: While 71% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse 
and patient safety to have IV drips clearly labeled, only 68% said 
they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 68% said it was very 
important to have IV drips clearly labeled, yet of those only 71%
said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time.
•NSICU: While 56% of RN’s that said it was essential to nurse 
and patient safety to have IV drips clearly labeled, only 26% said 
they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 53% said it was very 
important to have IV drips clearly labeled, yet of those only 27%
said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time.

UTSW ICU Survey Data cont.

A six question Likert scale survey was administered to the 

four UTSW ICUs to gather information about current IV drip 

labeling habits, the importance and safety of drip labels, and 

openness to standardized labeling for IV drips.

Clinical Setting: CVICU, MICU, NSICU, and SICU at UTSW
Implementation of Standardized Practice:
• Two labels will be placed on the IV tubing.

• One label will be placed above the pump
• One label will be placed near the access point on the 

patient
Financing: The feasibility of implementing a labeling system is yet to 
be determined. Several companies have been contacted and are 
in the process of providing a quote on the price of a systemwide trial 
and roll out.
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DD7c. CVICU EBP Poster 

 

 

 

 

Standardized Visual Cues to Decrease Errors 
During Medication Administration

January 23, 2019
Rebecca Cooley BSN, RN, Nathaniel M. Rivas BSN, RN, Kirby Winstead  BSN, RN

PICO Question

• For patient and nurse safety, does standardized
medication labeling reduce the risk of medication errors
while titrating drips compared to no visual cues?

Background

● Medication errors can have many adverse effects on patients
● In the ICU setting multiple IV drugs, including those that are life sustaining, 

are often used at one time
● With multiple medication infusions, there are numerous opportunities for

errors to occur
● At UTSW there are no current standardized medication labels on the ICU

units
● This research project aims to find opportunities to create safer medication 

administration among nurses in the ICUs at UTSW

● Data was obtained from a UTSW database of medication errors related to 
intravenous administration from January 2014 to November 2018

● A review of current literature sheds light on general issues with ICU related 
medication errors, cost of medication errors, and information on using 
different colors or cues while administering medications

● Ovid Medline and CINAHL databases were reviewed with results limited to 
English, peer reviewed, and written within the last 10 years

Research Strategy 

• From the year 2014 to 2018 
there were 9,810 reported
medication errors. From those, 
359 were IV specific medication 
errors.
– 279 (78%) could have 

been directly impacted with 
labels or line tracing

– 23 (6 %) could possibly 
have been impacted with 
labels or line tracing

UTSW Medication Errors 

• "A medication error is any preventable event that may cause or lead to 
inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the 
control of the health care professional, patient, or consumer" (NCCMERP 
2019).

• Medication Error Cost
– For a typical unit, “The expected cost of a medication error was 

$88.57”… “Medication errors that did not reach the patient cost an 
estimated $6.92. Medication errors that reached the patient cost an 
average of $147.96. Those that did not cause harm were ~$11.85, 
and medication errors that caused patient harm were estimated at 
$1473.40” (Stamp et al. 2014).

Review of Literature 
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• Medication Errors in the ICU
– In the ICU setting “...up to 21 separate errors might occur in a single dose of an IV 

medication” and  “[One of] the most common errors identified via each of the 3 data 

sources were incomplete labelling of IV tubing…”. (Summa-Sorgini 2012).

• Management and Prevention
– Summa-Sorgini et al. 2012 found that "up to 21 separate errors might occur in association 

with a single dose of an IV medication", and … “[One of the most common errors identified 

via each of the...data sources were incomplete labelling and IV tubing. "

– Cho et al. 2012 and Stevens et al. 2015 found that in code like simulations staff performed 

quicker with IV labeling of medications properly labeled.

– Whar et al. 2017 conducted and rated an extensive review of 208 articles on medication 

errors in the operating room. They compiled the data to rank the most reported safety 

recommendations. “Every medication labeled with drug name, date, concentration” was the 

second most cited recommendation. “Colour code labels by drug class” was the fourth 

most cited recommendation.

Review of Literature 

A six question Likert scale survey was administered to the four UTSW ICUs to gather information 
about current IV drip labeling habits, the importance and safety of drip labels, and openness to 
standardized labeling for IV drips.

• Percentage of RN's that said they use hospital supplies (tape/stickers) 100% of the time when 
labeling IV medications/drips: 
•CVICU: 73%
•MICU: 94%
•SICU: 68%
•NSICU: 59%

• Percentage of RN’s who answered “agree” or “strongly agree” to being open to standardizing IV
drip labeling 
•CVICU: 96%
•MICU: 94%
•SICU: 92%
•NSICU: 91%

UTSW ICU Assessment 

UTSW ICU Assessment 

•CVICU: While 71% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse and patient safety to 
have IV drips clearly labeled, only 43% of those said they labeled their IV drips 
100% of the time. 79% said it was very important to have IV drips clearly 
labeled, yet of those only 44% said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time.

•SICU: While 68% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse and patient safety to 
have IV drips clearly labeled, only 41% of those said they labeled their IV drips 
100% of the time. 72% said it was very important to have IV drips clearly 
labeled, yet of those only 39% said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 

UTSW ICU Assessment 

•MICU: While 71% of RN’s said it was essential to nurse and patient safety to
have IV drips clearly labeled, only 68% of those said they labeled their IV drips 
100% of the time. 68% said it was very important to have IV drips clearly 
labeled, yet of those only 71% said they labeled their IV drips 100% of the time. 

•NSICU: While 56% of RN’s that said it was essential to nurse and patient 
safety to have IV drips clearly labeled, only 26% of those said they labeled their
IV drips 100% of the time. 53% said it was very important to have IV drips 
clearly labeled, yet of those only 27% said they labeled their IV drips 100% of 
the time. 

UTSW ICU Assessment Methods of Implementation

• Clinical Setting: CVICU, MICU, NSICU, and SICU at UTSW
• Implementation of Standardized Practice:

– Two labels will be placed on the IV tubing 
• One label will be placed above the pump 
• One label will be placed near the access point on the patient

– One label can be placed on the bag 
• Financing: The feasibility of implementing a labeling system is yet to be 

determined. Several companies have been contacted and are in the 
process of providing a quote on the price of a systemwide trial and roll out.
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Labels

From: Anesthesia Patient Safety Foundation

● Labels
○ Shamrock Labels TCL-10 

IV Medication identification 
labels: $ 6.26 a roll (500 
stickers/roll)

○ Medi-Dose IV Medication 
Line Tracing labels: 
69.99/roll (1000 
stickers/roll) 

○ Using standardized colors 
already used around the 
nation 

● UTSW Trial
○ The trial will take place on CVICU due the number of drips that they 

use at one time
○ We will roll out the labels for one month trial
○ labelling will be mandatory 

● Protocol:

○ Bag (Place label on bag, check medication/dosage with MAR)

○ Pump (Place label just above pump, check programming and dose)

○ Patient (Place label close to patient access and check connection 
and “Y” sites)

Implementation

Implementation

• We realized the importance of labels in our ICU units for nurse and patient 
safety

• We received a lot of positive feedback from coworkers and providers for
taking initiative on this project

• Moving forward:
– We have approval from CVICU manager, Sherry Sutton, for trial
– We have approval from Clinical Safety Manager, LaTara Turner, for

trial
– We will meet with Jayson Wright the Manager for Value Analysis, 

regarding cost
– The process of ordering trial labels has begun

● To evaluate the trial of IV tubing labels, the same likert scale survey will be 
administered to RNs on the CVICU
– This survey will be completed after one month of use, with added 

questions “Did you find any line errors while labeling your IV 

medications?” and “What was a barrier to using the standardized 
medication labels?”

– Subsequently, there will be an evaluation of medication error
occurrences after implementation 

● The intention of this project is to determine if both nurse satisfaction 
increases and medication errors decrease

● Upon evaluation of the data, long term implementation can be set up on 
the all of the ICU units

Evaluation 

Questions

source:https://www.mcnhealthcare.com/director-of-nursing-qualifications/
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DD 8: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN (DD) – Program Content 

DD 8. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the standard 
processes used to evaluate whether residents/fellows can 
demonstrate required competencies. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) incorporates a variety of methods for competency validation 
into the program.  The online curriculum assesses knowledge through standard testing 
of the information.  These also include a demonstration of critical thinking and clinical 
reasoning through situation-based patient scenarios related to the specialty area 
population. The PD incorporates demonstration of competency during simulations and 
role play scenarios during various coursework including both instructor-led and web-
based training. The nurse residency program (NRP) also involves the use of case 
studies to assess clinical reasoning and core concepts of specialty competencies.    

The NRP incorporates a skills week where they are introduced to UT Southwestern 
Medical Center (UTSW) nursing skills, procedures and specific equipment and supplies. 
Though this demonstration of their skill is meaningful, these sessions are for teaching 
content.  The practice-based learning environment is the primary source of 
demonstration of competencies and where resident progression occurs. Competencies 
are done with the preceptor on the primary unit and in the patient-care environment 
during their Journey to Competency in weeks 1-24 (PO17a. Journey to Competency). 
Throughout this time the educators meet with the NRs and preceptors to ensure they 
are progressing forward with required training including completing specialty 
competencies, web-based competencies and coursework and required evaluations. 

EXAMPLE: 

Upon rounding on my labor & Delivery preceptors, it was brought to my attention that 
one of my NRs was suddenly struggling. It was reported that she was frequently on her 
cell phone, looked tired throughout the day, and suddenly appeared to be scared to go 
into patient rooms alone. Her preceptor expressed frustration and felt she needed to be 
put on an action plan. As we were halfway through the 18-week orientation period I 
found this information very surprising. I felt I had spent a fairly significant amount of time 
with the NR up to that point between classroom and didactic content, and these 
behaviors were inconsistent with those I had become accustomed to seeing from this 
individual.  
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In an effort not to dismiss the preceptor's concerns, I asked her to please describe the 
patient assignments that they had recently had. After listening to the preceptor describe 
their assignments, it quickly became evident that they had experienced multiple high-
risk obstetric emergencies in recent weeks. While we expect the NRs to care for high-
risk patients, this portion of their residency typically comes at a later segment of their 
precepted orientation. I asked the preceptor when they would be working together next 
and told her that I would like to spend some time during their next shift evaluating how 
the preceptor and NR went about their daily routine. 

In completing my evaluation, it quickly became evident that the preceptor enjoyed 
caring for higher risk patients and was unable to pick up on the fact that her NR was 
feeling overwhelmed and beginning to shut down. While they were getting the 
opportunity to see many of the obstetric emergencies we had covered in class, the 
nature of the urgency of the patient care task prohibited the NR from taking ownership 
of the patient and independently completing care activities. I pulled the NR aside and 
asked her to give me an honest assessment of how she felt things were going.  She 
expressed that she was feeling very overwhelmed and often felt afraid to come to work. 
When I asked her how she prepared for her workday, she stated that she tried to study 
the content we had covered in class but would get flustered when it came time to apply 
it, and she would have to look it up on her cell phone. The NR was giving the 
impression that she was on her cellphone tending to personal matters. This 
misunderstanding had led to communication breakdowns with her preceptor and was 
prohibiting her from mastering skills. As a group, we sat down and made specific small 
goals for the NR. This started the process to begin competency assessment and 
demonstration at basic skills and non-complex patients, progressing to the more 
advanced skills and highly complex obstetric patients. 

We also suggested that she look up information on her PC browser as opposed to her 
cell phone. I was also able to recognize that her preceptor needed a break from 
precepting, so she could get the enjoyment and fulfillment out of caring for higher risk 
patients, without hindering the NRs learning. We were able to put the NR with a new 
preceptor for the remainder of that section of her learning and matched her back with 
her original preceptor towards the end of her orientation. Changing preceptors affiliated 
both the needs of the preceptor and the orientee and allowed competency mastery to 
effectively take place.  While rearranging of this nature is not always necessary, it is 
important to remember that all NRs have different learning styles and needs to complete 
competency validation.   

Jessica McNeil, MSN, RNC-OB, C-EFM 
Clinical Educator, Women’s Services 
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PBL1: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL1: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how individual 
incremental goals reflect the psychosocial and developmental needs of 
the resident or fellow. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Once the nurse residents (NRs) are placed on the clinical units, work begins with the 
preceptors to establish incremental goals. The goals are listed as phases in the NRs 
binders. (PO18a.1 Completed Resident Packet).  The NRs work with the preceptors to 
evaluate their progress every two weeks. Clinical educators follow up with the NRs and 
preceptors to evaluate the NRs progression on the continuum of patient care.   Often 
the issues that arise with NR’s are anxiety about their competence and fear of 
independence. If a NR is struggling, the preceptor helps identify areas of opportunity for 
psychosocial support. The clinical educators provide guidance to the 
preceptor/resident/unit during the evaluation process. The educators, preceptors, and 
management team work together to create a plan that includes incremental goals and a 
variety of avenues to ensure those goals are met. If additional support is needed, 
UTSW does have licensed counselors on staff in the Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) for psychosocial referrals. 

EXAMPLE: 

By learning advanced nursing concepts, gradually working up to a full patient 
assignment, and utilizing hospital resources such as EAP, I was able to overcome 
severe anxiety and develop my nursing skills fully before practicing independently. 
During the first few months of the program, I was enthusiastically learning from 
experienced nurses, perfecting skills that I had only learned about in nursing school, 
and attending classes taught by some of the most qualified nurse educators and 
leaders. When I gradually started to take on the responsibilities of 3 patients during my 
shifts, I found myself tremendously overwhelmed. During this time, I felt crippling 
anxiety and was sure that I would not be able to perform well as a nurse in this 
environment. I recognized that I needed to seek help but was unsure where to turn. I 
sought out our Residency Program Coordinator. She was able to empathize with my 
struggles and walked me to our EAP (Employee Assistance Program) office where I 
was able to get the professional counseling that I needed to maneuver through this 
tough time. The advice that I received at these sessions was critical for my development 
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as a nurse and taught me how to adequately cope with stress both at work and in my 
home life. 

I was granted a short amount of time off and was able to focus solely on self-
improvement. When I came back, I was given the opportunity to change units and have 
an extended orientation. Again, I progressed toward a full patient load, and I was able to 
finish the Nurse Residency Program successfully and on schedule. Because of this 
experience, I am now a confident and capable addition to our nursing team. I am also 
able to empathize with other new Nurse Residents and recognize when they may be 
enduring similar struggles. I have repeatedly referred my colleagues to utilize resources 
offered through UTSW such as EAP. Although I had a difficult transition into my 
professional career, I am beyond grateful for my program coordinator for bringing me to 
the help that I needed, the education department managers for their willingness to find 
me a new unit, and my managers who have always been supportive. 

Alina Kozak, BSN, RN 
10 N Medical Surgical Unit 
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PBL2: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL2: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how individual 
incremental goals are appropriate for the clinical practice setting(s) 
and scope and standards of practice or consensus-based 
competencies within the organization or practice setting(s). 

DESCRIPTION: 

Each of the specialty tracks has variation in the use of incremental goals depending on 
the patient population and length of the clinical training and competency list (PO18).  
The critical care track, for example, uses incremental goals over three phases of 
orientation and has a progression from one patient to two patients with gradually 
increasing acuity. The training packets utilized, spell out the progress through each 
phase. The phases are incorporated into the documentation. This packet is a tool used 
to track, document, and reflect the resident's patient experiences. The biweekly 
evaluations are included in the packet. The Critical Care Residency packet (PO18a.1 
Completed Critical Care packet) shows an example of one of these packets 
completed. At the completion of each phase, there is a phase progression evaluation.  
During the evaluation, the leadership team, preceptor, and educator determine whether 
there is a need for a phase extension. The competencies in the packet were built to 
coincide with the AACN and ANA scope and standards as well as the IOM and QSEN 
competencies. 

References 

-American Nurses Association. (2015). Nursing: Scope and standards of practice (3rd Edition). Silver Spring, MD:
Author.

-Bell, L. (2015). AACN Scope and Standards for Acute and Critical Care Nursing Practice (3rd Edition). Aliso Viejo,
CA: American Association of Critical-Care Nursing.

EXAMPLE: 

UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) CUH 7 North is an acute surgical specialty 
unit. The unit primarily cares for bariatric and abdominal transplant surgery patient 
populations. The nurse residents (NRs) in this particular track, are provided 14 weeks of 
orientation with a preceptor. Educators work closely with the leadership team in 
identifying preceptors. The NRs are then assigned a primary preceptor and a backup 
preceptor.  
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Progression schedule for Acute surgical: 

Phase Week Description / # of patients 

Phase One Week 1 One low acuity patient 
Phase One Week 2 and 3 Two patients 
Phase Two Week 4, 5 and 6 Three patients (Care for Bariatric 

surgery & 
Transplant patients) 

Phase Two Week 6, 7, 8, 9 Four patients (Care for Bariatric 
surgery & Transplant patients) 

*If the resident will be transitioning to the night shift, then they transfer to the night
shift at week 10*.

Phase Three Week 10, 11, 12, 13 & 14 Five patients 

The nurse educator communicates and coordinates with the NR and the preceptor 
regarding the progression schedule and frequently evaluates the progress of the 
resident with the preceptor. Schedules are adjusted based on the NRs progression and 
needs. Since 7 North nurses care for bariatric surgery and transplant patients, the 
clinical educator and preceptors ensure the NRs are familiar with these specific patient 
populations. By week four, the clinical educator communicates with the NR, the 
preceptor and the charge nurse, so 7 North NRs can get the appropriate patient 
assignments. 7 North NRs also attend several clinically specific classes such as "Care 
of Bariatric Patient" and the "Solid Organ Transplant Seminar." 

During the last cohort, Nancy Meservey, BSN, RN struggled after progressing from 
three patients to four patients.  Elsa John, MSN, RN, CMSRN, clinical educator worked 
with Nancy to ensure her success. The NR was moved back to phase three to care for 
three patients for another week. The clinical educator then focused on time 
management with Nancy. 12-hour shifts were divided into blocks of four hours. The NR 
was able to plan the 4-hour block and discuss that plan with the preceptor. The 
preceptor continued to provide continual feedback on time management and 
prioritization. Once successful with the care of three patients, the NR was moved to 
caring for four patients for the next four weeks, then five patients the following four 
weeks. 
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During this process, it was apparent the preceptor’s teaching style did not match with 
the NRs learning style. Elsa was able to identify the mismatch during the NRs 
evaluations and worked with the unit leadership to adjust the NRs schedule and 
assigned the backup preceptor as the primary preceptor. The entire team worked 
together to ensure the very best plan was developed for the NR. 
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PBL3: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 3. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate methods used to 
support residents/fellows in identifying and addressing a learning 
need when a gap in knowledge, skill, or attitude is identified at the 
point of care. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Throughout the Nurse Residency Program (NRP) here at UT Southwestern Medical 
Center (UTSW), the nurse residents (NRs) are given ample support and every 
opportunity to succeed as a new nurse. Leaders, preceptors, and educators provide 
real-time feedback and intervention when areas for opportunity are identified. Real-time 
feedback is executed through a variety of techniques. If the gap is an emergent or 
significant safety concern, the preceptors will step in immediately and either correct the 
action or take over patient care. If the skill is safe but needs improvement, the preceptor 
or educator will allow the resident to complete the task. Feedback is provided as an 
opportunity for improvement. Typically, if there is a concern about attitude or 
professionalism, a meeting is planned with the preceptor, educator, and unit leadership. 
Constructive feedback is provided to the NR on an on-going basis throughout the 
duration of the residency. The PD also conducts Q & A sessions with the NRs to resolve 
questions related to nursing practice and clinical care. These sessions provide insight 
gaps the program can help resolve through some form of educational activity. 

EXAMPLE: 

During the Q & A session on April 3, 2018, there were questions related to pulse 
oximetry and airway rescue.  After fielding the questions, the PD realized there was a 
significant need for an additional class on advanced airway management.  Since the 
gap was significant, the PD partnered with the high-reliability team to create a 
simulation that would increase the retention of this topic. 

Being in the critical care track, we were expected to learn more information than the 
other tracks. This track required a much longer training timeline which we were provided 
via small group classes and online modules. The small groups enabled us to have 
hands-on experiences, and in-turn helped reinforce what we were learning. The 
classes, tools, and resources allowed us to be successful in the critical care residency 
program. I would also like to mention that the support from our critical care educators 
was incredibly appreciated as they allowed us to ask questions without judgment; 
therefore we were able to gain more confidence in our ability to practice as registered 
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nurses.  One of the early critical care residency classes was an introduction to rapid 
sequence intubation and all the factors that go into oxygenating a critically ill patient. 
This class stuck with me because not only was there a lecture and discussion 
component, we simulated an actual rapid sequence intubation. Having a hands-on 
component in this class made the information more straightforward and all-
encompassing. This process allowed me to clarify what had to be done when I had to 
assist in rapid sequence intubations. As an independent RN II, I still look back at what I 
learned from that class when I assisted with a rapid sequence intubation on my unit. 

Nathaniel Rivas, BSN, RN 
9 South Cardiovascular ICU 
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PBL 4: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 4. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the remediation 
process used for residents/fellows who are not successful in meeting 
incremental goals. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Nurse residents (NRs) are evaluated every two weeks by preceptors during the Journey 
to Competency phase of the residency (PO17a. Journey to Competency Outline). 
During these evaluations the preceptors works directly with the NR to provide daily 
goals and incorporated ideas to help keep them successful.  If the preceptor has 
concerns, they may not be progressing well, they will schedule a meeting with the 
clinical educator and unit leadership.  Other evaluations are done by the clinical 
educator to assess progression toward independent practice three times during weeks 
1-24. These evaluations occur at two weeks into their precepted period, at the halfway
interval which is usually around the 12 week period, and during the final weeks of the
clinical orientation phase. If the NR is struggling with independent practice, the clinical
educator creates an education plan that is individualized to meet the NRs learning
needs. (PBL4a. RN Performance Improvement Education Plan) This plan is then
reassessed either weekly or bi-weekly depending on the needs of the NR.

EXAMPLE: 

Two examples occurred in our Oncology residency program in the February 2018 
cohort.  

The first example is the successful integration of Clare Bauman, BSN, RN. Clare was a 
very quiet and introverted person. The resident struggled with interacting with patients, 
preceptors, and the patient care team. Clinical Oncology Educator, Liffy Cherian, MSN, 
APRN, AGCNS-BC, OCN coached Clare to speak up and ask questions. SBAR 
education was provided to help with communication. At the end of the orientation phase, 
Clare stressed about functioning efficiently during independent practice. The resident 
struggled with communicating effectively. Each concern was addressed individually, and 
a performance improvement action item was developed. Progress was evaluated 
weekly. Even after Clare was transitioned to independent practice, the struggles with 
integrating into the team continued. The NR, the educator and unit leadership formed an 
individualized action plan to help with successful integration to the team long term. The 
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team provided Clare with the flexibility to choose a few staff to act as mentors. Clare 
was encouraged to sign up to work on the days the resources worked. The NR was 
coached to start a hobby or spend time with family and friends and be intentional about 
it. The team followed up on Clare's progress weekly. Informal rounding was also 
completed. Mentors were encouraged to be intentional when working with Clare. Clare 
is now a great resource on the unit care team.    
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PBL4a. RN Performance Improvement Education Plan 

RN Performance Improvement Education Plan  

Employee Name:  Person Number:              Date:  Unit: 

Shift Goals:- 
These are specific to the RN’s identified problematic/ challenging areas and should be Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant to the role and Time-bound 

Shift 1 
Score 

Shift 2 
Score  

Shift 3 
Score 

Shift 4 
Score  

Shift 5 
Score 

Shift 6 
Score 

Date 
Preceptor Initials 

        will complete the following and demonstrate competency to the assigned preceptor 
within the next                       (    ) shifts; 

Scoring Key 

1 – Not Met* - Consistently relies on verbal cues and frequent 
demonstrations 

2 – In Progress – Seeks occasional supportive cues from resource personnel

3 – Met – Meets or exceeds standards without supporting cues



Excellence is our starting point, not our finish line. 

Due date for required outcomes to be met: 

Employee Signature: _________________________________  Unit Manager Signature: ________________________________     

Comments: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PBL 5: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 5. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
incorporates a process, and provides adequate time, for 
residents/fellows to reflect on and incorporate feedback. 

The preceptors and nurse residents (NRs) have conversations at the end of each day, 
utilizing their patient experience log provided in their binders, (PO18a.1 Completed 
Critical Care Residency packet) which assists in identifying areas where growth is 
needed and encourages them in areas in which they are gaining competence.  During 
this time, the preceptor gives the NR feedback on the positive experiences of the day 
and any opportunities they could focus on to implement in upcoming clinical 
experiences. During this feedback session, the patient experience log has an area 
where the NR does a self-evaluation of their own perception of positive areas noticed 
during the shift and any areas of opportunity to work on.  

Another opportunity for the NR to receive feedback is during the 2-week evaluations 
with their preceptors. The NR and preceptor discuss how the orientation to the unit and 
specialty over the past two weeks have gone. The NR is then able to respond to the 
feedback received daily and if precepted by more than one person share those 
experiences at that time with the primary preceptor. The NR can discuss how clinical 
experiences are progressing. The NR may ask for additional support or resources which 
would be managed by the clinical educator and unit leadership.   

Three times in the precepted period the NR meet with the primary preceptor, clinical 
educator and unit leadership to discuss progression. During this feedback session the 
NR is given the opportunity to really express any questions, comments, ideas, or 
concerns. The NR can ask for additional time or resources as necessary. The NR also 
completes a self-reflection journal throughout the NRP. NRs do weekly journal entries 
related to their clinical experiences and patient care issues that arise. During the 
monthly, Q & A sessions with the PD the NR are given the opportunity to discuss issues 
or situations that have occurred over the past month including their feedback received 
from the stakeholders. 
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EXAMPLE: 

Lyn and Stacy from the February 2018 cohort, critical care specialty track, struggled 
with medication administration, time management, and documentation.  The preceptors 
partnered with the critical care educator and Clinical Education and Professional 
Practice (CEPP) management to formulate a plan that would ensure success. This 
team of individuals dedicated time to listen to the residents and work with them on their 
progression. The team encouraged the NRS to develop their own individual 
performance improvement action plans, setting daily goals to assist them in being 
successful in their practice. As the individual residents talked through the goals with the 
team, they received input from the clinical experts, which allowed them to better 
understand the goals they needed to set and achieve. The clinical educator and unit 
leadership met with the NRs weekly to discuss their progression and get the NR’s 
perception of how the goals were being met.  

Both NRs were granted a two-week extension of clinical orientation. This extension 
allowed time to incorporate feedback from the preceptors, clinical educator, and unit 
leadership into their daily practice. After completion of the extension, both successfully 
transitioned into independent practice. 
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PBL 6: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 6. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how mentorship 
outside of clinical practice is integrated into the program to facilitate 
lifelong learning. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Creating mentorship is highly encouraged throughout the nurse residency program 
(NRP).  A priority for the NRP is to provide multiple opportunities for the new nurses to 
connect with a mentor. The most robust mentor relationships are with NRs who have 
already graduated from the program. To help with this mentor relationship, a panel of 
previous NRs speaks with the new cohorts. This panel allows the graduates to meet 
NRs across a broad spectrum of different service lines. The most popular event 
provided is Speed Mentoring, in which multiple panels are set up and comprised of 
experienced nurses, executives, directors, nurse managers, assistant managers, and 
past residents.  Each panel focuses on a specific topic such as work/life balance, 
delegation, and stress management, among others. The NRs are placed into small 
groups and rotate to various rooms to meet with each panel. The NRs who have 
engaged in these programs and created mentoring relationships have demonstrated 
success throughout the program and beyond graduation.  

EXAMPLE: 

Mentorship outside of clinical practice at UT Southwestern (UTSW) is part of the norm 
and comes naturally with leadership, education, and coworkers. It is as simple as an 
educator asking you "How are you doing, how are you handling work/life balance?" after 
a class or a previous nurse resident asking to grab breakfast after a night shift to hear 
about the way things are going. It is never a struggle to express my concerns to my 
educators, assistant managers, managers or coworkers and I think that is because 
mentorship is effectively integrated into this NRP. 

No longer being the brand-new NR means some nurses have just started in the cohort 
behind me and are on my unit that looks to me for answers. Right off the bat, I 
exchanged phone numbers with the NR that started after me and a friendship quickly 
developed. It happened organically, just the way it did when I started when I 
immediately gravitated towards the NR who started the cohort before me. If at all during 
the shift I had questions or needed to clarify how to schedule, sign up for classes, 
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perform a skill, I would ask the nurse in the cohort ahead of me. Now nurses in the 
cohort behind me look to me for answers. Also, when she is working, I will make a point 
to ask her how her night is going or find out how I can help her. Unofficially, the nurse 
NRs in this program mentor each other, and I can honestly say I am extremely grateful 
for having that person to turn to who was in my shoes not too long ago. I am also 
excited and eager to help someone who is not far behind me. 

Kirby Winstead, BSN, RN 
Cardiovascular ICU 
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PBL7: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 7. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how peer 
support is integrated into the program. 

DESCRIPTION: 

One way the Nurse Residency Program (NRP) integrates peer support into the program 
is through the Speed Mentoring events that occur in weeks 23 and 51.  On each panel 
we ensure there is a member that was a graduate from the most recent cohort.  This 
gives a bonding opportunity between the current cohort NRs and NR who had just been 
through the same experience’s months before.  The NRs express how much they love 
the experience of seeing someone who has made it successfully through the program 
and mastered through the psychosocial issues that make the role transition difficult. The 
NRP integrates peer support into the training process by pairing new NRs with previous 
or graduate NRs as preceptors during the rotating phase. Peer support is also 
encouraged within the cohorts by teaming them up in small groups to work together in 
various classes and skill sessions and most notably during the second phase of the 
NRP (PO17b. Journey Beyond Competency Outline) while working in groups on the 
EBP projects. UTSW utilizes the Desire to Learn (D2L) platform which was recently 
adopted for use by the NRP. This technology allows for resources, classroom 
presentations, and other training materials to be used by the NRs for discussions and 
collaboration outside and beyond the classroom setting.  The Desire to Learn program 
is also a platform for discussion boards as well as notifications about upcoming events. 
This technology has significantly increased peer support, connections, and 
communication within the program.  

EXAMPLE: 

Peer support significantly contributed to my successful acclimation into independent 
nursing practice. Throughout the residency, I had several opportunities to work with 
nurses who had been in previous nurse residency cohorts. Nurse managers or charge 
nurses paired me and other residents in my specialty track with who had graduated the 
program as our preceptors. Having the chance to shadow someone who had been 
through the same program was an extremely beneficial experience because I felt that I 
could ask questions without feeling judged and could learn from someone who knew 
what I was going through as a new nurse. I have learned the most from nurses who had 
already been through the residency program because I felt that we could communicate 
on the same level. These nurses understood what I was going through and had 
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answers to all my questions because they had already asked the same ones. Whether 
the question was about a nursing skill, communicating with a provider, or about work-life 
balance, I always felt that I had someone to seek guidance and advice from during the 
program. 

During the rotation phase of the nurse residency program, the manager on 10 North 
paired me with two nurses who were in the residency cohort a semester before mine as 
my preceptors. These two shifts are some of my most valuable experiences because 
they were the beginning of both personal friendships and professional mentorships that 
have extended beyond the residency program. During my shift with each nurse, I had 
the chance to ask questions about their experiences with the program. I also had the 
chance to learn how they dealt with their careers on a personal level and how they 
processed any anxiety or confidence issues during work — having the chance to work 
with these two nurses significantly influenced my desire to work on 10 North during the 
match process. In addition to them being accessible to me and sharing their 
experiences, they were also aware of my current experiences. For example, once I was 
having a hard time after giving handoff report to the next shift, and my friend, who had 
already graduated from residency, recognized my reaction and approached me to see if 
I was okay without me even having to ask her. These nurses also made me feel like I fit 
in with the rest of the team, and when it was time for the next cohort, I naturally took on 
that same role to new residents. Nurses who have graduated from the residency 
program working with new residents become generational; I have a strong mentoring 
relationship with those who have precepted me, and now I have the chance to fulfill the 
same role and support those who are new in the program. Peer support is not just a 
benefit of a great nurse residency program; it is essential to the success of a new nurse 
into independent nursing practice.”  

Kamilah Hyder, BSN, RN 
Medical/Surgical 10N 
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PBL 8: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 8. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how multimodal 
teaching-learning strategies are incorporated into the program that are 
appropriate for individual learners or specific content, or both. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The nurse residency program (NRP) provides experiences and opportunities to 
augment learning beyond undergraduate nurse education. The program director (PD) 
and clinical educators are responsible for framing the foundation for creating a dynamic 
learning environment. The NRP works to support the recommendation of the Institute of 
Medicine (IOM) in the future of nursing. “Nurses-in-training should experience, reflect 
upon, and develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that create competence in 
patient-centered care, teamwork, and collaboration, evidence-based practice, quality 
improvement, safety, and informatics." 1The PD ensures the curriculum is offered in a 
variety of learning modalities. The teaching methodologies include didactic classroom 
instruction, group discussions, role play, simulations, case studies, web-based training, 
social media, reflective journaling, and interactive learning tools such as Kahoot.  One 
of the concepts that has been successful has been flipped classroom methods since the 
current nurse graduates come to the program with excellent computer and individual 
learning skills. 

EXAMPLE: 

In the July 2018, Oncology nurse residency cohort, after the two NRs, Gladys Matoke, 
RN and Olivia Thoreson, RN, were matched to their respective oncology units, each NR 
was encouraged to be part of the professional organization of Oncology Nursing Society 
(ONS). The benefits and advantages of professional development by joining the ONS 
was clearly explained to them by the Clinical Nurse Educator (CNE). The educator then 
used a method of reflection and self-assessment to introduce and help them understand 
two important concepts namely, Culture of Safety and Sepsis. They were provided with 
the link to articles from ONS with continuous education hours attached to it, along with 
an additional American Journal of Nursing (AJN) article as noted below. 

a. Nurse Empowerment in a culture of safety
b. What’s up, what’s down? Identifying Signs of Sepsis

1 The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (2011) 
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c. AJN article: A Review of the Revised Sepsis Care Bundles

Four guiding questions were provided to the residents to help them assess self-learning 
as follows: 

a. Identify at least one important concept that you learned from the journal
activity. Explain why do you believe this concept is important?

b. Explain how you would apply the concepts learned in the oncology patient
setting. Why is it relevant to the patient population you serve?

c. What questions has this activity raised for you?
d. Did you learn anything new? Please explain. Compare the concepts to what

you learned previously.

A two-week time frame was provided for the NRs to complete this activity. The 
reflections were discussed during face to face sessions with the educator. This learning 
modality enabled the residents to engage in their own learning and apply important 
concepts in their own practice environment.  

Another example of a teaching modality used in the NRP is case studies. A list of topics 
was provided by the fourth week of the clinical orientation to both the NRs. Each 
oncology NR was given topics pertinent to their specific unit population. For example, 
Gladys Matoke who was matched to the 11 North oncology unit was provided with the 
list of topics related to surgical oncology and medical oncology topics. The 11 south 
BMT NR Olivia Thoreson, was provided with topics related to hematological 
malignancies, bone marrow transplant, and medical oncology. Provided below is a list of 
example topics. The NRs were asked to present their unit leaders one case study topic, 
of a patient that they had taken care of for at least three days. This exercise not only 
provided them a venue for experiential learning but also helped improve critical thinking 
and presentation skills.   

11 North Oncology 11 South BMT 
 Breast Cancer 

- Mastectomy / radical / axillary node
dissection / expanders / nipple salvage
– see Plastic Surgery

Leukemia: 
- AML/ ALL
- APML

CML/ CLL 

Pancreas Cancer 
 Whipple Procedure 

Lymphoma
- Hodgkin’s /Non-Hodgkin’s
- DLBCL
- Mantle Cell
- Burkett's

CNS Lymphoma 
Care of a patient with Interstitial Implants 
(Syed Rods)   

Multiple Myeloma 
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11 North Oncology 11 South BMT 
Lung Cancer 

- Chest Tube
management

- Pleurex Drain Care and
maintenance

Aplastic Anemia 

GYN ONC 
- Ca Endometrium

Ovarian Cancer 

MDS/ Myeloproliferative disorder 

Sickle Cell Crisis   
(PCA, SCC Protocol) 

Cancers Care – general topics
Symptom Management 

- Intractable Nausea / Vomiting
- Failure to Thrive
- Diarrhea Management
- Pain management
- Fatigue
- Mucositis
- GVHD
- TLS

Nutritional Needs for Post-transplant Patient 
Colon and Appendix Cancer 

- Colostomy Care
- Drain care

HIPEC 

Bone Marrow Transplant
- Autologous
- Allogeneic

Haplo-Identical

Cancers Care – general topics
Symptom Management 

- Intractable Nausea / Vomiting
- Failure to Thrive
- Diarrhea Management
- Postoperative care
- Pain management

Nutritional needs of a post-operative patient 

Lung Cancer
Colon Cancer 
Breast Cancer 
Brain Cancer 
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PBL9: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 9. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
teaches residents/fellows how to manage stress. 

DESCRIPTION: 

UT Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW) and the nurse residency program (NRP) offer 
the nurse residents (NRs) several resources, tools, education, guidance, and venues to 
help manage stress. One of the most interactive efforts is a nurse manager and 
assistant nurse manager leadership and professional development panel. The panel 
discussion provides the NRs with the opportunity to ask questions about the leaders’ 
experiences and how they overcame barriers and challenges to succeed.  Nurse 
leaders share past experiences about similar stressful situations and how they were 
able to overcome them. The panel shares examples, resources, and success stories 
and explains how everyone manages stress differently and the key is an awareness of 
resources available and self-reflection on personal ways to reduce stress. The NRs are 
encouraged to speak up and ask for help. The nurse leaders talk through what to expect 
during the transition into a new role.   

During the NRP, the Organizational Development and Training (OD&T) team come and 
present a stress management lecture and Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is 
presents the psychosocial resources available to the residents. UTSW also has a ZEN 
room on campus available to all staff, and the residents are encouraged to utilize this 
amenity. There are also topics such as work-life balance and stress management 
presented and discussed between the mentors and residents during the Speed 
Mentoring events. The NRs also complete web-based training entitled Mosby's Medical-
Surgical Nursing Orientation: Stress Management: Minimizing Reality Shock and 
Compassion Fatigue. UTSW also has a robust Benefits and Wellness program. The 
program offers wellness information, competitions, initiatives, and events related to 
employee wellness and is a member ANA’s Healthy Nurse, Healthy Nation™ which the 
nurse residents are encouraged to join. 

©American Nurses Association 

PBL9a. EAP Website & Available Resources 

PBL9b. UTSW Benefits & Wellness Program 
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EXAMPLE: 

The UTSW Adult Medical Intensive Care Unit (MICU) is a 24-bed high acuity unit that 
participates in the UTSW critical care NRP. The MICU leadership team, including the 
manager and assistant nurse managers, participate in the recruitment, interview 
process and selection process for the NRP. MICU typically requests two to four NRs per 
cohort. Feedback from the NRs is collected through scheduled meetings with the 
leadership team, residents and educators. After a few times meeting with the NRs, the 
leadership team felt it would be extremely beneficial for the past, and present NRs to 
meet, interact, talk, and support each other. This interaction developed into a new 
routine of an informal meeting to allow for the sharing of experiences, support, and 
mentoring between graduates and new critical care NRs. Creating a safe place for staff 
for this to take place was important. The meetings were held in the unit family room. 
This private location allowed for the open sharing of concerns, opportunities, and needs, 
like stress, organization, time management, teamwork, scheduling, and work-life 
balance.  Follow up needs were also discussed during the sessions. 

One situation was a new NR Linet Ondari, 2016 cohort was having issues with time 
management and hand-off report. This difficulty created stress management issues for 
the NR because of an inability to complete work in 12 hours. A past graduate from the 
NRP was able to address the importance and the why behind the handoff, why being 
organized is crucially important during the handoff and report, and tips on utilizing the 
report sheet the MICU developed.  The NR demonstrated significant improvement in the 
ability to finish the shift and leave on time. The concerns from the other staff also 
diminished & disappeared. The setup and process proved to be successful and helpful 
to the NR. 

Ruben Castillo, MSN, RN 
Interim Director Medicine Service Line 
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PBL10: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 10. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the 
program teaches residents/fellows how to manage role transition. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) incorporates concepts in the nurse residency program (NRP) 
which play a part in in the successful transition of a new nurse from unlicensed nursing 
student to licensed graduate nurse. Themes that are addressed in the NRP that create 
barriers for successful role transition include theory-to-practice gaps, time management, 
working and collaborating with teams, and accountability (Chang & Daly 20121).   

The NRP addresses theory-to-practice gaps using skill-based training related to nursing 
school concepts and then readdresses those in the practice-based environment using 
competencies with their preceptors.  Time management is addressed through an 
instructor-led course with interactive role-playing, web-based modules on the concepts 
and through preceptor-led training and evaluation throughout every shift.  The concepts 
and interplay of working and collaborating with teams begin with an instructor-led case-
based scenario class led by our non-nursing professional development specialist as well 
as multiple instructor-led courses and then continues into the practice-based learning 
environment through mandating multidisciplinary patient rounds and using SBAR 
communications with multidisciplinary professionals when communicating patient 
needs.  Accountability is covered through multiple instructor-led courses on professional 
nursing and practice including Speed Mentoring sessions and just culture.   

Chang and Daly (2012) suggest a variety of factors contribute to a more positive role 
transition including orientation programs with realistic goals, timely provision of 
constructive feedback, and stress reduction.  The NRP addresses these factors through 
a variety of methodology:  

§ Incorporating a phased approach to the management of complex patients using
incremental, realistic goals.

§ Addressing timely feedback by doing daily evaluations and feedback.
§ Helping with stress management through instructor-led classes, web-based

modules, speed mentoring sessions related to stress.

1 Chang E & Daly J (eds), 2012, Transitions in Nursing: Preparing for Professional Practice, 3rd edn, Elsevier, Chatswood
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§ Access to organizational opportunities for stress management such as EAP.

EXAMPLE: 

A former CUH 10 North Patient Care Technician (PCT) Briana Gomez was hired for the 
2017 February cohort after graduating from nursing school and was accepted into the 
acute medical track. During the class work and clinical experiences, the team 
recognized how this role change could impede professional role transition from an 
unlicensed PCT, to a lifelong professional nurse. Proactive conversations with 
leadership, Nurse Manager Amy Johnson, Danika Fuerte, BSN, RN & Lindsey Brown, 
BSN, RN, and educator, Elsa John helped coach the resident. Scenarios and real-time 
education with delegation and escalation of patient care needs were utilized.  

Brianna was overwhelmingly accepted and supported by the original home unit of 10N.  
Peers and leadership checked in on the resident frequently. The familiarity with the unit 
and peers facilitated this difficult role transition. Brianna successfully graduated the NRP 
and continues to be a successful member of the 10N team. 
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PBL11: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL11: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the 
program teaches residents/fellows time management. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Knowing that time management is necessary for a successful nursing career, the 
nurse residency program (NRP) focuses on providing the nurse residents (NRs) with 
various resources to assist with time management development. The use of a phased 
progression model for their unit orientation is the first step in teaching an escalating 
approach to caring for the patients in the specific specialties. As NRs in bedside tracks 
begin patient care with one patient assignment, the NRs are taught how to manage 
the care and complete documentation for the patient during scheduled shifts.  The 
NRs learn the concepts of clustering care, prioritization, and managing multiple needs 
of the patients escalating through one patient to the full patient load that would be 
expected at independent practice. As they progress the model increases escalation of 
care acuity from somewhat stable to needing advanced assessment or managed care.  
Slowly going through this phased progression lays the foundation for learning and 
incorporating good time management skills. 

Instructor led classes incorporate time management which exposes them to multiple 
tools that can be utilized to meet time management needs related to specific content 
as well as web-based training to solidify time management concepts. Most NRs have 
two to three preceptors during their practice-based learning experiences.  The NRs 
have the opportunity to see the variety of ways each of these nurses organizes and 
prioritizes their shifts differently. This experience allows the NR to build their individual 
time management tools and routines successfully. Due to the nature of medical-
surgical, oncology, psychiatric, rehabilitation, and progressive care specialties 
managing a larger number of patients, those tracks receive an additional four-hour 
lecture on time management with the care of multiple patients. This class has been 
adapted to include role-playing and has received highly positive feedback from that 
group of residents.  

EXAMPLE: 

Time management is the use of time to accomplish as many tasks as possible in a 
certain allocated amount of time. As a new resident, this has been the definition that 
was adopted, which meant in a 12-hour shift, passing medications, finishing orders that 
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doctors prescribed and managing personal needs such as meals and bathroom breaks. 
The task of finishing everything that a patient needs to be discharged was instilled in us 
early on, that this was an impossible task to complete alone and in one setting. 
Healthcare is a full-time operation that requires around the clock care and cannot be 
accomplished in a 12-hour shift. The next task that was taught was how to be efficient 
with the time that was available. There were unfinished tasks to complete, new tasks to 
start, and time-sensitive objectives that needed to be completed, such as medication 
administration. 

The objectives were accomplished slowly and progressively over the course of the 
program. The first step included classes at the beginning of understanding what time 
management meant. The next step was watching and shadowing nurses closely with 
their daily routines. A different perspective is needed after nursing school to understand 
what is happening to the patients and the care they are being provided. 

The next step after match day was to build from one patient to a full patient load slowly. 
The preceptor that was at my disposal was Amy John, RN who was incredible in helping 
me develop my time management skills. She laid out my day with her technique of 
understanding the objectives that were required throughout the day and being able to 
see where I should be at, and at what time. These time management techniques also 
built prioritization and fully understanding the importance of planning and timing our 
tasks. By simply observing several different techniques and styles, as well as various 
nursing reports and handoffs, the utilization of Kardex development became easier with 
the understanding of what worked well for our individualized practice. This individual 
practice made time management easier and helped build a strong understanding of 
what was expected and how to better streamline our work and handoff with the other 
nurses in our unit. 

Zechariah Thompson, BSN, RN 
 12 North Medical Surgical Unit 
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PBL 12: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 12: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
teaches residents/fellows how to improve communication skills. 

DESCRIPTION: 

Communication is taught through various avenues during the Nurse Residency Program 
(NRP). The NRs are educated on how to use the SBAR tool for communication.  The 
topic of communication is also routinely incorporated into their Q&A sessions with the 
PD.  Many of the instructor led classes are highly focused on group dynamics and 
communication such as: 

§ Recovery to Practice
§ Advance Directives/Death/Dying
§ Transplant Donor to Recipient
§ Palliative Care
§ Care of the Geriatric patient
§ Care Planning
§ Code Delirium
§ Mock Code
§ Time Management & Delegation

The NRs are educated on delegation. An integral part of delegation is effective 
communication. The skills are taught both in the classroom and in their clinical rotations 
and interprofessional rounds. The NRs also complete mandatory web-based education 
that covers concepts of communication in every module. The modules include: 

§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Conflict Management
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Critical Thinking: General and

Escalation of Care
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Cultural Perspectives
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Care of Patients with Mental

Health Disorders
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Patient-centered Care and

Communication
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Ethical Practice
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Communication and Collaboration

with the Interprofessional Team
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: End of Life and Palliative Care
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The psychiatric specialty NRs receive web-based education that covers communication 
concepts specific to their care area developed by the American Psychiatric Nurses 
Association (APNA). APNA Transitions in Practice Certificate Program includes: 

Foreword 

§ The Importance of Therapeutic Engagement

Module 3: Recovery 

§ Using the Recovery Model in Nursing Practice
§ Cultural Awareness
§ Trauma and Recovery
§ Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Trauma Informed Care

Module 4: Therapeutic Environment 

§ Risky Business: Walking the Boundaries Tightrope
§ Therapeutic Engagement in De-Escalation?
§ Key Elements of a Safe Environment

The emergency NRs receive web-based education that covers communication concepts 
specific to their care area developed by the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA): 

§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0: Palliative and End of Life Care in the
Emergency Department

§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0:  Organ and Tissue Donation
§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0: Sexual Assault
§ ENA: Handling Psychiatric Emergencies: Agitated Patient
§ ENA: Handling Psychiatric Emergencies: Regulatory, Legal, and Patient Rights
§ ENA: Handling Psychiatric Emergencies: Therapeutic Relationship

EXAMPLE: 

The UT Southwestern (UTSW) NRP provides a multitude of benefits. One being a 
proverbial “boot camp” for nurse residents to: 1.) Learn how to communicate, and 2.) 
Put those skills into practice. Communication is not really a “one size fits all” skill and for 
me, is something that has taken years to command. The funny thing is, I am still 
learning effective ways to communicate and will for the rest of my life. In my 12 months 
of residency, I was lucky enough to have at least four different preceptors. Each one 
had their own unique style of communication, with me, with physicians with coworkers 
and most importantly with the very patients who we were privileged to provide quality 
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patient care. I truly believe that it was to my benefit to have had these people take me 
under their wing. Below, I will outline some examples of different styles of 
communication that helped me along the way. I will list by number: 

Preceptor 1: Efficiency is key; this person taught me how to hone in on the important 
aspects of patient care and not be bogged down with all the extras.  

Preceptor 2: Procedural excellence, this preceptor was so good and excellent at 
everything she did. She taught me the right way to do many things. She was so gentle 
and understanding in the way that she taught me. I could see how it translated into her 
patient care.  

Preceptor 3: I am not going to die. Yes, that's right, I am not going to implode at the 
litany of things that need to get checked off of my list. Her communication style was one 
of calmness and “it's all going to be ok” and “you can do this.” This person was the voice 
of calm in the storm and always put the patient first. I really appreciated that about this 
preceptor. Calm and caring, always.   

Preceptor 4: I spent most of my days with this person. She was well rounded and very 
encouraging in her words to me. She was not far out of the residency program herself, 
so I know she knew what I was experiencing. She made me put my big girl pants on 
and strongly recommended that I take on my 5th patient. She believed in me; she was 
fair in her speech and quick to listen and help when I needed it.   

We are all working towards the same goal, offering excellent patient care. How we get, 
there is different for everyone. I took a little piece of all of that I learned from these 
wonderful preceptors, added a little bit of my own flavor, and now I feel confident that I 
can communicate with any patient, family member, physician or team member. I found 
the program to be exceedingly beneficial, and I would highly recommend it, anyone. “ 

Neely Borden, BSN, RN 
 12 South Medical Surgical Unit 
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PBL 13: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 13: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
teaches residents/fellows critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The Nurse Residency Program (NRP) utilizes a variety of modalities and resources to 
introduce, develop, and refine critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills.  Through a 
combination of precepted experiences, simulations, case studies, web-based training 
and class discussion clinical reasoning concepts are refined. While believing these 
resources provide a strong foundation for advancing critical thinking skills, it is also 
recognized that this is a skill that grows with clinical experience. The program 
curriculum includes web-based training related to the concepts of critical thinking and 
clinical reasoning. All nurse residents (NRs) receive Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing 
Orientation: Critical Thinking: General and Escalation of Care.  

The medical-surgical track receives patient scenarios throughout their Mosby's Medical-
Surgical Nursing Orientation. The module requires the NRs to make clinical decisions 
related to patient conditions. The critical care NRs also receive patient scenarios 
throughout their AACN’s Essentials of Critical Care Orientation which require critical 
thinking during the scenarios. The emergency residents utilize the ENA: Emergency 
Nursing Orientation and ENA: Handling Psychiatric Emergencies.   

All NRs receive a three-hour lecture on critical thinking and escalation. Other modalities 
used in the NRP to invoke critical thinking and clinical reasoning are: 

§ simulation 8 hours of code blue situations prior to the AHA ACLS class
§ unit-based simulations specific to patient populations done by the High-Reliability

Team at UTSW.

As referenced in (PO4), we also review the Program Goal to ensure that we are 
aligned with meeting our "critical judgment and critical thinking, i.e., 90% of NRs will 
transition into independent practice by six months into the program. 
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EXAMPLE: 

Labor & Delivery nurses must be able to perform quick and thorough assessments of 
the mother’s labor status and fetal well-being. While this is a skill that is fundamental to 
patient safety for this practice area, connecting "what we do" with "why we do it" was 
recognized as a weakness for all the L&D NRs. To assist in developing competencies, 
each NR was asked to complete a case report on one of the patients they had cared for 
during their clinical time with their preceptor. During class, as a group we went through 
each NRs case report and identified differential diagnoses for each patient case, as well 
as discussed actions that were taken, and if any additional actions should have been 
taken to give the provider a comprehensive SBAR. As they progressed through the 
NRP, the NRs were able to increasingly demonstrate greater degrees of clinical 
reasoning and improved critical thinking ability. 

Jessica L. McNeil, MSN, RNC-OB, C-EFM 
 Clinical Educator, Women’s Services 
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PBL14: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 14: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
teaches residents/fellows how to apply ethical decision-making in the 
practice setting. 

DESCRIPTION: 

All nurse residents (NRs) are taught ethical decision-making during the Nurse 
Residency Program (NRP) through web-based training modules that include: 

§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: End of Life and Palliative Care
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Ethical Practice
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Cultural Perspectives

The Legal Department provides a four-hour lecture on the scope of practice, legal 
aspects of healthcare, and risk mitigation. Another four-hour lecture is conducted by 
Chaplain Services related to ethical decisions around end of life. UT Southwestern 
Transplant Services also provides 4 hours lecture regarding process from Donor to 
Recipient. 

The emergency residents receive web-based training modules specific to their specialty 
such as: 

§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0: Palliative and End of Life Care in the
Emergency Department

§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0:  Organ and Tissue Donation
§ ENA: Emergency Nursing Orientation 2.0: Sexual Assault
§ ENA: Handling Psychiatric Emergencies: Regulatory, Legal, and Patient Rights

The psychiatric NRs receive web-based training modules specific to their specialty such 
as: 

APNA Transitions in Practice Certificate Program: 

Module 4: Therapeutic Environment 

§ Risky Business: Walking the Boundaries Tightrope
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EXAMPLE: 

Kaitlyn Sanders, BSN, RN was a NR in 2017. Kaitlyn preceptor was Adam Gabrielson, 
BSN, RN. They encountered a situation that required knowledge on ethical decision-
making in the Surgical ICU.  A patient was unable to make decisions for themselves and 
did not have a medical power of attorney.  In this case, the second wife was making 
decisions for the patient, but the adult children refused to accept any decisions she was 
making due to a weathered interpersonal family relationship. The children wanted the 
authority to make healthcare decisions for their father. Kaitlyn knew Texas state law 
required her to maintain the wife as the medical representative for the husband while he 
could not make decisions for himself. She led the conversations with the wife and 
children clarifying the decision and ensuring they understood the rationale. The NRP 
provided her with the knowledge to feel empowered during this process.  

NRs routinely apply what they learn in the class setting to the bedside. This knowledge 
gave Kaitlyn the confidence to address this combustible family situation and help define 
who, legally, could speak on the patient’s behalf.   
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PBL 15: PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING (PBL) 

PBL 15: Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the 
program teaches residents/fellows how to work as members of an 
interprofessional team. 

DESCRIPTION: 

One-way interprofessional collaboration is incorporated in the Nurse Residency 
Program (NRP) is through an interactive session. The session is facilitated by a 
Professional Development Specialist who is also a physical therapist. This session is 
scheduled in the first two to three weeks of the curriculum so that nurse residents (NRs) 
may pay more attention to incorporating these team concepts during interprofessional 
collaborations on the units. During the class, residents list different professions with 
which collaboration has occurred.  Lectures over different professions educational 
requirements, specialties, and how the profession may be over-utilized or under-utilized 
are provided, with an interactive game using the computer and residents cell phones.  
Next, small group case studies are employed, each group consists of four to eight 
residents from differing tracks. Case studies were developed with input from frontline 
staff members. 

Other classes that incorporate learning or implementing interprofessional teamwork 
include: 

§ Respiratory Airway Management
§ Advanced Airway Management
§ Medication Safety
§ Advance Directives
§ Transplant Donor to Recipient
§ Advance airway lecture and skills
§ Palliative Care
§ Care of Geriatric Patient
§ Moderate Sedation
§ Code Delirium
§ Mock Code
§ Malignant Hyperthermia
§ Be Fast
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Plans are underway in conjunction with the high-reliability team to include a simulation 
focusing on interprofessional collaboration. There are also web-based training modules 
used to reinforce the importance and concepts of interprofessional teamwork such as:  

§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Delegation
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Patient-centered Care and

Communication
§ Mosby's Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation: Communication and Collaboration

with the Interprofessional Team

One way the NRP incorporates the concept of interprofessional collaboration is 
reaching out to experts outside of nursing to teach concepts that impact nursing such as 
chaplain services, police, legal, respiratory therapy, physical therapy, dieticians, 
laboratory scientists as well as others. 

The NRs are often involved with unit-based simulations that incorporate members from 
all professions related to the scenario of the simulation and these simulations often 
include doctors, nurses, respiratory therapists, and pharmacy.  The High-Reliability 
Team conducts these simulations.  

EXAMPLE: 

After the classroom session, NRs on the rehabilitation track spend time shadowing 
rehabilitation therapists to learn more about the therapy perspective. The NRs 
participate in multi-disciplinary rounds, work together to schedule patients, and 
collaborate on (FIM) Functional Independence Measure scoring. The NRs communicate 
improved knowledge of various roles after the shadowing experience. For example, 
after attending “lunch bunch” with the Recreation Therapists, the NRs were able to 
advocate for the best patients to participate in the group.  Understanding the term 
“skilled therapy” and how therapy minutes are calculated allowed the NR to maximize 
the patients' therapy time by working collaboratively with the therapists on the patients' 
schedule. NRs report that they better understand their role in reinforcing techniques 
taught to the patient so that the patient is getting similar messaging from all caregivers. 
In turn, this enhanced knowledge allows the resident to communicate more effectively 
with teammates. 
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NPD1: NURSING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

NPD 1. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
supports nursing professional development (refer to opportunities 
stated in PO 19). 

DESCRIPTION: 

Starting the first day, the Nurse Residency Program (NRP) begins the process of 
enculturation into professional nursing practice during the program orientation. The PD 
introduces the nurse residents (NRs) to life-long learning, professional responsibility, 
and continuing education as well as other concepts of nursing professional development 
as referenced in (PO11) and listed in (PO17a. Journey to Competency).  During the 
Nursing Excellence orientation presentation, the Magnet Program Manager discusses 
the many opportunities and resources available for nurses at UT Southwestern Medical 
Center (UTSW) such as tuition reimbursement, clinical ladder, library resources, shared 
governance structure, as well as quality and council involvement as referenced in 
(PO19) and (PO11).   

Concepts of nursing professional development are weaved into the first 24 weeks 
through the Journey to Competency. During this time, NRs are cementing professional 
practice strategies and becoming more comfortable within their respective work 
environments.  However, the more in-depth integration into nursing professional 
development really occurs during the Journey Beyond Competency phase as 
referenced in (PO10) and listed in (PO17b. Journey to Competency).  During weeks 
25-52, the NRs receive monthly instructional experiences with internal experts who
manage UTSW’s professional development opportunities.  NRs are provided education
and encouraged to participate in the many programs that UTSW has to offer nurses.
Through these sessions, NRs learn how to access these programs and how to
incorporate these professional development opportunities into their practice. These
programs include but are not limited to:

• Education on transition to night shift and managing stress in the workplace
• Diversity and Inclusion education
• Clinical Ladder Opportunities
• Preceptor Training Workshops
• Education related to participation in and financial support for professional

organizations and certifications
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• Participation in Shared Governance Councils
• Quality Improvement Initiatives
• Academy for Career Enrichment on line learning tools
• Annual Continuing Education opportunities

(PO19b. Professional Development Classes & EBP Project schedule).

EXAMPLE: 

By week 25 in the program, the NRs are already enculturated into committees and 
councils at UTSW. Many integrate into professional development opportunities 
immediately upon being matched to their specialty unit, which can be as early 18 weeks 
into the program. The following is a short list of how some of the NRs are already 
advancing their careers at UTSW as professional nurses utilizing organizational 
resources, opportunities and structures. 

# Name/credentials Advancing Career Cohort 

1. Katherine Stovall, 
RN, BSN 

Unit Based Council (UBC) Chair graduated 
July 2018 

2. Cagney Cade, RN, 
BSN 

UBC Member graduated 
Feb 2019 

3. Bethany Bounds, 
RN, BSN 

UBC, Nurse Practice Council (NPC) graduated 
Feb 2019 

4. Erin Miller, RN, 
BSN 

Medication Safety Council Member, NPC Co-
Chair 

graduated 
July 2017 

5. Elizabeth Lassiter, 
BSN, RN, BNTCN 

Oncology Nursing Society (ONS) Member graduated 
July 2017 

6. Courtney Little, 
RN, BN 

NPC Member, UBC Co-Chair, Nursing Education 
Council Member 

graduated 
July 2017 

7. Damaris 
Hernandez, RN, 
BSN 

NPC Member , UBC Co-Chair, Nursing Education 
Council Member 

graduated 
July 2017 

8. Kirby Winstead, 
RN, BSN 

UBC Member , Medication Safety Council Member graduated 
February 
2019 

9. Nathaniel Rivas, 
BSN, RN 

UBC Co-Chair, Extracorporeal Membrane 
Oxygenation (ECMO) Committee Member 

graduated 
February 
2019 
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# Name/credentials Advancing Career Cohort 

10.  Tichaona 
Goronga, RN, 
BSN 

Human Research Protections (CITI) Training graduated 
February 
2019 

11.  Allison Van Hoof, 
RN, BSN 

UBC  Member, NPC Member, Diabetes Committee 
Member 

graduated 
July 2017 

12.  Cristina Donati, 
RN, BSN, ONC 

Currently attending Texas Women’s University 
(TWU) Adult-Gerontology Nurse Practitioner 
(AGNP) Classes 

graduated 
July 2017 

13.  Lydia Hollifield, 
RN, BSN 

NPC Member, Staffing Effectiveness Committee 
Member, UBC Member 

graduated 
July 2018 

14.  Zechariah 
Thompson, RN, 
BSN 

UBC Secretary, Fall prevention task force  
Member. Currently enrolled for Masters of Science 
of Nursing program utilizing the tuition 
reimbursement program at UTSW 

graduated 
July 2018 

15.  Karla Calderon, 
BSN, RN 

UBC Member graduated 
July 2018 

16.  Jocelyn Ponce, 
BSN, RN 

Night Council Member, EPIC Champion graduated 
July 2018 

17.  Brice Escobedo, 
BSN, RN 

Policy and Procedures Committee Member, 
Sepsis Chart Review Auditor 

graduated 
July 2018 

18.  Jennifer Garcia, 
BSN, RN 

UBC Chair, Staffing Effectiveness Committee 
Member , CLABSI Committee, Nurse 
Representative on Patient Care Tech (PCT) 
Committee 

graduated 
July 2017 

19.  Taylor Dunn, BSN, 
RN, BNTCN 

UBC Co-Chair, NPC Member , Nurse Education 
Council Member, EPIC Champion 

graduated 
February 
2018 

20.  Sarah Jannusch, 
BSN, RN 

Skin Committee Member, Stroke Champion, UBC 
Member. Also has a pending publication with 
Perioperative Optimization of Senior Health 
(POSH) project and collecting data for new pain 
study. 

graduated 
July 2017 

21.  James Moreno, 
BSN, RN  

Research assistant for a research study on 
outpatient Electroconvulsion Therapy 

Graduated 
February 
2019 
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# Name/credentials Advancing Career Cohort 

22.  Michaela Cortes, 
BSN, RN 

Published two research articles related to 
Neuroscience, “Objective Pupillometry as an 
Adjunct to Prediction” and “Assessment for 
Oculomotor Nerve Injury and Recovery: Potential 
for Practical Applications” in World of 
Neurosurgery and “Management of External 
Ventricular Drains During Intrahospital Transport 
for Radiographic Imaging” in the Journal of 
Radiology Nursing 

Graduated 
February 
July 2018 

23.  Aljean Santos, 
BSN, RN 

Recently published; “A Novel Approach to Explore 
How Nursing Care Impacts Intracranial Pressure” 
in American Journal of Critical Care. Created two 
music videos on YouTube. A Cranial Nerve music 
video that has more than 370,000 views 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAFaTaavmO8 
Also recently the NNRC published his second 
music video “E.D. Just Called A Stroke Code” 
Instrumental in aiding Neuroscience with creative 
and innovative education. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBqudSe69zY 

Graduated 
July 2018 
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QO1: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

QO1.  Describe and, using an example, demonstrate the process 
used for identifying quality outcome measures that are appropriate 
for the program (e.g., as noted in PO 20). 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) works closely with the UT Southwestern Medical Center 
(UTSW) Magnet Program Manager to identify quality outcome measures that align with 
the goals of the organization. Together these two can leverage shared information to 
assess which quality outcomes are the most appropriate to focus on during the process 
of goal revision.  This shared information is gathered from multiple sources. These 
sources include but are not limited to meetings with various stakeholders as referenced 
in (PO5) such as the annual tiered focus groups, Quality Council meetings/data, and 
NDNQI nurse satisfaction scores, Press Ganey patient satisfaction scores, 
program/class/skill evaluations, and Q & A sessions done with the cohort residents as 
referenced in (PO12) and  (PL4).   

This information is reviewed during bi-annual reviews and used to evaluate the current 
goals and to determine what revisions need to occur. When this review occurs, the 
overarching organizational and nursing goals, mission, and values are reviewed to 
ensure that the Nurse residency program (NRP) goals are aligned with those higher 
level strategic organizational initiatives as noted in (OE1). The main areas of focus 
during the most recent goals setting was focused around five main areas of importance:  
financial impact, clinical skills progression, nursing professional development, unit’s self-
reported satisfaction, and patient outcomes as noted in (PO20). The PD also ensures 
that any committees that could provide organizational impact information to the NRP for 
quality improvement are attended by the PD or a unit representative as noted in (PO8). 

EXAMPLE: 

The PD routinely meets with the UTSW Magnet Manager to see how the PTAP and 
Magnet offices can collaborate to ensure the two are in alignment and always support 
each other's work. During the July 2018 review, the PD decided to examine how the 
NRP supported patient outcomes across the facility especially those related to initiatives 
that were a high priority to the organization. The Magnet Manager suggested they focus 
on falls with injuries or hospital-acquired pressure injuries as both were mandatory 
reporting to the ANCC for Magnet. The PD requested the review be done on falls with 
injury as the hospital had just done two new initiatives related to falls prevention; those 
initiatives had been incorporated into the program curriculum when data from quality 
meetings indicated that fall rates remain outside of target benchmarks. Fall Prevention 
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was thus identified as a patient outcome measure that was appropriate to address with 
the NRP.   

While working with the Magnet Program Manager, the PD decided to investigate 
whether units with a constant influx of NR's had increased falls in their units due to a 
possible incompetence with critical thinking or novice prioritization. The Magnet 
Manager and PD worked together to gather falls data on units with a constant flow of 
NR's to decide if this was an appropriate outcome measure for the program. 
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QO2: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

QO2. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how a variety of 
stakeholders is used in the evaluation process as identified by the 
Program Director (refer to stakeholders identified in PO 7). 

DESCRIPTION: 

The program director (PD) ensures the program is evaluated with direct input from the 
key stakeholders who work hand in hand with the program and faculty who deliver 
content as noted in (PO5) and (PO7). The PD evaluates overall program success 
through receipt of feedback from executives, managers/assistant nurse managers, 
clinical educators, preceptors, former residents, and current residents during the annual 
tiered focus groups. During these sessions, the groups are interviewed, and notes are 
taken on their perceptions of the program, highlights of its success, and opportunities 
for improvement. The leaders and previous residents are also asked about experiences 
that occurred since graduation that were directly impacted by the Nurse Residency 
Program (NRP). These experiences often help determine where the program was 
exhibiting successful metrics. This information is compiled and brought back for 
discussion in the next bi-annual review.  

The preceptor sessions of the tiered focus groups tend to relate to how the preceptors 
were trained and their comfort level with precepting residents in the NRP. These 
sessions also evaluate how prepared the nurse residents (NRs) are by their practice-
based learning experiences prior to independent practice. 

Current NRs also evaluate the NRP using Casey Fink’s surveys as noted in (PO15), 
class/skill evaluations and attending monthly Q & A sessions, as note in (PO12) and  
(PL4) as well as their session of the tiered focus groups. The PD and the NRP 
education coordinator meet routinely to discuss onboarding issues as well as other 
time-sensitive matters that can affect the NR experience, leadership knowledge, 
preceptor needs, or organizational impact. During these meetings, issue such as simple 
schedule changes, changing curriculum due to loss of content expert, and even 
personal life concerns such as pregnancy or illness are addressed. These check-ins 
ensure the efficient and effective day to day operations of the program. 

EXAMPLE: 

During the bi-annual review, after the July 2017 cohort, the NRs feedback was 
evaluated and critiques were noted related to the NRs evidence-based practice (EBP) 
courses during the cohort.  The NRs liked the classes on EBP but were disappointed 
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there was no project.  The PD and NRP team decided there was an opportunity to 
increase quality outcomes in the hospital system by having the NR’s look into their 
clinical specialties for ideas on how to make quality improvements at the unit level.  So, 
between feedback from previous NRs and hopes to make practice improvements, full 
EBP projects were implemented in February 2018. This implementation became a 
focused effort to use the NRP to impact quality outcomes outside of the primary 
program goals. To ensure its success, 100% completion of EBP projects was 
incorporated into the NRP program goals. 
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QO3: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

QO3. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how the program 
is revised as needed to ensure quality outcome measures are 
achieved. 

DESCRIPTION: 

During the bi-annual review, the program director (PD) leads the nurse residency 
program (NRP) team to scour the formal and informal evaluations that are received over 
the last residency cohort.  Focused on the number one goal of the program, nurse 
retention, the team reviews overall program satisfaction to ensure the NR’s are satisfied 
with the onboarding and learning experiences and the managers are confident with the 
NRs competence. The class and skill session evaluations, Q & A session notes, and 
tiered focus groups minutes, if applicable, are reviewed and discussed by the team as 
noted in (PO12) and (PL4).  During these discussions the NRP team evaluates the 
information for trends, safety concerns, serious knowledge gaps and overall cohort 
success. Any notable issues are discussed and options are weighed to ensure any 
issues or gaps are covered. The Casey Fink survey information as noted in (PO15) is 
reviewed to ensure the NRs experience on the specialty units is also going well, and 
there are no trends that need to be addressed from executive leadership.  The goals are 
also reviewed to ensure the program is on track to meet or exceed the benchmarks 
chosen for nurse retention, critical thinking, and evidence-based practice.   

EXAMPLE: 

During the July 2018 bi-annual review, it was noted that many of the core clinical 
courses extended past the 24 weeks on the Journey to Competency (PO17a.). One 
quality outcome goal of the program is that 90% of NRs will transition to independent 
practice by six months. The PD and NRP team agreed that the clinical course 
information was a critical component of the NR critical thinking and must be completed 
prior to completion of the competencies that must be done prior to independence. The 
PD and review team made adjustments to the February 2019 NRP schedules to ensure 
the clinical courses were completed prior to the 24 weeks. This specialty clinical 
information was crucial for NR’s to have a full understanding of core concepts in nursing 
practice outside of their ongoing professional development curriculum in the Journey 
Beyond Competency (PO17b.). 
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QO 4: QUALITY OUTCOMES 

QO 4. Describe and, using an example, demonstrate how quality 
outcome data are shared with stakeholders, as appropriate. 

DESCRIPTION: 

On the first day of a new cohort, during their program orientation briefing, the System 
Chief Nursing Executive (CNE), Susan Hernandez, MBA, BSN, RN delivers the 
welcome address including the importance of professional nursing practice and how the 
NRP goals impact quality outcomes across the organization. The CNE also delivers the 
commencement speech at every NRP graduation setting the stage for the nurse 
residents’ (NRs) ongoing endeavor into becoming a professional nurse. The CNE has 
routine meetings to update the Executive Vice President for Health System Affairs and 
Chief Executive Officer, John Warner MD on the success of the NRP as noted in (PL6) 
including program goals with a major focus on nurse retention which is the number one 
quality outcome expectation for the organization. The medical leadership are also 
involved in the success of the NRP as the CNE meets with this group at the Medical 
Staff Annual Meeting as noted in (PL6) to update them on the success of the program 
and how it supports the organization through its impact on quality outcomes such as 
nurse retention, evidence-based practice, and critical thinking/clinical reasoning. Quality 
outcome data is also shared with managers/assistant nurse managers during Front Line 
Leader (FLL) meetings, with executives during Nurse Executive Board (NEB) and with 
frontline staff during Shared Governance Coordinating Council (SGCC). 

EXAMPLE: 

The PD is responsible for supplying data directly to the CNE as necessary for upcoming 
speaking events where she discusses how the goals of the program impact the 
organization and nursing excellence. One event the CNE conducts is the annual State 
of Nursing review. (QO4a. State of Nursing Address) This event is held every May 
during Nurses’ Week as a way to highlight the great accomplishments that nurses 
provide to the organization throughout the past year.  All nurses are personally invited to 
attend this event and is open to the entire hospital staff.  The NRP is highlighted for its 
impact on the organization through its attention to the quality outcomes of nurse 
retention, evidence-based practice, and critical thinking/clinical reasoning. The success 
of the program is lauded every year since its inception, and it is made clear to the staff 
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the CNE and executive leaders fully supports its ongoing success. This event is an 
excellent opportunity for the stakeholders present to hear how the NRP directly impacts 
quality outcomes at UTSW.   
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APPENDIX A: REFERENCES 

APPX A: The following references, presentations, publications and 
resources as presented in this document. 

References: 

–American Nurses Association. (2015). Code of ethics for nurses with interpretive statements. Retrieved
from nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses/Code-of-
Ethics-For-Nurses.html 

–American Nurses Association. (2015). Nursing: Scope and Standards of Practice (3rd Edition). Silver
Spring, MD: Author. 

–The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (2011)

–©American Nurses Association

– “Recognition, reward, and retention of the experienced nurse in positions of direct clinical practice-along
with the documentation and adequate description of their practice- are the first steps in improving the
quality of patient care” (Benner, 1982, p. 402).

–American Nurses Credentialing Center. (2019). Magnet® Application Manual, Magnet® model.

Resources: 

The following are additional resources used by specialty areas for unit-based education and competency 
as listed in (PO10): 

§ Introduction to Rehabilitation Nursing Online Course 2017 Update—Association of
Rehabilitation Nurses (ARN)

§ APNA Transitions in Practice -- American Psychiatric Nurses Association (APNA)
§ Neonatal Orientation and Education Program (NOEP) 3rd ed. -- Association of Women’s

Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses (AWHONN)
§ Perinatal Orientation and Education Program, Fourth Edition -- Association of Women’s

Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses (AWHONN)
§ Essentials of Critical Care Orientation 3.7-- American Association of Critical-Care Nurses

(AACN)
§ Mosby’s Medical-Surgical Nursing Orientation -- Association for Nursing Professional

Development (ANPD) and American Society for Pain Management Nursing (ASPMN)
§ AORN Online Video Library AND AORN Periop 101 3.0 -- The Association of Perioperative

Registered Nurses (AORN)
§ ASPAN: Mosby’s Orientation to Perianesthesia Nursing -- The American Society of

Perianesthesia Nurses (ASPAN)
§ ONS/ONCC Chemotherapy Biotherapy Certificate Course -- Oncology Nursing Society (ONS)
§ Emergency Nursing Orientation 3.0-- Emergency Nurses Association of America (ENA)
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Nurse Resident Publications and Videos: 

–Aljean Santos recently published; “A Novel Approach to Explore How Nursing Care Impacts Intracranial
Pressure” in American Journal of Critical Care. Created two music videos on YouTube. A Cranial Nerve
music video that has more than 370,000 views https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAFaTaavmO8.
Recently, the NNRC published his second music video “E.D. Just Called A Stroke Code” Instrumental in
aiding Neuroscience with creative and innovative education.

–https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBqudSe69zY.  Michaela Cortes, has published two research articles
related to Neuroscience, “Objective Pupillometry as an Adjunct to Prediction” and “Assessment for
Oculomotor Nerve Injury and Recovery: Potential for Practical Applications” in World of Neurosurgery and
“Management of External Ventricular Drains During Intrahospital Transport for Radiographic Imaging” in
the Journal of Radiology Nursing.  All these experiences worked together to become a living example of
the UTSW Nursing Professional Practice Model.

Nurse Resident Evidence-Based Practice Podium Presentations: 

Presentations 

The following resident groups presented podium presentation to leaders on 
January 23, 2019. 

Project Name Group Member1 Group Member2 Group Member3 Group Member4 

EMR Simulations Troyce Dorsey, 
BSN,RN 

Courtney Little, 
BSN, RN 

Nancy Meservey, 
BSN, RN 

Improving Medical-
Surgical Patient 
outcomes with a 
standardized 
hospital acuity tool 

Bethany Bonds, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 5 

Loryn Darthard, 
BSN, RN 

Neeley Borden, 
BSN, RN 

Group Member 6 
Morgan Hall, BSN, 
RN 

Cagney Cade, BSN, 
RN 

Group Member 7 
Kamilah Hyder, MS, 
BSN, RN 

Sydney Clay, BSN, 
RN 

Group Member 8 
Jessica Yi, BSN, RN 

Influencing Patient 
Satisfaction with 
Effective 
Medication 
Education 

Fitnat Aggrey, BSN, 
RN 

Group Member 5 
Rosa Villegas, BSN, 
RN 

Morgan Fisher, BSN, 
RN 

Tichaona Goronga, 
BSN, RN 

James Moreno, 
BSN, RN 
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Project Name Group Member1 Group Member2 Group Member3 Group Member4 

Oncology 
Mentorship 
Program 

Clare Bauman, BSN, 
RN 

Nicole Crozier BSN, 
RN 

Use of Spinal 
Embolization 
Devices in the ED 

Maria Granados, 
BSN, RN 

Elle Poteet, BSN, RN Ryan Reyes, BSN, 
RN 

Kelsey Slusser, 
BSN,RN 

Standardized Visual 
Cues to Decrease 
Errors During 
Medication 
Administration 

Rebecca Cooley, 
BSN, RN 

Nathaniel Rivas, 
BSN, RN 

Kirby Winstead, 
BSN, RN 

Thanks and Recognitions 

A special thanks and recognition to the nurse residents, nurse managers, nurse leaders, preceptors, 
clinical educators, and the Clinical Education and Professional Practice team for the many contributions 
and stories provided in UT Southwestern Medical Center’s 2019 PTAPTM application document.  
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PBL 12: Practice-Based Learning – Program teaches residents how to 436 
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improve communication skills. 


PBL 13: Practice-Based Learning – Program teaches resident critical 
thinking and clinical reasoning skills. 
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PBL 14: Practice-Based Learning – Program teaches residents how to apply 
ethical decision-making in the practice setting. 
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PBL 15: Practice-Based Learning – Program teaches residents how to work 
as members of an interprofessional team. 


443 


NPD Nursing Practice Development 445 


NPD 1:   


  


Nursing Professional Development – The program supports nursing 
professional development (refer to opportunities stated in PO19) 


PO17a. Journey to Competency 
PO17b. Journey to Competency 
PO19b. Professional Development Classes & EBP Project 
schedule  


445 


QO Quality Outcomes  449 


QO 1: Quality – Program incorporates a process for identifying quality 
outcome measures. 


449 


QO 2: Quality – Program uses a variety of stakeholders in the evaluation 
process. 


451 


QO 3: Quality – Program is revised as needed to ensure quality outcome 
measures are achieved. 


453 


QO 4: Quality – Quality outcome data are shared with stakeholders, as 
appropriate. 


QO4a. State of Nursing Address 


454 
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Glossary of Terms 
 


Acronyms and Abbreviations 
Click first letter of word to access definition/term. 


LINK TO LINK TO LINK TO LINK TO 


A H O V 


B I P W 


C J Q X 


D K R Y 


E L S Z 


F M T   


G N U   
 


Hospital/Entity Abbreviations 


Abbreviation Description of Entities 


CUH William P. Clements Jr. University Hospital 


OSC Outpatient Surgery Center  


SCC  Simmons Cancer Center  – Ambulatory  


SPUH St Paul University Hospital – Closed Dec 6, 2014  


UTSW 
UT Southwestern Medical Center or 
UT Southwestern University Hospital and Hospital Based 
Clinics 


ZLUH Zale Lipshy University Hospital  


UT University of Texas System 
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Unit Type and Name 


Unit Type Unit Name – St. Paul / CUH / Zale Lipshy University 
Hospital 


Ambulatory Simmons Hem/Onc 


Ambulatory Simmons BMT 


Ambulatory Simmons Surgical Oncology 


Ambulatory Heart, Lung and Vascular Clinic 


Ambulatory Kidney, Pancreas, Liver Clinic 


Ambulatory Sleep/Breathing Disorder Clinic 


Ambulatory Outpatient PM&R Clinic 


Ambulatory Cardiac Rehab 


Amb. Procedure Outpatient Surgery Center 


Amb. Procedure St Paul Day Surgery/ CUH DS  


Amb. Procedure Zale Day Surgery 


Ante/Post-Partum 5 North /6 South CUH  


Critical Care 7W ICU/ 7 South CUH 


Critical Care MS ICU/8 South ICU  


Critical Care CV ICU/9 South CUH 


Critical Care Zale ICU 


Emergency Department Emergency Department 


Labor & Delivery Labor and Delivery/ 5 South CUH 
Medical 3 North/12 South CUH 
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Unit Type Unit Name – St. Paul / CUH / Zale Lipshy University 
Hospital 


Medical 7 North/9 North CUH  


Surgical 4 North/West/ 6 North CUH  


Med-Surg 7th Zale 


Med-Surg 5th Zale 


Med-Surg 5 West/10 North CUH  


Med-Surg 7 South/8 North CUH  


NICU NICU/ 5 North CUH  


Oncology 3 South/11 North CUH 


Oncology 8th BMT/11 South CUH  


Operating Rooms St Paul OR/ CUH OR  


Operating Rooms Zale OR 


PACU St Paul PACU/ CUH PACU 


PACU Zale PACU 


Psych Psychology 


Rehab 6 Rehab 


Rehab 8 Rehab 


Specialty Practice Diabetes Management 


Specialty Practice Wound Care Clinic  


Specialty Practice Dialysis/7 South CUH  


Specialty Practice Apheresis 
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Unit Type Unit Name – St. Paul / CUH / Zale Lipshy University 
Hospital 


Specialty Practice Women's Resource Center 


Specialty Practice Non-Invasive Cardiology 


Specialty Practice Invasive Cardiology 


Specialty Practice Angiography 


Specialty Practice Imaging Services 


Specialty Practice GI Lab 


Step Down 6 North/ 10 South CUH 


Step Down 6 South/ 10 South CUH  


Step Down Acute Stroke Unit Zale  
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 


Abbreviation Description 


A  


 AACN  American Association of Critical-Care Nurses 


Academy for Nurse 
Leaders 


Leader-led program for middle management nurse leaders to 
prepare new leaders for their roles 


 ACE  Academy for Career Enrichment 


 ACOG  American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 


 ADA  American Diabetes Association 


Administrative Leader 
Academy 


 
Leader-led program for middle management professional 
administrators from both our clinical and basic science 
departments 


Advanced Leadership 
Certificate Program Non-degree program for faculty and staff senior-level leaders 


AHEC Area Health Education Center 


AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 


AIDET® 
Acknowledge, Introduce, Duration, Explanation, 
Thank You 


AJN American Journal of Nursing 


AACN American Association of Critical Care Nurses 


ANA American Nurses Association 


ANCC  American Nursing Credentialing Center 


ANM Assistant Nurse Manager 


ANMCC  Assistant Nurse Manager Care Coordinator  
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Abbreviation Description 


AORN Association of Perioperative Nurses 


APNA American Psychiatric Nurses Association 


APRN Advance Practice Registered Nurse 


ASPAN American Society of Peri-Anesthesia Nurses 


Aspiring Leaders 
Academy For those aspiring into people management roles 


AVP Associate Vice President 


AWHONN 
Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric, and Neonatal 
Nurses 


B  


BCMA Barcode Medication Administration 


BHW Binational Health Week 


BKAT Basic Knowledge Assessment Tool 


BMT Bone Marrow Transplant 


Buddy System 
Nurses use “Buddy System” for listening and responding to 
clinical alarms 


C  


Casey Fink Survey  


CAUTI Catheter Associated Urinary Tract Infection 


CC Care Coordinator 


CEO Chief Executive Officer 


CEPP Clinical Education and Professional Practice 


CERP Continuing Education and Recognition Program 
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Abbreviation Description 


CFO Chief Financial Officer 


CL Clinical Ladder 


CLABSI Central Line Associated Blood Stream Infections 


CLINICAL PORTAL 


UTSW Hospital Wide intranet page which collects the 
most frequently needed resources hyperlinked at a 
glance — including the patients my chart, the Nursing 
Education Services site, Nursing Sensitive Indicators, 
nursing procedure policies. 


CNE Continuing Nurse Education 


CMO Chief Medical Officer 


CMS Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services 


CNO Chief Nursing Officer 


CNS Clinical Nurse Specialist 


Connections UTSW monthly campus wide newsletter 


COO Chief Operation Officer 


CS&E Clinical Safety and Effectiveness 


CSSC Clinical Staff Safety Committee 


CSTS Cardiovascular Surgical Translational Study 


CUH Clements University Hospital 


CUSP Comprehensive Unit-based Safety Program 


CVICU Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit 


CVTS Cardiac Vascular Transplant Services 


D  
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Abbreviation Description 


DISC  


It is a profile class for all staff. It is a universal 
language of observed human behavior and emotion. 
The DISC assessment can help identify the 
participant’s observable behaviors so that they can 
enhance their communication and teamwork as well 
as learn to be more adaptable. 


D2L Desire to Learn – Online Learning platform 


DSWI Deep Sternal Wound Infection 


E  


EAP Employee Assistance Program 


EBP Evidence Based Practice 


EBSCO (Elton B. Stephens Company) Online Research Database 


ECCO Essentials of Critical Care Orientation Modules 


ECMO Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation 


ED Emergency Department 


EMR Electronic Medical Record 


ENA Emergency Nurse Association 


ENDO Endoscopy 


Epic Electronic Health Record 


EVS Environmental Services 


F  


FIM Functional Independence Measure Scoring 


Flight School 
Flight School required training for all management personnel 
on building and sustaining employee engagement 
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Abbreviation Description 


FLL 
Front Line Leaders – This is all Managers/Assistant 
Managers  


FMLA Family Medical Leave Act 


FPPE Focused Professional Practice Evaluation 


G  


GISD Garland Independent School District – Local High School  


H  


HAI Hospital Acquired Infections 


HAPU Hospital Acquired Pressure Ulcers 


HCAHPS  
Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare 
Providers and Systems 


HHS The Department of Health and Human Services 


HLV Heart, Lung, Vascular  


HMBANA  Human Milk Banking Association of North America 


HOSA Health Occupations Students of America   


HR Human Resources 


HUC Health Unit Coordinator 


I  


IBCLC  International Board Certified Lactation Consultant  


ICU Intensive Care Unit 


In-House Masters in 
Healthcare Management 
Degree (with MBA 
option) 


In-House Masters in Healthcare Management Degree (with 
MBA option) – developed in collaboration with UT Dallas for 
faculty and staff leaders seeking an advanced degree in 
Healthcare Management 
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Abbreviation Description 


INS Infusion Nurse Society 


IOM Institute of Medicine 


IRB Institutional Review Boards 


J/K 
JC Jacqueline Coats 


L
LD Leadership Development 


Lean Six Sigma 


Lean Six Sigma is a methodology that relies on a 
collaborative team effort to improve performance by 
systematically removing waste (defects, 
overproduction, waiting, non-utilized talent, 
transportation, inventory, motion, extra-processing) 


LOS 
Length of Stay 


LVAD Left Ventricular Assist Device 


LWBS Left Without Being Seen 


M
MD Medical Doctor (Doctor of Medicine) 


MDR Multi Disciplinary Rounds


MM Materials Management 


Moncrief Cancer 
Institute 


Moncrief Cancer Institute offers premier breast 
screening services with the renowned radiologists at 
UT Southwestern reading every scan 


Mosby’s Medical 
Surgical Orientation 
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Abbreviation Description 


MSC Medication Safety Committee 


MSICU  Medical Surgical Intensive Care Unit 


N  


NCI National Cancer Institute  


NDNQI National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators 


NEB Nurse Executive Board 


NICU Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 


NIHSS National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale 


NNRC Neuroscience Nursing Research Center  


NPC Nursing Practice Council 


NPPM Nursing Professional Practice Model 


NREBPC Nurse Research Evidence Based Practice Council  


NRP Nurse Residency Program 


NSI Nurse Sensitive Indicators 


NSICU Neuroscience Intensive Care Unit 


O  


OB/GYN Obstetrics and Gynecology 


OD&T Organizational Development & Training 


OPPE Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation  


OR Operating Room 
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Abbreviation Description 


OSC Outpatient Surgery Center  


OT Occupational Therapy  


P  


PACU Post-Anesthesia Care Unit 


PATIENT WHITE 
BOARDS  


 
Dry erase boards in front of each patient bed, with 
prompts to provide informative reminders to patients, 
families, and clinical team about important contacts 
and goals for the day 


PCSSSC  Patient Care Staff Services Safety Committee 


PCT  Patient Care Technicians 


PDCA  Plan–Do–Check–Act 


PES  Practice Environment Scale 


PIC  Performance Improvement Committee 


PICC  Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter 


PIV  Peripheral Intravenous Device  


PM&R  Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 


PPM  Professional Practice Model 


PT Physical Therapy  


P&T Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee 


Q  


QAPI  Quality Assurance Performance Improvement 


QPI  Quality Performance Improvement 
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Abbreviation Description 


QR Code Quick Response Code 


QSEN Quality and Safety Education for Nurses 


R  


RBC  Relationship Based Care – UTSW Nursing PPM  


RD Registered Dietitian  


RN  Registered Nurse 


RRT  Registered Respiratory Therapist 


RT  Respiratory Therapist 


REDCAP 
Secure web application for building and managing 
online surveys and databases 


S  


SBAR 
Situation, Background, Assessment, 
Recommendation 


SCC  Simmons Cancer Center 


SCIP  Surgical Care Improvement Project 


SGCC  Shared Governance Coordinating Council 


SICU  Surgical Intensive Care Unit 


SIR  Standardized Infection Ratio 


Skylight®  


Skylight® is an interactive portal, accessed via a 
television monitor in patient rooms that provides 
clinical education and communication 
 


SPUH  St Paul University Hospital 
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Abbreviation Description 


SS Staffing Services 


T


The Dallas County 
Affiliate of Susan G. 
Komen® 


The Dallas County Affiliate of Susan G. Komen® is 
the local source for funding breast cancer education, 
screening and treatment in Dallas County, serving 
thousands of Dallas county women in 30 cities. 
Through events like the Komen Dallas Race for the 
Cure®, Susan G. Komen® Dallas County funds 
lifesaving breast health services to help uninsured 
and underinsured residents in the fight today 


The Mobile 
Mammography 
Program 


The Mobile Mammography Program at UT 
Southwestern Medical Center uses the latest 
technological advancement in breast cancer 
screening digital imaging. Our Breast Cancer Team 
are experts in detecting, diagnosing, and treating 
breast cancer through our Center for Breast Care and 
Mobile Mammography Services 


THINK LIFT Think Living Injury Free Together 


U
UBC Unit Based Council 


UMHS University of Michigan Health System’s 


V
VAD Ventricular Assist Device 


VAP Ventilator Associated Pneumonia 


VAT Vascular Access Team 


VP/OPS Vice President Operations Meeting 


VSVS Vital Statistics Vital Signs - UTSW RN Newsletter 


W/X/Y
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Abbreviation Description 


WHO – World Health Organization 


WOCN Wound Ostomy and Continence Nurse 


WHPUOS Worked Hours per unit of service 


Z
ZLUH Zale Lipshy University Hospital 
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PO18. Competency Tools – All Clinical Tracks Combined 


CLICK on the LINK for the applicable competency/clinical track to access the 
information.  


ALL denotes all nurse residents are required to attend track as listed. 
Specialty Clinical Track Title Link to Competency Tool 


ALL Clinical Safety Procedures 
Checklist 


PO18a. Clinical Safety 
Procedures Checklist Nov 2015 


Critical Care Critical Care Residency 
Packet 


PO18b. Critical care residency 
packet-final  


Emergency 
Services 


ED Residency Packet PO18c. ED residency packet-
final    


Women’s 
Services 
L&D 


Labor and delivery Residency 
Packet 


PO18d. Labor and delivery 
residency packet-final  


Women’s 
Services 
NICU 


Neonatal intensive 
care Residency Packet 


PO18e. Neonatal intensive care 
residency packet-final    


Women’s 
Services 
Postpartum 


Postpartum Residency Packet PO18f. Postpartum residency 
packet-final       


Psychology Psychiatric Residency Packet PO18g. Psychiatric residency 
packet-final    
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Specialty Clinical Track Title Link to Competency Tool 


ALL Epidural analgesia initial 
competency verification 


PO18h. Epidural analgesia 
initial competency verification 
form   


ALL Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation 
cardioversion 


PO18i. 
Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation 
cardioversion   


ALL Think Lift Feb 2015 - All 
Direct Pt Care Staff 


PO18j. Think Lift Feb 2015- All 
Direct Pt Care Staff  


Acute Medical 
Acute Surgical 
Rehabilitation 


Medical/Surgical Residency 
Packet 


PO18k. MedSurg.pdf 


Progressive 
Care 
Oncology 


Progressive Care Unit 
Residency Packet 


PO18l. Progressive Care 


Oncology Oncology/BMT Residency 
Packet 


PO18m. Oncology 


Perioperative 
Services - OR 


Perioperative Track 
Residency Packet 


PO18n. Perioperative residency 
packet 


Perianesthesia 
Services  
PACU 


Perianesthesia Track 
Residency Packet 


PO18o. Perianesthesia 
residency packet 
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PO18a. Clinical Safety Procedures Checklist Nov 2015


 


 


Created: October 2013 by Clinical Safety Team/ sd/as/mm/tm – Revised Nov 2015 


 
 


 
 


Clinical Safety Procedures 
Blood Administration / Patient Hand-Off and Transport / Patient Identification / Specimen Collection 


 Competency – All RNs 
 


Name:  _______________________________           Employee #: _________               Date of Hire: _________ 
 


**All competencies listed must be validated (either verbally or by demonstration), initialed and dated by the validating 
management staff.  This  document  is  to  be  placed  in  employee’s  file  upon  completion. 


 
 


CLINICAL SAFETY PROCESSES 
 


Validator  
Initials 


Blood Administration 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Nursing Policy and Procedure # 6-4010  
- Tip Sheet Revision of Inpatient Blood Product and Transfusion Requisitions (attached to this 


document)–  


 


Blood Administration Procedures – (This is NOT an inclusive list of all the procedural steps, this 
portion )  


 


- Verifies the order; defining specific product type, special requirements if indicated and rate of 
infusion  


 


- Prints a second requisition at the desk to bring into the room for bedside / chair-side 
confirmation of the correct product. 


 


- Confirms two identifiers (Name / MRN) at bedside with second RN   
- Compares blood label to patient armband   
- Confirms  the  donor  blood  type  and  the  patient’s  blood  type  are  compatible    
- Scans the blood unit / component;  NOTE:  This is NOT an identification step, this simply 


inserts the blood bag number into the EMR 
 


- Identifies the role of both RNs validating the blood product and that it is the correct product 
that has been ordered and that all elements match the original order on the printed requisition, 
as required by the Blood Policy CONFIRMS SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS SUCH AS 
IRRADIATION at  this  step  with  both  nurses  at  patient’s  side.     


 


Patient Handoff and Transport 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Patient Care Policy # 4-5105, Patient Care Policy # 4-2155 


 


Bedside Assessment Just Prior to Transport   
- Completes handoff documentation tool in EPIC, answering all applicable questions   
-  Meets transporter in room and completes a focused assessment prior to transport.   
- Notifies the central monitoring room of pending transport and patient destination (if patient is 


on telemetry monitoring)  
 


- Verifies the current cardiac rhythm with central monitoring  
- Upon return to the room, Nurse will meet transporter at bedside. 
- If the patient is on telemetry monitoring, Central monitoring will be notified of the return of 


the patient. 


 


Transport of Patients within the Hospital  
- Locks pump if medications are being delivered intravenously  
- Accompanies patient to and from the procedure area if patient meets ANY of the following 


criteria:  
- LINES/ TUBES:  Chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD 
- CURRENT IV INFUSIONS:  chemotherapy,  pulmonary hypertension medications, inotropic 


medications,  insulin, 
- AIRWAY: oxygen being given by cannula at greater than 6L/min, oxygen being given by face 


mask at over 40%, Bipap in use (also notifies respiratory therapist), and tracheostomy inserted 
on present admission (if not proven stable) 
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Created: October 2013 by Clinical Safety Team/ sd/as/mm/tm – Revised Nov 2015 


Positive Patient Identification 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Administrative  Policy # 9-104 


 


Patient Identification Protocol  
- Identifies all patients positively & correctly prior to provision of any care, treatment or service  
- Uses a minimum of two patient identifiers including name, medical record number (Date of 


Birth may be used in the outpatient setting or procedural areas only) 
 


- Uses electronic means of identity verification only after performing manual / visual 
verification. Scanning the arm band may NOT be used as the sole / only positive identifier. 


 


Arm Banding  
- Discards any additional arm bands in the secure / confidential trash.  
- NOTE:  Printing additional armbands to keep in the room is prohibited. The correct arm 


band(s) must remain on the patient at all times.  


 


Inter-facility transfer 
- Removes old arm band once a new armband has been obtained from admitting 
- Compares new armband to old, verifies information and includes the patient in the verification 


process, if possible. Notify admitting ASAP if the name and MRN do not match.  


 


ED admission (to floor within the same hospital) 
- Does NOT change the arm band when the patient arrives on the floor. 
- (If patient received from ED to inpatient unit at alternate hospital, refer to Inter-Facility 


transfer procedure one line above) 


 


Specimen Collection 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Administrative Policy # 9-104 


 


- Labels all containers used for blood and other specimens in the presence of the patient  
- Verifies that label contains date and time of specimen collection, source of specimen and two 


initials for all precious specimen(s) or blood bank specimen(s).  One of these initials can be 
the tech ID from the accession labels.  


 


 
 
Evaluator Initials & Signature: ______________________________________/ Date Completed: ______________ 


 
 


I HAVE BEEN ORIENTED TO AND UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL INFORMATION,                 
POLICIES/ PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATIVE TO BLOOD ADMINISTRATION, PATIENT 


TRANSPORT/HANDOFF PROCEDURES, POSITIVE PATIENT IDENTIFICATION, ARMBANDING AND SPECIMEN 
COLLECTION FOR CLINICAL PATIENT SAFETY. 


 
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DEMONSTRATED/VERBALIZED COMPETENCY TO AN ASSIGNED PRECEPTOR, 
MANAGER OR CLINICAL EDUCATOR FOR THE ABOVE LISTED SKILLS AND FEEL READY TO PRACTICE 


INDEPENDENTLY WITH RESPECT TO THE PATIENT SAFETY INITIATIVES LISTED ABOVE.  
 


I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT NOT ADHERING TO THE ABOVE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MAY 
RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION.   


  
AN EVENT REPORT IS MANDATED FOR  ALL  “NEAR  MISSES”  OR  ACTUAL  EVENTS.   


 
 
 
Staff RN Signature: ______________________________________________/ Date Completed: ________________ 
 
 
 
Validator Signature: ______________________________    ______________________________   
 
                                 ______________________________     ______________________________ 
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PO18b. Critical care residency packet-final 


 


  
 
  


CRITICAL CARE 
Residency Packet 
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4/18 jhr 
CC Resident Packet 


84 


RN Initial Competency Verification Form 


 


Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 


 


Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 


* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 


 
 


Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials 


Performs the following items related to patient identification:     


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 


number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 


care area:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Oxygen administration  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���Zd�ƌŽůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Suctioning  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���^ƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŚĞƐƚ�ƚƵďĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉƵůƐĞ�oximetry  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĂƉŶĞĂ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ��ŶĚ�dŝĚĂů��KϮ�;�ƚ�KϮͿ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĐĞŶƚŝǀĞ�ƐƉŝƌŽŵĞƚƌǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 


care area:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŶĞƵƌŽůŽŐŝĐ�
assessment, appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Verbalized (V)         
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Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�telemetry  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽĚĞƐ�ĚĂŝůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ZĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ƚŽ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƐ�ƌŚǇƚŚŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���/Ĩ�ƌĞŵŽƚĞ�ƚĞůĞŵĞƚƌǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĞƐ��ĞŶƚƌĂů�DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ƵŶŝƚ�ŝĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�ŽĨĨ�
floor/off monitor   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ůŽŽĚ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Bubble Study ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 


           and Eisenmenger Syndrome ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŵƵƐĐƵůŽƐŬĞůĞƚĂů�assessment, 


appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ďŽĚǇ�ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ�ƌĂŶŐĞ�ŽĨ�ŵŽƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁƐ�hd^ŬŝŶ bundle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ůŽŐ-rolling and maintenance of skeletal 


alignment during log-rolling  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 


appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
infections as applicable to care area, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŽŶĚŽŵ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Bladder irrigation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŽƐƚŽŵŝĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Insertion of Coude catheter ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĂŬĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ŵĂůů�ďŽƌĞ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƚƵďĞƐ͗�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬŝŶŐ�ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚƵďĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ��ƌŝĚůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƉƵŵƉ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ͗�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĞŶĞŵĂƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�of stool specimens  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���&ĞĐĂů�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Initiation and maintenance of IV therapy, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�WW��ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĐĂƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     
භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�approaches full  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Discontinues non tunneled CVC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and 
places tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 


and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�E/,^^�Žƌ�ŵE/,^^�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     


භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 


following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů�sd��ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƌƐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 


care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 


ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         


Verbalized (V)            


Demonstrated (D)             


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 


caregivers     


භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 


appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ĂŶ�ƵƌŐĞŶƚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 


implementation:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K    


QSEN Competency 


Critical Behavior 


  


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 


partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 


ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 


  
 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 


fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 


achieǀĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐĂƌĞ͘�� 


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 


patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 


ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘�� 


 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝsk of harm to patients and providers through both 


system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 


knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 


Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-Elicit patient values, preferences and expressed needs as part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-Communicate patient values, preferences and expressed needs to other members of health care team 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-Elicit expectations of patient & family for relief of pain, discomfort, or suffering 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suffering in light of patient values, preferences and expressed needs 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶal conflict and provide access to resources 
-Engage patients or designated surrogates in active partnerships that promote health, safety and well-being, and self-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-Facilitate informed patient consent for care 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-Act with integrity, consistency and respect for differing views 
-Function competently within own scope of practice as a member of the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞ�ƌĞƋƵĞƐƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŚĞůƉ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-Communicate with team members, adapting own style of communicating to needs of the team and situation 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other team members to improve individual, as well as team, performance Initiate actions to resolve conflict 
-Follow communication practices that minimize risks associated with handoffs among providers and across transitions in care 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-Adhere to Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines 
-Base individualized care plan on patient values, clinical expertise and evidence 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-^ĞĞŬ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐ 
-Use tools (such as flow charts, cause-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-hƐĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ 
-Use tools (such as control charts and run charts) that are helpful for understanding variation 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily work (using an experiential learning method such as Plan-Do-Study-Act) Practice aligning the aims, 
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
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Examples of Safety Include: 
-�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
-Use appropriate strategies to reduce reliance on memory (such as, forcing functions, checklists) 
-Communicate observations or concerns related to hazards and errors to patients, families and the health care team 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-hƐĞ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐ�ƐŽurces of healthcare information 


 
 


Evaluator Printed Name  UT 
Employee ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 
I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe 
and appropriate manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 
 
 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 
 
Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently 
function as a Registered Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 
 
 
Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date:______________ 
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Adult Critical Care RN Initial Competency Verification Form 
 


Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 
 


Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent 
* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 


 
 


Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Identifies role of critical care nurse in relation to patient transport management, 
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŚĂŶĚůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�transport, such as:                                                                                             
භ����ŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies the pathophysiology, presentation, complications, and management of 
brain and neurological injuries, including:     
භ���^ƵďĂƌĂĐŚŶŽŝĚ�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƵďĚƵƌĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉŝĚƵƌĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂƉĂƌĞŶĐŚǇŵĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂǀĞŶƚƌŝĐƵůĂƌ�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĞƵƌǇƐŵ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶĂů�Žƌ�ƐƵƌŐŝĐĂů�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���>ƵŵďĂƌ�ĚƌĂŝŶͬůŝŵŝƚŽƌ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůƚĞƉůĂƐĞ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞůŝƌŝƵŵ��ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�WƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the following neurovascular processes: 


    
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ�ƐǇŶĚƌŽŵĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���&ƌĞĞ�ĨůĂƉ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĚŽƉƉůĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EĞƵƌŽǀĂƐĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŚĞĐŬƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ƐŚĞĂƚŚ�ŝƐ�ŝŶ�ƉůĂĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽŶĐĞ�ƌĞŵŽǀĞĚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ăůů�ŶĞƵƌŽǀĂƐĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŚĞĐŬƐ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Performs care and identifies disease specific assessments and interventions for 
patients experiencing brain injuries, including the following: 


  
  


භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŐŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�
mild, moderate and severe agitation 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ����ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ďƌĂŝŶ�ŝŶũƵƌǇ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ƌŝƐŬƐ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ�ƚŽ�d�/�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to neurological system and ICP 
monitoring: 


  
  


භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�/�W�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƌŽŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĞĂĐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐ�ŶĞĞĚĞĚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�/�W  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Demonstrates the ability to perform the following skills related to the respiratory 
system: 


  
  


භ���Recognition of need for intubation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Z^/�Ŭŝƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŝŶƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ŽĨ�ďĂŐ�ǀĂůǀĞ�ŵĂƐŬ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĚŽƚƌĂĐŚĞĂů�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŵĞƌŐĞŶƚ�ƚƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĚŽƚƌĂĐŚĞĂů�ƚƵďĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƉƵƚƵŵ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ďƌŽŶĐŚŽƐĐŽƉǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ŽƌĂů�ĐĂƌĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care for, and identifies disease 
specific assessment and interventions for the following types of respiratory 
complications: 


  


  
භ����ĐƵƚĞ�ZĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ��ŝƐƚƌĞƐƐ�;�Z�^Ϳ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,ĞŵŽͬƚĞŶƐŝŽŶͬƉŶĞƵŵŽƚŚŽƌĂǆ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WůĞƵƌĂů�ĞĨĨƵƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƵůŵŽŶĂƌǇ�ĂƌƚĞƌŝĂů�ŚǇƉĞƌƚĞŶƐŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Performs care and identifies disease specific assessments for mechanically 
ventilated patients, including the following:  


  
  


භ���sĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�ŵŽĚĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĂůƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĞǆƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^�dͬ^�d�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐƚ�ĞǆƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ��ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�WŶĞƵŵŽŶŝĂ�;s�WͿ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 


specific assessments and interventions related to the cardiac system including: 
  


  


භ����<'�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂůĂƌŵ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŚĞƐƚ�WĂŝŶͬD/  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�ƉĂĐĞŵĂŬĞƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���dƌĂŶƐǀĞŶŽƵƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ƉŝĐĂƌĚŝĂů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���dƌĂŶƐĐƵƚĂŶĞŽƵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ƉĂĐĞŵĂŬĞƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽŶŐĞƐƚŝǀĞ�Heart Failure (CHF) 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů��ŽƌƚŝĐ��ŶĞƵƌǇƐŵ�;���Ϳ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ƚĂŵƉŽŶĂĚĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ǀĂůǀĞ�ƌƵƉƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĚĞĐŽŵƉĞŶƐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĚŝŽŵǇŽƉĂƚŚǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���sĞŶŽƵƐ�ƐŚĞĂƚŚ�ƌĞŵŽǀĂů�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���sĂƐŽĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to pressure lines and hemodynamic 
monitoring: 


  
  


භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶͬĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ�ůŝŶĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ� 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 


  


භ���KďƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐ�ǁĂǀĞĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���>ĞǀĞůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ;ƐͿ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ǁĂǀĞĨŽƌŵ�ĂŶĚ�ůŝŶĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���>ĂďĞůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ�ůŝŶĞƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů�ĞƌƌŽƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ůŽŽĚ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƐƚŽƉĐŽĐŬ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DŝŶŝŵĂůůǇ�ŝŶǀĂƐŝǀĞ�ŚĞŵŽĚǇŶĂŵŝĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���EŽŶ-invasive hemodynamic monitoring  
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 


specific assessments and intervention for the following genitourinary patients:  
  


  


භ���,ĞŵŽĚŝĂůǇƐŝƐ 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 


  


භ����ŽŶƚŝŶƵŽƐ Renal Replacement Therapy (CRRT) 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌŝƚŽŶĞĂů��ŝĂůǇƐŝƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĐƵƚĞ�<ŝĚŶĞǇ�/ŶũƵƌǇͬ�ŶĚ�^ƚĂŐĞ�ZĞŶĂů��ŝƐĞĂƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞŶĂů�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Urinary stents/urostomies 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dƌĂƵŵĂƚŝĐ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ŝŶũƵƌǇ 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and interventions related to the gastrointestinal system, 
including: 


  


  
භ���WĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ŝůĞƵƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽǁĞů�ŽďƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�perforation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌŝƚŽŶŝƚŝƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů��ŽŵƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ�^ǇŶĚƌŽŵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�^ƵƌŐĞƌŝĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƉĞŶ�ĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'/�ďůĞĞĚƐ-upper, lower and variceal  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂ-abdominal pressure monitoring   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂŬĞŵŽƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�DŝŶŶĞƐŽƚĂ�ƚƵďĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, including 
identification of appropriate processes ĨŽƌ�ĂĐƋƵŝƐŝƚŝŽŶ͕�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�
verification: 


  


  
භ���WŽƐƚ-Pyloric placement of small bore feeding tubes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǆ-ray has been read prior to use and order 
clearing line for use 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


     භ���DĂƌŬŝŶŐ�ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚƵďĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���E'�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƉŽƐƚ-pyloric feeding tubes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the following 
orthopedic/musculoskeletal situations:      
භ���^ŬĞůĞƚĂů�ƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƌǀŝĐĂů�ƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�ĨŝǆĂƚŽƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƉŝŶĂů�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĨŝǆĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���:ŽŝŶƚ�ƌĞƉĂŝƌ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ƌĞƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŵƉƵƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƌƚŚŽƚŝĐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,ĂůŽ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the patients receiving chemotherapy, 
including the following skills: 


  


  
භ����Dd�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉŚĞƌŝƐŝƐ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�;dƌŝĨƵƐŝŽŶͬEĞŽƐƚĂƌͿ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚĞŵŽƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the patients receiving sedation and 
paralytic therapy, including the following skills: 


  


  
භ����/^�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�interpretation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Z�^^�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĂƚŝŶŐ-assessment and documentation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�dK&�ĨŽƌ�ƉĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ-baseline TOF prior to paralytic 
initiation, ongoing assessment and documentation 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ���WĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ƌĞǀĞƌƐĂů�ĂŐĞŶƚƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dŝƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐƐ�ƉĞƌ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to utilizing warming and cooling devices to 
maintain thermoregulation, including the following:  


  
  


භ����^Ğƚ�ƵƉ͕�ƉƌŝŵŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĂĨĞ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ͕�ƚƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�
device 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ����/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚĂƌŐĞƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǁĂƌŵŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŽůŝŶŐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƉĞƌ�ŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞƌΖƐ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ͕�
policy/procedure, and per physicians orders 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


Completes the following items related to caring for post-anesthetic patients in 
the critical care unit, including the following:  


  
  


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝǀĞƐ͕�ĂŶĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐƐ͕�and inhalation agents used in the 
operative setting 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ͕�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�
malignant hyperthermia 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ͕�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�
hypothermia  


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĚƌĞƚĞ�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�
complications 


 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  


භ���^ŽůŝĚ�ŽƌŐĂŶ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉůĂŶƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�;ŚĞĂƌƚ͕�ůƵŶŐ͕�ůŝǀĞƌ�Žƌ�ŬŝĚŶĞǇͿ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to interpersonal and psychosocial care of 
the patient and family: 


  
  


භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉůĂŶƚ�ĚŽŶŽƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŐĂŶ�ĚŽŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ƚŽ�ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů�ĐĂƌĞ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,/WW��&ŽůĚĞƌ͕�ƉĂƐƐĐŽĚĞ�ĨŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌŽŵƉƚ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚŝůĚ�ůŝĨĞ�ĐŽŶƐƵůƚ�ŝĨ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


 
 


Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe 
and appropriate manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 
 
 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 
 
Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently 
function as a Registered Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 
 
 
Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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Phase I Checklist: 
                                                                                                                         
Ƒ    RN Job Description: Review, Date, Sign and return to Clinical Manager  
Ƒ    Adheres to unit policies for timekeeping and attendance, including requesting leave and calling in 
Ƒ����Communication tools: Demonstrates use of call light / intercom / Responder 5® / telephone (etiquette demonstrated), individually assigned phones (May 
orient with HUC to orient to equipment); Locates Dept. phone listings; Demonstrates use of EPIC Tools for communication: Hand-off form; rounding report 
sheet, notes to care team, self-assignment  
Ƒ����Electrical Safety – Demonstrates adherence to electrical safety principles (red outlets) 
Ƒ����Reviews Policy and SOP location on UT Southwestern Intranet 
Ƒ����Demonstrates ability to locate and complete assigned annual modules/ search for and register for classes in Taleo and Elsevier as applicable 
Ƒ����Tube System: Safe transport of specimens / Inappropriate specimens / Secure Send / Slow send (blood products) 
Ƒ����Shadow with Charge RN, HUC, PCT on units  
Ƒ����Identifies issues or concerns in practice, and identifies and utilizes appropriate mechanism to address them including: Nursing Chain of Command, 
Medical Chain of Command, Ethics Committee, Ethics and Compliance Officer, Risk Management, Committee Structures, Regulatory Agencies
Ƒ����Locates / Reviews the Sound-Alike, Look-Alike Drug List  
Ƒ����Locates the safety DATA Sheets (SDS) online 
Ƒ����Locates Micromedex on line / Dosing tools / IV Compatibility / Care Notes: patient medication teaching aids 
Ƒ����Unit Safety Tour: (Fire exits / extinguishers, alarms, emergency codes/exits, Disaster Box, Oxygen shut-off value, crash carts, PPE, Responder 5®) 
Ƒ����Defibrillator: Demonstrates safety check and ability to plug in to power source / connect multi-function pads to cable. Turn the unit on. Identify AED / 
External pacer / Pedi Paddles (as applicable) 
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Some skills are essential to entry into the ED care environment and will be demonstrated and, in many cases, repeatedly demonstrated. These competencies will be 
necessary to move forward in the regular independent care of patients in the emergency department.  
 
All highlighted fields must be completed via demonstration of listed competency 
 


  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Patient Experience  
Responsiveness  


Enters the patient room utilizing the Following   
x Identify yourself   
x Knock on the door saying ~ “Knock Knock”   
x Acknowledge the patient by using their name.   
x Introduce self (name and role)   
x Seek permission to enter (May I come in?)   
x Wash hands / Hand sanitizer in and out   
x Verbalize/demonstrate washing hands in front of the patient   


Purpose   
x Explain why you are entering the room   
x State your purpose, what is going to happen during this encounter   
x How long your purpose will take (duration)   
x Update the white board (write your name on the first visit of the shift)   


Question   
x Ask if they have any questions (eye contact, pause, listen)   
Leaving the room   
x Ask: is there anything else I can do for you?   
x Thank you   
x Wash/gel before leaving   


HIPAA x  Shares results of treatment/patient status within HIPAA guidelines   
x  Verbalizes process for protecting patients’ health care information   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency 
Met & Evaluator 
Initials 


Patient Identification Verifies patient identity and applies ID band   
Identifies and documents allergies and reaction; applies allergy sticker    
Identifies patient prior to all interventions using 2 patient identifiers   
Describes patient identifiers- patient name and date of birth (DOB)   
Uses source document and ID band to identify patient   
Verifies patient identification and labels all specimens at bedside   
Final check on all lab specimens is completed on all labeled specimens to include: 
• Comparing all labels to the patient armband 
• Reading out loud the last 3 digits and patient name of each labeled specimen for 


comparison and accurate labeling.  


  


Admission to the ED  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


ESI  
Assigns category 1 through 5 
Enters ESI category into EPIC  (Acknowledge, Complete, MAR, Transmit) 


  


Completes primary assessment   
Obtains LNMP and OB information in females of childbearing age   
Ensures weight in KG and height are obtained and recorded   
Obtains immunization status on all pediatric patients.  Document in EMR.   
Obtains immunization status on all adult patients with skin disruptions, burns, eye injuries   
Completes secondary or focused assessment as appropriate based on patient’s chief 
complaint &/or presentation 


  


Completes and/or assesses vital signs on arrival to patient care area   
Completes a pain assessment on arrival    
Completes medication list   
Prepares patient by placing in a gown as appropriate   
Evaluates patient status and, as appropriate, notifies MD of patient’s condition   
Utilizes Standing Order Sets per BON position statement 15.5   
Verbalizes EMTALA regulations for patients presenting to the ED for care   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Universal Protocol Ensures completion of the following steps: 
x Time out for all participants of procedures  
x  Verification of the patient’s identity using 2 identifiers 
Ɣ��  Procedure – including correct site and as appropriate, side 


  


Documents universal protocol steps   
Documentation Documents chief complaint   


Documents Past Medical History   
Documents primary, secondary, and focused (as appropriate) assessments   
Documents interventions and patient responses to interventions   
Identifies and documents barriers to care   
Documents cardiac rhythm and places monitor strip(s) into chart   
Documents discharge vital signs & discharge instructions, including patient/family 
understanding 


  


Recurrent Charting 
Consistency 


Hourly Rounding   
Pain Assessment    
Pain Assessment follow up 30 minutes after intervention   
Notes for clarification: situations where button selection does not equal good 
documentation. Leaving clear concise appropriate notes. 


  


Hand off of care (report) Verbal report at the bedside; discuss plan of care, specific equipment, treatment, consents, 
review medications and procedures. 


  


Uses SBAR format: Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendations.   
Regularly completes report of admitted patient with SBAR and 
x Gives report on first call to accepting unit 
x Elevates report in the event it cannot be immediately accepted by primary RN 


  


Inter-facility transfer Ensures transfer forms copied and sends original with patient to new facility    
Sends copy of chart and diagnostic testing with patient to receiving facility   
Completes RN to RN report   
Ensures physician to physician contact prior to transfer   
Ensures acceptance of patient by receiving facility prior to transfer   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Transport patient to 
diagnostic areas 


Demonstrates continuity of care by providing report to staff in diagnostic area (handoff 
sheet may be appropriate, verbal may be appropriate- preceptor advise) 


  


Determines level of care needed for safe transport   
Determines medication and equipment needed for safe transport   
Monitors patient during testing in diagnostic area as appropriate   
Updates vital signs per department policy.   
Provides  BED SIDE report to RN assuming care of patient    
Utilizes EMR and Philips monitor to track patient status   
Demonstrates use of transport monitor   
Determines level of care needed for safe transport   
Accepts per protocol abandoned newborn (safe surrender)   


Discharge from ED  Vital signs as indicated   
Completes pain assessment prior to discharge   
Complete discharge medication reconciliation   
Provides and documents discharge instructions to patient &/or significant other, as 
appropriate; checking NAME AND ID ON DISCHARGE PAPERS. 


  


Provides and documents referrals as appropriate (e.g. MD, Immunizations)   
Patient/Family education  Assesses learning needs upon arrival and throughout visit   


Identifies learning preferences   
Identifies individual barriers to learning   
Individualizes education based on the 1) chronological/developmental age, 2) patient 
condition, 3) barriers to learning, and as applicable 4) cultural & religious needs 


  


Openly shares findings, results of treatment, and patient status with the patient, parent of 
minor patients (as appropriate), and those that the patient has indicated should receive such 
information 


  


Document teaching & patient response throughout the educational process 
• Discharge teaching 
• Patient feedback including return demonstration 
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Medication 
Administration 


Identifies RIGHT patient, drug, dose, time, route, and indication for all medications using 
2 identifiers (source document & name and DOB) asks patient to state name 


  


Checks for allergies and reviews allergy band at bedside   
Discusses indications, contraindications, and side effects for medications administered   
Demonstrates appropriate nursing assessment prior to medication administration (vital 
signs, labs, indications, etc.) 


  


Documents medications given, held, omitted, or refused   
Prepare, label, and administer IV/IO/IM/Subcutaneous medication   
Labels and dates all multi-dose containers   
Completes adverse drug reaction procedure   
States medications that require an independent double-check   
Completes medication independent double check   
States resources for drug-drug and drug-solution compatibility   
States resources to determine food-drug interactions   
Demonstrates utilization of Pyxis machine using bio-identifier   
Completes Removal/waste, and return of medication to Pyxis   
Completes double-witness for wasted narcotic at the PYXIS system professionally.   
States procedure for reporting narcotic and other medication discrepancy   
Refers to Micromedex for drug information and educational materials   
Obtains secure medication through tube system   
Obtains patient specific medications from pharmacy   
Identifies need for hourly bedside glucose in patients receiving hourly or continuous 
insulin or IV dextrose 


  


Medication Error and 
Adverse Drug Reaction 
Reporting 


Reports Medication/IV solution errors using Event Reporting system [ERS]   
Notifies prescribing physician 
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IV therapy/Central line 
care  


Identifies proper solution, additives, and tubing   
States location Adult IV Guidelines   
Uses appropriate technique for IV insertion   
Documents IV solutions including start and discontinued time   
Flushes peripheral IVs per protocol   
Documents assessment of IV sites   
Access and flushes central venous catheters using protocol for specific catheter   
Withdraws blood from central venous catheters   
Assists with central line insertion    
Identifies medication appropriate for syringe pump administration & completes  infusion   
Provides patient teaching re: CVC care; infection prevention   


Equipment  (Knowledge 
of use of equipment and 
location) 
 
 
 
 
 


Call light system   
Emergency equipment at bedside   
Ultrasound machine   
Glide endotracheal intubation scope   
ED response Team Backpack (CODE and Precipitous Delivery)   
Emergency Department   
Manuals/resource materials   
Scales – standing & pediatric   
Telephone/fax   
Spectra Link phones   
Paging – hospital    
Department paging – main department & triage   
EMS Disaster Communication   


General Safety 
Equipment 
 


Ensures vital equipment is plugged into a red electrical outlet   
Verbalizes tag-out procedure for malfunctioning equipment   
Describes process for adverse medical device incidents   
Uses electrical equipment with current prevention maintenance (PM) sticker    


 
 
 


 
 


 Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Date Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  Date  
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Phase Progression Evaluation    
Preceptor Review 
 
Date Topic Preceptor & 


New Hire Initials 
Score 


 Provides patient centered care   
Applies quality improvement   
Works in interprofessional teams   
Employs evidence-based practice    
Delegates patient care functions    
Manages patient care assignments appropriately   
Recognizes changes in patient condition    
Identifies patient and family education needs    
Identifies own progress towards becoming a professional nurse    
Effectively manages conflict   


 Consistently manages patient care safely    
Comments / Areas for Improvement from Educator/ANM/Manager/Preceptor: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
*See Performance Improvement Plan for items not met 
 
Is this individual consistently demonstrating PACT standards?    Yes    No         Extension requests must be approved by CEPP Manager or Director                                        
 Is this individual ready to move into Phase II?    Yes    No                                                                                    NurseResidency@UTSouthwestern.edu 
Evaluation entered in Redcap?  ප 
Comments from Nurse Resident: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee ID Initials Resident Printed Name UT Employee ID Initials  


 
 


     


 Scoring Key 
1 – Not Met* - Consistently relies on verbal cues and 
frequent demonstrations 
2 – In Progress – Seeks occasional supportive cues from 
resource personnel 
3 – Met – Meets or exceeds standards without 
supporting cues 
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Beginning Phase II 


 
In this phase, you will continue to work with a preceptor and learn the flow of the unit, admitting and transferring patients.  While still having 
close oversight by the preceptor, continuing to gain independence is key.  By the end of this phase, the goal is for you to transition to 
independence and continue maintaining goals from previous phases. Continue seeking out new opportunities to learn and improve on nursing 
skills.  By the conclusion of this phase you should be functioning as the primary nurse with your preceptor as your support.   
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 Phase II Objectives                  .                                                                                  


All competencies in this section will be verified by demonstration and represent ongoing 
consistent behaviors in the successful nurse.  


 


Must be Completed via 
demonstration of listed 
competency  
Demonstration (D) 


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Ability to monitor  Monitoring of patient’s condition 
x Demonstrated in equipment use, gathering of data, appropriate application of the data 


to plan of care 
x Communication of patient condition to team members in an effective way, generating 


positive outcomes 


  


Monitoring of family dynamics 
x Appropriately limiting and sharing of information with families that has a positive 


effect on patient care 
x Interacting with families with positive outcomes 
x Using resources available to intervene as appropriate to perform the role of patient 


advocate (social work, police, translation services) 


  


Monitoring of team dynamics 
x Delegating care to those appropriate to the task 
x Interacting with the primary practitioner to support positive patient outcomes 
x Following up on team interactions and outcomes to manage overall patient care 
x Recognizing the need to bring in support when knowledge, skills or experience or 


outside of one’s scope. 


  


Ability to communicate Ability to communicate: concisely, accurately, and completely 
x Verbally 
x In chart 
x Professional communication 
x Firm (appropriate) communication to advocate for the patient 


  


Ability to learn Ability to “learn on the fly”. 
x Can use resources to gather information needed 
x Initiates self-education 
x Not afraid to state areas of knowledge weakness or uncertainty and do something 


about it. 


  


Ability to respond Ability to respond in emergencies 
x Includes leading and following as appropriate 
x Support a team in code or crisis situation 


  


Ability to use EMR Ability to use EMR effectively in patient care, and documentation of that care   
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Ongoing Learning 
 


  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Intraosseous catheters Locates intraosseous (IO) needles, drill, and bone injectors   
Insertion and stabilization of IO needle   
Assess IO site for infiltration   


Blood administration Identifies clinical indications for blood components including relationship to lab values   
Completes identification procedure at bedside prior to blood component administration   
Utilizes source document and ID band to identify patient    
Uses blood warmer (level one) as appropriate   
Completes documentation on transfusion record and in nursing notes   


ED Response Team Verbalizes situations requiring ED response team (internal, external)   
Verbalizes personnel and equipment brought during response   


Forms/Special 
notifications 


Consents: obtains signatures as applicable and places with medical record   
Completes incident reporting system on-line report   
Completes report for injury &/or illness to patient, visitor, or staff   
Locates and completes AMA report with MD   
Describes COBRA/EMTALA regulations for patients presenting for emergency care   


Code Blue/PALS Locates pediatric & adult Code Carts   
Identifies Code Blue/PALS areas requiring ED response   
Completes daily Code Cart & monitor/defibrillator check at shift change   
Trouble-shoots monitor/defibrillator malfunctions   
Identifies pediatric & adult paddles and proper placement   
Applies multifunction pads   
Uses monitor/defibrillator for: 
x Defibrillation 
x Synchronous Cardioversion 
x Transcutaneous pacing 


  


Uses check-back and closed loop format for verbal orders given during a code   
Documents on code form (EPIC)   
Completes code critique and event notice    
Facilitates family presence at resuscitation   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Psychosocial Incorporates, as appropriate & possible,  cultural, ethnic, and/or religious alterations to the 
plan of care 


  


Facilitates spiritual, psychosocial support, and/or referrals for patient/family   
Provides support for families experiencing an ED death   
Recognizes common presentations of physical, sexual, emotional abuse, and neglect 
x Intimate Partner violence (domestic violence) 
x Child abuse 
x Elder abuse 
x Dependent adult 
x Sexual assault 


  


Abuse Recognizes common presentations of physical, sexual, emotional abuse, and neglect 
x Intimate Partner violence (domestic violence) 
x Child abuse 
x Elder abuse 
x Dependent adult 
x Sexual assault 
x Describes resources for abuse reporting 


  


  


  


  


  


Describes procedure for verbal and written reporting of suspected abuse 
x  Obtains phone numbers and completes telephone reporting 


  


Describes diagnostic testing indicated for abuse cases   
Describes process for evidence collection in abuse cases e.g. photograph   


Moderate Sedation 
(may be simulation, but 
not verbal) 
 


Identifies types of procedures requiring moderate sedation protocol   
Identifies medications & associated doses requiring moderate sedation protocol   
Demonstrates set-up & patient preparation for moderate sedation   
Completes and documents moderate sedation medications, monitoring, and assessments 
(including vital signs) pre-procedure, intra-procedure, and post procedure per protocol. 


  


Documents discharge criteria for cessation of moderate cessation protocol   
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 


ID 
Initials Date Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 


ID 
Initials  Date  


 
 


       


 
 


       


 
 


       


 
 


       


        


        


 


  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 


Emergency 
Department Carts 


Respiratory Cart   
Suture Cart   
Crash Cart   
Pedi Crash Cart   
Central line cart   
Malignant Hyperthermia Cart   
NICU Crash Cart   
IV Cart   
OBG cart   
Urology cart   
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2 Week Evaluation   
Preceptor Review 
Date Topic Preceptor & 


New Hire Initials 
Score 


 Provides patient centered care   
Applies quality improvement   
Works in interprofessional teams   
Employs evidence-based practice    
Delegates patient care functions    
Manages patient care assignments appropriately   
Recognizes changes in patient condition    
Identifies patient and family education needs    
Identifies own progress towards becoming a professional nurse    
Effectively manages conflict   


 Consistently manages patient care safely    
Comments / Areas for Improvement from Educator/ANM/Manager/Preceptor 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
*See Performance Improvement Plan for items not met 
 
Is this individual consistently demonstrating PACT standards?    Yes    No                                           Evaluation entered in Redcap?  ප                               
 
Comments from Nurse Resident   
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee ID Initials Resident Printed Name UT Employee ID Initials  


 
 


     


  
 
 
 


Scoring Key 
1 – Not Met* - Consistently relies on verbal cues and 
frequent demonstrations 
2 – In Progress – Seeks occasional supportive cues from 
resource personnel 
3 – Met – Meets or exceeds standards without 
supporting cues 
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LABOR AND DELIVERY 
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>ĂďŽƌ�ĂŶĚ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ�ZE�/ŶŝƚŝĂů��ŽŵƉĞƚĞŶĐǇ�sĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�&Žƌŵ 
 


Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 
 


^ĐŽƌŝŶŐ�<ĞǇ͗�ϭ�- Needs further development *    2 – �ŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚ�;/ŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ�WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞͿ 


* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 
 
 


 
Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


Performs the following items related to patient identification:     


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƌƐ�;ŶĂŵĞ͕�ďŝƌƚŚ�ĚĂƚĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂů�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�
number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 
care area:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���Zd�ƌŽůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉƵůƐĞ�ŽǆŝŵĞƚƌǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĐĞŶƚŝǀĞ�ƐƉŝƌŽŵĞƚƌǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 
care area:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŶĞƵƌŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ůŽŽĚ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŵƵƐĐƵůŽƐŬĞůĞƚĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ďŽĚǇ�ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ�  Performs active and passive range of motion  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁƐ�hd^ŬŝŶ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ůŽŐ-rolling and maintenance of skeletal alignment 
during log-rolling  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 


^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
ŝŶĨĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞĂ͕�including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ technique during insertion  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ŝƌƌŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system͕�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ͕�
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĂŬĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ of enemas  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚŽŽů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�ĨůƵŝĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽůǇƚĞƐ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�WW��ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 


^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�treatment per skin care bundle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     


භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      


භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�
ƵƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�Žƌ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŶǇ�ůŝŶĞ͕�ƚƵďĞ�Žƌ�ĚƌĂŝŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     


භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ�ĨƵůů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ĞƌĞĂǀĞŵĞŶƚ͗��ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�DŽƚŚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�&ĞƚĂů��ĞŵŝƐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�������������
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 


^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 


caregivers     


භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 


appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�Žƌ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 


communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 


implementation:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


QSEN Competency 


Critical Behavior 


  


 


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 


partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 


ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 


  


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ŶƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌ-ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů�ƚĞĂŵƐ͕�
ĨŽƐƚĞƌŝŶŐ�ŽƉĞŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ŵƵƚƵĂů�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐŚĂƌĞĚ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ-making to 


achieve quality patient care.   


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 


patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 


quality and safety of health care systems.   


 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕�ŵŝƚŝŐĂƚĞ�ĞƌƌŽƌ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ�ŵĂŬŝŶŐ͘�� 


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Critical Behavior 


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ��           
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to FIRST STAGE OF LABOR     
භ���s^ͬ&,Zͬ�ƚǆͬ�ŝĞƚ�Θ�,ǇĚƌĂƚŝŽŶͬ�ĐƚŝǀŝƚǇͬ�ŽŵĨŽƌƚ�Θ�^ƵƉƉŽƌƚ�measures/Patient & 
&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ��ZKD  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů;ƐͿ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
Completes the following items related to SECOND STAGE OF LABOR    
භ���s^ͬ&,Zͬ�ƚǆͬ�ƌĞĂƚŚŝŶŐͬWƵƐŚŝŶŐ�dĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐͬWŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇͬWƌĞƉ�ĨŽƌ�
�ĞůŝǀĞƌǇͬWĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Equipment Preparation for Delivery  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Vaginal Delivery  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Setting up Delivery Table  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Shoulder Dystocia  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���Suprapubic Pressure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���McRoberts Maneuver  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���Documentation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EƵƌƐĞ-Assisted Delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���&ŽƌĐĞƉƐ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���sĂĐƵƵŵ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to THIRD STAGE OF LABOR: NEONATE     
භ���W'�Z�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Thermoregulation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Suctioning ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Vital Signs ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Erythromycin Eye Ointment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŽƌĚ��ůŽŽĚͬ�ŽƌĚ�'ĂƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Newborn Identification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Breastfeeding ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Neonatal Resuscitation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to THIRD STAGE OF LABOR : MATERNAL ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Perineal Care ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Hemorrhage ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Cesarean Section - Circulating ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Cesarean Section – &ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂƐ�^ĐƌƵď�dĞĐŚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Emergency C-Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�WƌŽůĂƉƐĞĚ��ŽƌĚ ප�d    ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��/ŶĚƵĐƚŝŽŶͬ�ƵŐŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĂďŽƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��sĂŐŝŶĂů��ŝƌƚŚ��ĨƚĞƌ��ĞƐĂƌĞĂŶ�;s���Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�EŽŶ-ZĞĂƐƐƵƌŝŶŐ�&ĞƚĂů�,ĞĂƌƚ�ZĂƚĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�WƌĞŵĂƚƵƌĞ�Rupture of Membranes ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


  


dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�������������
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 


 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ 
Evaluator Initials  


භ  �ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀŝŶŐ�DĂŐŶĞƐŝƵŵ�^ƵůĨĂƚĞ�;',dE�Θ�Wd>Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ��ŝĂďĞƚĞƐ�;ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�/ŶƐƵůŝŶ�ĚƌŝƉͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of Preterm Labor ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�O  
භ���ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�&ĞƚĂů��ĞŵŝƐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Care of the Post-ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝǀĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�;�-^ĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�ƚƵďĂů͕�ŚǇƐƚĞƌĞĐƚŽŵǇ͕��Θ�Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
SPECIAL PROCEDURES   
භ��External Version ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Amniocentesis ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��PUBS / Intrauterine Transfusion ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��D&C ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
OBSERVATION PATIENTS:   
භ��E^d ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��K�d ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��hůƚƌĂƐŽƵŶĚ ප�d����ප�s��  ප������ප�K  
භ��<ŝĐŬ��ŽƵŶƚƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�ZƵƉƚƵƌĞĚ�DĞŵďƌĂŶĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�>ĂďŽƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�W/, ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
&�d�>�,��Zd�RATE EVALUATION:   
භ���ŽƉƉůĞƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�&ĞƚĂů�DŽŶŝƚŽƌ�;hůƚƌĂƐŽƵŶĚͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��WůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�&^� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ��ŽŶƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�;ƉĂůƉĂƚŝŽŶ�Θ�ƚŽĐŽƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ��ŽŶƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�;/ŶƚƌĂƵƚĞƌŝŶĞ�WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ��ĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�-  IUPC) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�DĞŵďƌĂŶĞ�^ƚĂƚƵƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��sĂŐŝŶĂů��ǆĂŵ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ƐƐŝƐƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�^ƚĞƌŝůĞ�^ƉĞĐƵůƵŵ�ĞǆĂŵ ප�d����ප�s����ප��    ප�K  
භ��hƌŝŶĞ��ŝƉƐƚŝĐŬ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
�Z/d/��>���Z���>/E/��>�^</>>^ͬdKW/�^   
භ���ĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ�WƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂƚĞƌŶĂů�sŝƚĂů�^ŝŐŶƐ�WƌŽƚŽĐŽůƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��>ĞŽƉŽůĚ͛Ɛ�DĂŶƵĞǀĞƌƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�ƵƐĂŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�;ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ƚƌĂǇƐͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ĚĂƉƚŝŶŐ�>Θ��ǀŝƐŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZĞƐŽƵƌĐŝŶŐ�ĂŶĐŝůůĂƌǇ�ƐƚĂĨĨ͗�^ƉŝƌŝƚƵĂů��ĂƌĞ͕�^ŽĐŝĂů�tŽƌŬ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Required Training Completion Date 
WK/Ed�K&���Z��d�^d   
  භ��Amnisure  
  භ��Clinitek  
  භ��I Stat  
�KDDhE/��d/KE�Θ��K�hD�Ed�d/KE�^</>>^  
  භ��EPIC Documentation:  L&D  
  භ��EPIC Documentation:  Antepartum  
  භ���W/���ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͗��WŽƐƚƉĂƌƚƵŵ  
  භ��EŽƚŝĨǇŝŶŐ�E/�h  
  භ��>Θ��Θ�KZ�dĞƌŵŝŶĂůƐ�hƐĞ  
  භ��t>ϯ�WŚŽŶĞƐ  
  භ��ZĞƐƉŽŶĚĞƌ�ϱ  
  භ��tĂƚĐŚ�ŚŝůĚ  
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


�ĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ�ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ�ůŝƐƚĞĚ�ĂďŽǀĞ͕�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů�ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚůǇ�ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂƐ�Ă�ZĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĞĚ�
EƵƌƐĞ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�hd^t�WŽůŝĐǇ͕�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 
Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-�ůŝĐŝƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ĂƐ�part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĂŵ 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-�ůŝĐŝƚ�ĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞůŝĞĨ�ŽĨ�ƉĂŝŶ͕�ĚŝƐĐŽŵĨŽƌƚ͕�Žƌ�ƐƵĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ůŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ 
-Engage ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�Žƌ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚĞĚ�ƐƵƌƌŽŐĂƚĞƐ�ŝŶ�ĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ͕�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ǁĞůů-ďĞŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐĞůĨ-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-&ĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶƐĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂƌĞ 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-�Đƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ͕�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĚŝĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ�ǀŝĞǁƐ 
-&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚůǇ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ŽǁŶ�ƐĐŽƉĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŵĞŵďĞƌ�ŽĨ the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-Initiate requests for help when appropriate to situation 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ͕�ĂĚĂƉƚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƐƚǇůĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĂŵ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other tĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů͕�ĂƐ�ǁĞůů�ĂƐ�ƚĞĂŵ͕�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ�/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƐŽůǀĞ�ĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚ 
-&ŽůůŽǁ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬƐ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŚĂŶĚŽĨĨƐ�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƌŽƐƐ�ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-�ĚŚĞƌĞ�ƚŽ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶĂů�ZĞǀŝĞǁ��ŽĂƌĚ�;/Z�Ϳ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ 
-�ĂƐĞ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŝǌĞĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉůĂŶ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĞǆƉĞƌƚŝƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-Seek information about quality improvement projects in the care setting 
-hƐĞ�ƚŽŽůƐ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ĨůŽǁ�ĐŚĂƌƚƐ͕�ĐĂƵƐĞ-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-Use quality measures to understand performance 
-hƐĞ�ƚŽŽůƐ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů�ĐŚĂƌƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌƵŶ�ĐŚĂƌƚƐͿ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ŚĞůƉĨƵů�ĨŽƌ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily worŬ�;ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĂŶ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶƚŝĂů�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�WůĂŶ-Do-Study-�ĐƚͿ�WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ�ĂůŝŐŶŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŝŵƐ͕�
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
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Examples of Safety Include: 
-Demonstrate effective use of technology and standardized practices that support safety and quality 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
-hƐĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞ�ƌĞůŝĂŶĐĞ�ŽŶ�ŵĞŵŽƌǇ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͕�ĨŽƌĐŝŶŐ�ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĐŚĞĐŬůŝƐƚƐͿ 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶƐ�Žƌ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŚĂǌĂƌĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƌƌŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ͕�ĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĂŵ 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information 
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NICU RN Initial Competency Verification Form 


 


Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 


 


Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 


* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 


 


Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Performs the following items related to patient identification:     


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 


number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Oxygen-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient receiving oxygen therapy.       


භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŽǆǇŐĞŶ�ĚĞůŝǀĞƌǇ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŽǆǇŐĞŶ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǀĂůƵĂƚĞƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ�of oxygen therapy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


High Flow Nasal Cannula-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a high-flow nasal cannula following 


policy and procedure.     


භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Troubleshoots alarms  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


Advanced Airway-ICU  
Recognizes and manages a pediatric advanced compromised airway     


භ���Identifies indications for adjunct airways specific to setting and diagnosis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Secures and maintains the adjunct airway  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Ventilates advanced airway via bag  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Verbalizes location and equipment for an emergency ප�s����ප���   


Advanced Airway-Mechanical Ventilation 
Manages mechanical ventilation equipment and devices.    


භ���Verifies current settings and parameters  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Troubleshoots alarms  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Obtains required emergency equipment at bedside  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Differentiates between modes of supportive ventilation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Advanced Airway-Non-Invasive Mechanical (CPAP/NIPPV) 
Manages non-invasive mechanical ventilation equipment and devices.      


භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚƐ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Demonstrates skin care and positioning during treatment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ requiring escalation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Advanced Airway-ETT 
Performs nursing care for a patient with an ETT.     
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ��dd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ǀŝĂ��dd ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Airway-Basics 
Recognizes and manages a pediatric compromised airway.     
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ďĂŐͬŵĂƐŬ�ŽĨ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŝǌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ďĂŐͬǀĂůǀĞͬŵĂƐŬ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĚŝƐƚƌĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Demonstrates proper escalation procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Suctioning-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient requiring suctioning.     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���^ƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�appropriately sized catheter and suction settings for age ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ǀĂůƵĂƚĞƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Tracheostomy 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a tracheostomy.   
භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƚƌĂĐŚ�ĐĂƌĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ�ƚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƚƌĂĐŚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�lot number and cleaning 
of old trach ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�Ă�ŶĞǁůǇ�ƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Chest Tube-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a chest tube.   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�bedside equipment  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƌŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ͕�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ�
measurement.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Verbalizes transport of patient with chest tube  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŽƵƚ�ĚƌĂŝŶĂŐĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŚĞƐƚ�ƚƵďĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s�   ප������ප�K  
NG/OG Tubes 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient with an NG/OG tube.   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƌŝƐŬ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞĐŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ�ƚƵďĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Selects type and size of catheter ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ƚƵďĞ�ůĞŶŐƚŚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�E�Dh�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ�;ŶŽƐĞ-ear-midpoint 
between xiphoid and umbilicus) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Confirms tube placement per policy (not using auscultation) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ŝŶŝƚŝĂů�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞůĂǇĞĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ŵŝƐƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƵďĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŵŝƐƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƵďĞƐ ප�d��� ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


   


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Gastrostomy-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a gastrostomy.   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌƐ�ĨŽƌŵƵůĂ�ƉĞƌ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĨĞĞĚƐͬŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system:   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ĨĞĐĂů�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉŽƵĐŚ�ĞŵƉƚǇŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉŽƵĐŚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Infant feeding-IDF Program 
Identifies and demonstrates the Infant Driven Feeding (IDF) guidelines for infants 
in the NICU.     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�/�&�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶĞƐƐ�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Orally feeds and documents following the IDF guidelines  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Expressed Breast Milk 
Manages expressed breast milk following policy and procedure.      
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĂƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞƐ�ƐƚŽƌĂŐĞ�ƚŝŵĞƐ�Ăƚ�ƌŽŽŵ�ƚĞŵƉ͕�ƌĞĨƌŝŐĞƌĂƚĞĚ͕�ĂŶĚ�ĨƌŽǌĞŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐĞƚ-up and management of breast pump  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
TPN 
Performs nursing care for a patient receiving TPN.   
භ���Verifies TPN using dual verification process ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Distinguishes between peripheral and central TPN concentrations ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Central Line/PICC Line-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a Central Line following policy and 
procedure     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƐ�ŶĞĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŽĐĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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NICU Resident Packet 


 


 


 Critical Behavior  


  


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


UAC- Set-up/Management 
Demonstrates nursing care related to UAC management.   


භ���Demonstrates initial set-up with calibration ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Demonstrates securement technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring notification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Prepares patient for procedure ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Obtains specimens using proper technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Discontinues UAC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


UVC- Set-up/Management 
Demonstrates nursing care related to UVC management.   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ŝŶŝƚŝĂů�ƐĞƚ-up with calibration ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���WƌĞƉĂƌĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�procedure ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ����ŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞƐ�hs� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


IV Placement 
Demonstrates the ability to perform IV placement.     
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞƐ using Assessment Tool for PIV Access  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�W/s�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĨŽƌ�W/s�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�PIV insertion and securement  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


PIV Site Management 
Displays ability to manage IV sites according to policy and procedure.   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƐƐƵƌĞƐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ǀŝƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   


භ����ƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Measurements     


භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ǁĞŝŐŚƚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�appropriate scale  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�&K��ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ŐŝƌƚŚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ŚĞŝŐŚƚͬůĞŶŐƚŚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŽŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Neonate Care 
Demonstrates ability to care for a neonate.     


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ŝŶĨĂŶƚ�ĐƵĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƉůĂŶͬĚĞůŝǀĞƌ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ŵŝŶŝŵĂů�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ƐƚŝŵƵůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Recognizes infant stress signals  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŶĞŽŶĂƚĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Urinary Catheter   


භ���Inserts catheter using appropriate technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


භ���Utilizes interventions to maintain patency and prevent infection ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Thermoregulation-Heating 
Implements measures to warm patient   
භ���Selects appropriate device ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Monitors patient temperature and skin perfusion/integrity ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring immediate notification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Thermoregulation-Cooling 
Implements measures to cool patient   
භ���Identifies eligibility criteria  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Utilization of cooling device per manufacturer's guidelines, policy/procedure, 
and per physicians orders ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Monitors patient temperature and skin perfusion/integrity ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring immediate notification ප�d����ප�s����ප���   ප�K  
භ���Rewarming procedure   
Pain Management-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to manage pain in patient population.   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƐĐŽƌĞ ප�d����ප�s    ප������ප�K  
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁĂů�ƐŝŐŶƐͬƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŶĂƌĐŽƚŝĐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ŶĞĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞǀĞƌƐĂů�ĂŐĞŶƚƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Patient Safety-Car Seat Tolerance Test 
Demonstrates ability to perform Car Seat Tolerance Test     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�Ă�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ƚŽůĞƌĂŶĐĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƉĂƌĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ�ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ�ŝŶĨĂŶƚ�ŝŶ�ƌĞĂƌ-facing car seat, positions correctly, and secures 
with harness  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ĨŽƌ�ϯϱ-45 degree angle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂůůŽǁĞĚ�alarm limits  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ƚŽůĞƌĂŶĐĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ůĞŶŐƚŚ�ŽĨ�ƚŝŵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĂůǇǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��DZ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚƐ�ĨĂŝůĞĚ�results ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƚŽ�WƌŽǀŝĚĞƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Phototherapy-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient requiring phototherapy.   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚĂŝůǇ�ĐĂƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ĞǇĞ�ǁĞĂƌ͕�temperature 
regulation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ůŝŐŚƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ďŝůŝ�ďůĂŶŬĞƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ďŝůŝ�ŵĞƚĞƌ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Special Precautions 
Maintains special precautions guidelines.     
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŚĞƌĞƐ�ƚŽ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌŽƚŽĐŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁͬĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚ�ĂŝƌǁĂǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


  


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Specimen Collection     
භ���ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶŽŶ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�urine sample ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐĂŵƉůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶĂƐŽƉŚĂƌǇŶŐĞĂů�ƐǁĂď  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶĞǁďŽƌŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƵƌǀĞŝůůĂŶĐĞ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Blood Culture-General 
Obtains blood cultures following policy and/or procedure     
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚƐ�ƐĂŵƉůĞ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶƚĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ͘  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Blood Administration-Basics 
Administers blood products following policy and procedure    
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐƌŽƐƐ�ŵĂƚĐŚ�ǀƐ͘�ŶĞŽŶĂƚĂů�ƉƌŽƚŽĐŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĚƵĂů�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌƐ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප��    ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐͬ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĚǀĞƌƐĞ�ƌĞĂĐƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇ�ǁĞĂƌƐ�ŐůŽǀĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ���Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ���Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 


  


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 


  


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 


  
 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   


 
 


ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date:______________ 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 
Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-Elicit patient values, preferences and expressed needs as part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-Communicate patient values, preferences and expressed needs to other members of health care team 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-Elicit expectations of patient & family for relief of pain, discomfort, or suffering 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suffering in light of patient values, preferences and expressed needs 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶĨůict and provide access to resources 
-Engage patients or designated surrogates in active partnerships that promote health, safety and well-being, and self-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-Facilitate informed patient consent for care 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-Act with integrity, consistency and respect for differing views 
-Function competently within own scope of practice as a member of the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-Initiate requests for help when appropriate to situation 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-Communicate with team members, adapting own style of communicating to needs of the team and situation 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other team members to improve individual, as well as team, performance Initiate actions to resolve conflict 
-Follow communication practices that minimize risks associated with handoffs among providers and across transitions in care 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-Adhere to Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines 
-Base individualized care plan on patient values, clinical expertise and evidence 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-Seek information about quality improvement projects in the care setting 
-Use tools (such as flow charts, cause-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-Use quality measures to understand performance 
-Use tools (such as control charts and run charts) that are helpful for understanding variation 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily work (using an experiential learning method such as Plan-Do-Study-Act) Practice aligning the aims, 
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
Examples of Safety Include: 
-Demonstrate effective use of technology and standardized practices that support safety and quality 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
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-Use appropriate strategies to reduce reliance on memory (such as, forcing functions, checklists) 
-Communicate observations or concerns related to hazards and errors to patients, families and the health care team 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information 
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
infections as applicable to care area, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ŝƌƌŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�of intake and output  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĞŶĞŵĂƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚŽŽů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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PP Resident Packet 
 


 
Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     


භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�disconnection, 
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ�ĨƵůů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���Discontinues non tunneled CVC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and 
places tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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PP Resident Packet 


 


 


Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 


and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     


භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 


following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 


care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 


ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ��Bereavement: Care of the Mother with a Fetal Demise ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         


Verbalized (V)            


Demonstrated (D)             


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 


caregivers     


භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 


appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 


communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 


implementation:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


QSEN Competency 


Critical Behavior 


  


 


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 


partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 


ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 


  


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 


fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 


achieve quality patient care.   


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 


patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 


quality and safety of health care systems.   


 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to Antepartum/High Risk Clinical Skills     
භ���',dE  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Hyperemesis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���PTL/PCD ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���Diabetes ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���Multiple Gestation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Pyelonephritis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Placenta Previa  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Sickle cell anemia/crisis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Evaluation of FHTs / NST  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Antepartum Testing  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���24 hour urine collection  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Diabetes Teaching  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to Postpartum Clinical Skills      
භ��Routine PP Care – vaginal delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Routine PP Care – Cesarean Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�O  
භ��Focused PP Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Breastfeeding / Breast Care / Manual expression/ Management of 
Breastfeeding problems- Breast Pump Management (6 hours with Lactation) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Perineal care / Episiotomy Care ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Care of Hemorrhoids ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Bonding / Maternal-Infant Interaction ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Blues vs. PP Depression ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Infant Security ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of PP complications ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��PP Hemorrhage ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Spinal headache ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Puerperal Infection ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Thrombophlebitis ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K  
     භ��GHTN ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Bilateral Tubal Ligation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Antepartum ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Postpartum ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Newborn ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to Newborn Clinical Skills    
භ  Admissions at Bedside in L&D ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Hemacue ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��4 extremity BP (normals) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Pulse oximeter (correlate with heartrate) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Observe delivery with NICU nurse ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Set up suction equipment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


●  Suctioning with Bulb syringe □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Suction with catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  PKU – documentation, ordering process □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Cord care – initial and ongoing □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Circumcision □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Phototherapy/P&P □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Bilimeter/mask □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Transcutaneous Bili Meter Use □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Ohio/Panda beds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Collecting CBC, bilirubin – normals □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Administration of IV Antibiotics to Newborns □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Double Check/Double Sign ALL Newborn Meds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Syringe Pump □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Bag for urine □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  IM medications □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Eye ointment □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Scale □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Weights □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Oxygen blow-by □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Isolette □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Risk factors – prolonged ROM, herpes, GBS, Type I &II diabetic mother □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Late Preterm Infant Initiative- Breastfeeding/Triple Feeds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Management of infant: Mother with Hx of Herpes Simplex or HIV □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to Baby Feeding Skills    
●  Assessment □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Skin to skin (SSC) □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Latch □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Frequency and Duration of Feeds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Sleepy Baby □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Sore Nipples □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Flat /Inverted Nipples □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Engorgement □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  At Risk Infant Feeding □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Donor milk □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Storage of Breast Milk □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Supplementation □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Rooming In □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Documentation □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to Labor and Delivery Clinical Skills    
●  Observe vaginal delivery □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Observe cesarean delivery □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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 Critical Behavior  
    


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


භ��Management of the immediate postpartum period (Recovery) Vaginal Delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of the immediate postpartum period (Recovery) Cesarean 
Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ� Place a patient on the fetal monitor ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completest the following items related to 6 South Clinical Topics   
භ��Emergency equipment usage and replacement (special trays) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Resourcing ancillary staff: Spiritual Care, Social Work, Nutrition, RT ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  


 


Required Training Completion Date 
14 hour of Lactation education within first 6 months to a year  
NRP certification  
Discharge teaching class  
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         


Verbalized (V)            


Demonstrated (D)             


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply) 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials 


Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�E/,^^�Žƌ�ŵE/,^^�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 


caregivers     


භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�importance of accurate and standardized handover 


communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 


appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 


communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 


implementation:     


භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�determined fall risk based on 


policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ���&�>>^�Debriefing form on line  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   


     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 


Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 


Admissions – review and discuss admission documentation, verbalize 
understanding of the difference between OPC and voluntary admissions and the 
resulting difference in documentation required □ T    □ V    □ D  
Admission Skin Check – verbalize understanding of RN responsibility, 
identification of contraband items and removal/storage of such □ T    □ V    □ D  
Contraband Policy – locate contraband policy on clinical portal. Verbalize 
understanding of contraband items and removal/storage of such □ T    □ V    □ D  
Patient Confidentiality Policy – verbalize understanding of additional 
confidentiality protocol applicable to psychiatry, use of patient code etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Unit Specific Precautions – discuss the various safety precautions in use on the 
unit (1:1, elopement, day room restrictions, intimacy, etc.) and verbalize 
understanding of the implications for staff □ T    □ V    □ D  
CIWA Precautions – verbalize understanding of CIWA protocol, locate CIWA 
charting in EPIC, discuss understanding of how and when protocol can be 
discontinued □ T    □ V    □ D  
General Safety Precautions – verbalize understanding of requirement for unit 
cameras to be monitored at all times, demonstrate Q15 min rounding, discuss 
environmental rounds □ T    □ V    □ D  
Treatment Team – attend at least one treatment team meeting, observe 
interaction between multidisciplinary members, discharge planning etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  


ECT PATIENT SPECIFIC SKILLS   
Discuss Indications for ECT treatment □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Expected Course of ECT treatment (Acute versus Maintenance Therapy) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Elements of ECT Workup (labs, x-rays, EKG, C.T. scans, etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Necessary Preparation for ECT (NPO after midnight, need to wash hair 
night before, no styling products etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate ECT information video on patient computer and view program □ T    □ V    □ D  
ECT Orders – demonstrate understanding of when to release/acknowledge ECT 
orders □ T    □ V    □ D  
Medications – verbalize understanding of which medications are given prior to 
ECT and which are held, understanding of who gives the medications prior to ECT. 
Discuss implications for insulin administration/blood sugar testing □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss potential side effects from ECT (headache, nausea, short term memory 
loss/confusion) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Demonstrate understanding of post ECT restrictions (fall risk, day room 
restrictions one hour post etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Observe one inpatient ECT treatment from start to finish, observe one outpatient 
treatment from check in to discharge □ T    □ V    □ D  


RESTRAINT & SECLUSION SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Locate and review Restraint/Seclusion policy on clinical portal □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of different types: mechanical restraint, personal hold, 
seclusion, emergent medications □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of requirement for staff to have completed SAMA 
training prior to initiating personal holds □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of when restraints/seclusion would not be appropriate, 
unacceptable restraints/positions; discuss alternatives to restraint/seclusion that 
should be implemented as first choice options (verbal de-escalation, PRN 
medication, clinical time out etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of the difference between Non-violent/non-self-
destructive behavior restraints versus violent/self-destructive behavior restraints □ T    □ V    □ D  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 


Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 


Discuss procedure for violent/self-destructive restraint/seclusion (including order 
set, time limits, necessary checks, no ‘trial releases’, notification of family, 
debrief, etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review RN charting for restraints seclusion including EPIC flow sheet, 
restraint/seclusion debrief form, progress note, check for appropriate MD 
documentation (importance of timings matching) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate emergent medication kits in medication room, discuss various emergent 
medications and understanding of which can be given together in a syringe etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  


ELOPEMENT SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Locate and review Elopement policy on clinical portal □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss identification of high elopement risk patients (involuntary status, prior 
elopement history, verbal/physical cues) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of Elopement risk charting and specific precautions to be 
initiated in the case of high risk patients (use of yellow gown, signage on doors, 
door supervision during high traffic times such as visitation, rapid response, codes 
etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review and discuss attempt/actual Elopement check list including RN 
responsibilities, MD responsibilities, MHT responsibilities etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review RN charting for attempt/actual Elopement including EPIC documentation, 
debrief form, progress note □ T    □ V    □ D  


AMA/4 HOUR LETTER SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Discuss process for patient requesting release of voluntary treatment (signature 
of 4 hour letter, MD responsibilities, withdrawal of 4 hour letter, consideration of 
elopement precautions if applicable) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate and review 4 Hour Letter and AMA form □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of patient education needed when requesting to sign 4 
hour letter (implication of potential for OPC initiation etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  


PSYCHIATRIC MEDICATION SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Clozaril – verbalize understanding of need to check blood pressure one hour after 
administration due to high risk for orthostatic hypotension □ T    □ V    □ D  
Lithium – verbalize understanding of signs/symptoms of lithium toxicity, 
therapeutic levels □ T    □ V    □ D  
Depakote – verbalize understanding of therapeutic levels □ T    □ V    □ D  
Benzodiazepines – verbalize understanding of potential for sedation, blood 
pressure, consideration with older patients □ T    □ V    □ D  
Lamictal – verbalize understanding of potential side effects (rash etc) and 
necessary interventions □ T    □ V    □ D  
Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome (NMS) – discuss signs and symptoms □ T    □ V    □ D  
Antipsychotics – discuss potential side effects (Akathisia, Tardive Dyskinesia etc.) 
and necessary interventions □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize importance of correct use of PRN medications per written indication 
(e.g. use of Ativan written for ‘agitation’ not to be given for ‘anxiety’ etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Medication Consents – verbalize understanding of legal requirement for 
completion of medication consents, which medications require consent etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of implications of medication commitment and RN 
responsibilities □ T    □ V    □ D  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 


Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 


RECOVERY-ORIENTED PRACTICE   
Helps the patient to identify strengths to renew hope and resume control ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Incorporates patient strengths in interventions to help the patient manage 
symptoms and assume control. ප�d��� ප�s����ප��  
Assists the patient to re-define self beyond the illness. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Involves the patient (and family) in treatment planning to promote patient 
control. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on coping skills to help the patient renew hope and assume 
control ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on problem-solving that can help the patient renew hope and 
assume control. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on relaxation techniques that help the patient manage 
symptoms ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on mental illnesses to help reduce stigma ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides a safe environment for patients to talk about symptoms to reduce 
stigma ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Use of normal conversation to help the patient feel supported ප d����ප�s����ප��  
Encourages the patient to participate in their treatment plan by telling them their 
input is important ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Uses recovery information from SAMHSA publications and handouts to teach 
patients ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Uses and encourages other team members to use person-first language and 
recovery oriented language ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides patient-centered care focusing on the person, not the disability ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Corrects language that is stigmatizing ප�d����ප�s��� ප��  
Communicates positively with patients, beginning at admission and through 
discharge ප�d����ප�s����ප��  


QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 


  


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 


  
 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   


 
 


ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝsk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 


ID 
Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 


ID 
Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 
 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse accorĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�hd^t�WŽůŝĐǇ͕�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ͘ 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Epidural Analgesia Comp 


 Epidural Analgesia Competency 


Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 


Critical Behavior 


Verbalized (V)     
Demonstrated (D)  
(Select all that apply)    


Date & Evaluator 
Initials  


Completes the following items related to the monitoring and administration of 
epidural analgesia including: 


● Patient  preparation


● Assesses  patient’s  pain  every  4  hours  and  prn  using  a  pain  scale □  V        □  D 


● Explains  procedure  to  patient  and/or  significant  other □  V        □  D 


● Prepares  for  the  administration  of  epidural  opiates
● Checks the medical order for drug, dose, and frequency. Verifies that a


standardized order set is used.
□  V        □  D 


● Test dose is administered by anesthesia provider. Initial setting and
programming is done by anesthesia. Settings are verified by two nurses. 


□  V        □  D 


● Assesses  patient’s  room  for  presence  of:
a. Narcan readily available / accessible
b. Epidural label on tubing and pump
c. Pulse oximetry utilized during infusion


□  V        □  D 


● Verbalizes the importance of the availability of an ambu bag. □  V        □  D 


● Assesses  epidural catheter and dressing for intactness. □  V        □  D 


● Administers epidural opiate correctly
● Validates settings, including continuous infusion rates, lockout times,


Interval doses, bolus doses and 1 hour limit every 4 hours and at shift
change with another nurse. □  V        □  D


● Validates sufficient solution present in the bag to prevent interruption in 


therapy. □  V        □  D 


● Informs provider if pain relief is not adequate for patient. □  V        □  D 


● Changes pump settings & validates all new settings with a second nurse. □  V        □  D 


● Assesses and records blood pressure, respiratory rate and heart rate every


4 hours; with pulse oximetry and respiratory rate recorded every two hours.


Monitors continuous pulse oximetry for the duration of therapy. Sets alarm 


limits per order set; Monitors intake and output during infusion and for 24 


hours after removal. 


□  V     □  D 


● Assess for reaction or intolerance to medication: nausea/vomiting, rash,


motor or sensory blockade. 
□  V        □  D 


● Monitors dressing. Notifies provider immediately for disconnected


catheter.  See Epidural SOP for re-connection procedure per policy.
□  V        □  D 


● Verbalizes the signs / symptoms of an epidural hematoma; peak incidence


times and holds anticoagulants the day of insertion AND removal. 
□  V        □  D 


● Notifies provider and administers reversal agent as indicated for respiratory


depression. Calls an RRT as indicated. Demonstrates how to stop infusion 


per pump. 


□  V        □  D 
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2/18  
Epidural Analgesia Comp 


 
Critical Behavior 


Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)      
(Select all that apply)     


 
Date & Evaluator 
Initials  


●      Completes the procedure   
     ●      Assesses  epidural  catheter  every  4  hours.  Validates  that  connections  are 
           secure, solution and settings match orders, dressing is dry and secure. 


□  V    □  D  


     ●      Verbalizes  potential  side  effects  and  complications to be monitored such            
           as: nausea, pruritus, respiratory depression, urinary retention 


□  V        □  D  


     ●      Documents  the  medication  settings  and  amounts  administered on the 
           Medication Administration Record; requires 2 nurse verification at shift 
           change and for any pump changes following written order 


□  V        □  D  


     ●      Documents  the  patient’s  response  to  the  drug  on  the  Pain  Management 
           Flowsheet. 


□  V        □  D  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies/procedures and responsibilities listed. I certify 
that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed 


skills and feel ready to practice independently. 


 


 


  _                                                                             ___________________________________________ 


Signature of RN (Orientee) Date Completed  


Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  
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ECG Monitoring, Defibrillation, Synchronized Cardioversion                                                                         
and Temporary Transcutaneous Pacing 


Competency Checklist 
 


Name:___________________________ Date:____________________Unit: _________________ 
 
Defibrillator Make and Model: _______________________________ 


 
Every RN is to complete the items listed below, place a CHECK mark under the MET line item and 


initial, once competency is achieved.  Please date and sign at the bottom of page two once all 
functions are demonstrated.  Submit to the CE or CC once completed.   


 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MET 


 
Orientee’s  


initials 
 


ECG Monitoring 
 


1) Presses ON and  locates ECG cable    
2) Identifies the multi-function pads cable   
3) Identifies the ECG electrodes placement to chest 


a) Attaches an electrode to each lead wire 
b) Identifies appropriate electrode sites for 3-wire cable in upper right, upper left, 


lower left torso areas    


  


4) Select or changes desired lead and ECG size on monitor screen 
a) Select Leads by pressing LEAD button or rotating SPEED DIAL to desired lead 


and pressing 
b) Select Size by pressing SIZE button or by rotating SPEED DIAL to desired size 


and pressing 


  


5) Presses PRINT to obtain an ECG printout   
6) Changes the PAPER roll (open and close door)   
7) Opens the cover door on right side of unit carefully, using the Manual release 


button.   
  


8) Identifies that the LEAD button, when pressed halts the AED functionality   
 


Defibrillation with Hands-Free Electrode  
 


1) Identifies that the unit can defibrillate with the AED function or manually   
2) Turns the unit on with the door closed – notes buttons #1, #2 and #3 for AED    
3) Opens the door carefully, using the manual release button on the door cover, notes 


the LEAD button and depresses it to halt the AED functionality 
  


4) Identifies the buttons for energy select / charge and shock with the door open   
5) Verbalizes that this is a biphasic unit (countercurrent) with 200J, 300J and 360J as 


the settings for V-Fib / V-Tach without a pulse.   
  


6) Applies therapy electrodes to cable. Confirm cable connection to the device.   
7) Presses ENERGY SELECT and appropriate energy   
8) Identifies the  CHARGE key    
9) States  “ALL  Clear”  and  observes  electrical  safety   
10) Identifies the SHOCK key (DO NOT actually discharge the unit)   
11) Presses the DOWN arrow for energy select to dump the charge if charged unit   
12) Locates the defibrillator paddles and pedi paddles underneath   


Comments:   
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MET 
 


Orientee’s  
initials 


 


Synchronized Cardioversion with Hands-Free Electrode (Multi-Function Pads) 
 


1) Demonstrates how to place the unit in synchronize mode for cardioversion 
a) Identifies that each cardioversion discharge would require a re-sync if second 


cardioversion discharge required 


  


2) Identifies possible cardioversion hazards: patient skin burn, operator shock, 
combustion during oxygen use, ineffective energy delivery, improper 
synchronization and discharge on the T wave. 


  


3) Connect therapy electrode to therapy cables   
4) Demonstrate anterior-lateral placement   
5) Locates and Presses SYNC button   
6) Confirm  SYNC  markers  (▼)  appear  on  QRS  on  monitor  screen  and  on  each  


detected QRS complex 
  


7) Presses ENERGY SELECT  to increase energy or rotate SPEED DIAL to desired 
joule level setting 


  


8) Identifes the  CHARGE key   
9) Confirms ECG rhythm, SYNC marker location and available energy   
10) States  “All  Clear:”  and  observe  electrical  safety   
11) States that Discharge defibrillation is done by pressing and holding SHOCK button 


until discharge occurs on next detected QRS complex  
(DO NOT actually discharge the unit) 


  


 


Temporary Transcutaneous Pacing 
 


1) Attaches ECG cable/  ECG electrodes AND multi-function pads    
2) Presses PACER   
3) Presses RATE to adjust up or down as needed   
4) Presses CURRENT and adjust up until electrical capture is achieved   
5) As needed, Presses PAUSE and hold to confirm underlying rhythm   
6) Verbalizes different modes of pacing (DEMAND or NON DEMAND) and chooses 


appropriate  therapy  based  on  patient’s  need. 
  


 


DAILY CHECK 
 


1) Detaches the multi-function cable from the pads and plug into the small adaptor 
attached to the multi-function cable itself 


  


2) Unplugs the unit from the back power cord   
3) Turns the unit ON   
4) Opens the door / presses the LEAD button and uses the SPEED DIAL on the front to 


locate  the  selection  “TEST  /  Self  Check” 
  


5) The unit will ask if monitoring is to STOP, Selects YES with the SPEED DIAL 
(pushing the SPEED DIAL in selects highlighted item) 


  


6) Unit completes self check and will then turn off automatically / print verification   
7) Removes the end of the MF plug from the testing piece and plug back into the MF 


pads ready for patient use 
  


8) Plugs the unit back in and identifies the light on the front that indicates the unit is 
charging 


  


9) Powers the TOWER off   
 
 


___________________________________________________           __________________________________________ 
Evaluator’s  Signature     Orientee’s  Signature 
 
 
Revised Dec 30th, 2011/ Dec 2014 
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Created Feb 2014 / tm; Revised February 2015 1 


 
 


       THINK LIFT 
Direct Patient Care Staff 


  
 
Name: ________________________________ Employee #: ________ Date of Hire: ______________ 
 


 
**All competencies for equipment that applies to the work area, listed below, must be validated (clinical demonstration required), 


initialed and dated by the preceptor.   
The orientee should place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  Items that are Not Applicable (N/A) may 
be indicated by checking the appropriate line in the column labeled N/A.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file 


upon completion. 
 


 
SPECIFIC CLINICAL 


SKILLS 
 


Self 
Identified 
Learning 
Need (*) 


 
DATE 


 
N/A 


 
VALIDATOR 


INITIALS 


 


 


For applicable equipment listed below, the preceptor verifies that satisfactory performance has been 
demonstrated.  


 


Sara Stedy     
Sara Plus     
Maximove     
Tenor     
Maxilite     
Maxisky-Sling     
Maxisky-Repositioning     
Maxislide     
Maxitube     
Easy Slide     
Maxi Air     
Dane Wheelchair Mover     
Carendo     
Battery change     
Other:   
 
 


    


INIT PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE & 
CREDENTIALS 


INIT PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE & 
CREDENTIALS 


      
      
      
      


 
 


I HAVE BEEN ORIENTED TO AND UNDERSTAND THE DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION, POLICIES/PROCEDURES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES LISTED.  I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DEMONSTRATED COMPETENCY TO AN ASSIGNED 
PRECEPTOR OR CLINICAL EDUCATOR FOR THE ABOVE LISTED LIFT EQUIPMENT AND FEEL READY TO PRACTICE 
INDEPENDENTLY. 


 
 
 


___________________________________________________                                   _________________________________ 
Signature of Orientee                                                                 Date completed 
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0 
1/22/19 crc 
M/S Resident Packet 


 
  


MEDICAL/SURGICAL 
Residency Packet 
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Changes electrodes daily   


     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   


     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   


     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     


●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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M/S Resident Packet  


 
 


 
Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


 


 
 


Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     


●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   


     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   


     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    


Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     


●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     


●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   


QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 


  
 


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   


  
 


□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   


 
 


□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 


 


 


 


Examples of QSEN Competencies 
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RN Foundational Competency Verification Form 
 


Name: _____________________________ Employee #______________ Unit: ____________ 
 


Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 


* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 
 
 


 
Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Performs the following items related to patient identification:     
●   Identifies acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 
number)  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies appropriate steps for placing, replacing, and removing patient 
armbands  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 
care area:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough respiratory assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen administration  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen safety  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen therapy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   RT role  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Weaning   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Tracheostomy care:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Specimen collection:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Chest tube care and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of pulse oximetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of apnea monitors  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of End Tidal CO2 (EtCO2)  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Teaching use of incentive spirometry   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 
care area:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough neurologic assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Changes electrodes daily   


     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   


     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   


     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     


●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


 


 
 


Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     


●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, Date & 


Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     


●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     


●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   


     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   


     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    


Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      


●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 


utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     


●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     


●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     


●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     


●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     


●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     


●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  


 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   


QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 


  
 


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   


  
 


□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   


 
 


□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 


Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date 


& Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Changes electrodes daily   
     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   
     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   
     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date 


& Evaluator Initials  


 


 
 


Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  


Verbalized (V)         


Demonstrated (D)     


Observed (O)                                        


(Select all that apply)     


 


Score, 


Date & Evaluator 


Initials  


Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     


●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     


●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   


     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   


     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    


Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      


●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 


utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     


●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     


●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     


●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  


     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date 


& Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    


Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date 


& Evaluator Initials  


Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 


Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     


 
Score, Date 


& Evaluator Initials  


 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   


QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 


  
 


 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   


  
 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 


 


Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 
 


 


Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 
 


 


Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   


 
 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 


 


Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 


 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 


 


Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   


  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 


O 
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Evaluator Printed 
Name  


UT 
Employee ID 


Initials Evaluator 
Printed Name 


UT 
Employee ID 


Initials  


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 
 


     


 


 


 


 


I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 


 


 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 


 


Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 


 


 


Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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PACU Airway Orientation 


Competency Statement: Demonstrates competency to provide safe and effective airway management for patients in the post 
anesthesia care unit. 
 
Name: _______________________________________  Employee #: ________  Date of Hire: ______________ 
 


**All competencies listed must be validated (clinical demonstration or verbalization), initialed and dated by the preceptor.  The orientee should 
place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file upon completion. 


Be able to locate and demonstrate proficiency 
of the following: 


Locate Demonstration Completed  
(Preceptor Initial) 


Date 
Met Not Met Met Not Met 


Bag/valve mask       
Nasal trumpet       
Oral airway       
Airway box (includes LMA , ETT, Bougie, etc.)       
Suction catheter kits (for trach)       
Nebulizer treatments       
Incentive spirometry       
Nasal cannula        
Face tent       
Venti mask       
Yaunker and suction set up       
Non rebreather mask       
Trach mask       
T Adapter       
Humidified oxygen set up (change every 
Wednesday and Friday)       


Demonstrate:       
Auscultation of lungs       
Setting up of CPAP machine       
Chin lift       
Use of Oral airway       
Extubate 


� ET 
� LMA 


      


Splinting       
 


For those who initialed above, please complete the following: 
Initials Printed Name Signature and Credentials 


   
   
   
   


  


I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies, procedures and responsibilities listed above.  I 
certify that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed skills and am ready to 
accept responsibility to practice independently. 
 


Signature of RN (Orientee) Date 
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PACU Orientation Skills Checklist 
Competency Statement: Demonstrates competency to perform skills required to care for patients undergoing procedures and care 


in the post anesthesia recovery unit 


 
Name: __________________________________Employee #: ________ Date of Hire: ______________ 
 


**All competencies listed must be validated (clinical demonstration or verbalization), initialed and dated by the preceptor.  The orientee should 


place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file upon completion. 


Skill 
Locate Demonstrate Completed 


(Preceptor Initial) 
Date 


   Met          Not Met Met Not Met 


PCA Setup       


IV tubing (No stopcocks!)       


Arterial lines:  


� Discontinue  


� Blood draws  


� Leveling (Set up to 


monitor and zeroing) 


      


Lab Draws       


12 Lead EKG       


IV starts       


IV pump usage       


Monitor navigation       


Drains: Measurement of: 


� Foley  


� JP (stripping)  


� PCNL 


      


Chest tube care, maintenance and 


monitoring 


      


OnQ Pain Pump       


Doppler        


Neuro Assessment       


Crash Cart       


Patient discharge to home       


Murphy drip management       


Surgical support garments 


� Girdle  


� Surgical bra  


� Scrotal support Abdominal 


binder 


      


Dressing types 


� Xeroform 


� Tegaderm 


      


For those who initialed above, please complete the following: 


Initials Printed Name Signature and Credentials 
   


   


   


   


 I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies, procedures and responsibilities listed above.  I 


certify that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed skills and am ready to 


accept responsibility to practice independently. 


 


Signature of RN (Orientee) Date 
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PO18. Competency Tools – All Clinical Tracks Combined 



CLICK on the LINK for the applicable competency/clinical track to access the 
information.  



ALL denotes all nurse residents are required to attend track as listed. 
Specialty Clinical Track Title Link to Competency Tool 



ALL Clinical Safety Procedures 
Checklist 



PO18a. Clinical Safety 
Procedures Checklist Nov 2015 



Critical Care Critical Care Residency 
Packet 



PO18b. Critical care residency 
packet-final  



Emergency 
Services 



ED Residency Packet PO18c. ED residency packet-
final    



Women’s 
Services 
L&D 



Labor and delivery Residency 
Packet 



PO18d. Labor and delivery 
residency packet-final  



Women’s 
Services 
NICU 



Neonatal intensive 
care Residency Packet 



PO18e. Neonatal intensive care 
residency packet-final    



Women’s 
Services 
Postpartum 



Postpartum Residency Packet PO18f. Postpartum residency 
packet-final       



Psychology Psychiatric Residency Packet PO18g. Psychiatric residency 
packet-final    
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Specialty Clinical Track Title Link to Competency Tool 



ALL Epidural analgesia initial 
competency verification 



PO18h. Epidural analgesia 
initial competency verification 
form   



ALL Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation 
cardioversion 



PO18i. 
Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation 
cardioversion   



ALL Think Lift Feb 2015 - All 
Direct Pt Care Staff 



PO18j. Think Lift Feb 2015- All 
Direct Pt Care Staff  



Acute Medical 
Acute Surgical 
Rehabilitation 



Medical/Surgical Residency 
Packet 



PO18k. MedSurg.pdf 



Progressive 
Care 
Oncology 



Progressive Care Unit 
Residency Packet 



PO18l. Progressive Care 



Oncology Oncology/BMT Residency 
Packet 



PO18m. Oncology 



Perioperative 
Services - OR 



Perioperative Track 
Residency Packet 



PO18n. Perioperative residency 
packet 



Perianesthesia 
Services  
PACU 



Perianesthesia Track 
Residency Packet 



PO18o. Perianesthesia 
residency packet 
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PO18a. Clinical Safety Procedures Checklist Nov 2015



 



 



Created: October 2013 by Clinical Safety Team/ sd/as/mm/tm – Revised Nov 2015 



 
 



 
 



Clinical Safety Procedures 
Blood Administration / Patient Hand-Off and Transport / Patient Identification / Specimen Collection 



 Competency – All RNs 
 



Name:  _______________________________           Employee #: _________               Date of Hire: _________ 
 



**All competencies listed must be validated (either verbally or by demonstration), initialed and dated by the validating 
management staff.  This  document  is  to  be  placed  in  employee’s  file  upon  completion. 



 
 



CLINICAL SAFETY PROCESSES 
 



Validator  
Initials 



Blood Administration 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Nursing Policy and Procedure # 6-4010  
- Tip Sheet Revision of Inpatient Blood Product and Transfusion Requisitions (attached to this 



document)–  



 



Blood Administration Procedures – (This is NOT an inclusive list of all the procedural steps, this 
portion )  



 



- Verifies the order; defining specific product type, special requirements if indicated and rate of 
infusion  



 



- Prints a second requisition at the desk to bring into the room for bedside / chair-side 
confirmation of the correct product. 



 



- Confirms two identifiers (Name / MRN) at bedside with second RN   
- Compares blood label to patient armband   
- Confirms  the  donor  blood  type  and  the  patient’s  blood  type  are  compatible    
- Scans the blood unit / component;  NOTE:  This is NOT an identification step, this simply 



inserts the blood bag number into the EMR 
 



- Identifies the role of both RNs validating the blood product and that it is the correct product 
that has been ordered and that all elements match the original order on the printed requisition, 
as required by the Blood Policy CONFIRMS SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS SUCH AS 
IRRADIATION at  this  step  with  both  nurses  at  patient’s  side.     



 



Patient Handoff and Transport 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Patient Care Policy # 4-5105, Patient Care Policy # 4-2155 



 



Bedside Assessment Just Prior to Transport   
- Completes handoff documentation tool in EPIC, answering all applicable questions   
-  Meets transporter in room and completes a focused assessment prior to transport.   
- Notifies the central monitoring room of pending transport and patient destination (if patient is 



on telemetry monitoring)  
 



- Verifies the current cardiac rhythm with central monitoring  
- Upon return to the room, Nurse will meet transporter at bedside. 
- If the patient is on telemetry monitoring, Central monitoring will be notified of the return of 



the patient. 



 



Transport of Patients within the Hospital  
- Locks pump if medications are being delivered intravenously  
- Accompanies patient to and from the procedure area if patient meets ANY of the following 



criteria:  
- LINES/ TUBES:  Chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD 
- CURRENT IV INFUSIONS:  chemotherapy,  pulmonary hypertension medications, inotropic 



medications,  insulin, 
- AIRWAY: oxygen being given by cannula at greater than 6L/min, oxygen being given by face 



mask at over 40%, Bipap in use (also notifies respiratory therapist), and tracheostomy inserted 
on present admission (if not proven stable) 
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Created: October 2013 by Clinical Safety Team/ sd/as/mm/tm – Revised Nov 2015 



Positive Patient Identification 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Administrative  Policy # 9-104 



 



Patient Identification Protocol  
- Identifies all patients positively & correctly prior to provision of any care, treatment or service  
- Uses a minimum of two patient identifiers including name, medical record number (Date of 



Birth may be used in the outpatient setting or procedural areas only) 
 



- Uses electronic means of identity verification only after performing manual / visual 
verification. Scanning the arm band may NOT be used as the sole / only positive identifier. 



 



Arm Banding  
- Discards any additional arm bands in the secure / confidential trash.  
- NOTE:  Printing additional armbands to keep in the room is prohibited. The correct arm 



band(s) must remain on the patient at all times.  



 



Inter-facility transfer 
- Removes old arm band once a new armband has been obtained from admitting 
- Compares new armband to old, verifies information and includes the patient in the verification 



process, if possible. Notify admitting ASAP if the name and MRN do not match.  



 



ED admission (to floor within the same hospital) 
- Does NOT change the arm band when the patient arrives on the floor. 
- (If patient received from ED to inpatient unit at alternate hospital, refer to Inter-Facility 



transfer procedure one line above) 



 



Specimen Collection 
Identify procedural resources: 
- Administrative Policy # 9-104 



 



- Labels all containers used for blood and other specimens in the presence of the patient  
- Verifies that label contains date and time of specimen collection, source of specimen and two 



initials for all precious specimen(s) or blood bank specimen(s).  One of these initials can be 
the tech ID from the accession labels.  



 



 
 
Evaluator Initials & Signature: ______________________________________/ Date Completed: ______________ 



 
 



I HAVE BEEN ORIENTED TO AND UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL INFORMATION,                 
POLICIES/ PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATIVE TO BLOOD ADMINISTRATION, PATIENT 



TRANSPORT/HANDOFF PROCEDURES, POSITIVE PATIENT IDENTIFICATION, ARMBANDING AND SPECIMEN 
COLLECTION FOR CLINICAL PATIENT SAFETY. 



 
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DEMONSTRATED/VERBALIZED COMPETENCY TO AN ASSIGNED PRECEPTOR, 
MANAGER OR CLINICAL EDUCATOR FOR THE ABOVE LISTED SKILLS AND FEEL READY TO PRACTICE 



INDEPENDENTLY WITH RESPECT TO THE PATIENT SAFETY INITIATIVES LISTED ABOVE.  
 



I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT NOT ADHERING TO THE ABOVE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MAY 
RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION.   



  
AN EVENT REPORT IS MANDATED FOR  ALL  “NEAR  MISSES”  OR  ACTUAL  EVENTS.   



 
 
 
Staff RN Signature: ______________________________________________/ Date Completed: ________________ 
 
 
 
Validator Signature: ______________________________    ______________________________   
 
                                 ______________________________     ______________________________ 
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PO18b. Critical care residency packet-final 



 



  
 
  



CRITICAL CARE 
Residency Packet 
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4/18 jhr 
CC Resident Packet 



84 



RN Initial Competency Verification Form 



 



Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 



 



Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 



* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 



 
 



Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials 



Performs the following items related to patient identification:     



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 



number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 



care area:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Oxygen administration  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���Zd�ƌŽůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Suctioning  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���^ƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŚĞƐƚ�ƚƵďĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉƵůƐĞ�oximetry  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĂƉŶĞĂ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ��ŶĚ�dŝĚĂů��KϮ�;�ƚ�KϮͿ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĐĞŶƚŝǀĞ�ƐƉŝƌŽŵĞƚƌǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 



care area:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŶĞƵƌŽůŽŐŝĐ�
assessment, appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�telemetry  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽĚĞƐ�ĚĂŝůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ZĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ƚŽ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƐ�ƌŚǇƚŚŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���/Ĩ�ƌĞŵŽƚĞ�ƚĞůĞŵĞƚƌǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĞƐ��ĞŶƚƌĂů�DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ƵŶŝƚ�ŝĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�ŽĨĨ�
floor/off monitor   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ůŽŽĚ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Bubble Study ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 



           and Eisenmenger Syndrome ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŵƵƐĐƵůŽƐŬĞůĞƚĂů�assessment, 



appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ďŽĚǇ�ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞ�ƌĂŶŐĞ�ŽĨ�ŵŽƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁƐ�hd^ŬŝŶ bundle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ůŽŐ-rolling and maintenance of skeletal 



alignment during log-rolling  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 



appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
infections as applicable to care area, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŽŶĚŽŵ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Bladder irrigation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŽƐƚŽŵŝĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Insertion of Coude catheter ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĂŬĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ŵĂůů�ďŽƌĞ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƚƵďĞƐ͗�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬŝŶŐ�ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚƵďĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ��ƌŝĚůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƉƵŵƉ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ͗�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĞŶĞŵĂƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�of stool specimens  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���&ĞĐĂů�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Initiation and maintenance of IV therapy, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�WW��ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĐĂƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     
භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�approaches full  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Discontinues non tunneled CVC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and 
places tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 



and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�E/,^^�Žƌ�ŵE/,^^�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     



භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 



following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů�sd��ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƌƐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 



care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 



ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         



Verbalized (V)            



Demonstrated (D)             



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 



caregivers     



භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 



appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ĂŶ�ƵƌŐĞŶƚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 



implementation:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K    



QSEN Competency 



Critical Behavior 



  



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 



partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 



ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 



  
 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 



fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 



achieǀĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐĂƌĞ͘�� 



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 



patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 



ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ͘�� 



 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝsk of harm to patients and providers through both 



system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 



knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 



Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-Elicit patient values, preferences and expressed needs as part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-Communicate patient values, preferences and expressed needs to other members of health care team 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-Elicit expectations of patient & family for relief of pain, discomfort, or suffering 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suffering in light of patient values, preferences and expressed needs 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶal conflict and provide access to resources 
-Engage patients or designated surrogates in active partnerships that promote health, safety and well-being, and self-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-Facilitate informed patient consent for care 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-Act with integrity, consistency and respect for differing views 
-Function competently within own scope of practice as a member of the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞ�ƌĞƋƵĞƐƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŚĞůƉ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-Communicate with team members, adapting own style of communicating to needs of the team and situation 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other team members to improve individual, as well as team, performance Initiate actions to resolve conflict 
-Follow communication practices that minimize risks associated with handoffs among providers and across transitions in care 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-Adhere to Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines 
-Base individualized care plan on patient values, clinical expertise and evidence 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-^ĞĞŬ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐ 
-Use tools (such as flow charts, cause-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-hƐĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ 
-Use tools (such as control charts and run charts) that are helpful for understanding variation 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily work (using an experiential learning method such as Plan-Do-Study-Act) Practice aligning the aims, 
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
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Examples of Safety Include: 
-�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
-Use appropriate strategies to reduce reliance on memory (such as, forcing functions, checklists) 
-Communicate observations or concerns related to hazards and errors to patients, families and the health care team 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-hƐĞ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƋƵĂůŝƚǇ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐ�ƐŽurces of healthcare information 



 
 



Evaluator Printed Name  UT 
Employee ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 
I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe 
and appropriate manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 
 
 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 
 
Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently 
function as a Registered Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 
 
 
Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date:______________ 
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Adult Critical Care RN Initial Competency Verification Form 
 



Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 
 



Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent 
* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 



 
 



Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Identifies role of critical care nurse in relation to patient transport management, 
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŚĂŶĚůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�transport, such as:                                                                                             
භ����ŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies the pathophysiology, presentation, complications, and management of 
brain and neurological injuries, including:     
භ���^ƵďĂƌĂĐŚŶŽŝĚ�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƵďĚƵƌĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉŝĚƵƌĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂƉĂƌĞŶĐŚǇŵĂů�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂǀĞŶƚƌŝĐƵůĂƌ�ŚĞŵŽƌƌŚĂŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĞƵƌǇƐŵ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶĂů�Žƌ�ƐƵƌŐŝĐĂů�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���>ƵŵďĂƌ�ĚƌĂŝŶͬůŝŵŝƚŽƌ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůƚĞƉůĂƐĞ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞůŝƌŝƵŵ��ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�WƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the following neurovascular processes: 



    
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ�ƐǇŶĚƌŽŵĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���&ƌĞĞ�ĨůĂƉ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĚŽƉƉůĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EĞƵƌŽǀĂƐĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŚĞĐŬƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ƐŚĞĂƚŚ�ŝƐ�ŝŶ�ƉůĂĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽŶĐĞ�ƌĞŵŽǀĞĚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ăůů�ŶĞƵƌŽǀĂƐĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŚĞĐŬƐ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Performs care and identifies disease specific assessments and interventions for 
patients experiencing brain injuries, including the following: 



  
  



භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŐŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�
mild, moderate and severe agitation 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ����ŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ďƌĂŝŶ�ŝŶũƵƌǇ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ƌŝƐŬƐ�ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ�ƚŽ�d�/�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to neurological system and ICP 
monitoring: 



  
  



භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�/�W�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƌŽŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĞĂĐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐ�ŶĞĞĚĞĚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�/�W  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Demonstrates the ability to perform the following skills related to the respiratory 
system: 



  
  



භ���Recognition of need for intubation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Z^/�Ŭŝƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŝŶƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ŽĨ�ďĂŐ�ǀĂůǀĞ�ŵĂƐŬ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĚŽƚƌĂĐŚĞĂů�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŵĞƌŐĞŶƚ�ƚƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĚŽƚƌĂĐŚĞĂů�ƚƵďĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƉƵƚƵŵ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ďƌŽŶĐŚŽƐĐŽƉǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ŽƌĂů�ĐĂƌĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care for, and identifies disease 
specific assessment and interventions for the following types of respiratory 
complications: 



  



  
භ����ĐƵƚĞ�ZĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ��ŝƐƚƌĞƐƐ�;�Z�^Ϳ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,ĞŵŽͬƚĞŶƐŝŽŶͬƉŶĞƵŵŽƚŚŽƌĂǆ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WůĞƵƌĂů�ĞĨĨƵƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƵůŵŽŶĂƌǇ�ĂƌƚĞƌŝĂů�ŚǇƉĞƌƚĞŶƐŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Performs care and identifies disease specific assessments for mechanically 
ventilated patients, including the following:  



  
  



භ���sĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�ŵŽĚĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĂůƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĞǆƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^�dͬ^�d�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐƚ�ĞǆƚƵďĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞŶƚŝůĂƚŽƌ��ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�WŶĞƵŵŽŶŝĂ�;s�WͿ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 



specific assessments and interventions related to the cardiac system including: 
  



  



භ����<'�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂůĂƌŵ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŚĞƐƚ�WĂŝŶͬD/  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�ƉĂĐĞŵĂŬĞƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���dƌĂŶƐǀĞŶŽƵƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ƉŝĐĂƌĚŝĂů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���dƌĂŶƐĐƵƚĂŶĞŽƵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ƉĂĐĞŵĂŬĞƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽŶŐĞƐƚŝǀĞ�Heart Failure (CHF) 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů��ŽƌƚŝĐ��ŶĞƵƌǇƐŵ�;���Ϳ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ƚĂŵƉŽŶĂĚĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ǀĂůǀĞ�ƌƵƉƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĚĞĐŽŵƉĞŶƐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĚŝŽŵǇŽƉĂƚŚǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���sĞŶŽƵƐ�ƐŚĞĂƚŚ�ƌĞŵŽǀĂů�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���sĂƐŽĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to pressure lines and hemodynamic 
monitoring: 



  
  



භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶͬĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ�ůŝŶĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ� 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 



  



භ���KďƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐ�ǁĂǀĞĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���>ĞǀĞůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ;ƐͿ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ǁĂǀĞĨŽƌŵ�ĂŶĚ�ůŝŶĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���>ĂďĞůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌ�ůŝŶĞƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů�ĞƌƌŽƌƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ůŽŽĚ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƐƚŽƉĐŽĐŬ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DŝŶŝŵĂůůǇ�ŝŶǀĂƐŝǀĞ�ŚĞŵŽĚǇŶĂŵŝĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���EŽŶ-invasive hemodynamic monitoring  
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 



specific assessments and intervention for the following genitourinary patients:  
  



  



භ���,ĞŵŽĚŝĂůǇƐŝƐ 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 



  



භ����ŽŶƚŝŶƵŽƐ Renal Replacement Therapy (CRRT) 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌŝƚŽŶĞĂů��ŝĂůǇƐŝƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĐƵƚĞ�<ŝĚŶĞǇ�/ŶũƵƌǇͬ�ŶĚ�^ƚĂŐĞ�ZĞŶĂů��ŝƐĞĂƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞŶĂů�ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Urinary stents/urostomies 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dƌĂƵŵĂƚŝĐ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ŝŶũƵƌǇ 
 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and interventions related to the gastrointestinal system, 
including: 



  



  
භ���WĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ŝůĞƵƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽǁĞů�ŽďƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�perforation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌŝƚŽŶŝƚŝƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů��ŽŵƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ�^ǇŶĚƌŽŵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�^ƵƌŐĞƌŝĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƉĞŶ�ĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'/�ďůĞĞĚƐ-upper, lower and variceal  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚƌĂ-abdominal pressure monitoring   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂŬĞŵŽƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�DŝŶŶĞƐŽƚĂ�ƚƵďĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, including 
identification of appropriate processes ĨŽƌ�ĂĐƋƵŝƐŝƚŝŽŶ͕�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�
verification: 



  



  
භ���WŽƐƚ-Pyloric placement of small bore feeding tubes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǆ-ray has been read prior to use and order 
clearing line for use 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



     භ���DĂƌŬŝŶŐ�ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚƵďĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���E'�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƉŽƐƚ-pyloric feeding tubes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the following 
orthopedic/musculoskeletal situations:      
භ���^ŬĞůĞƚĂů�ƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƌǀŝĐĂů�ƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�ĨŝǆĂƚŽƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƉŝŶĂů�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů�ĨŝǆĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���:ŽŝŶƚ�ƌĞƉĂŝƌ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ƌĞƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŵƉƵƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƌƚŚŽƚŝĐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,ĂůŽ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the patients receiving chemotherapy, 
including the following skills: 



  



  
භ����Dd�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉŚĞƌŝƐŝƐ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�;dƌŝĨƵƐŝŽŶͬEĞŽƐƚĂƌͿ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚĞŵŽƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Identifies relevant pathophysiology, performs care of, and identifies disease 
specific assessments and intervention for the patients receiving sedation and 
paralytic therapy, including the following skills: 



  



  
භ����/^�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�interpretation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Z�^^�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĂƚŝŶŐ-assessment and documentation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�dK&�ĨŽƌ�ƉĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ-baseline TOF prior to paralytic 
initiation, ongoing assessment and documentation 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ���WĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐ�ƌĞǀĞƌƐĂů�ĂŐĞŶƚƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dŝƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƌĂůǇƚŝĐƐ�ƉĞƌ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to utilizing warming and cooling devices to 
maintain thermoregulation, including the following:  



  
  



භ����^Ğƚ�ƵƉ͕�ƉƌŝŵŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĂĨĞ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ͕�ƚƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚŝŶŐ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�
device 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ����/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚĂƌŐĞƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����DŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����hƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǁĂƌŵŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŽůŝŶŐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƉĞƌ�ŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞƌΖƐ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ͕�
policy/procedure, and per physicians orders 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



Completes the following items related to caring for post-anesthetic patients in 
the critical care unit, including the following:  



  
  



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐĞĚĂƚŝǀĞƐ͕�ĂŶĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐƐ͕�and inhalation agents used in the 
operative setting 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ͕�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�
malignant hyperthermia 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ͕�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�
hypothermia  



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ����ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĚƌĞƚĞ�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŚŽƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ͕�ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�
complications 



 ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K� 
  



භ���^ŽůŝĚ�ŽƌŐĂŶ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉůĂŶƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�;ŚĞĂƌƚ͕�ůƵŶŐ͕�ůŝǀĞƌ�Žƌ�ŬŝĚŶĞǇͿ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to interpersonal and psychosocial care of 
the patient and family: 



  
  



භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌĂŶƐƉůĂŶƚ�ĚŽŶŽƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŐĂŶ�ĚŽŶĂƚŝŽŶ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ƚŽ�ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů�ĐĂƌĞ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���,/WW��&ŽůĚĞƌ͕�ƉĂƐƐĐŽĚĞ�ĨŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WƌŽŵƉƚ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚŝůĚ�ůŝĨĞ�ĐŽŶƐƵůƚ�ŝĨ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



 
 



Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe 
and appropriate manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 
 
 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 
 
Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently 
function as a Registered Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 
 
 
Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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Phase I Checklist: 
                                                                                                                         
Ƒ    RN Job Description: Review, Date, Sign and return to Clinical Manager  
Ƒ    Adheres to unit policies for timekeeping and attendance, including requesting leave and calling in 
Ƒ����Communication tools: Demonstrates use of call light / intercom / Responder 5® / telephone (etiquette demonstrated), individually assigned phones (May 
orient with HUC to orient to equipment); Locates Dept. phone listings; Demonstrates use of EPIC Tools for communication: Hand-off form; rounding report 
sheet, notes to care team, self-assignment  
Ƒ����Electrical Safety – Demonstrates adherence to electrical safety principles (red outlets) 
Ƒ����Reviews Policy and SOP location on UT Southwestern Intranet 
Ƒ����Demonstrates ability to locate and complete assigned annual modules/ search for and register for classes in Taleo and Elsevier as applicable 
Ƒ����Tube System: Safe transport of specimens / Inappropriate specimens / Secure Send / Slow send (blood products) 
Ƒ����Shadow with Charge RN, HUC, PCT on units  
Ƒ����Identifies issues or concerns in practice, and identifies and utilizes appropriate mechanism to address them including: Nursing Chain of Command, 
Medical Chain of Command, Ethics Committee, Ethics and Compliance Officer, Risk Management, Committee Structures, Regulatory Agencies
Ƒ����Locates / Reviews the Sound-Alike, Look-Alike Drug List  
Ƒ����Locates the safety DATA Sheets (SDS) online 
Ƒ����Locates Micromedex on line / Dosing tools / IV Compatibility / Care Notes: patient medication teaching aids 
Ƒ����Unit Safety Tour: (Fire exits / extinguishers, alarms, emergency codes/exits, Disaster Box, Oxygen shut-off value, crash carts, PPE, Responder 5®) 
Ƒ����Defibrillator: Demonstrates safety check and ability to plug in to power source / connect multi-function pads to cable. Turn the unit on. Identify AED / 
External pacer / Pedi Paddles (as applicable) 
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Some skills are essential to entry into the ED care environment and will be demonstrated and, in many cases, repeatedly demonstrated. These competencies will be 
necessary to move forward in the regular independent care of patients in the emergency department.  
 
All highlighted fields must be completed via demonstration of listed competency 
 



  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Patient Experience  
Responsiveness  



Enters the patient room utilizing the Following   
x Identify yourself   
x Knock on the door saying ~ “Knock Knock”   
x Acknowledge the patient by using their name.   
x Introduce self (name and role)   
x Seek permission to enter (May I come in?)   
x Wash hands / Hand sanitizer in and out   
x Verbalize/demonstrate washing hands in front of the patient   



Purpose   
x Explain why you are entering the room   
x State your purpose, what is going to happen during this encounter   
x How long your purpose will take (duration)   
x Update the white board (write your name on the first visit of the shift)   



Question   
x Ask if they have any questions (eye contact, pause, listen)   
Leaving the room   
x Ask: is there anything else I can do for you?   
x Thank you   
x Wash/gel before leaving   



HIPAA x  Shares results of treatment/patient status within HIPAA guidelines   
x  Verbalizes process for protecting patients’ health care information   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency 
Met & Evaluator 
Initials 



Patient Identification Verifies patient identity and applies ID band   
Identifies and documents allergies and reaction; applies allergy sticker    
Identifies patient prior to all interventions using 2 patient identifiers   
Describes patient identifiers- patient name and date of birth (DOB)   
Uses source document and ID band to identify patient   
Verifies patient identification and labels all specimens at bedside   
Final check on all lab specimens is completed on all labeled specimens to include: 
• Comparing all labels to the patient armband 
• Reading out loud the last 3 digits and patient name of each labeled specimen for 



comparison and accurate labeling.  



  



Admission to the ED  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



ESI  
Assigns category 1 through 5 
Enters ESI category into EPIC  (Acknowledge, Complete, MAR, Transmit) 



  



Completes primary assessment   
Obtains LNMP and OB information in females of childbearing age   
Ensures weight in KG and height are obtained and recorded   
Obtains immunization status on all pediatric patients.  Document in EMR.   
Obtains immunization status on all adult patients with skin disruptions, burns, eye injuries   
Completes secondary or focused assessment as appropriate based on patient’s chief 
complaint &/or presentation 



  



Completes and/or assesses vital signs on arrival to patient care area   
Completes a pain assessment on arrival    
Completes medication list   
Prepares patient by placing in a gown as appropriate   
Evaluates patient status and, as appropriate, notifies MD of patient’s condition   
Utilizes Standing Order Sets per BON position statement 15.5   
Verbalizes EMTALA regulations for patients presenting to the ED for care   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Universal Protocol Ensures completion of the following steps: 
x Time out for all participants of procedures  
x  Verification of the patient’s identity using 2 identifiers 
Ɣ��  Procedure – including correct site and as appropriate, side 



  



Documents universal protocol steps   
Documentation Documents chief complaint   



Documents Past Medical History   
Documents primary, secondary, and focused (as appropriate) assessments   
Documents interventions and patient responses to interventions   
Identifies and documents barriers to care   
Documents cardiac rhythm and places monitor strip(s) into chart   
Documents discharge vital signs & discharge instructions, including patient/family 
understanding 



  



Recurrent Charting 
Consistency 



Hourly Rounding   
Pain Assessment    
Pain Assessment follow up 30 minutes after intervention   
Notes for clarification: situations where button selection does not equal good 
documentation. Leaving clear concise appropriate notes. 



  



Hand off of care (report) Verbal report at the bedside; discuss plan of care, specific equipment, treatment, consents, 
review medications and procedures. 



  



Uses SBAR format: Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendations.   
Regularly completes report of admitted patient with SBAR and 
x Gives report on first call to accepting unit 
x Elevates report in the event it cannot be immediately accepted by primary RN 



  



Inter-facility transfer Ensures transfer forms copied and sends original with patient to new facility    
Sends copy of chart and diagnostic testing with patient to receiving facility   
Completes RN to RN report   
Ensures physician to physician contact prior to transfer   
Ensures acceptance of patient by receiving facility prior to transfer   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Transport patient to 
diagnostic areas 



Demonstrates continuity of care by providing report to staff in diagnostic area (handoff 
sheet may be appropriate, verbal may be appropriate- preceptor advise) 



  



Determines level of care needed for safe transport   
Determines medication and equipment needed for safe transport   
Monitors patient during testing in diagnostic area as appropriate   
Updates vital signs per department policy.   
Provides  BED SIDE report to RN assuming care of patient    
Utilizes EMR and Philips monitor to track patient status   
Demonstrates use of transport monitor   
Determines level of care needed for safe transport   
Accepts per protocol abandoned newborn (safe surrender)   



Discharge from ED  Vital signs as indicated   
Completes pain assessment prior to discharge   
Complete discharge medication reconciliation   
Provides and documents discharge instructions to patient &/or significant other, as 
appropriate; checking NAME AND ID ON DISCHARGE PAPERS. 



  



Provides and documents referrals as appropriate (e.g. MD, Immunizations)   
Patient/Family education  Assesses learning needs upon arrival and throughout visit   



Identifies learning preferences   
Identifies individual barriers to learning   
Individualizes education based on the 1) chronological/developmental age, 2) patient 
condition, 3) barriers to learning, and as applicable 4) cultural & religious needs 



  



Openly shares findings, results of treatment, and patient status with the patient, parent of 
minor patients (as appropriate), and those that the patient has indicated should receive such 
information 



  



Document teaching & patient response throughout the educational process 
• Discharge teaching 
• Patient feedback including return demonstration 
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Medication 
Administration 



Identifies RIGHT patient, drug, dose, time, route, and indication for all medications using 
2 identifiers (source document & name and DOB) asks patient to state name 



  



Checks for allergies and reviews allergy band at bedside   
Discusses indications, contraindications, and side effects for medications administered   
Demonstrates appropriate nursing assessment prior to medication administration (vital 
signs, labs, indications, etc.) 



  



Documents medications given, held, omitted, or refused   
Prepare, label, and administer IV/IO/IM/Subcutaneous medication   
Labels and dates all multi-dose containers   
Completes adverse drug reaction procedure   
States medications that require an independent double-check   
Completes medication independent double check   
States resources for drug-drug and drug-solution compatibility   
States resources to determine food-drug interactions   
Demonstrates utilization of Pyxis machine using bio-identifier   
Completes Removal/waste, and return of medication to Pyxis   
Completes double-witness for wasted narcotic at the PYXIS system professionally.   
States procedure for reporting narcotic and other medication discrepancy   
Refers to Micromedex for drug information and educational materials   
Obtains secure medication through tube system   
Obtains patient specific medications from pharmacy   
Identifies need for hourly bedside glucose in patients receiving hourly or continuous 
insulin or IV dextrose 



  



Medication Error and 
Adverse Drug Reaction 
Reporting 



Reports Medication/IV solution errors using Event Reporting system [ERS]   
Notifies prescribing physician 
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IV therapy/Central line 
care  



Identifies proper solution, additives, and tubing   
States location Adult IV Guidelines   
Uses appropriate technique for IV insertion   
Documents IV solutions including start and discontinued time   
Flushes peripheral IVs per protocol   
Documents assessment of IV sites   
Access and flushes central venous catheters using protocol for specific catheter   
Withdraws blood from central venous catheters   
Assists with central line insertion    
Identifies medication appropriate for syringe pump administration & completes  infusion   
Provides patient teaching re: CVC care; infection prevention   



Equipment  (Knowledge 
of use of equipment and 
location) 
 
 
 
 
 



Call light system   
Emergency equipment at bedside   
Ultrasound machine   
Glide endotracheal intubation scope   
ED response Team Backpack (CODE and Precipitous Delivery)   
Emergency Department   
Manuals/resource materials   
Scales – standing & pediatric   
Telephone/fax   
Spectra Link phones   
Paging – hospital    
Department paging – main department & triage   
EMS Disaster Communication   



General Safety 
Equipment 
 



Ensures vital equipment is plugged into a red electrical outlet   
Verbalizes tag-out procedure for malfunctioning equipment   
Describes process for adverse medical device incidents   
Uses electrical equipment with current prevention maintenance (PM) sticker    



 
 
 



 
 



 Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Date Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  Date  
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Phase Progression Evaluation    
Preceptor Review 
 
Date Topic Preceptor & 



New Hire Initials 
Score 



 Provides patient centered care   
Applies quality improvement   
Works in interprofessional teams   
Employs evidence-based practice    
Delegates patient care functions    
Manages patient care assignments appropriately   
Recognizes changes in patient condition    
Identifies patient and family education needs    
Identifies own progress towards becoming a professional nurse    
Effectively manages conflict   



 Consistently manages patient care safely    
Comments / Areas for Improvement from Educator/ANM/Manager/Preceptor: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
*See Performance Improvement Plan for items not met 
 
Is this individual consistently demonstrating PACT standards?    Yes    No         Extension requests must be approved by CEPP Manager or Director                                        
 Is this individual ready to move into Phase II?    Yes    No                                                                                    NurseResidency@UTSouthwestern.edu 
Evaluation entered in Redcap?  ප 
Comments from Nurse Resident: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee ID Initials Resident Printed Name UT Employee ID Initials  



 
 



     



 Scoring Key 
1 – Not Met* - Consistently relies on verbal cues and 
frequent demonstrations 
2 – In Progress – Seeks occasional supportive cues from 
resource personnel 
3 – Met – Meets or exceeds standards without 
supporting cues 
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Beginning Phase II 



 
In this phase, you will continue to work with a preceptor and learn the flow of the unit, admitting and transferring patients.  While still having 
close oversight by the preceptor, continuing to gain independence is key.  By the end of this phase, the goal is for you to transition to 
independence and continue maintaining goals from previous phases. Continue seeking out new opportunities to learn and improve on nursing 
skills.  By the conclusion of this phase you should be functioning as the primary nurse with your preceptor as your support.   
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 Phase II Objectives                  .                                                                                  



All competencies in this section will be verified by demonstration and represent ongoing 
consistent behaviors in the successful nurse.  



 



Must be Completed via 
demonstration of listed 
competency  
Demonstration (D) 



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Ability to monitor  Monitoring of patient’s condition 
x Demonstrated in equipment use, gathering of data, appropriate application of the data 



to plan of care 
x Communication of patient condition to team members in an effective way, generating 



positive outcomes 



  



Monitoring of family dynamics 
x Appropriately limiting and sharing of information with families that has a positive 



effect on patient care 
x Interacting with families with positive outcomes 
x Using resources available to intervene as appropriate to perform the role of patient 



advocate (social work, police, translation services) 



  



Monitoring of team dynamics 
x Delegating care to those appropriate to the task 
x Interacting with the primary practitioner to support positive patient outcomes 
x Following up on team interactions and outcomes to manage overall patient care 
x Recognizing the need to bring in support when knowledge, skills or experience or 



outside of one’s scope. 



  



Ability to communicate Ability to communicate: concisely, accurately, and completely 
x Verbally 
x In chart 
x Professional communication 
x Firm (appropriate) communication to advocate for the patient 



  



Ability to learn Ability to “learn on the fly”. 
x Can use resources to gather information needed 
x Initiates self-education 
x Not afraid to state areas of knowledge weakness or uncertainty and do something 



about it. 



  



Ability to respond Ability to respond in emergencies 
x Includes leading and following as appropriate 
x Support a team in code or crisis situation 



  



Ability to use EMR Ability to use EMR effectively in patient care, and documentation of that care   
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Ongoing Learning 
 



  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Intraosseous catheters Locates intraosseous (IO) needles, drill, and bone injectors   
Insertion and stabilization of IO needle   
Assess IO site for infiltration   



Blood administration Identifies clinical indications for blood components including relationship to lab values   
Completes identification procedure at bedside prior to blood component administration   
Utilizes source document and ID band to identify patient    
Uses blood warmer (level one) as appropriate   
Completes documentation on transfusion record and in nursing notes   



ED Response Team Verbalizes situations requiring ED response team (internal, external)   
Verbalizes personnel and equipment brought during response   



Forms/Special 
notifications 



Consents: obtains signatures as applicable and places with medical record   
Completes incident reporting system on-line report   
Completes report for injury &/or illness to patient, visitor, or staff   
Locates and completes AMA report with MD   
Describes COBRA/EMTALA regulations for patients presenting for emergency care   



Code Blue/PALS Locates pediatric & adult Code Carts   
Identifies Code Blue/PALS areas requiring ED response   
Completes daily Code Cart & monitor/defibrillator check at shift change   
Trouble-shoots monitor/defibrillator malfunctions   
Identifies pediatric & adult paddles and proper placement   
Applies multifunction pads   
Uses monitor/defibrillator for: 
x Defibrillation 
x Synchronous Cardioversion 
x Transcutaneous pacing 



  



Uses check-back and closed loop format for verbal orders given during a code   
Documents on code form (EPIC)   
Completes code critique and event notice    
Facilitates family presence at resuscitation   
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  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Psychosocial Incorporates, as appropriate & possible,  cultural, ethnic, and/or religious alterations to the 
plan of care 



  



Facilitates spiritual, psychosocial support, and/or referrals for patient/family   
Provides support for families experiencing an ED death   
Recognizes common presentations of physical, sexual, emotional abuse, and neglect 
x Intimate Partner violence (domestic violence) 
x Child abuse 
x Elder abuse 
x Dependent adult 
x Sexual assault 



  



Abuse Recognizes common presentations of physical, sexual, emotional abuse, and neglect 
x Intimate Partner violence (domestic violence) 
x Child abuse 
x Elder abuse 
x Dependent adult 
x Sexual assault 
x Describes resources for abuse reporting 



  



  



  



  



  



Describes procedure for verbal and written reporting of suspected abuse 
x  Obtains phone numbers and completes telephone reporting 



  



Describes diagnostic testing indicated for abuse cases   
Describes process for evidence collection in abuse cases e.g. photograph   



Moderate Sedation 
(may be simulation, but 
not verbal) 
 



Identifies types of procedures requiring moderate sedation protocol   
Identifies medications & associated doses requiring moderate sedation protocol   
Demonstrates set-up & patient preparation for moderate sedation   
Completes and documents moderate sedation medications, monitoring, and assessments 
(including vital signs) pre-procedure, intra-procedure, and post procedure per protocol. 



  



Documents discharge criteria for cessation of moderate cessation protocol   
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 



ID 
Initials Date Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 



ID 
Initials  Date  



 
 



       



 
 



       



 
 



       



 
 



       



        



        



 



  Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



Date Competency Met 
& Evaluator Initials 



Emergency 
Department Carts 



Respiratory Cart   
Suture Cart   
Crash Cart   
Pedi Crash Cart   
Central line cart   
Malignant Hyperthermia Cart   
NICU Crash Cart   
IV Cart   
OBG cart   
Urology cart   
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2 Week Evaluation   
Preceptor Review 
Date Topic Preceptor & 



New Hire Initials 
Score 



 Provides patient centered care   
Applies quality improvement   
Works in interprofessional teams   
Employs evidence-based practice    
Delegates patient care functions    
Manages patient care assignments appropriately   
Recognizes changes in patient condition    
Identifies patient and family education needs    
Identifies own progress towards becoming a professional nurse    
Effectively manages conflict   



 Consistently manages patient care safely    
Comments / Areas for Improvement from Educator/ANM/Manager/Preceptor 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
*See Performance Improvement Plan for items not met 
 
Is this individual consistently demonstrating PACT standards?    Yes    No                                           Evaluation entered in Redcap?  ප                               
 
Comments from Nurse Resident   
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee ID Initials Resident Printed Name UT Employee ID Initials  



 
 



     



  
 
 
 



Scoring Key 
1 – Not Met* - Consistently relies on verbal cues and 
frequent demonstrations 
2 – In Progress – Seeks occasional supportive cues from 
resource personnel 
3 – Met – Meets or exceeds standards without 
supporting cues 
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LABOR AND DELIVERY 
Residency Packet 
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>ĂďŽƌ�ĂŶĚ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ�ZE�/ŶŝƚŝĂů��ŽŵƉĞƚĞŶĐǇ�sĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�&Žƌŵ 
 



Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 
 



^ĐŽƌŝŶŐ�<ĞǇ͗�ϭ�- Needs further development *    2 – �ŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚ�;/ŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ�WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞͿ 



* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 
 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



Performs the following items related to patient identification:     



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƌƐ�;ŶĂŵĞ͕�ďŝƌƚŚ�ĚĂƚĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂů�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�
number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 
care area:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KǆǇŐĞŶ�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���Zd�ƌŽůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���tĞĂŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉƵůƐĞ�ŽǆŝŵĞƚƌǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĐĞŶƚŝǀĞ�ƐƉŝƌŽŵĞƚƌǇ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 
care area:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŶĞƵƌŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĐĂƌĚŝĂĐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ůŽŽĚ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŵƵƐĐƵůŽƐŬĞůĞƚĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ďŽĚǇ�ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ�  Performs active and passive range of motion  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞǀŝĞǁƐ�hd^ŬŝŶ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ůŽŐ-rolling and maintenance of skeletal alignment 
during log-rolling  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 



^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
ŝŶĨĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂƐ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞĂ͕�including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ technique during insertion  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ŝƌƌŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system͕�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ͕�
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĂŬĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ of enemas  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚŽŽů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�ĨůƵŝĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽůǇƚĞƐ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�WW��ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 



^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�treatment per skin care bundle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     



භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      



භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�
ƵƚŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�Žƌ�ĚŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŶǇ�ůŝŶĞ͕�ƚƵďĞ�Žƌ�ĚƌĂŝŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     



භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ�ĨƵůů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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L&D Resident Packet 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ���������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�����
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ĞƌĞĂǀĞŵĞŶƚ͗��ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�DŽƚŚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�&ĞƚĂů��ĞŵŝƐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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L&D Resident Packet 



 



 



Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�������������
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 



^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 



caregivers     



භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 



appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�Žƌ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 



communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 



implementation:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



QSEN Competency 



Critical Behavior 



  



 



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 



partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 



ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 



  



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ŶƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌ-ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů�ƚĞĂŵƐ͕�
ĨŽƐƚĞƌŝŶŐ�ŽƉĞŶ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕�ŵƵƚƵĂů�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐŚĂƌĞĚ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ-making to 



achieve quality patient care.   



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 



patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 



quality and safety of health care systems.   



 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕�ŵŝƚŝŐĂƚĞ�ĞƌƌŽƌ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ�ŵĂŬŝŶŐ͘�� 



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Critical Behavior 



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ��           
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ�
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to FIRST STAGE OF LABOR     
භ���s^ͬ&,Zͬ�ƚǆͬ�ŝĞƚ�Θ�,ǇĚƌĂƚŝŽŶͬ�ĐƚŝǀŝƚǇͬ�ŽŵĨŽƌƚ�Θ�^ƵƉƉŽƌƚ�measures/Patient & 
&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ��ZKD  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƐƐŝƐƚŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂů;ƐͿ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
Completes the following items related to SECOND STAGE OF LABOR    
භ���s^ͬ&,Zͬ�ƚǆͬ�ƌĞĂƚŚŝŶŐͬWƵƐŚŝŶŐ�dĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐͬWŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇͬWƌĞƉ�ĨŽƌ�
�ĞůŝǀĞƌǇͬWĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Equipment Preparation for Delivery  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Vaginal Delivery  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Setting up Delivery Table  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Shoulder Dystocia  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���Suprapubic Pressure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���McRoberts Maneuver  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���Documentation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���EƵƌƐĞ-Assisted Delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���&ŽƌĐĞƉƐ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���sĂĐƵƵŵ��ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to THIRD STAGE OF LABOR: NEONATE     
භ���W'�Z�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Thermoregulation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Suctioning ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Vital Signs ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Erythromycin Eye Ointment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŽƌĚ��ůŽŽĚͬ�ŽƌĚ�'ĂƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Newborn Identification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Breastfeeding ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Neonatal Resuscitation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to THIRD STAGE OF LABOR : MATERNAL ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Perineal Care ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�&ĂŵŝůǇ��ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Hemorrhage ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Cesarean Section - Circulating ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Cesarean Section – &ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂƐ�^ĐƌƵď�dĞĐŚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Emergency C-Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�WƌŽůĂƉƐĞĚ��ŽƌĚ ප�d    ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��/ŶĚƵĐƚŝŽŶͬ�ƵŐŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�>ĂďŽƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��sĂŐŝŶĂů��ŝƌƚŚ��ĨƚĞƌ��ĞƐĂƌĞĂŶ�;s���Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�EŽŶ-ZĞĂƐƐƵƌŝŶŐ�&ĞƚĂů�,ĞĂƌƚ�ZĂƚĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�WƌĞŵĂƚƵƌĞ�Rupture of Membranes ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



  



dĞƐƚĞĚ�;dͿ�������������������������
sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞĚ�;sͿ������������
�ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�;�Ϳ�������������
KďƐĞƌǀĞĚ�;KͿ����������������������������������������
;^ĞůĞĐƚ�Ăůů�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƉƉůǇͿ���� 



 
^ĐŽƌĞ͕��ĂƚĞ�Θ 
Evaluator Initials  



භ  �ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀŝŶŐ�DĂŐŶĞƐŝƵŵ�^ƵůĨĂƚĞ�;',dE�Θ�Wd>Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ��ŝĂďĞƚĞƐ�;ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�/ŶƐƵůŝŶ�ĚƌŝƉͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of Preterm Labor ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�O  
භ���ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�&ĞƚĂů��ĞŵŝƐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Care of the Post-ŽƉĞƌĂƚŝǀĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�;�-^ĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕�ƚƵďĂů͕�ŚǇƐƚĞƌĞĐƚŽŵǇ͕��Θ�Ϳ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
SPECIAL PROCEDURES   
භ��External Version ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Amniocentesis ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��PUBS / Intrauterine Transfusion ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��D&C ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
OBSERVATION PATIENTS:   
භ��E^d ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��K�d ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��hůƚƌĂƐŽƵŶĚ ප�d����ප�s��  ප������ප�K  
භ��<ŝĐŬ��ŽƵŶƚƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�ZƵƉƚƵƌĞĚ�DĞŵďƌĂŶĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�>ĂďŽƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZͬK�W/, ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
&�d�>�,��Zd�RATE EVALUATION:   
භ���ŽƉƉůĞƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǆƚĞƌŶĂů�&ĞƚĂů�DŽŶŝƚŽƌ�;hůƚƌĂƐŽƵŶĚͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��WůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�&^� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ��ŽŶƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�;ƉĂůƉĂƚŝŽŶ�Θ�ƚŽĐŽƚƌĂŶƐĚƵĐĞƌͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ��ŽŶƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�;/ŶƚƌĂƵƚĞƌŝŶĞ�WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ��ĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�-  IUPC) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�DĞŵďƌĂŶĞ�^ƚĂƚƵƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��sĂŐŝŶĂů��ǆĂŵ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ƐƐŝƐƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�^ƚĞƌŝůĞ�^ƉĞĐƵůƵŵ�ĞǆĂŵ ප�d����ප�s����ප��    ප�K  
භ��hƌŝŶĞ��ŝƉƐƚŝĐŬ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
�Z/d/��>���Z���>/E/��>�^</>>^ͬdKW/�^   
භ���ĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ�WƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��DĂƚĞƌŶĂů�sŝƚĂů�^ŝŐŶƐ�WƌŽƚŽĐŽůƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��>ĞŽƉŽůĚ͛Ɛ�DĂŶƵĞǀĞƌƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ�ƵƐĂŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�;ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ƚƌĂǇƐͿ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ĚĂƉƚŝŶŐ�>Θ��ǀŝƐŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��ZĞƐŽƵƌĐŝŶŐ�ĂŶĐŝůůĂƌǇ�ƐƚĂĨĨ͗�^ƉŝƌŝƚƵĂů��ĂƌĞ͕�^ŽĐŝĂů�tŽƌŬ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Required Training Completion Date 
WK/Ed�K&���Z��d�^d   
  භ��Amnisure  
  භ��Clinitek  
  භ��I Stat  
�KDDhE/��d/KE�Θ��K�hD�Ed�d/KE�^</>>^  
  භ��EPIC Documentation:  L&D  
  භ��EPIC Documentation:  Antepartum  
  භ���W/���ŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ͗��WŽƐƚƉĂƌƚƵŵ  
  භ��EŽƚŝĨǇŝŶŐ�E/�h  
  භ��>Θ��Θ�KZ�dĞƌŵŝŶĂůƐ�hƐĞ  
  භ��t>ϯ�WŚŽŶĞƐ  
  භ��ZĞƐƉŽŶĚĞƌ�ϱ  
  භ��tĂƚĐŚ�ŚŝůĚ  
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



�ĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ�ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ�ůŝƐƚĞĚ�ĂďŽǀĞ͕�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů�ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚůǇ�ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĂƐ�Ă�ZĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĞĚ�
EƵƌƐĞ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�hd^t�WŽůŝĐǇ͕�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 
Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-�ůŝĐŝƚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ĂƐ�part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĂŵ 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-�ůŝĐŝƚ�ĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�Θ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞůŝĞĨ�ŽĨ�ƉĂŝŶ͕�ĚŝƐĐŽŵĨŽƌƚ͕�Žƌ�ƐƵĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ůŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ 
-Engage ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�Žƌ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚĞĚ�ƐƵƌƌŽŐĂƚĞƐ�ŝŶ�ĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ͕�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ǁĞůů-ďĞŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƐĞůĨ-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-&ĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶƐĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂƌĞ 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-�Đƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ͕�ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĚŝĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ�ǀŝĞǁƐ 
-&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ�ĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶƚůǇ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ŽǁŶ�ƐĐŽƉĞ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŵĞŵďĞƌ�ŽĨ the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-Initiate requests for help when appropriate to situation 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ͕�ĂĚĂƉƚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƐƚǇůĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĂŵ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other tĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů͕�ĂƐ�ǁĞůů�ĂƐ�ƚĞĂŵ͕�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ�/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƐŽůǀĞ�ĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚ 
-&ŽůůŽǁ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬƐ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŚĂŶĚŽĨĨƐ�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƌŽƐƐ�ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-�ĚŚĞƌĞ�ƚŽ�/ŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶĂů�ZĞǀŝĞǁ��ŽĂƌĚ�;/Z�Ϳ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ 
-�ĂƐĞ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŝǌĞĚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉůĂŶ�ŽŶ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĞǆƉĞƌƚŝƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-Seek information about quality improvement projects in the care setting 
-hƐĞ�ƚŽŽůƐ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ĨůŽǁ�ĐŚĂƌƚƐ͕�ĐĂƵƐĞ-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-Use quality measures to understand performance 
-hƐĞ�ƚŽŽůƐ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ĐŽŶƚƌŽů�ĐŚĂƌƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌƵŶ�ĐŚĂƌƚƐͿ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ŚĞůƉĨƵů�ĨŽƌ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ǀĂƌŝĂƚŝŽŶ 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily worŬ�;ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĂŶ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶƚŝĂů�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�WůĂŶ-Do-Study-�ĐƚͿ�WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ�ĂůŝŐŶŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂŝŵƐ͕�
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
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Examples of Safety Include: 
-Demonstrate effective use of technology and standardized practices that support safety and quality 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
-hƐĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞ�ƌĞůŝĂŶĐĞ�ŽŶ�ŵĞŵŽƌǇ�;ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͕�ĨŽƌĐŝŶŐ�ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ĐŚĞĐŬůŝƐƚƐͿ 
-�ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶƐ�Žƌ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŚĂǌĂƌĚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƌƌŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ͕�ĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŚĞĂůƚŚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĂŵ 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information 
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5/18 jhr 



NICU Resident Packet 



 



NICU RN Initial Competency Verification Form 



 



Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 



 



Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 



* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 



 



Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Performs the following items related to patient identification:     



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 



number)  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƚĞƉƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ƌĞƉůĂĐŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�
armbands  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Oxygen-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient receiving oxygen therapy.       



භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŽǆǇŐĞŶ�ĚĞůŝǀĞƌǇ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŽǆǇŐĞŶ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǀĂůƵĂƚĞƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ�of oxygen therapy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



High Flow Nasal Cannula-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a high-flow nasal cannula following 



policy and procedure.     



භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Troubleshoots alarms  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



Advanced Airway-ICU  
Recognizes and manages a pediatric advanced compromised airway     



භ���Identifies indications for adjunct airways specific to setting and diagnosis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Secures and maintains the adjunct airway  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Ventilates advanced airway via bag  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Verbalizes location and equipment for an emergency ප�s����ප���   



Advanced Airway-Mechanical Ventilation 
Manages mechanical ventilation equipment and devices.    



භ���Verifies current settings and parameters  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Troubleshoots alarms  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Obtains required emergency equipment at bedside  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Differentiates between modes of supportive ventilation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Advanced Airway-Non-Invasive Mechanical (CPAP/NIPPV) 
Manages non-invasive mechanical ventilation equipment and devices.      



භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ�ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚƐ�ĂůĂƌŵƐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Demonstrates skin care and positioning during treatment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ requiring escalation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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NICU Resident Packet 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Advanced Airway-ETT 
Performs nursing care for a patient with an ETT.     
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ��dd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ�ǀŝĂ��dd ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Airway-Basics 
Recognizes and manages a pediatric compromised airway.     
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ďĂŐͬŵĂƐŬ�ŽĨ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŝǌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ďĂŐͬǀĂůǀĞͬŵĂƐŬ�ǀĞŶƚŝůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĚŝƐƚƌĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Demonstrates proper escalation procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Suctioning-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient requiring suctioning.     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���^ƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�appropriately sized catheter and suction settings for age ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ǀĂůƵĂƚĞƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Tracheostomy 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a tracheostomy.   
භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�ĞƋƵŝƉŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƚƌĂĐŚ�ĐĂƌĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ�ƚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƚƌĂĐŚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�lot number and cleaning 
of old trach ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�Ă�ŶĞǁůǇ�ƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƌĂĐŚĞŽƐƚŽŵǇ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Chest Tube-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a chest tube.   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞŶĐǇ�bedside equipment  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƌŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĐĂƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ͕�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƵƚƉƵƚ�
measurement.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Verbalizes transport of patient with chest tube  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŽƵƚ�ĚƌĂŝŶĂŐĞ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŚĞƐƚ�ƚƵďĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s�   ප������ප�K  
NG/OG Tubes 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient with an NG/OG tube.   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƌŝƐŬ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ�ĨĞĞĚŝŶŐ�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞĐŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ�ƚƵďĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Selects type and size of catheter ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ƚƵďĞ�ůĞŶŐƚŚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�E�Dh�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ�;ŶŽƐĞ-ear-midpoint 
between xiphoid and umbilicus) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Confirms tube placement per policy (not using auscultation) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ŝŶŝƚŝĂů�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞůĂǇĞĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ŵŝƐƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƵďĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ŵŝƐƉůĂĐĞĚ�ƚƵďĞƐ ප�d��� ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



   



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Gastrostomy-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a gastrostomy.   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌƐ�ĨŽƌŵƵůĂ�ƉĞƌ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂƚƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĨĞĞĚƐͬŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system:   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ĨĞĐĂů�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ͘ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉŽƵĐŚ�ĞŵƉƚǇŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉŽƵĐŚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Infant feeding-IDF Program 
Identifies and demonstrates the Infant Driven Feeding (IDF) guidelines for infants 
in the NICU.     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�/�&�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶĞƐƐ�ƐĐŽƌŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Orally feeds and documents following the IDF guidelines  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Expressed Breast Milk 
Manages expressed breast milk following policy and procedure.      
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĂƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌďĂůŝǌĞƐ�ƐƚŽƌĂŐĞ�ƚŝŵĞƐ�Ăƚ�ƌŽŽŵ�ƚĞŵƉ͕�ƌĞĨƌŝŐĞƌĂƚĞĚ͕�ĂŶĚ�ĨƌŽǌĞŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐĞƚ-up and management of breast pump  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
TPN 
Performs nursing care for a patient receiving TPN.   
භ���Verifies TPN using dual verification process ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Distinguishes between peripheral and central TPN concentrations ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Central Line/PICC Line-Basics 
Performs nursing care for a patient with a Central Line following policy and 
procedure     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƐ�ŶĞĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ƉƉůŝĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ŽĐĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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5/18 jhr 



NICU Resident Packet 



 



 



 Critical Behavior  



  



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



UAC- Set-up/Management 
Demonstrates nursing care related to UAC management.   



භ���Demonstrates initial set-up with calibration ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Demonstrates securement technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring notification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Prepares patient for procedure ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Obtains specimens using proper technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Discontinues UAC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



UVC- Set-up/Management 
Demonstrates nursing care related to UVC management.   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ŝŶŝƚŝĂů�ƐĞƚ-up with calibration ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƐĞĐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���WƌĞƉĂƌĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�procedure ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ����ŝƐĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞƐ�hs� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



IV Placement 
Demonstrates the ability to perform IV placement.     
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞƐ using Assessment Tool for PIV Access  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�W/s�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĨŽƌ�W/s�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�PIV insertion and securement  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



PIV Site Management 
Displays ability to manage IV sites according to policy and procedure.   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƐŝƚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƐƐƵƌĞƐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ǀŝƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   



භ����ƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Measurements     



භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ǁĞŝŐŚƚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�appropriate scale  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�&K��ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂů�ŐŝƌƚŚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���KďƚĂŝŶƐ�ŚĞŝŐŚƚͬůĞŶŐƚŚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŽŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Neonate Care 
Demonstrates ability to care for a neonate.     



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ŝŶĨĂŶƚ�ĐƵĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƉůĂŶͬĚĞůŝǀĞƌ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ŵŝŶŝŵĂů�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ƐƚŝŵƵůĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Recognizes infant stress signals  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ŶĞŽŶĂƚĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Urinary Catheter   



භ���Inserts catheter using appropriate technique ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



භ���Utilizes interventions to maintain patency and prevent infection ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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NICU Resident Packet 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Thermoregulation-Heating 
Implements measures to warm patient   
භ���Selects appropriate device ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Monitors patient temperature and skin perfusion/integrity ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring immediate notification ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Thermoregulation-Cooling 
Implements measures to cool patient   
භ���Identifies eligibility criteria  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Utilization of cooling device per manufacturer's guidelines, policy/procedure, 
and per physicians orders ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Monitors patient temperature and skin perfusion/integrity ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���Identifies clinical findings requiring immediate notification ප�d����ප�s����ප���   ප�K  
භ���Rewarming procedure   
Pain Management-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to manage pain in patient population.   
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƐĐŽƌĞ ප�d����ප�s    ප������ප�K  
භ���DŽŶŝƚŽƌƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁĂů�ƐŝŐŶƐͬƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŶĂƌĐŽƚŝĐƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ŶĞĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞǀĞƌƐĂů�ĂŐĞŶƚƐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Patient Safety-Car Seat Tolerance Test 
Demonstrates ability to perform Car Seat Tolerance Test     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�Ă�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ƚŽůĞƌĂŶĐĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƉĂƌĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ�ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ƉůĂĐŝŶŐ�ŝŶĨĂŶƚ�ŝŶ�ƌĞĂƌ-facing car seat, positions correctly, and secures 
with harness  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƐ�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ĨŽƌ�ϯϱ-45 degree angle  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ĂůůŽǁĞĚ�alarm limits  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƌ�ƐĞĂƚ�ƚŽůĞƌĂŶĐĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ůĞŶŐƚŚ�ŽĨ�ƚŝŵĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶĂůǇǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��DZ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���dƌŽƵďůĞƐŚŽŽƚƐ�ĨĂŝůĞĚ�results ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ƐĐĂůĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ƚŽ�WƌŽǀŝĚĞƌ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Phototherapy-Basics 
Demonstrates ability to care for a patient requiring phototherapy.   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚĂŝůǇ�ĐĂƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝǀĞ�ĞǇĞ�ǁĞĂƌ͕�temperature 
regulation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ůŝŐŚƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ďŝůŝ�ďůĂŶŬĞƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ďŝůŝ�ŵĞƚĞƌ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Special Precautions 
Maintains special precautions guidelines.     
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŚĞƌĞƐ�ƚŽ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌŽƚŽĐŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐůŝŶŝĐĂů�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌŝŶŐ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁͬĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚ�ĂŝƌǁĂǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



  



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Specimen Collection     
භ���ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶŽŶ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�urine sample ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐĂŵƉůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶĂƐŽƉŚĂƌǇŶŐĞĂů�ƐǁĂď  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŶĞǁďŽƌŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƉŝƌĂƚŽƌǇ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƵƌǀĞŝůůĂŶĐĞ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Blood Culture-General 
Obtains blood cultures following policy and/or procedure     
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ĞůĞĐƚƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚƐ�ƐĂŵƉůĞ�ƵƚŝůŝǌŝŶŐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐŽŶƚĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ͘  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Blood Administration-Basics 
Administers blood products following policy and procedure    
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ĨŽƌ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐƌŽƐƐ�ŵĂƚĐŚ�ǀƐ͘�ŶĞŽŶĂƚĂů�ƉƌŽƚŽĐŽů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���sĞƌŝĨŝĞƐ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ĚƵĂů�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚĞƌƐ�ďůŽŽĚ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ප�d����ප�s����ප��    ප�K  
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐͬ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ĂĚǀĞƌƐĞ�ƌĞĂĐƚŝŽŶ ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƉƌĞĐĂƵƚŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇ�ǁĞĂƌƐ�ŐůŽǀĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ� ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ���Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ���Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 



  



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 



  



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 



  
 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   



 
 



ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date:______________ 
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Examples of QSEN Competencies 
 
Examples of Patient Centered Care Include: 
-Elicit patient values, preferences and expressed needs as part of clinical interview implementation of care plan and evaluation of care 
-Communicate patient values, preferences and expressed needs to other members of health care team 
-Provide patient-centered care with sensitivity and respect for the diversity of human experience 
-Assess presence and extent of pain and suffering 
-Assess levels of physical and emotional comfort 
-Elicit expectations of patient & family for relief of pain, discomfort, or suffering 
-Initiate effective treatments to relieve pain and suffering in light of patient values, preferences and expressed needs 
-Remove barriers to presence of families and other designated surrogates based on patient preferences 
-�ƐƐĞƐƐ�ůĞǀĞů�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶĨůict and provide access to resources 
-Engage patients or designated surrogates in active partnerships that promote health, safety and well-being, and self-care management 
-Recognize the boundaries of therapeutic relationships 
-Facilitate informed patient consent for care 
-Assess own level of communication skill in encounters with patients and families 
-Participate in building consensus or resolving conflict in the context of patient care 
-Communicate care provided and needed at each transition in care 
Examples of Teamwork and Collaboration Include: 
-Demonstrate awareness of own strengths and limitations as a team member 
-Initiate plan for self-development as a team member 
-Act with integrity, consistency and respect for differing views 
-Function competently within own scope of practice as a member of the health care team 
-Assume role of team member or leader based on the situation 
-Initiate requests for help when appropriate to situation 
-Clarify roles and accountabilities under conditions of potential overlap in team member functioning 
-Integrate the contributions of others who play a role in helping patient/family achieve health goals 
-Communicate with team members, adapting own style of communicating to needs of the team and situation 
-Demonstrate commitment to team goals 
-Solicit input from other team members to improve individual, as well as team, performance Initiate actions to resolve conflict 
-Follow communication practices that minimize risks associated with handoffs among providers and across transitions in care 
-Assert own position/perspective in discussions about patient care 
-Choose communication styles that diminish the risks associated with authority gradients among team members 
-Participate in designing systems that support effective teamwork 
Examples of Evidence Based Practice (EBP) Include: 
-Participate effectively in appropriate data collection and other research activities 
-Adhere to Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines 
-Base individualized care plan on patient values, clinical expertise and evidence 
-Read original research and evidence reports related to area of practice 
-Locate evidence reports related to clinical practice topics and guidelines 
-Participate in structuring the work environment to facilitate integration of new evidence into standards of practice 
-Question rationale for routine approaches to care that result in less-than-desired outcomes or adverse events 
-Consult with clinical experts before deciding to deviate from evidence-based protocols 
Examples of Quality Improvement (QI) Include: 
-Seek information about outcomes of care for populations served in care setting 
-Seek information about quality improvement projects in the care setting 
-Use tools (such as flow charts, cause-effect diagrams) to make processes of care explicit 
-Participate in a root cause analysis of a sentinel event 
-Use quality measures to understand performance 
-Use tools (such as control charts and run charts) that are helpful for understanding variation 
-Identify gaps between local and best practice 
-Design a small test of change in daily work (using an experiential learning method such as Plan-Do-Study-Act) Practice aligning the aims, 
measures and changes involved in improving care 
-Use measures to evaluate the effect of change 
Examples of Safety Include: 
-Demonstrate effective use of technology and standardized practices that support safety and quality 
-Demonstrate effective use of strategies to reduce risk of harm to self or others 
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-Use appropriate strategies to reduce reliance on memory (such as, forcing functions, checklists) 
-Communicate observations or concerns related to hazards and errors to patients, families and the health care team 
-Use organizational error reporting systems for near miss and error reporting 
-Participate appropriately in analyzing errors and designing system improvements 
-Engage in root cause analysis rather than blaming when errors or near misses occur 
-Use national patient safety resources for own professional development and to focus attention on safety in care settings 
Examples of Informatics Include: 
-Seek education about how information is managed in care settings before providing care 
-Apply technology and information management tools to support safe processes of care 
-Navigate the electronic health record 
-Document and plan patient care in an electronic health record 
-Employ communication technologies to coordinate care for patients 
-Respond appropriately to clinical decision-making supports and alerts 
-Use information management tools to monitor outcomes of care processes 
-Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information 
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĞŶŝƚŽƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚƌĂĐƚ�
infections as applicable to care area, including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/Ŷ�ĂŶĚ�KƵƚ�ĐĂƚŚĞƚĞƌŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�ƵƌŝŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ƐĐĂŶŶĞƌ�ƵƐĞ�ĂƐ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƌĞƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���^ƚƌŝĐƚ�ĂĚŚĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƌŝůĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ���hd/�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƵƌŝŶĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ůĂĚĚĞƌ�ŝƌƌŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ŐĂƐƚƌŽŝŶƚĞƐƚŝŶĂů�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ�of intake and output  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���'ĂƐƚƌŝĐ�ƚƵďĞ�ƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ǀĞƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���E'ͬK'�ƚƵďĞ�ƐƵĐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĞŶĞŵĂƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ����ŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƚŽŽů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���/ŶŝƚŝĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�/s�ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���ZŽƵƚŝŶĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐĂƉ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ƚƵďŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���ZŽƚĂƚĞƐ�ƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌĂů�/s�ƐŝƚĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŝƚĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���hƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨƵƐŝŽŶ�ƉƵŵƉƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�
procedure   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ��ǆƚƌĂǀĂƐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�sĞƐŝĐĂŶƚ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ�ĂƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�WŚĂƌŵǁĞď�
site   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ��ŽĨ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵƵŶŽůŽŐŝĐ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���DĂŶĂŐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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PP Resident Packet 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƵŶĚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ƌĂĚĞŶ�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌ�ƐŬŝŶ�ĐĂƌĞ�ďƵŶĚůĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���EƵƌƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞĨĞƌƌĂů�ĨŽƌ�ǁŽƵŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽƐƚŽŵǇ�ŶƵƌƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score 
(MEWS):     



භ���ZĞůĂƚĞƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�D�t^  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���tŝƚŚ�ǀŝƚĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ŝŶ�ŶŽŶ-critical care patients   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�Žƌ�ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŽ�ĐĂůů�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĂƉŝĚ�ĐĂƌĞ��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĨŽƌ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ƉƌŝŽƌ�ƚŽ�disconnection, 
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���dƌĂĐĞƐ�Ăůů�ůŝŶĞƐ͕�ƚƵďĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂŝŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�
assessment and handover   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
භ����ĂůůŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĂů�ǁŚĞŶ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶĞƌ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ�ĨƵůů  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽĞƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĚŝƐĂƐƐĞŵďůĞ�ƐĂĨĞƚǇ�ĚĞǀŝĐĞƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŶƐƵƌĞƐ�ƐŚĂƌƉƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐĞĚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂĨƚĞƌ�ƵƐĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens 
and blood cultures:     



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇ�ůĂďĞů�ƐƉĞĐŝŵĞŶƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ĨŝŶĂů�ĐŚĞĐŬ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC 
lines:     
භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌ��s�Ɛ͕�/ŶĨƵƐĂƉŽƌƚƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�W/���>ŝŶĞƐ͕�
including:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ĨŽƌ�ǁŚĞŶ�ĐĂƌŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă��s�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ůŝŶĞ�ĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
     භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ZĞƐƚŽƌŝŶŐ�WĂƚĞŶĐǇ�ŽĨ�Ă��ĞŶƚƌĂů�sĞŶŽƵƐ�
Catheter  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���Discontinues non tunneled CVC ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ���If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and 
places tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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5/18 jhr 



PP Resident Packet 



 



 



Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�Ă�ƚŚŽƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ƉĂŝŶ�
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƚ�ŵĞĚŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���hƉŽŶ�ĂĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ƵƌŝŶŐ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌ-sedation and pain medication side effects 



and addresses them immediately.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     



භ���^ƵŵŵĂƌŝǌĞƐ�pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 



following areas of focus:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ��sd  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�W�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�sd��ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐŽůŽŐŝĐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ǀŝĞǁƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ-end-of-life 



care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 



ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛ƐͬĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ͛�ǁŝƐŚĞƐ͘�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƵƐĞ�ĐĂƌĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝŶƚĞƌĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇ�ƚĞĂŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
nursing role in end-of-life care  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ��Bereavement: Care of the Mother with a Fetal Demise ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         



Verbalized (V)            



Demonstrated (D)             



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 



caregivers     



භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ�ŚĂŶĚŽǀĞƌ�
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 



appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 



communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 



implementation:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�
policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&�>>^��Ğ�ƌŝĞĨŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌŵ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



QSEN Competency 



Critical Behavior 



  



 



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 



partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 



ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 



  



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 



fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 



achieve quality patient care.   



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ���Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 



patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 



quality and safety of health care systems.   



 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝƐŬ�ŽĨ�ŚĂƌŵ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ďŽƚŚ�
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐĞ�
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to Antepartum/High Risk Clinical Skills     
භ���',dE  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Hyperemesis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���PTL/PCD ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���Diabetes ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K   
භ���Multiple Gestation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Pyelonephritis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Placenta Previa  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Sickle cell anemia/crisis  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Evaluation of FHTs / NST  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Antepartum Testing  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���24 hour urine collection  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
භ���Diabetes Teaching  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
Completes the following items related to Postpartum Clinical Skills      
භ��Routine PP Care – vaginal delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Routine PP Care – Cesarean Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�O  
භ��Focused PP Assessment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Breastfeeding / Breast Care / Manual expression/ Management of 
Breastfeeding problems- Breast Pump Management (6 hours with Lactation) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Perineal care / Episiotomy Care ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Care of Hemorrhoids ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Bonding / Maternal-Infant Interaction ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Blues vs. PP Depression ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Infant Security ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of PP complications ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��PP Hemorrhage ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Spinal headache ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Puerperal Infection ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
     භ��Thrombophlebitis ප�d����ප�s����ප �����ප�K  
     භ��GHTN ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Postpartum Bilateral Tubal Ligation ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Antepartum ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Postpartum ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Patient / Family Education – Newborn ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completes the following items related to Newborn Clinical Skills    
භ  Admissions at Bedside in L&D ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Hemacue ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��4 extremity BP (normals) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Pulse oximeter (correlate with heartrate) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Observe delivery with NICU nurse ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Set up suction equipment ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



●  Suctioning with Bulb syringe □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Suction with catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  PKU – documentation, ordering process □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Cord care – initial and ongoing □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Circumcision □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Phototherapy/P&P □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Bilimeter/mask □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Transcutaneous Bili Meter Use □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Ohio/Panda beds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Collecting CBC, bilirubin – normals □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Administration of IV Antibiotics to Newborns □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Double Check/Double Sign ALL Newborn Meds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Syringe Pump □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Bag for urine □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  IM medications □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Eye ointment □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Scale □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Weights □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Oxygen blow-by □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Isolette □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Risk factors – prolonged ROM, herpes, GBS, Type I &II diabetic mother □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Late Preterm Infant Initiative- Breastfeeding/Triple Feeds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Management of infant: Mother with Hx of Herpes Simplex or HIV □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to Baby Feeding Skills    
●  Assessment □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Skin to skin (SSC) □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Latch □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Frequency and Duration of Feeds □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Sleepy Baby □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Sore Nipples □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Flat /Inverted Nipples □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Engorgement □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  At Risk Infant Feeding □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Donor milk □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Storage of Breast Milk □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Supplementation □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Rooming In □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Documentation □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to Labor and Delivery Clinical Skills    
●  Observe vaginal delivery □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
●  Observe cesarean delivery □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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 Critical Behavior  
    



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



භ��Management of the immediate postpartum period (Recovery) Vaginal Delivery ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Management of the immediate postpartum period (Recovery) Cesarean 
Section ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ� Place a patient on the fetal monitor ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
Completest the following items related to 6 South Clinical Topics   
භ��Emergency equipment usage and replacement (special trays) ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  
භ��Resourcing ancillary staff: Spiritual Care, Social Work, Nutrition, RT ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K  



 



Required Training Completion Date 
14 hour of Lactation education within first 6 months to a year  
NRP certification  
Discharge teaching class  
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         



Verbalized (V)            



Demonstrated (D)             



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply) 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials 



Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�ƐŝŐŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���ƌĞǀŝĞǁ���&�^d  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞƐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�ZĂƉŝĚ�ZĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�dĞĂŵ�ŝĨ�ƐƚƌŽŬĞ�ƐǇŵƉƚŽŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�
identified  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ��ŽĚĞ�^ƚƌŽŬĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŽǁŶ�ƌŽůĞ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ�
and patient management and critical information including last known well  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĐĐƵƌĂƚĞůǇ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�E/,^^�Žƌ�ŵE/,^^�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ��ǇƐƉŚĂŐŝĂ�ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ�ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚůǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�ĚŝƐĐŚĂƌŐĞ�ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ�ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ƉƌĞ-procedure verification process   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���DĂƌŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ�ƐŝƚĞ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���WĞƌĨŽƌŵ�Ă�͞dŝŵĞ-out” before starting procedure  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 



caregivers     



භ����ŝƐĐƵƐƐĞƐ�ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞ�ŽĨ�importance of accurate and standardized handover 



communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 



appropriate times.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�^��Z�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͕�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞƐ�critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 



communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 



implementation:     



භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ��W/��  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���hƚŝůŝǌĞƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�determined fall risk based on 



policy.  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���ZĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĨĂůů�ƐƚĂƚƵƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ƉŽůŝĐǇ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ����ǆƉůĂŝŶƐ�ĨĂůů�ƌŝƐŬ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚͬŽƌ�ĨĂŵŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞ�ƌŝƐŬ�
of falls  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



භ���dĂŬĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�Ă�ĨĂůů�ŽĐĐƵƌ͕�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ͗  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���WĂƚŝĞŶƚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&ĂŵŝůǇ�ŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ���&�>>^�Debriefing form on line  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   



     භ����ŽŵƉůĞƚĞƐ��ǀĞŶƚ�ƌĞƉŽƌƚ�  ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K�   
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Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 



Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 



Admissions – review and discuss admission documentation, verbalize 
understanding of the difference between OPC and voluntary admissions and the 
resulting difference in documentation required □ T    □ V    □ D  
Admission Skin Check – verbalize understanding of RN responsibility, 
identification of contraband items and removal/storage of such □ T    □ V    □ D  
Contraband Policy – locate contraband policy on clinical portal. Verbalize 
understanding of contraband items and removal/storage of such □ T    □ V    □ D  
Patient Confidentiality Policy – verbalize understanding of additional 
confidentiality protocol applicable to psychiatry, use of patient code etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Unit Specific Precautions – discuss the various safety precautions in use on the 
unit (1:1, elopement, day room restrictions, intimacy, etc.) and verbalize 
understanding of the implications for staff □ T    □ V    □ D  
CIWA Precautions – verbalize understanding of CIWA protocol, locate CIWA 
charting in EPIC, discuss understanding of how and when protocol can be 
discontinued □ T    □ V    □ D  
General Safety Precautions – verbalize understanding of requirement for unit 
cameras to be monitored at all times, demonstrate Q15 min rounding, discuss 
environmental rounds □ T    □ V    □ D  
Treatment Team – attend at least one treatment team meeting, observe 
interaction between multidisciplinary members, discharge planning etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  



ECT PATIENT SPECIFIC SKILLS   
Discuss Indications for ECT treatment □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Expected Course of ECT treatment (Acute versus Maintenance Therapy) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Elements of ECT Workup (labs, x-rays, EKG, C.T. scans, etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss Necessary Preparation for ECT (NPO after midnight, need to wash hair 
night before, no styling products etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate ECT information video on patient computer and view program □ T    □ V    □ D  
ECT Orders – demonstrate understanding of when to release/acknowledge ECT 
orders □ T    □ V    □ D  
Medications – verbalize understanding of which medications are given prior to 
ECT and which are held, understanding of who gives the medications prior to ECT. 
Discuss implications for insulin administration/blood sugar testing □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss potential side effects from ECT (headache, nausea, short term memory 
loss/confusion) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Demonstrate understanding of post ECT restrictions (fall risk, day room 
restrictions one hour post etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Observe one inpatient ECT treatment from start to finish, observe one outpatient 
treatment from check in to discharge □ T    □ V    □ D  



RESTRAINT & SECLUSION SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Locate and review Restraint/Seclusion policy on clinical portal □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of different types: mechanical restraint, personal hold, 
seclusion, emergent medications □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of requirement for staff to have completed SAMA 
training prior to initiating personal holds □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of when restraints/seclusion would not be appropriate, 
unacceptable restraints/positions; discuss alternatives to restraint/seclusion that 
should be implemented as first choice options (verbal de-escalation, PRN 
medication, clinical time out etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of the difference between Non-violent/non-self-
destructive behavior restraints versus violent/self-destructive behavior restraints □ T    □ V    □ D  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 



Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 



Discuss procedure for violent/self-destructive restraint/seclusion (including order 
set, time limits, necessary checks, no ‘trial releases’, notification of family, 
debrief, etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review RN charting for restraints seclusion including EPIC flow sheet, 
restraint/seclusion debrief form, progress note, check for appropriate MD 
documentation (importance of timings matching) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate emergent medication kits in medication room, discuss various emergent 
medications and understanding of which can be given together in a syringe etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  



ELOPEMENT SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Locate and review Elopement policy on clinical portal □ T    □ V    □ D  
Discuss identification of high elopement risk patients (involuntary status, prior 
elopement history, verbal/physical cues) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of Elopement risk charting and specific precautions to be 
initiated in the case of high risk patients (use of yellow gown, signage on doors, 
door supervision during high traffic times such as visitation, rapid response, codes 
etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review and discuss attempt/actual Elopement check list including RN 
responsibilities, MD responsibilities, MHT responsibilities etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Review RN charting for attempt/actual Elopement including EPIC documentation, 
debrief form, progress note □ T    □ V    □ D  



AMA/4 HOUR LETTER SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Discuss process for patient requesting release of voluntary treatment (signature 
of 4 hour letter, MD responsibilities, withdrawal of 4 hour letter, consideration of 
elopement precautions if applicable) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Locate and review 4 Hour Letter and AMA form □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of patient education needed when requesting to sign 4 
hour letter (implication of potential for OPC initiation etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  



PSYCHIATRIC MEDICATION SPECIFIC CLINICAL SKILLS   
Clozaril – verbalize understanding of need to check blood pressure one hour after 
administration due to high risk for orthostatic hypotension □ T    □ V    □ D  
Lithium – verbalize understanding of signs/symptoms of lithium toxicity, 
therapeutic levels □ T    □ V    □ D  
Depakote – verbalize understanding of therapeutic levels □ T    □ V    □ D  
Benzodiazepines – verbalize understanding of potential for sedation, blood 
pressure, consideration with older patients □ T    □ V    □ D  
Lamictal – verbalize understanding of potential side effects (rash etc) and 
necessary interventions □ T    □ V    □ D  
Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome (NMS) – discuss signs and symptoms □ T    □ V    □ D  
Antipsychotics – discuss potential side effects (Akathisia, Tardive Dyskinesia etc.) 
and necessary interventions □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize importance of correct use of PRN medications per written indication 
(e.g. use of Ativan written for ‘agitation’ not to be given for ‘anxiety’ etc.) □ T    □ V    □ D  
Medication Consents – verbalize understanding of legal requirement for 
completion of medication consents, which medications require consent etc. □ T    □ V    □ D  
Verbalize understanding of implications of medication commitment and RN 
responsibilities □ T    □ V    □ D  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)                                                
(Select all that apply) 



Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials 



RECOVERY-ORIENTED PRACTICE   
Helps the patient to identify strengths to renew hope and resume control ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Incorporates patient strengths in interventions to help the patient manage 
symptoms and assume control. ප�d��� ප�s����ප��  
Assists the patient to re-define self beyond the illness. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Involves the patient (and family) in treatment planning to promote patient 
control. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on coping skills to help the patient renew hope and assume 
control ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on problem-solving that can help the patient renew hope and 
assume control. ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on relaxation techniques that help the patient manage 
symptoms ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides education on mental illnesses to help reduce stigma ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides a safe environment for patients to talk about symptoms to reduce 
stigma ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Use of normal conversation to help the patient feel supported ප d����ප�s����ප��  
Encourages the patient to participate in their treatment plan by telling them their 
input is important ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Uses recovery information from SAMHSA publications and handouts to teach 
patients ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Uses and encourages other team members to use person-first language and 
recovery oriented language ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Provides patient-centered care focusing on the person, not the disability ප�d����ප�s����ප��  
Corrects language that is stigmatizing ප�d����ප�s��� ප��  
Communicates positively with patients, beginning at admission and through 
discharge ප�d����ප�s����ප��  



QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 



  



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
භ���Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ͛Ɛ�ƉƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͕�ǀĂůƵĞƐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ͘�� 



  
 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
භ���Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
භ   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�hƐĞ�ĚĂƚĂ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐĂƌĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   



 
 



ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
භ����ĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ͗�DŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐ�ƌŝsk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
භ   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
ප�d����ප�s����ප������ප�K 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 



ID 
Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 



ID 
Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 
 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse accorĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�hd^t�WŽůŝĐǇ͕�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞ͕�ĂŶĚ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ͘ 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ____________________ Date:__________ 
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Epidural Analgesia Comp 



 Epidural Analgesia Competency 



Name:_____________________________  Employee #______________ Date of Hire: ____________Unit:____________ 



Critical Behavior 



Verbalized (V)     
Demonstrated (D)  
(Select all that apply)    



Date & Evaluator 
Initials  



Completes the following items related to the monitoring and administration of 
epidural analgesia including: 



● Patient  preparation



● Assesses  patient’s  pain  every  4  hours  and  prn  using  a  pain  scale □  V        □  D 



● Explains  procedure  to  patient  and/or  significant  other □  V        □  D 



● Prepares  for  the  administration  of  epidural  opiates
● Checks the medical order for drug, dose, and frequency. Verifies that a



standardized order set is used.
□  V        □  D 



● Test dose is administered by anesthesia provider. Initial setting and
programming is done by anesthesia. Settings are verified by two nurses. 



□  V        □  D 



● Assesses  patient’s  room  for  presence  of:
a. Narcan readily available / accessible
b. Epidural label on tubing and pump
c. Pulse oximetry utilized during infusion



□  V        □  D 



● Verbalizes the importance of the availability of an ambu bag. □  V        □  D 



● Assesses  epidural catheter and dressing for intactness. □  V        □  D 



● Administers epidural opiate correctly
● Validates settings, including continuous infusion rates, lockout times,



Interval doses, bolus doses and 1 hour limit every 4 hours and at shift
change with another nurse. □  V        □  D



● Validates sufficient solution present in the bag to prevent interruption in 



therapy. □  V        □  D 



● Informs provider if pain relief is not adequate for patient. □  V        □  D 



● Changes pump settings & validates all new settings with a second nurse. □  V        □  D 



● Assesses and records blood pressure, respiratory rate and heart rate every



4 hours; with pulse oximetry and respiratory rate recorded every two hours.



Monitors continuous pulse oximetry for the duration of therapy. Sets alarm 



limits per order set; Monitors intake and output during infusion and for 24 



hours after removal. 



□  V     □  D 



● Assess for reaction or intolerance to medication: nausea/vomiting, rash,



motor or sensory blockade. 
□  V        □  D 



● Monitors dressing. Notifies provider immediately for disconnected



catheter.  See Epidural SOP for re-connection procedure per policy.
□  V        □  D 



● Verbalizes the signs / symptoms of an epidural hematoma; peak incidence



times and holds anticoagulants the day of insertion AND removal. 
□  V        □  D 



● Notifies provider and administers reversal agent as indicated for respiratory



depression. Calls an RRT as indicated. Demonstrates how to stop infusion 



per pump. 



□  V        □  D 
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2/18  
Epidural Analgesia Comp 



 
Critical Behavior 



Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)      
(Select all that apply)     



 
Date & Evaluator 
Initials  



●      Completes the procedure   
     ●      Assesses  epidural  catheter  every  4  hours.  Validates  that  connections  are 
           secure, solution and settings match orders, dressing is dry and secure. 



□  V    □  D  



     ●      Verbalizes  potential  side  effects  and  complications to be monitored such            
           as: nausea, pruritus, respiratory depression, urinary retention 



□  V        □  D  



     ●      Documents  the  medication  settings  and  amounts  administered on the 
           Medication Administration Record; requires 2 nurse verification at shift 
           change and for any pump changes following written order 



□  V        □  D  



     ●      Documents  the  patient’s  response  to  the  drug  on  the  Pain  Management 
           Flowsheet. 



□  V        □  D  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies/procedures and responsibilities listed. I certify 
that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed 



skills and feel ready to practice independently. 



 



 



  _                                                                             ___________________________________________ 



Signature of RN (Orientee) Date Completed  



Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  
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 PO18i. Electrocardiogram/Defibrillation cardioversion 



 



 
 
 



ECG Monitoring, Defibrillation, Synchronized Cardioversion                                                                         
and Temporary Transcutaneous Pacing 



Competency Checklist 
 



Name:___________________________ Date:____________________Unit: _________________ 
 
Defibrillator Make and Model: _______________________________ 



 
Every RN is to complete the items listed below, place a CHECK mark under the MET line item and 



initial, once competency is achieved.  Please date and sign at the bottom of page two once all 
functions are demonstrated.  Submit to the CE or CC once completed.   



 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MET 



 
Orientee’s  



initials 
 



ECG Monitoring 
 



1) Presses ON and  locates ECG cable    
2) Identifies the multi-function pads cable   
3) Identifies the ECG electrodes placement to chest 



a) Attaches an electrode to each lead wire 
b) Identifies appropriate electrode sites for 3-wire cable in upper right, upper left, 



lower left torso areas    



  



4) Select or changes desired lead and ECG size on monitor screen 
a) Select Leads by pressing LEAD button or rotating SPEED DIAL to desired lead 



and pressing 
b) Select Size by pressing SIZE button or by rotating SPEED DIAL to desired size 



and pressing 



  



5) Presses PRINT to obtain an ECG printout   
6) Changes the PAPER roll (open and close door)   
7) Opens the cover door on right side of unit carefully, using the Manual release 



button.   
  



8) Identifies that the LEAD button, when pressed halts the AED functionality   
 



Defibrillation with Hands-Free Electrode  
 



1) Identifies that the unit can defibrillate with the AED function or manually   
2) Turns the unit on with the door closed – notes buttons #1, #2 and #3 for AED    
3) Opens the door carefully, using the manual release button on the door cover, notes 



the LEAD button and depresses it to halt the AED functionality 
  



4) Identifies the buttons for energy select / charge and shock with the door open   
5) Verbalizes that this is a biphasic unit (countercurrent) with 200J, 300J and 360J as 



the settings for V-Fib / V-Tach without a pulse.   
  



6) Applies therapy electrodes to cable. Confirm cable connection to the device.   
7) Presses ENERGY SELECT and appropriate energy   
8) Identifies the  CHARGE key    
9) States  “ALL  Clear”  and  observes  electrical  safety   
10) Identifies the SHOCK key (DO NOT actually discharge the unit)   
11) Presses the DOWN arrow for energy select to dump the charge if charged unit   
12) Locates the defibrillator paddles and pedi paddles underneath   



Comments:   
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MET 
 



Orientee’s  
initials 



 



Synchronized Cardioversion with Hands-Free Electrode (Multi-Function Pads) 
 



1) Demonstrates how to place the unit in synchronize mode for cardioversion 
a) Identifies that each cardioversion discharge would require a re-sync if second 



cardioversion discharge required 



  



2) Identifies possible cardioversion hazards: patient skin burn, operator shock, 
combustion during oxygen use, ineffective energy delivery, improper 
synchronization and discharge on the T wave. 



  



3) Connect therapy electrode to therapy cables   
4) Demonstrate anterior-lateral placement   
5) Locates and Presses SYNC button   
6) Confirm  SYNC  markers  (▼)  appear  on  QRS  on  monitor  screen  and  on  each  



detected QRS complex 
  



7) Presses ENERGY SELECT  to increase energy or rotate SPEED DIAL to desired 
joule level setting 



  



8) Identifes the  CHARGE key   
9) Confirms ECG rhythm, SYNC marker location and available energy   
10) States  “All  Clear:”  and  observe  electrical  safety   
11) States that Discharge defibrillation is done by pressing and holding SHOCK button 



until discharge occurs on next detected QRS complex  
(DO NOT actually discharge the unit) 



  



 



Temporary Transcutaneous Pacing 
 



1) Attaches ECG cable/  ECG electrodes AND multi-function pads    
2) Presses PACER   
3) Presses RATE to adjust up or down as needed   
4) Presses CURRENT and adjust up until electrical capture is achieved   
5) As needed, Presses PAUSE and hold to confirm underlying rhythm   
6) Verbalizes different modes of pacing (DEMAND or NON DEMAND) and chooses 



appropriate  therapy  based  on  patient’s  need. 
  



 



DAILY CHECK 
 



1) Detaches the multi-function cable from the pads and plug into the small adaptor 
attached to the multi-function cable itself 



  



2) Unplugs the unit from the back power cord   
3) Turns the unit ON   
4) Opens the door / presses the LEAD button and uses the SPEED DIAL on the front to 



locate  the  selection  “TEST  /  Self  Check” 
  



5) The unit will ask if monitoring is to STOP, Selects YES with the SPEED DIAL 
(pushing the SPEED DIAL in selects highlighted item) 



  



6) Unit completes self check and will then turn off automatically / print verification   
7) Removes the end of the MF plug from the testing piece and plug back into the MF 



pads ready for patient use 
  



8) Plugs the unit back in and identifies the light on the front that indicates the unit is 
charging 



  



9) Powers the TOWER off   
 
 



___________________________________________________           __________________________________________ 
Evaluator’s  Signature     Orientee’s  Signature 
 
 
Revised Dec 30th, 2011/ Dec 2014 
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Created Feb 2014 / tm; Revised February 2015 1 



 
 



       THINK LIFT 
Direct Patient Care Staff 



  
 
Name: ________________________________ Employee #: ________ Date of Hire: ______________ 
 



 
**All competencies for equipment that applies to the work area, listed below, must be validated (clinical demonstration required), 



initialed and dated by the preceptor.   
The orientee should place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  Items that are Not Applicable (N/A) may 
be indicated by checking the appropriate line in the column labeled N/A.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file 



upon completion. 
 



 
SPECIFIC CLINICAL 



SKILLS 
 



Self 
Identified 
Learning 
Need (*) 



 
DATE 



 
N/A 



 
VALIDATOR 



INITIALS 



 



 



For applicable equipment listed below, the preceptor verifies that satisfactory performance has been 
demonstrated.  



 



Sara Stedy     
Sara Plus     
Maximove     
Tenor     
Maxilite     
Maxisky-Sling     
Maxisky-Repositioning     
Maxislide     
Maxitube     
Easy Slide     
Maxi Air     
Dane Wheelchair Mover     
Carendo     
Battery change     
Other:   
 
 



    



INIT PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE & 
CREDENTIALS 



INIT PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE & 
CREDENTIALS 



      
      
      
      



 
 



I HAVE BEEN ORIENTED TO AND UNDERSTAND THE DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION, POLICIES/PROCEDURES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES LISTED.  I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DEMONSTRATED COMPETENCY TO AN ASSIGNED 
PRECEPTOR OR CLINICAL EDUCATOR FOR THE ABOVE LISTED LIFT EQUIPMENT AND FEEL READY TO PRACTICE 
INDEPENDENTLY. 



 
 
 



___________________________________________________                                   _________________________________ 
Signature of Orientee                                                                 Date completed 
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PO18k. MedSurg 
 



  



 



0 
1/22/19 crc 
M/S Resident Packet 
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Changes electrodes daily   



     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   



     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   



     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     



●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



 



 
 



Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     



●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   



     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   



     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    



Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      
●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 
utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     
●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     



●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     



●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 
Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   



QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 



  
 



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   



  
 



□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   



 
 



□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 



 



 



 



Examples of QSEN Competencies 
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RN Foundational Competency Verification Form 
 



Name: _____________________________ Employee #______________ Unit: ____________ 
 



Scoring Key: 1 - Needs further development *    2 – Competent (Independent Practice) 



* See Performance Improvement Plan for items needing further development 
 
 



 
Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Performs the following items related to patient identification:     
●   Identifies acceptable patient identifiers (name, birth date, and medical record 
number)  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies appropriate steps for placing, replacing, and removing patient 
armbands  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the respiratory system as applicable to 
care area:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough respiratory assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen administration  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen safety  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Oxygen therapy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   RT role  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Weaning   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Tracheostomy care:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Specimen collection:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Chest tube care and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of pulse oximetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of apnea monitors  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application and monitoring of End Tidal CO2 (EtCO2)  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Teaching use of incentive spirometry   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the neurological system as applicable to 
care area:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough neurologic assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Changes electrodes daily   



     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   



     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   



     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     



●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



 



 
 



Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     



●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, Date & 



Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     



●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     



●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   



     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   



     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    



Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      



●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 



utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     



●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     



●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     



●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Tested (T)                  
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Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     



●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     



●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     



●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
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(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date & 
Evaluator Initials  



 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   



QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 



  
 



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   



  
 



□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   



 
 



□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ O 
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Evaluator Printed Name  UT Employee 
ID 



Initials Evaluator Printed Name UT Employee 
ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date 



& Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to the cardiovascular system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough cardiac assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application of and monitoring of cardiac monitors   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Application of remote telemetry  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Identifies on/off button, SmartKeys, different modes including Standby  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Changes electrodes daily   
     ●   Describe battery care and how often to change batteries   
     ●   Identifies and responds appropriately to alarms   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Accurately interprets rhythms, records in EMR  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●  Applies SPO2 monitor to appropriate site   
     ●  Identifies SPO2 value, pleth wave, signal quality indicator and pulse rate   
     ●   If remote telemetry in place, notifies Central Monitoring unit if patient is off 
floor/off monitor   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Blood specimen collection  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Bubble Study □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ●   Understanding of contraindications for Bubble study-Pregnancy 
           and Eisenmenger Syndrome □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to the musculoskeletal system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough musculoskeletal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Maintenance of proper body alignment  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs active and passive range of motion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reviews UTSkin bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes indications for log-rolling and maintenance of skeletal      alignment 
during log-rolling  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to the genitourinary system:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough genitourinary assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of methods to prevent catheter associated urinary tract 
infections as applicable to care area, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Condom catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   In and Out catheterization for urinary retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Bladder scanner use as management for possible retention  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Strict adherence to sterile technique during insertion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Implementation of CAUTI bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of urine specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Bladder irrigation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Care of urostomies  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Insertion of Coude catheter □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date 



& Evaluator Initials  



 



 
 



Completes the following items related to the gastrointestinal system, nutrition, 
and hydration:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough gastrointestinal assessment, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Measurement, recording, and monitoring of intake and output  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastric tube placement, verification and maintenance  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   NG/OG tube suctioning  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Small bore feeding tubes:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Placement verification and monitoring  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Provision of feedings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Marking location on tubes  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of Bridle for securement  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of feeding pump  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Ostomy care:   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Gastrostomy care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Administration of enemas  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collection of stool specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Fecal management system placement and management   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Referral for nutrition screening   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes:     
●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough assessment pertaining to the 
patients IV therapy, fluids and electrolytes status appropriately responding to 
abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Initiation, maintenance, and documentation of IV therapy, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Routine assessment, dressing changes, cap changes, tubing changes, and 
maintenance of line and site per policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Rotates peripheral IV site when site symptomatic   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Use of infusion pumps and devices specific to care are based on policy and 
procedure   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Demonstrates correct use of Drug Library, including use Guardrails □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
Completes the following items related to immunological and infection 
prevention issues:     
●   Completion and documentation  of assessment of immunologic system, 
appropriately responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Manages patient precautions and utilizes appropriate PPE based on patient 
situation and type of precaution  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  



Verbalized (V)         



Demonstrated (D)     



Observed (O)                                        



(Select all that apply)     



 



Score, 



Date & Evaluator 



Initials  



Completes the following items related to integumentary system:     



●   Completion of and documentation of a thorough skin assessment, appropriately 
responding to abnormal findings  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Initiate Skin Pathway and UTSkin Orderset as appropriate  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



●   Care of wounds  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Review of wound cart   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Braden scale assessment and treatment per skin care bundle  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Nursing referral for wound and ostomy nurse  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS):     



●   Relates importance of completion of MEWS  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   With vitals and status changes in non-critical care patients   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Distinguishes when to report concerns and or findings to physician   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Distinguishes when to and when to initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway, and 
Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms.   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Call the Rapid Response Team for rapid care. Press rapid button or call 33333   



     ●   Initiate Code Blue for loss of pulse or airway; press Code Blue Button or call 33333   



     ●   Code Stroke for positive BEFAST symptoms. Dial 33333    



Completes the following items related to tubing, line, and drain safety:      



●   Traces the point of origin for all lines, tubes and drains prior to disconnection, 



utilization, access, intervention, or discontinuance of any line, tube or drain  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Traces all lines, tubes and drains from the patient to the point of origin during 
assessment and handover   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to sharps safety:     



●   Calling for sharps disposal when sharps container approaches full  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Does not disassemble safety devices  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Ensures sharps are disposed of immediately after use  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to labeling and sending of lab specimens and 
blood cultures:     



●   Demonstrates ability to appropriately label specimens  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Demonstrates ability to properly perform final check   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to the care of CVC, Infusaports, and PICC lines:     



●   Identifies the requirements of care for CVCs, Infusaports, and PICC Lines, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Identifies complications to monitor for when caring for a patient with a CVC  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Performs central line dressing changes according to policy and procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



     ●   Performs central line cap and hub changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   Perform tubing changes according to policy and procedure □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   Identifies information related to Restoring Patency of a Central Venous Catheter  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



●   Discontinues non tunneled CVC and PICC line □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  



     ●   If catheter tip is to be cultured, cuts catheter tip with sterile scissors and places 
tip in sterile container, labels the container per policy □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                  
Verbalized (V)         
Demonstrated (D)     
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date 



& Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to patient pain management:     
●   Completes and documents a thorough and developmentally appropriate pain 
assessment using objective and subjective data at the following times:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Pre and post medication  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Upon admission  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   During assessments  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes and responds to over-sedation and pain medication side effects 
and addresses them immediately.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to stroke identification and management:     
●   Recognizes signs and symptoms of stroke  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   review BEFAST  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Identifies process for calling Rapid Response Team if stroke symptoms are 
identified  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Describes components of Code Stroke response, including own role in process 
and patient management and critical information including last known well  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Accurately performs and documents NIHSS   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates Dysphagia screen and documents correctly  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Demonstrates discharge teaching key points  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to universal protocol:     
●   Perform pre-procedure verification process   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Mark the procedure site   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Perform a “Time-out” before starting procedure  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    



Completes the following items related to venous thromboembolism prevention:     
●   Summarizes pathophysiologic basis for development of VTE, including the 
following areas of focus:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of DVT  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Recognizes and responds to signs and symptoms of PE  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs VTE risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Performs additional VTE prevention behaviors:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Assesses patient for pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic VTE prophylaxis  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items when performing end of life and palliative care:     
●   Demonstrates respect for the patient’s views and wishes during the-end-of-life 
care. Uses measures and treatments that are consistent with the 
patient’s/families’ wishes. Respects the right of patient to refuse care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Collaborates with interdisciplinary team members while implementing the 
nursing role in end-of-life care  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date 



& Evaluator Initials  



Completes the following items related to effective communication among 
caregivers     
●   Discusses rationale of importance of accurate and standardized handover 
communication between caregivers and utilizes standard handover tools at 
appropriate times.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes SBAR communication tool when addressing patient needs, status 
changes, or concerns regarding patient status and situation  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Recognizes critical lab values and results that require an urgent response and 
communication to physician.  Critical results called within 30 minutes   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to fall risk assessment and 
implementation:     
●   Completes fall risk assessment in EPIC   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Utilizes fall risk interventions specific to patient’s determined fall risk based on 
policy.  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Reassesses patient fall status based on policy  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Explains fall risk factors to patient and/or family and actions to minimize risk 
of falls  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
●   Take appropriate actions should a fall occur, including:  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Patient assessment, intervention, and physician notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Family notification  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   FALLS Debriefing form on line  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
     ●   Completes Event report   □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O    
Completes the following items related to blood administration and 
transportation of blood products   
● Administration   
     ● Verify order; defining product type and special requirement if applicable □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Verify consent and current Type & Cross □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Confirms two identifiers, Name/MRN, on patient’s armband at bedside with 
second RN, comparing EPIC order with product requisition sheet with tags on 
product □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Obtains Baseline VS and records in Blood Flow Sheet  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Scans patient armband and blood component in EMR and completes with 
dual sign off of second RN □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Documentation    
     ● Record ‘New bag’ when starting the transfusion and the initial 
administration rate □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Record VS q15 minutes x 1 hour, then hourly until transfusion has completed □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Once transfusion completed, document final VS, record when the 
transfusion is ‘Stopped’, record the transfusion volume and complete the 
transfusion  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
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Critical Behavior 



Tested (T)                         
Verbalized (V)            
Demonstrated (D)             
Observed (O)                                        
(Select all that apply)     



 
Score, Date 



& Evaluator Initials  



 
 
Completes the following items related to transportation of patients   
● If a patient is traveling without an RN present, handoff report to the new 
personnel is required  □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● If a patient is on remote telemetry, RN will notify Central Monitoring of 
pending transport and patient destination and time of return to unit □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
● Identify when RN must travel with patient to & from procedural areas   
     ● Presence of lines/tubes: chest tube, pacer wires, life vest, LVAD □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of IV infusions: Chemotherapy, Pulmonary Hypertension 
medications, Inotropic Medications, Insulin □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
     ● Presence of Airway: Oxygen being given by cannula > 6L/min, by face mask 
>/= 40%, Bipap in use (must also notify RT), tracheostomy inserted on present 
admission, and in critical care areas, ventilated patients □ T    □ V    □ D    □ O  
   



QSEN Competency 
Critical Behavior 



  
 



 Patient Centered Care                                                                                                         
●   Definition: Recognize the patient or designee as the source of control and full 
partner in providing compassionate and coordinated care based on respect for 
patient’s preferences, values, and needs.   



  
 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 



 



Teamwork and Collaboration                                                                                            
●   Definition: Function effectively within nursing and inter-professional teams, 
fostering open communication, mutual respect, and shared decision-making to 
achieve quality patient care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 
 



 



Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)                                                                                          
●   Definition: Integrate best current evidence with clinical expertise and 
patient/family preferences and values for delivery of optimal health care.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 
 



 



Quality Improvement (QI)                                                                                                 
●   Definition: Use data to monitor the outcomes of care processes and use 
improvement methods to design and test changes to continuously improve the 
quality and safety of health care systems.   



 
 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 



 



Safety                                                                                                                                     
●   Definition: Minimizes risk of harm to patients and providers through both 
system effectiveness and individual performance. 



 
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 



 



Informatics                                                                                                                            
●   Definition: Use information and technology to communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and support decision making.   



  
□ T    □ V    □ D    □ 



O 
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Evaluator Printed 
Name  



UT 
Employee ID 



Initials Evaluator 
Printed Name 



UT 
Employee ID 



Initials  



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 
 



     



 



 



 



 



I have demonstrated the ability to meet the expectation of the performance criteria listed above in a safe and appropriate 
manner. I understand this standard of practice is expected of me at all times. 



 



 
Signature of Employee: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: _____________ 



 



Based on the performance criteria listed above, this individual demonstrates ability to competently function as a Registered 
Nurse according to UTSW Policy, procedure, and guidelines. 



 



 



Signature of Preceptor: _______________________ Printed Name: ________________________ Date: ______________ 
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PACU Airway Orientation 



Competency Statement: Demonstrates competency to provide safe and effective airway management for patients in the post 
anesthesia care unit. 
 
Name: _______________________________________  Employee #: ________  Date of Hire: ______________ 
 



**All competencies listed must be validated (clinical demonstration or verbalization), initialed and dated by the preceptor.  The orientee should 
place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file upon completion. 



Be able to locate and demonstrate proficiency 
of the following: 



Locate Demonstration Completed  
(Preceptor Initial) 



Date 
Met Not Met Met Not Met 



Bag/valve mask       
Nasal trumpet       
Oral airway       
Airway box (includes LMA , ETT, Bougie, etc.)       
Suction catheter kits (for trach)       
Nebulizer treatments       
Incentive spirometry       
Nasal cannula        
Face tent       
Venti mask       
Yaunker and suction set up       
Non rebreather mask       
Trach mask       
T Adapter       
Humidified oxygen set up (change every 
Wednesday and Friday)       



Demonstrate:       
Auscultation of lungs       
Setting up of CPAP machine       
Chin lift       
Use of Oral airway       
Extubate 



� ET 
� LMA 



      



Splinting       
 



For those who initialed above, please complete the following: 
Initials Printed Name Signature and Credentials 



   
   
   
   



  



I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies, procedures and responsibilities listed above.  I 
certify that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed skills and am ready to 
accept responsibility to practice independently. 
 



Signature of RN (Orientee) Date 
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PACU Orientation Skills Checklist 
Competency Statement: Demonstrates competency to perform skills required to care for patients undergoing procedures and care 



in the post anesthesia recovery unit 



 
Name: __________________________________Employee #: ________ Date of Hire: ______________ 
 



**All competencies listed must be validated (clinical demonstration or verbalization), initialed and dated by the preceptor.  The orientee should 



place a * by each topic that is a self-identified learning need.  This document is to be placed in employee’s file upon completion. 



Skill 
Locate Demonstrate Completed 



(Preceptor Initial) 
Date 



   Met          Not Met Met Not Met 



PCA Setup       



IV tubing (No stopcocks!)       



Arterial lines:  



� Discontinue  



� Blood draws  



� Leveling (Set up to 



monitor and zeroing) 



      



Lab Draws       



12 Lead EKG       



IV starts       



IV pump usage       



Monitor navigation       



Drains: Measurement of: 



� Foley  



� JP (stripping)  



� PCNL 



      



Chest tube care, maintenance and 



monitoring 



      



OnQ Pain Pump       



Doppler        



Neuro Assessment       



Crash Cart       



Patient discharge to home       



Murphy drip management       



Surgical support garments 



� Girdle  



� Surgical bra  



� Scrotal support Abdominal 



binder 



      



Dressing types 



� Xeroform 



� Tegaderm 



      



For those who initialed above, please complete the following: 



Initials Printed Name Signature and Credentials 
   



   



   



   



 I have been oriented to and understand the departmental information, policies, procedures and responsibilities listed above.  I 



certify that I have demonstrated competency to an assigned preceptor or clinical educator for the above listed skills and am ready to 



accept responsibility to practice independently. 



 



Signature of RN (Orientee) Date 
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